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Abstract
In this thesis, the use of first-principles calculations to assist solid-state
NMR spectroscopic studies of disordered inorganic materials has been
investigated, with emphasis placed on understanding the most relevant and
efficient methods for computationally modelling a system. The first class of
materials studied are oxide ceramics, more specifically Y2SnxTi2–xO7,
La2SnxZr2–xO7, Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7; the first two of which are pyrochlore
solid solutions, while the latter adopt the disordered defect fluorite phase.
Both pyrochlore systems exhibit configurational disorder in the form of Bsite cation mixing, which leads to the overlapping and complex experimental
solid-state NMR spectra being challenging to assign. By considering several
methods to generate structural models computationally, the site occupancy
disorder (SOD) method was found to be particularly well suited to
producing a set of structural models capable of representing the
configurational disorder in these materials with the predicted 89Y,
17

119

Sn and

O NMR parameters able to assist the assignment of the experimental NMR

spectra and provide significant structural insight. Investigation into Y2Zr2O7
and Y2Hf2O7 defect fluorites proved considerably more challenging, with the
high level of structural disorder preventing easy implementation of SODbased approaches, and necessitating a less sophisticated and more manual
modelling approach being employed. Although some understanding of the
origin of the signals seen in the NMR spectra was able to be obtained in this
way, the limited scope of this computational investigation prevents a more
detailed and quantitative analysis.
The second class of materials investigated in this thesis are hydrous silicate
minerals found in the inner-Earth, specifically, hydrous Fe-free wadsleyite
(β-Mg2SiO4), a system that is challenging to study experimentally due to the
positional disorder of the incorporated protons (and of the charge-balancing
associated cation vacancies). In combination with experimental solid-state
NMR spectra and the first-principles calculation of NMR parameters, the ab
initio random structure searching (AIRSS) approach was used to probe the
structure of hydrous wadsleyite, by identifying many possible protonation

vii

arrangements for semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite. Through this
investigation, enthalpically stable protonation arrangements were identified
for both semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite, with predicted NMR
parameters for the AIRSS-generated structures used to assist assignment of
the solid-state NMR spectra of a sample of wadsleyite containing ~3 wt%
H2O. By using the experimental NMR spectra to validate the accuracy and
relevance of AIRSS-generated structural models, a new structural picture of
the disorder in fully-hydrous wadsleyite was proposed, highlighting the
success with which first-principles calculations can be used to assist the
assignment of the solid-state NMR spectra of disordered inorganic materials.
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Chapter 1: General overview
1.1

Introduction
Given the many and seemingly ever-changing social, economic and

environmental challenges that humanity faces, including a growing global
population, widespread food and water shortages, and increasing demand
for cheap and renewable sources of energy, scientists are constantly
searching for new materials, or finding alternative uses for existing materials,
to help address some of these concerns. Identifying a material as having the
desired chemical and/or physical properties required to solve a particular
problem is only part of the challenge: it is also necessary to understand what
it is about a material that is responsible for a specific property, something
that is typically only possible once the structure has been determined.
Despite the periodicity typically displayed by the solid state, i.e., solids
usually possess long-range order, it is often a deviation or variation in this
structural ordering that leads to useful physical and chemical properties
being exhibited. Structural disorder, even in the form of small variations in
atom position or composition can result in large changes in the properties of
a material and ultimately, therefore, in its end use. This tunability in
properties, through the careful manipulation of composition and atomic
ordering has led to disordered materials being used for a wide range of
applications, including in catalysis, as pharmaceuticals, in the electronics
industry and the world of energy materials.1
Characterisation methods based on Bragg diffraction are routinely used to
investigate the structure of solid-state materials, with single-crystal or
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data able to provide an accurate structural
description of solids that have long-range order in both atomic positions and
site occupancies, i.e., an ideal solid such as that shown schematically in
Figure 1.1(a). Any breakdown in long-range ordering reduces the
effectiveness of Bragg diffraction-based techniques, providing only a
description of the average structure. For example, the schematic crystal

1

structure shown in Figure 1.1(b) retains the periodicity of the atomic
positions, but there is a variation in the species occupying the B site, i.e.,
compositional disorder. In this case, diffraction would be able to accurately
determine the atomic coordinates and suggests the B site has a fractional
occupancy of B0.5C0.5, but is not able to describe how these atoms are arranged
throughout the material, i.e., whether there is clustering of like atoms, or a
random distribution of each type of atom. A solid exhibiting positional
disorder is shown in Figure 1.1(c), with one quarter of the B sites now vacant,
leading to a fractional occupancy of B0.75. However, this fractional occupancy
description could perhaps be interpreted in two ways, either that throughout
the material 25% of the B site are vacant, or that any one site is vacant for
25% of the time. The former interpretation is shown in Figure 1.1(c), and
represents static positional disorder, whereas the latter results from dynamic
disorder, where atoms within a solid are moving as a function of time.
Without knowing which of these situations is present, i.e., static or dynamic
disorder, the fractional occupancy description of a crystallographic site is of
limited use. Compounding the disorder caused by the fractional occupancy
of crystallographic sites, non-ideal solids can also exhibit variations in local
geometry, e.g., a distribution of bond lengths and bond angles. The more
pronounced this geometrical variation is from ideality, the less the longrange is maintained, causing difficulties for may diffraction-based
techniques. As shown in Figure 1.1(d), amorphous solids, such as glasses,
display this type of disorder and crystallographic sites can no longer be
defined, leading to significant differences in long-range structure, even
though the local structure around a particular atom may remain relatively
unchanged in comparison to an ordered solid of equivalent composition.
Given that Bragg diffraction techniques probe the long-range ordering of a
system, as the level of disorder in a solid increases the less adept these
approaches become at describing a structure reflecting the unit cell length
scale, rather than simply a description of the average structure. Therefore, to
more accurately describe the structure of a disordered material it is necessary
to combine information relating to any periodicity, i.e., any remaining longrange order with information on the local structure, including the bonding

2

geometry, the number and type of directly coordinating species, as well as
the type of atoms on the next nearest neighbour (NNN) sites. With this in
mind, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy2–4 is perfectly suited
for investigating the structure of disordered solids. The chemical shift
(change in resonance frequency of a nuclear spin) is very sensitive to changes
in the local structure, while through-bond and through-space couplings
between nuclear spins provide information on covalent bonding and

Figure 1.1: Schematic showing (a) an ordered crystalline AB material, (b) A(B0.5C0.5) with the
B and C atoms randomly distributed throughout the crystal lattice, (c) AB0.75 with a random
distribution of B site vacancies and (d) amorphous AB. A, B and C atoms are shown in blue,
red and green, respectively.

3

distances between atoms.5 This sensitivity to local structure has resulted in
NMR spectroscopy becoming one of the most versatile and widely used
analytical approaches today. In solution-state NMR lineshapes are
characteristically narrow due to the rapid molecular tumbling that occurs
naturally in liquids. This isotropic tumbling motion has the effect of
averaging many interactions that contribute to spectral line broadening,
including chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and dipolar coupling.6 In contrast,
the NMR spectra of solids are associated with broad, often featureless
lineshapes caused by broadening from anisotropic interactions. As these
anisotropic interactions are orientationally dependent, a number of
approaches, including magic angle spinning (MAS)7–9 have been developed
to improve the resolution of solid-state NMR spectra by physical
manipulation of the sample. Figure 1.2 shows the effectiveness of using MAS
to remove the anisotropic broadening in a 31P solid-state NMR spectrum of
(NH4)2HPO4, with a significant difference observed between the spectrum
acquired for a static sample and those recorded using MAS. In addition to
the CSA and dipolar coupling mentioned previously, the NMR spectra of
quadrupolar nuclei, i.e., those with spin quantum number I > 1/2, also
exhibit quadrupolar broadening, resulting from the interaction between the
quadrupolar moment and the electric field gradient (EFG). This interaction
cannot be fully removed by MAS, necessitating more complex approaches to
acquire high-resolution spectra.10–13
Despite the development of numerous signal and resolution enhancement
techniques, solid-state NMR spectra are often far more complex than those
seen in solution, particularly if the system is disordered. The effect of
configurational disorder in the solid-state is illustrated in Figure 1.3, where
the 89Y (I = 1/2) MAS NMR spectra for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, (Figure 1.3(a)
and (b), respectively), each consist of a single sharp resonance, whereas the
corresponding MAS spectrum of Y2SnTiO7 (where the B site has fractional
occupancy Sn0.5Ti0.5) (Figure 1.3(c)) consists of several broad overlapping
resonances. Overlapping features, as seen in Figure 1.3(c), often make it
difficult to confidently assign individual resonances in solid-state NMR

4

Figure 1.2: Effect of MAS on the 9.4 T 31P (I = 1/2) NMR spectrum of (NH4)2HPO4, showing
how the anisotropic lineshape observed for a static sample is broken up into a series of
spinning sidebands, with the intensity of the centreband (at ~0 ppm) and sidebands
increasing and decreasing, respectively, as the MAS rate increases. This figure has been
modified from that presented by Moran et al.1

spectra. In fact, the very nature of the solid phase complicates matters, with
samples

containing

not

only

chemically-distinct

but

also

crystallographically-distinct species as a result of crystal packing.
The significant challenges associated with the acquisition, assignment and
interpretation of solid-state NMR spectra for disordered inorganic materials
has led to the rise in popularity of first-principles calculations being used to
predict NMR parameters for a structure or series of structural models.14,15 It
has only been relatively recently that the solid-state NMR community has
been able to benefit from the use of first-principles calculations to accurately
predict NMR parameters for both finite and infinitely periodic systems,
made possible through the Gauge Including Projector Augmented-Wave
(GIPAW) approach, developed by Pickard and Mauri in 2001.16 In the case of
ordered solids, first-principles calculations can be used to confirm peak
assignments and predict parameters that are challenging to measure
experimentally, such as tensor orientations and anisotropic couplings. As
such, first-principles calculations play a key role in the emerging field of
NMR crystallography, which is the use of NMR spectroscopy, in tandem

5

Figure 1.3: 14.1 T 89Y (I = 1/2) MAS spectrum of (a) Y2Sn2O7, (b) Y2Ti2O7 and (c) Y2SnTiO7,
showing the effect of configurational disorder on the number and width of resonances. All
spectra were recorded by Arantxa Fernandes.

with diffraction measurements to characterise structures.17–19 The deviation
from periodicity associated with disordered materials makes computational
approaches significantly more challenging, often necessitating the use of
supercells or a set of related structural models to represent a disordered
system, both of which can require a large amount of computational
resources. The main difficulty with using first-principles calculations to
provide insight into the structure of disordered materials is that a simple
initial structural model is often not available. If structural variation leads to
diffraction-based models no longer being a realistic representation of a
disordered system, the predicted NMR parameters associated with such an
initial structural model will be of little use when comparing to experiment
and guiding spectral interpretation. In order to predict meaningful solidstate NMR parameters for a disordered material, the most important step to
verify is that the structural model(s) being used are a realistic representation
of the system. To this end, significant effort is currently being expended into

6

developing computational approaches to generate sets of possible periodic
models that could be used to gain insight into the structure of disordered
inorganic materials. Although many methods exist to model both static and
dynamic disorder, the two approaches most important for the work
presented in this thesis are site occupancy disorder (SOD)20,21 and ab initio
random structure searching (AIRSS),22,23 which are discussed in more detail
in subsequent chapters. These approaches have been employed extensively
in this thesis to generate structural models that were used to represent
various inorganic materials which exhibit configurational, compositional or
positional disorder, structural variations that make these systems very
challenging to explore experimentally.

1.2

Thesis overview
The work presented in this thesis focuses on using first-principles

density functional theory (DFT) calculations to generate a series of possible
structural models for disordered inorganic materials including hydrated
inner-Earth minerals and mixed-metal ceramics. Predicted solid-state NMR
parameters for these possible structures were subsequently compared to
experimental measurements to validate the accuracy of the computationally
generated structural models.
To this end, Chapter 2 introduces the NMR phenomenon and the theory
behind nuclear magnetism, concepts that are crucial to understanding the
experimental solid-state NMR spectra presented in this thesis (and therefore
the evaluation of any theoretical predictions). A description of the
interactions that affect NMR spectra, and methods for removing these (for
acquiring high-resolution spectra) are also covered, along with a brief
description of how simple NMR experiments are performed.
In Chapter 3, the theoretical principles of quantum-chemical calculations are
introduced, highlighting the growing role they play in the chemical sciences.
The theory underlying first-principles calculations is explained, including a
brief description of the Hartree-Fock approximation and DFT, before moving

7

onto the general approximations used to simplify the mathematics of
calculations, the types of basis sets that can be used and the concept of a
pseudopotential. Finally, the GIPAW method, by which solid-state NMR
parameters can be predicted is discussed, along with ways in which the
accuracy of predicted solid-state NMR parameters can be improved, by
geometry optimising structures, i.e., minimising the forces acting on atoms
by allowing them to move, or by considering additional effects like relativity
or dispersion interactions.
Being able to predict accurate and meaningful solid-state NMR parameters
and ultimately explain the appearance of complex experimental NMR
spectra requires a suitable way of modelling disordered materials. In
Chapter 4, a description of the various ways in which structural models can
be generated to investigate systems that exhibit different types of structural
disorder is presented. These include approaches that use simple atomic
substitution, systematic changes in atom configurations (describes how the
atoms are arranged in a unit cell, i.e., ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB or CBA),
variations in local geometry (bond lengths and bond angles), as well as more
complicated methods, including SOD and AIRSS, both used extensively in
this thesis.
Chapter 5 investigates the local structure and B site cation ordering in
Y2(Sn,Ti)2O7 pyrochlore ceramics (general formula A2B2O7), important
materials that have chemical and physical properties that makes them widely
applicable in areas such as catalysis, energy materials, as components in
electronics and semiconductors and as potentially stable, long-term
radioactive wasteforms. In order to assist the assignment of the oftencomplex solid-state

89

Y,

119

Sn and

17

O NMR spectra of these pyrochlores

ceramics, a number of theoretical approaches to model the changes in local
structure and B site cation ordering have been explored. These approaches
vary in their complexity, and importantly, how closely the predicted solidstate NMR parameters for the resulting structural models compare to
experimental measurements. These modelling approaches ranged from a
series of models produced by systematic and manual manipulation of the
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NNN B site cations, random variation of B site cations over the relevant
crystallographic sites in a unit cell, to the use of SOD to identify every
symmetrically

inequivalent

B

site

cation

arrangement

and

their

corresponding configurational degeneracy for a series of B site cation
composition. Comparing the predicted solid-state NMR parameters with
experimental

89

Y and

119

Sn solid-state NMR spectra allowed for new

information on the local structure and B site cation ordering in Y2(Sn,Ti)2O7
pyrochlores to be determined. Additionally, these approaches enabled the
relationship between geometrical features (bond lengths, bond angles and
interatomic distances), and solid-state NMR parameters to be investigated,
facilitating a more complete and confident assignment of experimental solidstate NMR spectra for the Y2(Sn,Ti)2O7 pyrochlore ceramics.
Also within Chapter 5, the effectiveness and limitations of approaches for the
modelling of additional disordered ceramics is explored, including
generating structural models by systematically manipulating th NNN B site
cations, using the SOD approach and by randomising the positions of cation
and anions over the relevant crystallographic sites in the unit cell. These
include La2(Sn,Zr)2O7 ceramics, which like the Y2(Sn,Ti)2O7 system, adopt the
pyrochlore structure throughout the entire compositional range (i.e., from
La2Sn2O7 to La2Zr2O7) and exhibit B site cation disorder. The SOD approach is
again shown to be a powerful tool capable of providing significant insight
into the structure of these disordered materials and, most importantly, is able
to guide the interpretation and assignment of the

119

Sn solid-state NMR

spectra. Also in this chapter, first-principles calculations have been used to
assist in the assignment of the more complex 89Y and 17O solid-state NMR
spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 ceramics. These materials adopt a defect
fluorite structure which exhibits cation mixing and positional disorder of O
and vacancies on the anion sub lattice, making them challenging to study
experimentally.
In Chapter 6, the “hydration” of wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4), a normally
anhydrous, dense-phase silicate mineral is investigated. It has been
speculated that wadsleyite can accommodate stoichiometric amounts of
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“water”, in the form of hydroxyls, leading to the possible existence of vast
water reservoirs deep within the Earth, with the proton incorporation
mechanism believed to be charge balanced by the removal of Mg2+ and/or
Si4+ cations. Despite a number of theoretical and experimental studies, there
is still no general consensus regarding the detailed hydration mechanism or
the preferred protonation positions. The challenges associated with
synthesising even a few milligrams of these hydrated minerals in a
repeatable fashion, procedures that involve extreme temperatures and
pressures (~1200 ºC and ~14 GPa), are no doubt responsible for some of the
ambiguity surrounding the mechanism of hydration. These materials are also
not trivial to analyse using either diffraction-based or solid-state NMR
spectroscopic techniques given XRD struggles to identify the position of light
atoms such as protons (particularly when disordered) and solid-state NMR
spectra of these hydrated samples often consist of many overlapping
resonances. In this chapter, AIRSS was used to understand hydrogen
incorporation, by generating a large number of candidate structures for
different hydration mechanisms. Starting initially from an anhydrous
wadsleyite unit cell. The prediction of solid-state NMR parameters for these
models and subsequent comparison to experimental solid-state NMR spectra
has provided new insight into the energetically favourable protonation
motifs and, hence, the most likely hydration mechanisms for hydrous
wadsleyite.
In Chapter 7, the overarching conclusions of this thesis are discussed, with
particular emphasis placed on the ways in which disordered inorganic
materials can and should be modelled computationally, highlighting how the
optimum modelling strategy is often dependant on the type of structural
disorder exhibited by a particular material. The general challenges associated
with modelling disordered materials is also discussed, including the current
limitations of DFT accuracy, the need to consider systems on a length scale
greater than a single unit cell, as well as the need for more widely accessible
high-performance computing (HPC) resources, in order to facilitate the
investigation of larger and more disordered systems. Within this chapter,
possible directions for future work are also discussed, including use of the

10

SOD approach to investigate additional systems that exhibit some form of
configurational disorder, such as pyrochlores or perovskites. Considering
how the AIRSS approach could be used to provide structural insight into
system with positional disorder is also discussed, with a seemingly natural
progression being to use AIRSS in conjunction with GIPAW calculations to
investigate the stability of potential fuel cell or battery materials.
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Chapter 2: Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
2.1

Introduction
NMR spectroscopy is widely accepted as one of the most important

and powerful analytical approaches for determining the molecular-level
structure of materials and the dynamic processes occurring within them.1,2
The modern-day success and widespread application of NMR spectroscopy
stems from ground-breaking research carried out independently in the mid
1940s by Edward Purcell3 and Felix Bloch,4,5 who are considered to be the
pioneers of the technique and as such were both awarded the 1952 Nobel
Prize in Physics, for their “development of new ways and methods for
nuclear magnetic precision methods”.6 NMR spectroscopy is a very sensitive
probe of local structure, meaning it can provide information on geometry
and atomic ordering and as such, is routinely used to study complex systems
in both the solid and solution state. This sensitivity to short-range structural
variation is in contrast to other analytical approaches, such as Bragg
diffraction-based techniques, which provide structural information averaged
over time and length scales. This makes diffraction-based approaches good
for investigating the periodicity of materials, but is a disadvantage when
looking at subtle structural variations that lead to a breakdown in long-range
ordering. With more sophisticated NMR experiments and methodologies
continuously being developed and improved, and with most stable elements
in the periodic table possessing at least one NMR-active isotope, it is no
surprise that NMR spectroscopy continues to be integral in the structure
elucidation of an ever-increasing variety of systems. Given the widely
applicable nature and extensive use of NMR spectroscopy, it is unsurprising
that since its initial development over seventy years ago, numerous books,
reviews and journal articles concerning the theory and application of this
technique have been published. In addition to the references cited
throughout this chapter, several textbooks were used extensively,7–13 to
which the reader is referred to for a more detailed discussion of the theory
and application of NMR spectroscopy.
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2.2

Essentials of NMR spectroscopy
Central to NMR spectroscopy is spin angular momentum, an intrinsic

quantum-mechanical property that is described by the spin angular
momentum vector, I, and associated spin quantum number, I. As both
neutrons and protons are fermions, i.e., they have I = 1/2, depending on the
number of each of these present, atomic nuclei can also possess a net spin. It
follows that nuclei with a spin I > 0 will have an overall spin angular
momentum vector, I, which causes a nuclear magnetic dipole moment, µ,
given by

µ = γI ,

(2.1)

where γ, the gyromagnetic ratio, is the measure of angular momentum
polarisability by an external magnetic field and therefore unique to each
nucleus. The magnitude of the spin angular momentum for a given nuclide is

I = ! l(l + 1) ,

(2.2)

where ! is the reduced Planck’s constant ( h/2π = 1.0546 × 10–34 J s). When
there is no applied magnetic field, I is quantised along an arbitrary axis, the
z-axis by convention, such that

Iz = mI! ,

(2.3)

where mI is the magnetic spin quantum number, which can take any value
between –I and +I, in steps of 1, leading to spin states with degeneracy 2I + 1.
From Equation 2.1, µ must also be quantised along the z-axis, i.e.,

µ z = γI z = γm I ! .
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(2.4)

In the absence of an external magnetic field, there is no energetic preference
for a particular spin state, and all orientations are degenerate. In a
phenomenon known as the Zeeman interaction, nuclear magnetic moments
interact with an external magnetic field, with the energy, E0, of each spin
state then dependent on its orientation relative to the magnetic field vector,
B0, (which has magnitude B0 and by convention lies along the z-axis), lifting
the degeneracy of the spin states, as shown in Figure 2.1. The energy of the
spin states only depends on the z-component of the nuclear magnetic dipole
moment and the external magnetic field vector,

E0 = −µ z B0 .

(2.5)

From Equations 2.4 and 2.5 it can be inferred that the energy difference
between two spin states in the presence of an external magnetic field is,

ΔE = Δm I !γB0 .

(2.6)

As only single-quantum (i.e., Δm I = ±1 ) transitions are allowed by the NMR
selection rules, all observable transitions in a system are degenerate, with an
energy difference equal to

E = −γ!B0 .

(2.7)

These transitions appear at the Larmor frequency, ω0, which represents the
resonant frequency of a free (bare) nucleus in a vacuum, and is given by

ω 0 = −γB0 ,
in rad s–1, or
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(2.8)

Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the effect of the Zeeman interaction on the nuclear energy
levels of spin I = 1/2, I = 1 and I = 3/2 nuclei. The order of the energy levels assumes a
positive γ.

υ0 =

−γB0
,
2π

(2.9)

in Hz. As most NMR spectroscopy experiments employ external magnetic
field strengths between 5-25 T, the Larmor frequency falls within the
radiofrequency (rf) range, meaning transitions can be effected by the
application of electromagnetic radiation in this frequency range.
For a macroscopic system consisting of an ensemble of spins, the population
of nuclear energy levels will be given according to the Boltzmann
distribution, with the difference in population between two adjacent energy
levels expressed as

N mI +1
N mI

=e

− γ!B0
k BT

,

(2.10)

where N mI and N mI +1 are the nuclear populations of the m I and m I + 1
states, respectively (for spin I = 1/2 nuclei, these are the m I = +1/2 and

m I = −1/2 nuclear spin states, aligned parallel and antiparallel to B0,
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respectively, if γ is positive), T is the absolute temperature and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 × 10–23 J K–1). As NMR spectroscopy is related to
the population difference between spin states, which is often quite small, it is
often considered to be an insensitive technique. For example, as the 1H
nucleus (I = 1/2) has a γ of 26.7513 × 107 s–1 T–1, at 298 K with B0 = 9.4 T, the
population difference between the two adjacent energy levels would be
0.999936, showing that at this temperature and field strength there are almost
an equal number of spins in the upper and lower state. By studying Equation
2.10, it can be seen that increasing B0 and decreasing T are the only ways to
increase the population difference, as all other quantities are either constants
or nucleus dependent.
For nuclei with I = 1/2, the macroscopic magnetisation can easily be defined
in terms of a bulk magnetisation vector, M0, which is the sum of all
individual magnetic moments that align parallel to B0, along the z-axis, as
shown in Figure 2.2. Therefore, the magnitude of M0 depends on the
equilibrium population difference between the two nuclear spin states,

ΔN equilib = N mI − N mI +1 .

(2.11)

The vector model, conceived by Bloch,4 is used to visualise the effect of a rf
pulse on the bulk magnetisation vector. This representation is a convenient
classical framework that describes an NMR experiment. Though more
elegant and concise methods for describing the ensemble of nuclear spins

Figure 2.2: Schematic showing the alignment of nuclear spins upon the application of an
external magnetic field, B0.
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during an NMR experiment exist, such as the density operator formalism,14,15
which is a quantum mechanical description of the macroscopic number of
spins, these more complex frameworks are not discussed here.
If somehow M0 is moved away from the external magnetic field, it would
precess around the z-axis at the Larmor frequency,4,5 tracing a cone with B0 at
its centre. It is easier to consider the effects of a pulse using a rotating frame,
where the x and y axes rotate about z at a frequency ωrf. In the laboratory
frame a rf pulse, applied at frequency ωrf, is described by an oscillating field
with two separate components counter-rotating with angular frequencies of
±ωrf, as shown in Figure 2.3. In the rotating frame, the component rotating at
+ωrf appears static, and the other component has a frequency of –2ωrf, far
enough away for it to be neglected. The result of this is that the time
dependence is removed, allowing the rf pulse to be thought of as a fixed field
B1, of magnitude B1. As B1 has no prerequisite orientation, other than needing
to be perpendicular to B0, theoretically it can be applied anywhere within the
xy plane. It is important that the phase (φ) of the rf field, a quantity which
describes the orientations of B1 and the x and y axes, be specified.
In the rotating frame, Larmor precession will occur at an offset frequency (Ω)
given by

Ω = ω 0 − ω rf .

(2.12)

If ω0 = ωrf, the rf pulse is said to be “on resonance” and the bulk
magnetisation is static in the rotating frame as Ω = 0. In the rotating frame an
apparent magnetic field, ΔB0, remains aligned along the z axis, such that

Ω = −γΔB0 .

(2.13)

A short burst or “pulse” of rf radiation nutates the bulk magnetisation away
from B0, about the static B1 field, at a rate of
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Figure 2.3: Schematic showing how (a) two counter-rotating fields denoted by

B1+ and B1− ,

combine to give (b) an oscillating field in the laboratory frame.

ω 1 = −γB1 .

(2.14)

The degree to which M0 nutates is described by the flip angle (β) of the pulse,
which is dependent on the pulse duration, τp, and ω1,

β = τ pω 1 .

(2.15)

Although any are possible, typical flip angles used in NMR experiments are
β = 90º, where M0 lies in the transverse (xy) plane, and β = 180º, which leads
to an inversion of the bulk magnetisation, causing M0 to lie along –z. When
there are two static fields being applied, ΔB0 along the z-axis and B1 in the

Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the effective field vector, Beff, and the tilt angle, θ, between
the apparent and effective field.
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transverse plane, the nuclear magnetic moments will experience an effective
magnetic field, Beff, as shown in Figure 2.4, given by

Beff = ΔB02 + B12 .

(2.16)

M0 nutates about this field at a frequency of

ω eff = −γBeff .

(2.17)

As shown in Figure 2.5, once the rf pulse is stopped, the bulk magnetisation
vector precesses in the transverse plane. The process by which the zcomponent of M0 returns to thermal equilibrium is termed longitudinal or
spin-lattice relaxation and is characterised by the time constant, T1. T1 is
sample dependent and in solids can span many orders of magnitude, from
milliseconds to hours. Transverse, or spin-spin relaxation, characterised by
the time constant, T2, is the dephasing of magnetisation in the transverse
plane. This dephasing is caused by inhomogeneous relaxation rates, with
different components of the bulk magnetisation vector precessing at
frequencies Ω±ΔΩ, meaning after time period, t, Mxy (the transverse
component of the bulk magnetisation vector) will have a frequency
distribution of 2ΔΩt. There are many dynamic (motional), nuclear-electron
and nuclear-nuclear interactions that can affect both spin-lattice and spinspin relaxation, but it is typically seen that in solids, T1 >> T2.

Figure 2.5: Vector model showing the effect of a rf pulse applied along the x axis on the bulk
magnetisation vector.
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The precession of the magnetisation vector is the quantity that is measured
during an NMR experiment. Mounting a coil of wire round the sample and
aligning it in the xy-plane allows the current generated when the
magnetisation vector interacts with the coil to be detected. Once amplified,
this induced current is recorded, giving the so-called free induction signal,
which oscillates at the Larmor frequency. As this signal eventually decays
away due to relaxation processes, it is often referred to as free induction
decay, or FID. As shown in Figure 2.6, a Fourier transformation (FT)16 can be
used to produce a frequency-domain spectrum from the (time-domain) FID.
The sign of precession in the rotating frame, (i.e., the sign of Ω) can be
determined using quadrature detection17,18 where two detectors are used to
simultaneously measure both the x and y components of the FID. This gives a
time-dependent signal, s(t),

s(t) = [ cosΩt + isin Ωt ] e− t/T2 ,

(2.18)

s(t) = eiΩte− t/T2 t ≥ 0 ,

(2.19)

s(t) = 0 t < 0 .

(2.20)

The signal is then Fourier transformed into a frequency-domain spectrum,
S(ω), which contains both real and imaginary components
∞

S(ω) = ∫ s(t)eiωt dt ,

(2.21)

S(ω) = A(Δω) − iD(Δω) .

(2.22)

0

These real and imaginary components, defined in Equation 2.23 and 2.24,
respectively, correspond to absorptive and dispersive Lorentzian lineshape,
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Figure 2.6: Time-domain FID and the frequency-domain spectrum produced after a Fourier
transformation.

A(Δω) =

1/T2
,
(1/T2 )2 + (Δω)2

(2.23)

D(Δω) =

Δω
.
(1/T2 )2 + (Δω)2

(2.24)

As spectral resonances are the sum of both real and imaginary parts, after
Fourier transforming the signal, the final spectrum is usually “phased” to
ensure the real component contains only the purely absorptive signal.

2.3

NMR interactions
As discussed in the previous section, every NMR-active nuclide in a

sample will produce a resonance at the corresponding Larmor frequency. If
this level of detail is all that NMR spectroscopy could provide, it would be of
limited use. However, interactions between the nucleus being investigated
and other nuclei, electric field gradients, unpaired electrons and nearby
electron density, affect the local magnetic field at a nuclear site and therefore,
result in a change in resonance frequency. Hence, species with different
chemical, or even crystallographic environments give separate resonances
within an NMR spectrum. This makes NMR spectroscopy an invaluable
technique for studying local structure, dynamics and disorder.
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2.3.1 The chemical shift
The presence and motion of electrons surrounding a nucleus, either in
atomic or molecular orbitals, causes a small magnetic field, B’, to be
produced. This small local magnetic field can oppose or augment the
external magnetic field, B0, leading to nuclei experiencing an effective field at
the nucleus, B (different from Beff described in the previous section) of

B = B0 − B' ,

(2.25)

B = B0 (1 − σ) ,

(2.26)

or

where σ is the field-independent shielding constant. This magnetic shielding
interaction causes a change in the observed resonance frequency, such that

ω = ω 0 (1 − σ) .

(2.27)

It is usual to report the observed resonant frequency, ω of a nucleus as a
chemical shift, δ, as the absolute σ is hard to measure. This is achieved by
relating the resonance frequency to that of a reference compound (ωref)

δ=

ω − ω ref
.
ω ref

(2.28)

The denominator causes the chemical shift to be both dimensionless and field
independent. This latter property is particularly useful as it enables spectra
acquired at different B0 to be directly compared. The chemical shift is related
to chemical shielding according to
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δ=

σ ref − σ
,
1 − σ ref

(2.29)

where σref is the shielding associated with the reference compound (and gives
rise to ωref). As typically σref << 1, the relationship between δ and σ can
usually be simplified to

δ = σ ref − σ .

(2.30)

Unlike σ, which describes the shielding of the nucleus, δ is a deshielding
parameter meaning that the δ and σ scales are of opposite sign. Given that
the observed chemical shift is often very small, by convention δ is reported in
parts per million, 1 ppm = 10–6.

2.3.2 Chemical shift anisotropy
As the electron density surrounding a nucleus is seldom spherical
(except for nuclei in highly symmetrical environments), the chemical
shielding scalar, σ, is not sufficient. Instead, the chemical shielding tensor, σ,
a second-rank tensor, described by nine coefficients in a 3×3 matrix is
required to describe the orientation dependence. In the laboratory frame the
chemical shielding tensor is given by

σ lab

⎛ σ
⎜ xx
= ⎜ σ yx
⎜
⎜⎝ σ zx

σ xy
σ yy
σ zy

σ xz ⎞
⎟
σ yz ⎟ ,
⎟
σ zz ⎟⎠

(2.31)

or when transformed into its principal axis system (PAS) by choosing axes in
which σ is diagonal,
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⎛ σ
0
11
⎜
PAS
σ = ⎜ 0 σ 22
⎜ 0
0
⎝

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟ ,
σ 33 ⎟⎠

(2.32)

where σ11, σ22 and σ33 represent the principal components of the symmetric
part of the shielding tensor. The analogous chemical shift tensor, δ, is then
expressed as

⎛ δ
0
11
⎜
PAS
δ = ⎜ 0 δ 22
⎜ 0
0
⎝

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟ ,
δ 33 ⎟⎠

(2.33)

where

δ ii = σ ref − σ ii .

(2.34)

According to the IUPAC convention, δ11 ≥ δ22 ≥ δ33,19 whereas in the
Haeberlen

notation,20 the components are ordered such that |δ33 – δiso| ≥

|δ11 – δiso| ≥ |δ22 – δiso|, where δiso, the isotropic chemical shift, is the trace of
δPAS,

δ iso =

δ11 + δ 22 + δ 33
.
3

(2.35)

The orientation of the PAS relative to the laboratory frame is defined by the
three Euler angles, α, β, γ, which are unique for each crystallite orientation.
Alternatively, the two polar angles, θ and φ, which describe a rotation about
and a tilt away from the laboratory z-axis, respectively, as shown in Figure
2.7, can be used to relate the orientation of δ relative to B0. The chemical shift
for a nucleus in a specific crystallite depends on these two angles, with
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δ = δ iso +

Δ CS
⎡(3cos2 θ − 1) + ηCS (sin 2 θcos 2φ) ⎤⎦ ,
2 ⎣

(2.36)

where ΔCS and ηCS are the chemical shift anisotropy (sometimes termed the
reduced anisotropy) and asymmetry, respectively, equal to

Δ CS = δ 33 − δ iso ,

(2.37)

δ 22 − δ11
.
Δ CS

(2.38)

and

ηCS =

when following the Haeberlen notation.
Another popular notation is the Herzfeld-Berger convention,21 which orders
the δii in the same way as the IUPAC convention. However, as shown in
Figure 2.8a, the shielding is described by its span (ΩCS) and skew (κCS), which
denote the width and shape of a lineshape, respectively,

Ω CS = δ11 − δ 33 (Ω CS ≥ 0) ,

(2.39)

and

κ CS =

3(δ 22 − δ iso )
(−1 ≤ κ CS ≤ +1) .
Ω CS

(2.40)

It is clear that for a single crystallite the anisotropic component of the
chemical shift tensor causes an orientation dependence for the observed
frequency, whereas for a powdered system, the presence of crystallites with
every possible orientation with respect to B0 results in a distribution of
frequencies, leading to a broadened lineshape, with δ11 and δ33 representing
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Figure 2.7: Schematic showing how the polar angles, θ and φ, relate the PAS to the external
magnetic field B0.

Figure 2.8: Schematic powder pattern lineshape showing (a) the components of the chemical
shift tensor, δ, δ11, δ22, δ33, the isotropic chemical shift, δiso and the span, ΩCS, and (b-d) the
powder pattern lineshape resulting from (b) κCS = 1, (c) κCS = 0 and (d) κCS = –1. The figures
have been modified from those presented by Moran et al.22

the frequency extremes. In the solution state, rapid molecular tumbling
averages the orientation of the molecule with respect to B0, leaving only the
isotropic shift.

2.3.3 Dipolar coupling
In addition to interactions with the electrons surrounding a nucleus,
the position of a spectral resonance can also be affected by interactions with
nearby nuclei. The dipolar interaction refers to the direct coupling of nuclear
dipole moments “through space”, where one spin is affected by the local
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magnetic field produced by a second spin. For an isolated system containing
two nuclei, I and S, the dipolar interaction results in a doublet in the
spectrum (for a single crystal). This interaction, which is dependent on the
internuclear distance and the orientation of the spins relative to B0, is
described by the dipolar coupling tensor, D. In the PAS, the dipolar coupling
tensor (DPAS) is traceless and axially symmetric. The magnitude of the dipolar
coupling, ωD, is equal to

ω D = ω PAS
D

µ !γ γ
1
3cos2 θIS − 1 = − 0 I3 S 3cos2 θIS − 1) ,
2
4πrIS

(

)

(

)

(2.41)

where γI and γS are the gyromagnetic ratios of I and S, µ0 is the permittivity of
a vacuum, rIS is the magnitude of the internuclear vector rIS and θIS is the
angle between rIS and B0, as shown in Figure 2.9. The dipolar interaction is
strongly dependent on the gyromagnetic ratios and the internuclear distance,
meaning the largest couplings will be observed for two high-γ spins close in
space.
A system containing an isolated pair of spins will result in a doublet with a
width of 2ωD or 3ωD for the heteronculear or homonuclear dipolar
interaction, respectively. In a polycrystalline sample where all crystallite
orientations are present simultaneously, a Pake doublet is observed (shown
schematically in Figure 2.10a).23 However, in most cases there is a practically

Figure 2.9: Schematic showing the dipolar interaction between two spins, I and S.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic (a) Pake doublet lineshape resulting from the dipolar interaction
between I and S, two spin I = 1/2 nuclei, (b) the Gaussian-type lineshape resulting from the
combination of many dipolar interactions. The figures have been modified from those
presented by Moran et al.22

infinite number of dipole interactions present in a powder sample, each with
a particular internuclear distance and nuclear spin orientation relative to B0.
The overall effect of dipolar coupling is often a Gaussian-like broadening of
the resonance, as shown in Figure 2.10b. Whereas for solid samples dipole
interactions can have a magnitude of 103-105 Hz, often resulting in noticeable
line broadening, rapid molecular tumbling in the solution state averages this
interaction to zero.

2.3.4 Scalar coupling
In addition to the internuclear dipolar interaction that occurs through
space, neighbouring or nearby nuclear spins can also interact through
chemical bonds. This interaction, termed scalar, indirect spin-spin or simply J
coupling occurs via a mechanism facilitated by the transfer of magnetisation
through regions of shared electron density, e.g., hydrogen or covalent
bonds.24,25 The scalar coupling is represented by a second-rank tensor,
denoted J, whose isotropic component, Jiso, is the observed “coupling
constant”equal to

J iso =

J11 + J 22 + J 33
.
3

The anisotropic and asymmetric components of J, are given by
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(2.42)

Δ J = J 33 − J iso ,

(2.43)

J 22 − J11
,
ΔJ

(2.44)

and

ηJ =

respectively. Given the scalar coupling provides information regarding the
way in which nearby nuclear spins interact, it is not surprising that this
internuclear coupling has been exploited to assist spectral assignment and
structural characterisation.26–32 However, scalar coupling constants are very
small, usually several orders of magnitude smaller than the other
interactions that affect solid-state spectra, and so are rarely resolved in a
spectrum, although they can still be exploited for magnetisation transfer.

2.3.5 Quadrupolar interactions
Quadrupolar nuclei, i.e., those with a spin quantum number, I > 1/2,
make up 74% of the periodic table, with over 63% of all elements only
possessing a quadrupolar NMR-active isotope.33 Quadrupolar nuclei are of
interest in a range of scientific disciplines, from chemistry, materials science
and physics, to geology, as these elements are present in minerals, ceramics,
catalysts and energy materials, as well as many other important systems.34–48
However, the NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei are additionally
broadened by the interaction between the nuclear electric quadrupole
moment, eQ, (resulting from the non-spherical nuclear charge distribution),
and the electric field gradient (EFG), present at the nucleus. The EFG is
described by a tensor, V, which is traceless, and which is diagonalised in the
principal axis system to give
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⎛ V
⎜ xx
PAS
V =⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ 0

0
Vyy
0

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟ ,
⎟
Vzz ⎠

(2.45)

with the components ordered |Vzz| ≥ |Vyy| ≥ |Vxx|. The magnitude of the
quadrupolar coupling is given by

CQ =

eQVzz
,
h

(2.46)

with the shape, or asymmetry of the interaction, given by

ηQ =

Vxx − Vyy
Vzz

.

(2.47)

The geometry of a system will have a large effect on the EFG and, therefore
on CQ, with very symmetrical systems such as those with tetrahedral or
octahedral geometries often having very small (or even zero) quadrupolar
coupling constants, whereas larger values of CQ (up to several MHz) can be
observed for systems with lower point symmetry. Though the quadrupolar
interaction can be very large, for most practically relevant cases its effect can
be treated as a perturbation to the Zeeman energy levels. As there are 2I + 1
Zeeman energy levels, it follows that there will be 2I degenerate transitions
at the Larmor frequency, ω0, i.e., 3 transitions for a spin I = 3/2 nucleus, as
shown in Figure 2.11. To a first-order approximation, the quadrupolar
coupling lifts the degeneracy of the 2I transitions, resulting in a central
transition (CT), with m I = ±1/2 ↔ ∓1/2 , and satellite transitions (STs), with

m I = ±n/2 ↔ ±m/2 . For a nucleus with half-integer spin quantum number,
the CT is unaffected by the first-order quadrupolar interaction, but the
frequencies of the STs now depend upon the quadrupolar splitting
parameter, ωQ,
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ω PAS
ω Q = Q [(3cos2 θ − 1) + ηQ (sin 2 θcos 2φ)] ,
2

(2.48)

where

ω PAS
=
Q

3πC Q
,
2I(2I + 1)

(2.49)

in units of rad s–1. For a single crystal this interaction would produce 2I
resonances. In a powdered sample the CT resonance would remain sharp but
the ST would exhibit powder-patter lineshapes, due to the orientation
dependence of ωQ, as shown in Figure 2.12a. For large EFGs, a second-order
perturbation must also be considered, which affects every transition in the
spectrum as shown in Figure 2.11. Even though the second-order
quadrupolar interaction is much smaller than the first-order interaction, the
former can still cause significant line broadening, as shown in Figure 2.12b,
where the CT is broadened by several kHz. As nuclei with integer spin
quantum number, i.e., 2H, 6Li, 10B, 14N, have no CT, all transitions are affected

Figure 2.11: Schematic showing the perturbation of the 2I Zeeman energy levels of a spin I =
3/2 nucleus.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic showing (a) the effect of the first-order quadrupolar interaction on
the satellite transitions (STs), for ηQ = 0 and (b) expansions showing the anisotropic
broadening of the central transition (CT) by the second-order quadrupolar interaction, for ηQ
= 0 and 1 for a spin I = 3/2 nucleus. The figures have been modified from those presented by
Moran et al.22

by the first-order quadrupolar interaction, often making it difficult to acquire
and interpret spectra unless CQ is very small.

2.4

Experimental methods

2.4.1 Signal, sensitivity and resolution enhancement methods
The key limitation of solid-state NMR spectroscopy is that it is often
difficult to acquire high-resolution spectra, as the anisotropic interactions
discussed in the previous section cause resonances to be broad and
frequently overlapped, making spectral interpretation (and the extraction of
structural information) challenging. As a result it is not surprising that there
is a constant drive to develop new approaches that can improve resolution
and sensitivity, the most common of which are outlined briefly below.
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2.4.1.1 Magic-angle spinning
One common approach for acquiring high-resolution solid-state NMR
spectra involves rapid sample rotation in order to mimic the rapid molecular
tumbling present in the solution-state; an approach that in principle removes
orientation dependence, thus leaving only the isotropic components. As the
chemical shielding, dipolar, scalar and first-order quadrupolar interactions
2
all exhibit a similar orientation dependence, (3cos θ − 1)/2 , when θ is equal

to 54.736º, the anisotropic components from these interactions would be
removed. Given it is not possible to manipulate the orientation of each
individual crystallite in a sample simultaneously, this is achieved practically
by physically rotating the entire sample about an axis inclined at an angle, χ,
54.736º to B0 (see Figure 2.13), an approach called magic-angle spinning
(MAS) developed in the late 1950s.49–51 MAS is achieved by packing a
powdered sample into a cylindrical “rotor”, usually made of yttriumstabilised zirconia, a material that can withstand the high forces generated
during MAS. The greater the rotation rate required, the smaller the rotor
diameter (and hence, volume) has to be, meaning there is a trade-off between
resolution enhancement and sensitivity loss. Recently, it has been shown that
using a 0.75 mm diameter rotor, rotation rates over 100 kHz are possible.52–56
Despite this, most systems do not require such rapid spinning, with MAS
rates of 10-60 kHz and rotor diameters between 4.0 and 1.3 mm more
commonly used. When the sample rotation rate is too slow to fully remove
the anisotropic components, additional signals termed spinning sidebands
(SSBs) appear at integer multiples of the MAS rate, ωR, away from the

Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the MAS, with individual crystallites shown by
green rectangles.
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Figure 2.14: Effect of MAS upon the

119

Sn (14.1 T) NMR spectra of SnO2, containing a

lineshape broadened by the CSA interaction, with spectra the result of averaging 16
transients, with a recycle interval of 30 s. At low MAS rates the spinning sideband manifold
mirrors the static lineshape. As the MAS rate increases, the isotropic peak begins to
dominate and the sidebands decrease in number and intensity. This figure have been
modified from that presented by Ashbrook et al.11

isotropic resonance. As shown in Figure 2.14, the number of SSBs (and their
intensities) decrease as the MAS rate increases. In order to record a spectrum
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free of SSBs it is necessary to spin the sample at a rate greater than the width
of the static lineshape.

2.4.1.2 Decoupling
In comparison to MAS, which, by rotating the sample at an angle of
54.736º to B0 alters the orientation of the interaction tensors, decoupling uses
rf pulses to achieve similar averaging, allowing the dipolar and scalar
couplings to be removed.57,58 The most basic way of achieving decoupling
between two different spins, I and S, i.e., heteronuclear decoupling, is
achieved by the continuous application of a rf pulse at the Larmor frequency
of one species, whilst the FID for the second nucleus is acquired. High-power
pulses are necessary to remove strong interactions, meaning care must be
taken not to overheat the sample or damage the spectrometer hardware
when performing heteronuclear decoupling. Homonuclear decoupling (i.e.,
the removal of interactions between two I spins) is more challenging as this
requires the same spin to be observed and manipulated simultaneously. This
is achieved by acquiring an FID at particular points between decoupling
pulses, where the coupling interaction is averaged instantaneously, rather
than continuously irradiating the sample.59,60

2.4.1.3 Cross-polarisation
Unlike MAS or decoupling, which are employed primarily to improve signal
resolution (although this does result in a concomitant increase in sensitivity),
cross-polarisation (CP)61,62 is used purely to improve sensitivity, and is one of
the most common sensitivity enhancement techniques used today. CP works
by transferring magnetisation from a highly abundant spin with a high γ, (γH)
such as 1H, to a less abundant, lower γ, (γL) nucleus such as 13C or 15N. In
addition to improving sensitivity through the transfer of magnetisation, the
high γ, highly abundant species tends to relax more rapidly, meaning
experiments can be recorded more quickly, with the summation of the
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Figure 2.15: Pulse sequence for the CP experiment in which magnetisation is transferred
from spin I to spin S.

experiments, i.e., signal averaging, leading to an improved signal-to-noise
ratio per unit time.
In CP, magnetisation transfer occurs via the heteronuclear dipolar coupling,
meaning that in addition to improving sensitivity, CP also provides
structural information on the spatial proximity of the I and S spins. However,
this reliance on the dipolar coupling does mean that spectra acquired using
CP will be non-quantitative, meaning that the detailed interpretation of
relative peak intensities can be misleading.
As shown in Figure 2.15, the CP pulse sequence involves the creation of Ispin magnetisation by an initial 90º rf pulse, with the magnetisation
transferred to the S spin during a contact time, where low-power pulses are
applied to both spins simultaneously to “lock” the magnetisation along a
particular direction while transfer occurs. The contact time is chosen to
maximise the amount of magnetisation transferred, meaning it depends on
the relaxation rate of the two spins during the spin lock, described by time
constant, T1ρ, and the magnetisation transfer rate, which is proportional to
the dipolar coupling. After the contact time, decoupling of spin I is typically
employed, while the FID for spin S is acquired.
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In order for magnetisation transfer to occur in the CP experiment, the rf
fields used during the spin-lock period must fulfil the Hartmann-Hahn
condition63

γ I B1I = γ S B1S ,

(2.50)

which has to be adapted when CP is performed in conjunction with MAS,
such that

γ I B1I = γ S B1S ± n ω R ,

(2.51)

where n is an integer and ωR is the MAS rate in rad s–1.

2.4.2 Relevant NMR experiments
Although the work carried out for this thesis is purely computational,
involving the use of first-principles calculations to assist the structural
characterisation of disordered inorganic materials, throughout Chapters 5
and 6 experimental solid-state NMR spectra will be shown. As a result, this
section briefly introduces some specific NMR experiments that have been
used to study the materials discussed later in this thesis.

2.4.2.1 Pulse-acquire
The pulse-acquire or “one pulse” experiment, shown in Figure 2.16a is
the simplest pulse sequence used to record NMR spectra, and involves a
single rf pulse followed by the acquisition of the resulting FID. This is
repeated N times with each individual FID summed together to give the final
spectrum. Repeating the experiment N times improves the signal-to-noise
ratio by a factor of N1/2, meaning that averaging more transients improves
sensitivity, crucial when dealing with insensitive or low abundant nuclei. To
ensure that unwanted probe ringing does not affect the spectrum, a time
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Figure 2.16: Pulse sequence for (a) one pulse and (b) spin echo experiments. Pulses are
shown as black rectangles, with the dead time, τD marked in red.

delay, τD, termed the dead time, is left between the end of the rf pulse and the
start of FID acquisition.

2.4.2.2 Spin-echo
The spin-echo experiment,64 shown in Figure 2.16b, consists of 90º and
180º pulses separated by time, τ, with the FID then acquired after a second τ.
During the first τ time the nuclear spins will precess in the transverse plane
at slightly different rates, leading to dephasing of the magnetisation. The 180º
pulse inverts the magnetic moments about in the xy plane and after the
second τ time, the spins will be refocused, allowing the full FID to be
acquired, without any signal being lost during the dead time. This is most
important for broad lines, where significant portion of the signal can be lost
in the dead time, leading to loss of intensity and distortion of the spectra
lineshapes. When used under MAS, the time period between the pulses
should be synchronised with the rotor period.

2.4.2.3 CPMG
The Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo-train experiment65 is a
very popular approach to overcome sensitivity issues associated with large
anisotropic broadening that may be too significant for current MAS rotation
rates to remove. CPMG can also be used in conjunction with MAS provided
the pulses are applied synchronously with the sample rotation. In the CPMG
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experiment, a series of spin echoes are used to repeatedly refocus the
magnetisation, throughout acquisition, resulting in an FID comprised of
multiple echoes. Upon Fourier transformation this results in a spectrum
containing discrete ‘spikelets’. The spikelet manifold in the CPMG spectrum
mirrors that of the static lineshape, but as the intensity is restricted to
discrete regions in the spectrum (the spikelets) the peak-height signal is
increased significantly, leading to improved sensitivity.

2.4.2.4 HETCOR
HETCOR is the general term for any heteronuclear correlation
experiment that uses either the through-bond (scalar coupling) or throughspace (dipolar coupling) interaction to transfer magnetisation between I and
S spins, where I ≠ S. The CP HETCOR experiment, analogous to the CP
method, transfers magnetisation between different spins via the dipolar
coupling interaction, however, as shown in Figure 2.17, a time period, t1, is
included for the I spins before the spin-lock pulses are applied, allowing the I
spins to evolve before magnetisation transfer. By varying t1, the
magnetisation available for transfer during the spin-lock process can be
modulated, allowing for the acquisition of a two-dimensional dataset.

Figure 2.17: Pulse sequence for the CP HETCOR experiment in which magnetisation is
transferred from spin I to spin S.
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2.4.2.5 DQ MAS
The double-quantum (DQ) MAS experiment correlates coherence
between homonuclear or heteronuclear species via the through-space
(dipolar) or through-bond (scalar) interaction, producing a two-dimensional
spectrum. As the dipolar coupling is strongly dependent on interatomic
distances, these experiments are able to provide insight into the spatial
arrangement of atoms within a system. In a DQ MAS spectrum, coupled
nuclear spins are represented as a pair of cross peaks. For two coupled spins,
A and B, the peaks would have single-quantum, double-quantum
coordinates (δA,δA+B) and (δB, δA+B), respectively. Nuclei in the same magnetic
environment appear as a single auto-correlation peak, appearing at δ,2δ, i.e.,
along the diagonal of the spectrum. A schematic DQ MAS spectrum resulting

Figure 2.18: Schematic representation of a DQ MAS spectrum for the hypothetical A2B2 spin
system, showing cross-peaks between the A and B spins, as well as auto-correlation peaks
that lie along the diagonal of the spectrum, with A and B spins shown as blue and green
circles, respectively.
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from a hypothetical AB system showing dipolar interactions between all
spins, is shown in Figure 2.18.

2.4.2.6 STMAS
Introduced in 2000 by Gan, the satellite-transition (ST) MAS NMR
experiment66,67 is a method of acquiring high-resolution NMR spectra of halfinteger quadrupolar nuclei.68 This is a two-dimensional experiment involving
the correlation of single-quantum STs in the t1 (F1) dimension and CT in the t2
(F2) dimension. Spectral acquisition requires precise angle setting (to one
thousandth of a degree), as well as performing the experiment under rotorsynchronised conditions to remove the first-order quadrupolar broadening
that also affects the STs.68 The experiment exploits the fact that the secondorder quadrupolar broadening that affects the ST and CT is related by a
simple scaling factor, while the factor that relates the isotropic terms is
different, leading to these being retained in the indirect dimension of the
experiment. Although similar in principle to the much more widely applied
multiple-quantum (MQ) MAS experiment,69,70 the purely single-quantum
nature of STMAS provides a significant sensitivity advantage. Therefore,
STMAS is often employed when sensitivity is poor, e.g., for nuclei with low
natural abundance or low γ, for systems subject to larger quadrupolar
interactions, or for samples with low sample volume.
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Chapter 3: Computational chemistry
3.1

An introduction to computational chemistry
As a result of major advances in theoretical codes, which have been

extensively improved over the last few decades, the use of quantumchemical calculations within solid-state chemistry has exploded. The
popularity and widespread use of first-principles calculations is due not only
to the improved accuracy and reliability of computational codes, but also to
the ever-reducing cost of processors (Moore’s law),1 combined with the
increasing availability of resources, often in the form of national-level highperformance supercomputing facilities. As a result, it is more convenient and
economical to use first-principles calculations than ever before. In addition,
given the level of accuracy they have achieved and that they can consider
systems or conditions that cannot (currently at least) be replicated
experimentally,

first-principles

calculations

have

become

predictive,

meaning they can act as a guide for future experiments.
Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is one area where the advancement of firstprinciples calculations has been particularly beneficial. As discussed in
Chapter 2, the NMR spectra of solids are often far more complicated than
their solution-state counterparts, due to the presence of anisotropic
interactions that broaden the spectra of solids.2,3 Furthermore, for solutionstate NMR spectra, extensive databases of NMR parameters for common
nuclei help to facilitate rapid and accurate spectral assignment. In contrast,
relatively little information of this type is available for solids. Additionally,
in many systems, more than one resonance is observed for a single chemical
species. The combination of these factors complicates the assignment of
solid-state NMR spectra for even simple systems with the presence of
structural disorder, be it compositional, configurational, positional, temporal
or a combination of these only magnifying the challenge. As a result, it is
becoming increasingly common to use first-principles calculations in
combination with experiment, with the former capable of accurately
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predicting NMR parameters, including δiso and CQ. Indeed, quantumchemical calculations can easily provide information on tensor orientations
and anisotropic components of interactions, information that is often
challenging to extract experimentally. The widespread use of first-principles
calculations in combination with experimental measurements has led to the
emergence of a new discipline, termed NMR crystallography,4–7 where NMR
spectroscopy and other techniques (including X-ray or neutron diffraction)
are used in conjunction with calculations to solve the structure of materials.
Within this thesis, first-principles, or more accurately, DFT calculations have
been used to predict the NMR parameters for a variety of disordered
inorganic solids, with the overall goal being to understand how these can be
used to inform on variations in local structure and atomic ordering. DFT
calculations also represent a convenient way to explore different structural
models, something crucial to this project as the materials of interest are
highly disordered and often have unknown or only partially understood
structures, meaning before any desirable quantities can be calculated, a
reasonable structural model or set of models must be generated, which will
be the focus of Chapter 4.

3.2

Fundamentals of first-principles calculations
In addition to the references cited specifically throughout this chapter,

several sources,8–11 to which the reader is referred were consulted
extensively.
The key purpose of quantum-chemical calculations is to find the electronic
ground state of whatever many-electron system is under investigation. From
this information any quantity or observable of the system can be determined
using the relevant operators. The energy of the system, E, is a fundamental
quantity in quantum mechanics. Often the goal of performing quantumchemical calculations is to find E through the approximate solution to the
time-independent non-relativistic Schrödinger equation,
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ĤΨ i (x1 ,x 2 ,...,x N ,R1 ,R 2 ,...,R M ) = Ei Ψ i (x1 ,x 2 ,...,x N ,R1 ,R 2 ,...,R M ) ,

(3.1)

often abbreviated to

ĤΨ i = Ei Ψ i ,

where

(3.2)

is the Hamiltonian operator, for a system with M nuclei and N

electrons in the absence of an electric or magnetic field, and Ψi and Ei are the
wavefunction and total energy of the system, respectively. The wavefunction
contains all the information for the system, including the N spin and 3N
spatial coordinates of each electron and the 3M spatial coordinates of each
nucleus. The Hamiltonian operator shown in Equation 3.2 can be expressed
as

Ĥ = −

1 N 2 1 M 1 2 N M Z A N N 1 M M Z AZ B
,
∑ ∇ − ∑ ∇ − ∑ ∑ +∑ ∑ +∑ ∑
2 i=1 i 2 A=1 M A A i=1 A=1 riA i=1 j>i rij A=1 B>A R AB

(3.3)

where A and B refer to the M nuclei and i and j, the N electrons in the
system. The first two terms in Equation 3.3 represent the kinetic energy of the
electrons and nuclei, respectively, with MA representing the mass of nucleus
A, given in multiples of the mass of an electron and where ∇q (q = i or A), the
Laplacian operator, is defined as the sum of differential operators given in
Cartesian coordinates, as shown in Equation 3.4,

∇q2 =

∂2
∂2
∂2
+
+
.
∂x q2 ∂yq2 ∂zq2

(3.4)

The final three terms of Equation 3.3 represent the potential energy
component of the Hamiltonian operator, with the third term denoting the
attractive electrostatic interaction between the nuclei and electrons, whereas
the fourth and fifth terms represent the repulsive potentials due to the
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electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus interactions, respectively. A more
compact way of writing Equation 3.3 is shown below,
Ĥ = T̂e + T̂n + V̂ne + V̂ee + V̂nn .

(3.5)

By accounting for the large mass difference between nuclei and electrons, the
Schrödinger equation can be simplified further. As an electron is 1800 times
lighter than a proton, electrons have much higher velocities as compared to
nuclei. As a result, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation12 can be applied,
where the nuclei are considered stationary, with the electrons then moving
through a fixed field. When this approximation is applied, the kinetic energy
of the nuclei will be zero and the potential energy of nucleus-nucleus
repulsion is simply a constant. Therefore the complete Hamiltonian shown in
Equation 3.3 is reduced to the electronic Hamiltonian,

Ĥ elec = −

1 N 2 N M ZA N N 1
∑ ∇ −∑ ∑ +∑ ∑ = T̂e + V̂ne + V̂ee .
2 i=1 i i=1 A=1 riA i=1 j>i rij

(3.6)

Using the electronic Hamiltonian to solve the now time-independent
Schrödinger equation gives the electronic wavefunction, Ψelec, and the
electronic energy, Eelec, with the former only depending on the electronic spin
and coordinates,

Ĥ elec Ψ elec = Eelec Ψ elec .

(3.7)

Summing the electronic energy and the nuclear repulsion terms, Enuc, gives
the total energy,

Etot = Eelec + Enuc ,
where
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(3.8)

M

M

Z AZ B
.
i=1 B>A rAB

Enuc = ∑ ∑

(3.9)

Although the wavefunction, Ψ, of a system cannot be observed directly, the
square of the wavefunction allows for a physical description of the system,
where
2

Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x N ) dx1 ,dx 2 ,...,dx N ,

(3.10)

represents the probability of simultaneously finding all electrons within a
volume element. Given that within a wavefunction electrons are
indistinguishable, a switch in the coordinates of any two electrons (here i and
j), cannot lead to a change in probability, i.e.,
2

2

Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x i ,x j ,...,x N ) = Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x j ,x i ,...,x N ) .

(3.11)

In nature there are only two possibilities: either swapping the position of two
electrons in a wavefunction leads to an identical function, which is the case
for bosons, i.e., particles with integer (including zero) spin or swapping the
position of two electrons results in the wavefunction changing sign, which is
observed for half-integer spin particles, known as fermions. As electrons are
fermions, possessing a spin quantum number of 1/2, swapping the spatial
and spin coordinates of any two electrons must lead to a change in sign,
indicating that the wavefunction for electrons is antisymmetric,
Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x i ,x j ,...,x N ) = −Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x j ,x i ,...,x N ) .

(3.12)

This satisfies the Pauli exclusion principle,13 which states that no two
electrons within a system can have the same four quantum numbers. By
considering the square of the wavefunction, i.e., the probability, it follows
that the integral of Equation 3.10 over all space is one, meaning the
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probability of finding N electrons, in all space, is one as shown in Equation
3.13,

∫ ! ∫ Ψ(x ,x
1

2

2

,...,x N ) dx1 ,dx 2 ,...,dx N = 1 .

(3.13)

A wavefunction that satisfies this condition is considered normalised. To
solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation (Equation 3.7) for a system,
the Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ , must be constructed, which requires knowing
which components of this are system specific. Equation 3.6 shows that only
the number of electrons, N, and the external potential – which can be
determined through the positions and charges of all nuclei in the system –
are system dependent. Next, the eigenfunctions, Ψi, and resulting
eigenvalues, Ei, of the Hamiltonian must be determined, with all properties
of a system being able to be extracted by applying the relevant operators to
the wavefunction. Notwithstanding its apparent simplicity, following this
procedure is of little practical use as the exact solution to the Schrödinger
equation for all but the simplest of systems is unknown. Instead, the
variational principle provides a construct to systematically approach the
ground state wavefunction, Ψ0, which is the wavefunction that gives the
lowest possible value of the energy, E0, termed the ground state energy. The
value of an observable, represented by the operator Ô , using a normalised
trial wavefunction Ψtrial, is given by
Ô = ∫ ! ∫ Ψ ∗trial Ô Ψ trialdx1 ,dx 2 ,...,dx N = Ψ trial Ô Ψ trial ,

(3.14)

shown using the bracket notation for integrals, where * denotes the complex
conjugate. The variational principle states that the energy determined from
Equation 3.14 will be greater than the true ground state energy, i.e.,

Ψ trial Ĥ Ψ trial = Etrial ≥ E0 Ψ 0 Ĥ Ψ 0 .
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(3.15)

In Equation 3.15 a function, Ψtrial is assigned an energy, Etrial, making Ψtrial a
functional, i.e., a function whose input is also a function. It follows that in
order to find the ground state wavefunction and energy, Etrial must be
minimised, achieved by searching through all N-electron wavefunctions that
are allowed, i.e., wavefunctions that are quadratically integrable functions
that are continuous everywhere, without which normalisation would be
impossible. Therefore the wavefunction that leads to E0 will be the ground
state wavefunction, Ψ0, such that
E0 = min E[ Ψ ] = min Ψ T̂e + V̂ne + V̂ee Ψ .
Ψ→N

Ψ→N

(3.16)

Above, Ψ → N simply indicates that the N-electron wavefunction is
allowed, i.e., satisfies the requirements of being continuous and quadratically
integrable. Considering all possible wavefunctions is not feasible, as there are
simply too many possibilities, so in reality, only a small subset is considered.
Through application of the variational principle in a quantum-chemical
calculation, the energy of a wavefunction tends towards E0, meaning the best
outcome that can be expected from any energy minimisation procedure is a
close approximation of E0.

3.3

The Hartree-Fock method
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method is the quintessential wavefunction-

based electronic structure approach, attempting to find E0 by solving the
electronic Schrödinger equation. However, as mentioned previously, solving
Equation 3.16 by considering all allowed N-electron wavefunctions is
impossible for all but the simplest of systems. As a result, it is necessary to
identify a suitable subset of one-electron wavefunctions that can serve as a
reasonable approximation of the exact wavefunction. In HF theory, an
antisymmetric product of N one-electron wavefunctions, χ i (x i ) , is used to
represent the total wavefunction, with the product of these termed a Slater
determinant, ΦSD,
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χ1 (x1 ) χ 2 (x1 )

χ1 (x 2 ) χ 2 (x 2 ) ! χ N (x 2 )

1

Ψ 0 = Φ SD =

! χ N (x1 )

"

N!

"

"

,

(3.17)

χ1 (x N ) χ 2 (x N ) ! χ N (x N )

where 1/ N! ensures the Slater determinant is normalised. As all oneelectron wavefunctions are orthogonal, the Slater determinant can be
rewritten in a form where only the diagonal elements are considered, giving

Φ SD =

1
N!

{χ (x ) χ (x
1

1

2

2

) ! χ N (x N )} .

(3.18)

For fermions, an antisymmetric product of N one-electron wavefunctions is
required as a straightforward product assigns a particular wavefunction to a
specific electron, an impossible assignment given that the electrons are
indistinguishable. Also, as shown in Equation 3.19, interchange of two
particles does not result in the antisymmetric product being observed, i.e.,
swapping the position of two electrons does not result in a change in the sign
of the wavefunction

χ1 (x1 ) χ 2 (x 2 ) ! χ i (x i ) χ j (x j ) !χ N (x N )
≠ −χ1 (x1 ) χ 2 (x 2 ) ! χ i (x j ) χ j (x i ) !χ N (x N ) .

(3.19)

The χ i (x i ) functions are referred to as spin orbitals, comprising a spatial
orbital φi (r) and one of the two possible spin functions, σ(s) , α or β, i.e., spin
up or spin down,

χ i (x i ) = φi (r) σ(s) .

(3.20)

σ(s) must be orthogonal to each other, with the spin orbitals usually also
selected to be orthonormal, in an effort to simplify the mathematics
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associated with the wavefunction construction. It follows that the square of
the spin orbital represents the probability of finding the electron within a
given volume. Although a Slater determinant of the form shown in Equation
3.17 satisfies the need for an antisymmetric function (as the exchange of two
rows or two columns results in a change of sign), the process of representing
the full N-electron wavefunction as the antisymmetric product of N oneelectron wavefunctions is an extreme approximation. As a result, it is
necessary to find the best possible Slater determinant by using the variational
principle to find the ΦSD that gives the lowest energy, termed the HartreeFock energy, EHF. This is achieved by varying the spin orbitals (whilst
ensuring they remain orthonormal) until the lowest energy Slater
determinant has been found,

EHF = min E ⎡⎣ Φ SD ⎤⎦ .
Φ SD →N

(3.21)

By expanding the Slater determinant, EHF can be derived
N

(

)

EHF = Φ SD Ĥ Φ SD = ∑ i ĥ i +
i

1 N N
∑ ∑ ii jj − ij ji ,
2 i j

(

) (

)

(3.22)

from which it can be seen that the energy is a functional of the spin orbitals,
and it is the variation of these orbitals that allows the energy to be
minimised. In Equation 3.22, the (i ĥ i) term, expressed as

M
⎧ 1
Z ⎫
(i ĥ i) = ∫ χ∗i (x1 ) ⎨− ∇ 2 − ∑ A ⎬ χ i (x1 ) dx1 ,
A r1A ⎭
⎩ 2

(3.23)

represents the kinetic energy and electron-nucleus attraction terms, whereas

(ii jj) = ∫ ∫ χ i (x1 )

2

2
1
χ j (x 2 ) dx1dx 2
r12
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(3.24)

and

(ij ji) = ∫ ∫ χ i (x1 )χ∗j (x1 )

1
χ j (x 2 )χ∗i (x 2 ) dx1dx 2
r12

(3.25)

are the Coulomb and exchange interactions, respectively, between two
electrons. Equation 3.26, commonly known as the Hartree-Fock equation, is
used to find the spin orbitals that lead to the lowest value of EHF,

f̂ χ i = ε i χ i , i = 1, 2, ..., N ,

(3.26)

where εi, the Lagrangian multipliers, are the orbital energy eigenvalues for
the one-electron operator f̂ , expressed as
M
Z
1
f̂i = − ∇ i2 − ∑ A + VHF (i) .
2
A riA

(3.27)

In Equation 3.27, the negative terms represent the kinetic and potential
energy components due to the attractive electron-nucleus interaction. The
final term, VHF(i), is the Hartree-Fock potential, which describes the average
repulsion felt by one electron interacting with the remaining N – 1 electrons
in the system. Representing the electron-electron repulsion by VHF(i), a oneelectron operator, removes the need to include the two-electron repulsion
operator, 1/rij in the Hamiltonian. The Hartree-Fock potential is comprised of
two components,
N

VHF (x1 ) = ∑ ( Ĵ j (x1 ) − K̂ j (x1 )) ,
j

where, the Coulomb operator, Ĵ j , is
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(3.28)

Ĵ j (x1 ) = ∫ χ j (x 2 )

2

1
dx ,
r12 2

(3.29)

This term describes the repulsive potential an electron at one position
experiences due to the average charge distribution of another electron in spin
orbital χj. The term K̂ j in Equation 3.28 is the exchange contribution to VHF(i),

K̂ j (x1 )χ i (x1 ) = ∫ χ *j (x 2 )

1
χ (x ) dx 2 χ j (x1 ) .
r12 i 2

(3.30)

an effect that leads to the variables in the two spin orbitals being exchanged.
As operating on χ i (x1 ) with K̂ j (x1 ) depends on the value of χ i at position x2,
the exchange operator and the corresponding potential are called non-local.
As applying the Coulomb operator to a spin orbital only depends on the
value of χ i at one position x1, this interaction is considered to be a local
potential. Given that via the Hartree-Fock potential, the Fock operator
depends on the spin orbitals, which themselves must be approximated,
Equation 3.26 is considered a pseudo-eigenvalue problem, which is solved
using the self-consistent field (SCF) method, this procedure involves starting
with a set of orbitals that are used to solve the Hartree-Fock equations, with
the new set of spin orbitals thus generated being used in the subsequent
iteration. This iterative process continues until the energy difference between
iterations falls below a predetermined threshold value.
As discussed above, although approximating a wavefunction using a single
Slater determinant ΦSD provides a reasonable representation of a many
electron system, it will never correspond to the exact wavefunction. Due to
the variational principle, EHF will always be larger than E0, with the
difference between these two energies being known as the electron
correlation energy,14
ECHF = E0 − EHF .
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(3.31)

The electron correlation energy is a measure of the error associated with the
Hatree-Fock approach for finding the ground state wavefunction. The
electron

correlation

phenomenon

is

predominantly

caused

by

the

instantaneous repulsion of the electrons, which is not considered in the HF
potential. The treatment of the electrostatic interactions as an average
potential causes the electrons to be too close to one another, ultimately
causing the HF approach to overestimate the electron-electron repulsion.

3.4

Density functional theory
The implication of Equation 3.10, that the square of the wavefunction

represents the probability of finding all N electrons simultaneously in the
specified volume feeds directly into the concept of the electron density, ρ(r),
which, as shown in Equation 3.32, depends on the spin and spatial
coordinates of N and N – 1 electrons, respectively,

ρ(r) = N ∫ ! ∫ Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x N ) ds1 ,dx 2 ,...,dx N .
2

(3.32)

Unlike a wavefunction, ρ(r) is an observable quantity, i.e., it can be measured
experimentally. ρ(r) describes the probability of finding one of the N
electrons within a volume element, dr1, but without determining its spin
orientation, while the remaining N – 1 electrons in the system have arbitrary
spin and positions. As electrons are indistinguishable from one another, the
probability of finding multiple electrons within a volume element is simply
N times the probability for one electron in the same volume. The electron
density is a function of the three spatial variables of the electrons, which
integrates to the total number of electrons and which tends to zero as the
volume element approaches infinity, i.e.,

∫ ρ(r) dr

1

and
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=N ,

(3.33)

ρ(r → ∞) = 0 .

(3.34)

As a result of the attractive electron-nucleus interaction, at atomic positions
ρ(r) exhibits a maximum with a finite value. At these positions there is a
discontinuity in the gradient of the electron density, leading to a cusp, the
result of the singularity in the ZA/riA term in Ĥ as riA approaches zero. The
properties of this cusp in electron density are related to Z, the nuclear charge
of the nucleus as shown below,

⎡∂
⎤
lim ⎢ + 2Z A ⎥ ρ(r) = 0 ,
riA →0 ∂r
⎣
⎦

(3.35)

where ρ(r) is the spherical average of ρ(r). At large distances from all nuclei
the electron density decays asymptotically exponentially

ρ(r) ∝ e

−2 2Ie r

,

(3.36)

where Ie represents the first ionisation energy of the system.
It is possible to extend the idea of electron density to simultaneously find
two electrons with spins σ1 and σ2 in two different volume elements dr1 and
dr2, whilst not considering the position and spins of the remaining N – 2
electrons. This can be achieved by using the pair density function, ρ2(x1,x2),
which is equal to
2

ρ2 (x1 ,x 2 ) = N(N − 1)∫ ! ∫ Ψ(x1 ,x 2 ,...,x N ) dx 3 ...dx N ,

(3.37)

a function that holds all information relating to the electron correlation
interaction. As in this idealised model the electrons are considered as points
of mass with no volume, it is possible that two electrons are simultaneously
occupying the same spatial coordinates, a scenario that reduces the
complexity of the pair density to a product of the individual probabilities,
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ρ2 (x1 ,x 2 ) =

N −1
ρx1 ,ρx 2 ,
N

(3.38)

with the indistinguishable nature of electrons necessitating the (N – 1)/N
term. However, the pair density is complicated by the fact that electrons do
not behave like ideal particles; their wavefunctions must be antisymmetric,
and, as they are charged particles, electrons exhibit Coulomb repulsion with
other electrons. Additionally, due to the Pauli principle, the probability of
two electrons with the same spin occupying the same space is zero, meaning
electrons cannot move independently of one another, an effect termed Fermi
correlation or, exchange. Unrelated to the spin of electrons, the electrostatic
repulsion (represented in Equation 3.29 by the 1/r12 term) that stops electrons
getting too close to each other is referred to as the Coulomb correlation,
allowing a distinction to be made between this effect and the Fermi
correlation. The HF approach accounts exactly for exchange, but it does not
include the effect of Coulomb correlation. By splitting the pair density
function into two parts, where the first is just the product of the two
individual electron densities, and the second is the result of the exchange and
Coulomb correlations effects, the influence of the latter interactions can be
seen
ρ2 (x1 ,x 2 ) = ρ(x1 ) ρ(x 2 ) ⎡⎣1 + f(x1 ; x 2 ) ⎤⎦ ,

(3.39)

where f(x1 ; x 2 ) is the correlation factor. If one electron is known to be at
position one, the probability of finding any electron at a second position is
known as the conditional probability density, Ω, given by

Ω(x 2 ; x1 ) =

ρ2 (x1 ,x 2 )
,
ρ(x1 )

(3.40)

an expression that contains all but the one electron already known to be at
position x1. As the conditional probability density concerns all electrons
except the one known to be at position x1, it integrates to N – 1 electrons,
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∫ Ω(x

2

; x1 ) dx 2 = N − 1 .

(3.41)

The corrections needed to account for exchange and Coulomb correlation can
be seen by comparing the conditional probability with the uncorrelated
probability of finding an electron at a second position

h XC (x1 ; x 2 ) =

ρ2 (x1 ,x 2 )
− ρ(x 2 ) = ρ(x 2 )f(x1 ,x 2 ) .
ρ(x1 )

(3.42)

where h XC (x1 ; x 2 ) is the exchange-correlation hole. An abstract way of thinking
about the effect of the exchange-correlation hole is to picture an electron
surrounding itself with a hole or moat, where the probability of finding
another electron is decreased. From Equation 3.43 it can be seen that the
exchange-correlation hole integrates to a value of –1, meaning it contains the
charge of one electron,

∫h

XC

(x1 ; x 2 ) dx 2 = −1 .

(3.43)

Now that the phenomenon of electron density has been introduced, whether
the N-electron wavefunction can be replaced by ρ(r), must be considered.
The idea of extracting information relating to atomic and molecular systems
using the electron density is over 90 years old, being initiated by work from
Thomas15 and Fermi16,17 that led to what is now known as the Thomas-Fermi
(TF) method.18,19 This was based on a purely quantum statistical approach,
where only the kinetic energy component of the Schrödinger equation was
considered explicitly, with the nuclear-electron and electron-electron terms
treated classically, and exchange and Coulomb correlation omitted. To
determine the kinetic energy, the TF model relies on the concept of a uniform
electron gas to simplify the problem, where the electron density is
considered constant throughout the system, leading to the following
expression
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TTF [ρ(r)] =

3
(3π 2 )2/3 ∫ ρ5/3 (r) d(r) ,
10

(3.44)

where TTF is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy. By combining this with the
attractive and repulsive terms for the nucleus-electron and electron-electron
interactions, respectively, the resulting expression, shown in Equation 3.45,
represents the kinetic energy for an atom
TTF [ρ(r)] =

3
ρ(r)
(3π 2 )2/3 ∫ ρ5/3 (r) d(r) − Z ∫
d(r)
10
r
1 ρ(r )ρ(r2 )
+ ∫∫ 1
d(r1 )d(r2 ) .
2
r12

(3.45)

In order to find the appropriate electron density to use in Equation 3.45, the
input electron density is minimised using the variational principle. Although
the TF model does not determine the energy of an atom particularly
accurately, it nevertheless is being expressed as a functional of the electron
density.
In work to approximate the non-local exchange using ρ(r),20 which led to the
Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) method, Slater also succeeded in pushing forward
the field of DFT. Using the idea of the uniform electron gas,21 a modification
can be made to the TF model, leading to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD)
approach, which unlike HFS relies purely on ρ(r). Although (as with the
original TF method), this expansion was not particularly successful, the TFD
approximation did highlight that ρ(r) could be used to express additional
interactions.
The research performed by Hohenberg and Kohn represents the foundation
on which modern DFT has been built. Kohn was awarded the 1998 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for his development of this field. A full proof of the
Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem can be found in their 1964 Phys. Rev. paper.22
The HK theorem showed that the ground state electron density, ρ0 , describes
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the Hamiltonian operator, from which all other properties can be inferred. As
the total ground state energy is a functional of the ground state electron
density, it follows that this must also hold for the individual components of
the total energy, which can be written as
E0 ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ = T ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ + Eee ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ + Ene ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ ,

(3.46)

where E0, T, Eee and Ene refer to the total, kinetic, potential electron-electron
and potential nucleus-electron energy terms, respectively. Equation 3.46 can
be separated according into terms which are independent of the system (i.e.,
independent of the number of electrons, interatomic distances and atom
species), and terms which are system dependent, with only Ene falling into
the latter category. Therefore, by combining the terms that are independent
of the system into a single term, the HK functional, FHK[ρ0], Equation 3.46 can
be rewritten as

E0 ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ = ∫ ρ0 (r) Vne dr + FHK ⎡⎣ρ0 ⎤⎦ .

(3.47)

This means that an input electron density will output the sum of the kinetic
and electron-electron repulsion energy operators for the wavefunction,
yielding the ground state wavefunction,

FHK [ρ] = T [ρ] + Eee [ρ] = Ψ T̂ + V̂ee Ψ .

(3.48)

If the HK functional was known explicitly, the Schrödinger equation could
be solved for any system as it has already been shown that the energy
components that make up this quantity are independent of the system in
question. However, the correct expressions for the kinetic energy and
electron-electron repulsion functions are unknown. Despite this, the classical
interpretation of the Coulombic electron-electron interaction, J[ρ], is known,
allowing for a partial decomposition of Eee, as shown in Equation 3.49,
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Eee = J [ρ] + Encl =

1 ρ(r1 )ρ(r2 )
dr1dr2 + Encl ,
2 ∫∫
r12

(3.49)

where the subscript ‘ncl’ in Encl does not relate to nuclei, but instead, denotes
the non-classical component of the electron-electron interaction, including
the self-interaction correction, Coulomb correlation and exchange effects.
A second, equally important theorem that came out of this approach is that
the HK functional, which outputs the ground state energy, will only do so if
the true ground state electron density is inputted. This means that the
variational principle can be employed to find the HK functional that leads to
the lowest energy, which will represent the upper limit of the true ground
state energy, E0. It is therefore clear that although the proofs presented by
Hohenberg and Kohn were a crucial step in the development of density
functional theory, the HK functional is unknown, with no strategy laid out to
determine it.
A paper by Kohn and Sham, published in 1965, represents a second
milestone in the development of DFT. This work, known now as the KohnSham (KS) approach23 showed how the HK method could be implemented in
practice, by proposing a way of approaching the unknown HK functional.
The HK approach showed that the energy of a system can be written in terms
of its electron density

(

)

E0 = min F [ρ(r)] + ∫ ρ(r) Vne dr ,

(3.50)

F [ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Encl [ρ(r)] ,

(3.51)

ρ→N

where

and where only J [ρ(r)] , the Coulomb electron-electron interaction is known
exactly. As a result the KS approach attempts to find a way to more
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accurately calculate the kinetic energy, something that previous methods fail
to do. To do this, Kohn and Sham turned to the HF approach, where a Slater
determinant of N one-electron spin orbitals was used to approximate the
wavefunction of a system. THF can be calculated explicitly from a Slater
determinant by

THF = −

1 N
∑ χi ∇ 2 χi .
2 i

(3.52)

DFT can use this to calculate the kinetic energy of a system made up of noninteracting electrons, which makes up a significant proportion of the total
kinetic energy, described by the operator Ĥ S , equal to

Ĥ S = −

1 N 2 N
∑ ∇ +∑ V (r ) ,
2 i i i S i

(3.53)

where VS is an effective local potential. As electron-electron interactions are
absent, a Slater determinant (ΘS) of spin orbitals (ϕ) (note the different
notation compared to HF theory) can be used to represent the ground state
wavefunction of this non-interacting system,

ϕ1 (x1 ) ϕ 2 (x1 )
ΘS =

1
N!

! ϕ N (x1 )

ϕ1 (x 2 ) ϕ 2 (x 2 ) ! ϕ N (x 2 )
"

"

"

.

(3.54)

ϕ1 (x N ) ϕ 2 (x N ) ! ϕ N (x N )
In analogy to HF theory, the spin orbitals, termed Kohn-Sham or KS orbitals
in this approach, are given by

f̂ KS ϕ i = ε iϕ i ,
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(3.55)

KS
where f̂ refers to the Kohn-Sham operator, expressed as

1
f̂ KS = − ∇ 2 + VS (r) .
2

(3.56)

By manipulating VS until the sum of the electron density for the moduli of
the squared KS orbitals in the non-interacting system, ρS, equals the ground
state electron density of the real system, ρ0, (i.e., where electron-electron
interactions occur), a link between the idealised and the target system can be
established. This relationship is expressed in Equation 3.57.
N

ρS (r) = ∑ ∑ ϕ i (r,s) = ρ0 (r) .
i

2

(3.57)

s

The brilliance of the KS approach was its acceptance that explicitly
determining the kinetic energy of an N-electron system is unfeasible, instead
settling for accurately calculating as much of this quantity as possible and
approximating the remaining components. To this end, Kohn and Sham
showed that, by assuming it has the same electron density as the true system,
where electron-electron interactions do occur, the kinetic energy of the noninteracting system (TS) can be calculated exactly using KS orbitals

TS = −

1 N
ϕi ∇2 ϕi .
∑
2 i

(3.58)

Even if the idealised and the true systems share the same electron density,
they will not have the same kinetic energy, something that the KS approach
accounts for by separating F [ρ(r)] , the universal functional, as shown below
F [ρ(r)] = TS [ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + EXC [ρ(r)] .
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(3.59)

The final term in Equation 3.59, EXC is the exchange-correlation energy, a
functional where all the terms and interactions that cannot be quantified
explicitly, are collected. EXC is given by

EXC [ρ] = (T [ρ] − TS [ρ]) + (Eee [ρ] − J [ρ]) = TC [ρ] + Encl [ρ] ,

(3.60)

where TC is the remainder of the true kinetic energy that is not accounted for
by TS. As TS must have the same electron density as the ground state electron
density of the real system, finding a way to determine the value of the
effective potential VS, is important. This is achieved by first expressing the
energy of the real system in terms of its component parts,
E[ρ(r)] = TS [ρ] + J [ρ] + Ene [ρ] + EXC [ρ]
= TS [ρ] +
=−

1 ρ(r1 )ρ(r1 )
dr1 dr2 + ∫ ρ(r)Vne dr + EXC [ρ]
2 ∫∫
r12

2
2 1
1 N
1 N N
2
ϕ
∇
ϕ
+
ϕ i (r1 )
ϕ j (r2 ) dr1dr2
∑
∑
∑
i
i
∫∫
2 i
2 i j
r12
N

M

i

A

−∑ ∫ ∑

(3.61)

ZA
2
ϕ i (r1 ) dr1 + EXC [ρ(r)] .
r1A

As expected, the one component that cannot be described explicitly is EXC. It
can be seen from Equation 3.61 that the KS orbitals are key to being able to
accurately determine the energy of a system. In order to apply the variational
principle, the KS orbitals must satisfy the following conditions
M
⎛ 1
⎡ ρ(r )
Z ⎤⎞
ϕ i = ⎜ − ∇ 2 + ⎢ ∫ 2 dr2 + VXC (r1 ) − ∑ A ⎥⎟ ϕ i
⎝ 2
A r1A ⎦ ⎠
⎣ r12

⎛ 1
⎞
= ⎜ − ∇ 2 + Veff (r1 )⎟ ϕ i = ε iϕ i ,
⎝ 2
⎠

(3.62)

where VXC is the potential from the exchange-correlation energy and Veff is
the effective potential. As EXC is unknown, it follows that VXC also does not
have a known solution, and so VXC is expressed as the functional derivative
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of the exchange-correlation energy with respect to ρ(r). By comparing
Equation 3.62 to Equation 3.56, it can be seen that Veff is equivalent to VS,
meaning the latter can be expressed in the same way,
M
⎡ ρ(r )
Z ⎤
VS = Veff = ⎢ ∫ 2 dr2 + VXC (r1 ) − ∑ A ⎥ .
A r1A ⎦
⎣ r12

(3.63)

This now means a procedure to determine VS exists, all be it an iterative one.
This one realisation has a cascade effect, as VS must be included in the oneelectron equation (see Equation 3.56), which determines the orbitals in the
Slater determinant and in turn the ground state electron density, allowing
the ground state energy to be determined through the use of Equation 3.61. It
follows that, if the value of EXC was known, the KS approach could be used to
find the exact solution to the time-independent Schrödinger equation. As it
stands, the only approximation that has to be made during the KS approach
is the functional that should be used to represent EXC. With this in mind, it
seems apt to highlight how important the progress made by Hohenberg,
Kohn and later Sham was for DFT, as their contributions laid the foundations
for an area of computational chemistry that continues to go from strength to
strength.
As EXC cannot be determined explicitly, searching for more accurate
functionals is still a major goal of DFT today. The original set of functionals
used to estimate EXC are known as local density approximation (LDA)
functionals,24–27 which are based on the idealised uniform electron gas model,
as this is the only system where the EXC can be calculated exactly. In LDA
functionals, it is assumed that locally the electron density of a system can be
considered equivalent to that of a uniform electron gas of the same electron
density, i.e., ρ(r) is assumed to be constant at each spatial position. In this
simplified model, EXC can be written as

ELDA
XC [ρ ] = ∫ ρ(r) ε XC (ρ(r)) dr ,
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(3.64)

where εXC represents the exchange-correlation energy per particle, which is
weighted by the probability of an electron occupying a particular point in
space, i.e., ρ(r) . By inputting the spin densities, ρα(r) and ρβ(r), which
representing the electron density of the α- and β-spin electrons, respectively,
instead of the overall electron density, the local spin-density approximation
(LSDA) is obtained

⎡⎣ρα ,ρβ ⎤⎦ = ∫ ρ(r)ε XC (ρα (r),ρβ (r)) dr ,
ELSDA
XC

(3.65)

where ρ(r) = ρα (r) + ρβ (r) . As this approximation is a poor model of a true
chemical system, where ρ(r) varies rapidly, the LDA is known to
underestimate interatomic distances leading to overbinding.9,28 Nevertheless,
it is still used to investigate systems that closely resemble a uniform electron
gas, such as metals (which have mobile electrons).
In the early 1980s, the first improvement upon the LDA opened up DFT to be
used by computational chemists, as up until this point, the limitations
associated with approximating the exchange-correlation functional hindered
its application to chemical systems. It suggests that as well as using the
information about the electron density at a particular spatial coordinate, a
better description of the non-uniformity of the true electron density could be
achieved by also considering the gradient of the electron density, ∇ρ(r). To
do this, a Taylor expansion of the uniform electron density is constructed,
with LDA representing the first term. The resulting expression shown in
Equation 3.66, is a gradient expansion approximation (GEA) functional

⎡
⎤
EGEA
XC ⎣ρα ,ρβ ⎦ = ∫ ρε XC (ρα ,ρβ ) dr
+∑ ∫ C σXC,σ' (ρα ,ρβ )
σ ,σ'

∇ρσ ∇ρσ'
dr +… ,
ρσ 2/3 ρσ' 2/3

(3.66)

where the α and β spins are represented by σ and σ’, respectively. Despite
the inclusion of the gradient of ρ(r), the GEA does not represent a significant
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improvement compared to the LDA, as the former does not contain restraints
that cause the resulting exchange-correlation hole to make physical sense. By
ensuring that the exchange and correlation holes integrate to –1 and 0,
respectively, the issue of the GEA producing spurious results can be
resolved. The result of these modifications are generalised gradient
approximation (GGA) functionals,29–33 which are still widely used today, with
the functional developed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)29 used
exclusively in this thesis. In general terms, this type of functional can be
written in the following form

⎡
⎤
EGGA
XC ⎣ρα ,ρβ ⎦ = ∫ f(ρα ,ρβ ,∇ρα ,∇ρβ ) dr .

(3.67)

In reality, a GGA functional is split into its two constituent parts
GGA
EGGA
+ EGGA
,
XC = E X
C

(3.68)

with the exchange component being the larger of the two. By expanding the
Taylor series further, and considering higher-order derivatives of the
!
electron density, ∇ 2ρ( r) , the GGA method can be extended, leading to socalled meta-GGA functionals, which can also depend on a number of
parameters, including the kinetic energy density.34–36
Given the apparent hierarchy of accuracy associated with functionals, it
should come as no surprise that each type is commonly represented as a
separate rung of a ladder, as shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The fourth
rung up the proverbial Jacob’s ladder of EXC approximations37 is home to the
hybrid functionals, which involve an exact calculation of the exchange
energy by representing this term as a Slater determinant, as in HF theory,
and mixing a percentage of this quantity with the remaining percentage of
the exchange-correlation energy approximated using LDA or GGA.38–41 For
instance, a hybrid GGA functional that mixes 50% of the exact exchange
energy, calculated using a Slater determinant, with 50% of the exchange-
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Figure 3.1: Jacob’s ladder schematic representing the hierarchical nature of exchangecorrelation energy functional approximations.

correlation energy approximated using a GGA functional would be
expressed as
EXC = 0.5Eexact
+ 0.5EGGA
+ EGGA
,
X
X
C

(3.69)

although, as in DFT EX contains some correlation and EC contain some
exchange, this procedure is not seamless.
Functionals based on the generalised random phase approximation (RPA)
represent the fifth rung of the hierarchical functional scheme. Expanding
upon hybrid GGA methods, these functionals include information from the
unoccupied, virtual KS orbitals as well as the occupied orbitals, in an attempt
to better account for interactions including dispersion. The optimised
effective potential (OEP) method falls into this classification of high-level,
highly parameterised functional.42–44
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3.5

Basis sets
Regardless of the computational approach employed, it is clear that

finding the ground state energy (and thus all other properties of interest) of a
system is neither trivial nor cheap. As a result, it is often necessary to rely on
further approximations, such as a basis set, to improve the efficiency of a
calculation. A basis set is the term used to describe a series of basis functions,
ϕi, that have a known mathematical solution, allowing an unknown quantity,
such as the wavefunction of a system, to be decomposed into a series of
simpler problems. Basis functions are used to represent individual atomic
orbitals (AOs), with a linear combination of the AOs representing the full
wavefunction. The choice of basis set is heavily dependent on the type of
system being investigated, meaning factors including the atomic species,
system size and the type of chemical interactions that may be present
(methodology, dispersion forces, covalent/ionic bond character, properties
of interest, etc) should be considered. With this in mind, basis sets can in
general be divided into two categories, atom-centred and planewave.

3.5.1 Atom-centred basis sets
The Slater-type orbitals (STOs)45 of the form shown in Equation 3.70
are typical basis functions used to represent the wavefunction during an
electronic structure calculation,

ϕ STO
= Nr n−1e−ζr Ylml (Θ,φ) ,
i

(3.70)

where N is a normalisation constant (ensuring that the AO integrates to one
electron), r is the distance between the nucleus and the electron, n is the
principal quantum number, ζ is the effective nuclear charge and Ylml (Θ,φ)
represents spherical harmonic functions that are dependent on the orbital
and angular momentum numbers l and ml, respectively. The STOs decay
exponentially as the nucleus-electron distance increases, reaching zero as r
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tends to infinity, as shown in Figure 3.2a, ideally modelling an AO. Although
STOs can represent the one-electron wavefunctions reasonably accurately,
when an overlap of STOs is required, to calculate the electron-electron
interaction present in a non-idealised system, a large flaw is revealed. This
flaw is that it is only possible to solve the overlap of two STOs numerically,
rather than analytically, meaning their practical use is often prohibitively
expensive.
Alternatively, Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs),46 of the form
2

ϕ GTO
= Nr Le−αr Ylml (Θ,φ) ,
i

(3.71)

may be adopted, where L represents an integer for every dimension of the
GTO, meaning there will be two and three integers, each corresponding to a
different Cartesian axes for a two- and three-dimensional GTO, respectively.
The square dependence in the exponential term of the GTO means it is a less
realistic representation of a single-electron wavefunction, relative to a STO in
two main respects. Firstly, when r = 0, i.e., at the nucleus, a STO has a cusp,
whereas a GTO has a gradient of zero, meaning the latter does not accurately
represent the behaviour of a wavefunction close to the nucleus as shown in
Figure 3.2a. Additionally this squared dependence in the exponential also
causes the GTO to decay too rapidly at large distances, compared to an AO.
In order to overcome these problems and achieve a good level of accuracy,
many more GTOs than STOs are required to model an AO. Although on
their own GTOs are less accurate than STOs, in one respect, GTOs are
undoubtedly superior; the overlap of two Gaussians, is a third Gaussian,
meaning their linear combination has an exact mathematical solution. This
makes using GTOs a more sensible choice when dealing with systems larger
than a few atoms. A reasonable approximation of an AO can be achieved by
forming a contracted Gaussian function (CGF), is simply the sum of several
GTOs, with the inclusion of more GTOs leading to a better representation of
a single STO, as shown in Figure 3.2b.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic showing a STO and a GTO, showing that the latter decay much
faster as the nucleus-electron distance increases. (b) Schematic showing the sum of two
GTOs to give better description of a STO.

Basis sets are highly parameterised, with many families of atom-centred
basis sets developed for different systems, with some being highly optimised
for one specific compound, and others developed to be more general. As a
result, the choice of basis set can be an arduous one, involving literature
research, testing, and fine tuning of parameters although often the choice is
heavily influenced by the trade-off between calculation cost and accuracy.
Nevertheless, it is important to ensure that the selected basis set is properly
converged, i.e., increasing the number of basis functions does not lead to a
significant change in the calculated result.

3.5.2 Planewave basis sets
Instead of using basis functions designed to model individual atomic
orbitals, such as STOs and GTOs, which can then be linearly combined to
describe molecular orbitals for the entire system, it is possible to use
functions that are able to represent the whole system directly. Using atom-
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centred basis functions may not be practical when investigating systems such
as extended solids, which would require an infinite number of AOs to model
the entire structure. For these types of crystalline materials both the atom
positions and the electron potential energy are periodic, i.e.,

V(r) = V(r + R) ,

(3.72)

where R represent the unit cell length (the lattice vector), meaning they
satisfy Bloch’s theorem.47 As the square of the wavefunction is equal to the
electron density, it follows that if one quantity is periodic the other must be
too. In fact, the magnitude of the wavefunction is indeed periodic but its
phase is not, leading to wavefunctions being termed “quasi-periodic”.
Investigating systems such as extended solids suggests the need for basis
functions that are equally periodic. Constructing basis functions on the
solution of the Schrödinger equation for free electrons was suggested after it
was noted that the outer valence electrons in metals behave similarly to a
uniform electron gas, which allows their behaviour to be approximated. As
shown in Equation 3.73, complex exponentials, or equally, a combination of
sine and cosine functions can be used to represent the solution to the
Schrödinger equation for a free electron in one dimension

ϕ(x) = Aeikx + Be− ikx = Acos(kx) + Bsin(kx)
1
E = k2 ,
2

(3.73)

where k, the wavevector, refers to the momentum of the function. In an
infinitely repeating system the energy gap between individual molecular
orbitals disappears, leading to the formation of bands of electrons, which can
be represented by a basis set made up of planewave functions. In three
dimensions, planewaves can be written in the form

ϕ(r) = eikr .
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(3.74)

As individual planewave functions do a poor job of representing the
electronic wavefunction for a system, basis sets based on these tend to be
many times larger than the equivalent GTO-based basis sets. However, as the
size of planewave basis set is only dependent on the size of the unit cell, and
not on the contents of the unit cell, the larger the system, the more favourable
it becomes to use planewaves compared to atom-centred basis sets. The
wavefunction is simply expressed as the sum of the individual planewaves,

ψ n ,k (r) = ∑ C n ,k (G) ei(G+k )r ,

(3.75)

G

where Cn,k are Fourier coefficients of G, the reciprocal lattice vector. The
Fourier coefficients are summed up to a maximum value, Gmax, which in turn
determines Ecut, the kinetic energy cut-off, expressed as

Ecut =

h2
(G + k)2 ,
2m max

(3.76)

where m is the mass of an electron. This means that the size (and ultimately
the accuracy) of a planewave basis set is determined by a single parameter,
Ecut. The control of planewave basis sets through this one quantity represents
a sizeable advantage over atom-centred counterparts.

3.6

Pseudopotentials
It has already been highlighted in previous sections of this chapter

that given the complexity associated with electronic-structure calculations,
the

need

to

maximise

calculation

efficiency,

without

sacrificing

computational accuracy, is key. It is widely accepted that most chemical
properties are dominated by valence electrons, with the behaviour of the core
electrons being almost independent of the chemical system. As a result, it is
often seen as unnecessary to explicitly consider all the electrons in a system.
Therefore, the frozen-core approximation (FCA)48 is often employed to
improve calculation efficiency. In this approximation, core electrons,
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classified as all electrons with an energy below a specified level, are treated
as part of the background potential of the system, with only the electrons
above the specified energy, i.e., the valence electrons, being calculated
explicitly. As long as the energy cut-off is not too high, applying the FCA can
still yield accurate results, but at a significantly reduced cost compared to the
explicitly consideration of all electrons within a system.
As electronic wavefunctions must be orthogonal to each other, the explicit
treatment of all core and valence electrons results in a wavefunction that
contains numerous nodes (i.e., where the magnitude of the wavefunction is
zero). Representing such a wavefunction would require a large basis set. In
addition to removing the need to explicitly describe the core electrons by
applying the FCA, it is also possible to replace the wavefuncion for the
valence electrons close to the nucleus (which is rapidly oscillating and
therefore complex to represent) with a “pseudised” wavefunction. This is a
nodeless function to describe the valence electrons within a core radius (rcore)
of the nucleus, whilst continuing to explicitly describe these electrons beyond
rcore, (see Figure 3.3), allowing a smaller basis set to be used to represent the
wavefunction.
The most common type of pseudopotentials used in condensed matter
calculations are norm-conserving pseudopotentials (NCPs).49 A drawback of
NCPs is that they require the norm of the orbitals to be conserved, leading to
a lack of flexibility or transferability in NCPs requiring a high Ecut and hence

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the AE and pseudised Si 3s wavefunctions.
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a large basis set. As a result, a different class of potentials, termed ultrasoft
pseudopotentials (USPs) were developed.50 In USPs the norm-conserving
condition, which requires the total pseudocharge inside rcore to match that of
the total all-electron (AE) wavefunction, is relaxed, giving them increased
transferability relative to NCPs. Despite this, the implementation of USPs
into DFT codes is not trivial, and thus their widespread use has been slow.
The on-the-fly generated USPs in the CASTEP code,51 which are available for
NMR calculations,52 as well as the calculation of energies, forces and other
properties, have been shown to produce accurate results compared to other
DFT codes.53
For some chemical properties, including the NMR chemical shift, the AE
wavefunction (and particularly its behaviour close to the nucleus) is
important. As a result, it is important to reconstruct the AE wavefunction
from a pseudopotential before calculating any properties that are particularly
sensitive to the behaviour of electrons close to the nucleus. A procedure to
use a psuedopotential to reconstruct the AE wavefunction, termed the
projector augmented wave (PAW)54 approach was set out by van de Walle
and Blöchl, and is given by

ψ AE (r) = Tψ PS (r) ,

(3.77)

where ψAE, ψPS and T represent the AE wavefunction, the pseudised
wavefunction and the transformation operator, respectively. An important
extension of this theory that has revolutionised the use of first-principle
calculations by the solid-state NMR spectroscopy is the development of the
gauge including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) method55 and its
successful compatibility with USPs.52,56 If a system is in a uniform magnetic
field, the PAW transformation operator is unable to reconstruct the core
region of a wavefunction without losing translational symmetry, introducing
the so-called “gauge origin problem”. The GIPAW method55 overcomes this
by including a magnetic field dependent phase to the translated waves,
causing translational symmetry to be retained and allowing properties such
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as the chemical shift, which is dependent on the external magnetic field, to be
accurately calculated.

3.7

k-point sampling
A grid of equally spaced points, termed k-points, are used to sample

the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space. The k-points are usually placed on
a Monkhorst-Pack (MP) grid,57 an unbiased approach to choose points in
reciprocal space. The number of k-points used can be easily controlled by
setting the k-point spacing parameter, given in units of 2π Å–1, with more k
points selected as the k-point spacing decreases, leading to a more accurate
approximation of the wavefunction. In principle, to determine the electron
density it is necessary to integrate the wavefunction at every position, i.e.,
every value of k, however, it is possible to approximate the integral with a
sum,

ρ(r) = ∫ Ψ k (r) d3k ≈ ∑ Ψ k (r) .
2

2

(3.78)

k

Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the effect that increasing the x-vector of a unit cell in real
space causes the reciprocal x-vector, kx, to decrease.
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This means that the total electron density can be approximated as the sum of
the square of the wavefunction determined at each k-point, giving a finite
number of points. It is important to remember that dimensions in reciprocal
space are the inverse of the real space dimensions, meaning that if a unit cell
is lengthened in real space, the corresponding cell in reciprocal space will
decrease in size, as highlighted in Figure 3.4.

3.8

Calculating solid-state NMR parameters
To calculate the NMR magnetic shielding for a nucleus it is necessary

to first determine the electronic current created following the application of
an external magnetic field. This can be achieved by considering how a
magnetic field can be generated from an electronic current, a relationship
laid out in the Biot-Savart law

B(r) =

µ 0 IdLr ′
,
4π ∫ r ′ 3

(3.79)

where B is the magnetic field, µ0 is the permeability of a vacuum, I is the
current (in amperes), L is the length of the current carrying conductor, r is
the distance from the conductor and r ′ is the displacement vector, i.e.,
r ′ = r − L . With respect to the magnetic shielding, the effective Hamiltonian

for this interaction is given as

Ĥ = −

1
∑ γ KIK (1 − σ K )Bext ,
2π

(3.80)

where γK is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus K, IK is the spin angular
momentum of this species, σ K is the chemical shielding tensor that represents
the response of the electrons to the external magnetic field, Bext. The
electronic response to Bext results in an induced magnetic field, Bin, that is
caused by the orbital currents j(r’) computed using perturbation theory. Bin
can be expressed as
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Bin (r) =

1 3
r − r'
d r ' j(r ')
,
3
∫
c
r − r'

(3.81)

and as

Bin (R K ) = −σ K Bext .

(3.82)

The magnetic shielding tensor can be stated as

σK = −

Bin (R K )
.
Bext

(3.83)

As alluded to in Section 3.6, the ability to accurately calculate σ for nuclei in
extended materials using planewave-based DFT codes was only made
feasible after the development of the GIPAW method, with its subsequent
application using USPs making this process more efficient. The advantages
of the ability to routinely and accurately calculate solid-state NMR
parameters for periodic systems cannot be overstated. GIPAW calculations
have assisted and guided the assignment of complex experimental NMR
spectra, providing invaluable insight into the structure and ordering of a
range of periodic materials.4,58–62

3.8.1 Relativistic effects
Recently the importance of including scalar relativistic effects when
predicting solid-state NMR parameters has been considered. As the nuclear
mass of a species increases, the effect of relativity also increases, as the speed
of electrons close to heavy nuclei approaches the speed of light. As a result, it
is unsurprising that relativity can have a significant effect on the shielding of
heavy nuclei as these parameters are dominated by the behaviour of these
electrons. The zero-order relativity approximation (ZORA)63–65 can be used to
account for relativistic effects. Table 3.1 shows the isotropic magnetic
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Table 3.1: Calculated isotropic shielding values for a series of structures, calculated with no
relativistic correction and with ZORA, with the magnitude of the difference in isotropic
shielding (Δσiso) also shown. All calculations were performed using CASTEP 8.0, the GGA
PBE functional, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1. The structures were not
geometry optimised prior to the prediction of NMR parameters.
Structure

Nucleus

σiso with no

σiso with ZORA

relativistic

(ppm)

Δσiso (ppm)

scheme (ppm)
Al-MIL-5366

β-cristobalite67

AlPO-53(C)68

Y2Ti2O769

1

H

26.61

26.60

0.01

13

C

31.15

31.21

0.07

17

O

86.34

86.15

0.19

27

Al

550.67

552.99

2.32

17

O

234.55

234.64

0.09

29

Si

450.44

453.13

2.69

17

O

177.88

177.04

0.84

27

Al

507.75

510.19

2.44

31

P

304.22

305.97

1.75

49

Ti

–215.26

–167.69

47.56

2535.81

2669.50

133.69
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Y

shielding, σiso, for a series of compounds, calculated with no relativistic
correction scheme, and with ZORA. From this data it can be seen that there is
very little difference in σiso for light species, including 1H and 13C, whereas for
the heavier nuclei such as 49Ti and 89Y, the difference in σiso calculated with
and without relativistic corrections is much larger. Ensuring that relativistic
effects are considered becomes particularly important when predicting
quantities that rely heavily on accurately modelling the core-valence electron
interactions, such as NMR J-couplings.70,71

3.8.2 Geometry optimisation
In Chapter 2 the sensitivity of solid-state NMR parameters with
respect to subtle changes in local geometry was stressed. This indicates that
prior to predicting NMR parameters, it is essential to have high confidence in
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the structural model(s) being used. Whether structural models have been
generated computationally or from experimental data, initially predicted
NMR parameters rarely agree well with experiment. This is because the
structures often do not reflect an energy minimum on the DFT potential
energy surface (PES). In the case where structures have been generated
computationally, poor agreement with experiment could stem from the
partial modification of an existing structure (e.g., by changing composition,
unit cell size or atom positions). Alternatively using low level DFT during
the structure generation process could also lead to inconsistencies between
predicted and experimental quantities. Structural models based on
experimental data are typically constructed from diffraction measurements,
meaning they can suffer from their own set of limitations. The accuracy of
experimentally determined structures will depend on both the radiation
source, e.g., X-ray, synchrotron or neutron radiation, and on whether the
sample is in powder or single-crystal form. Additionally, as DFT calculations
are typically performed at zero Kelvin, the atom positions or overall unit cell
size of structures optimised under DFT can differ from one constructed
directly from experimental diffraction measurements, which are often
performed closer to room temperature than absolute zero. Given these
points, to minimise any discrepancies between DFT-predicted and
experimentally determined parameters, it is advisable to perform a geometry
optimisation prior to the prediction of quantities such as solid-state NMR
parameters. This allows the atomic positions and unit cell vectors to vary to
minimise the forces and stresses, and, as a consequence, the total energy. The
importance of performing a geometry optimisation calculation prior to the
prediction of solid-state NMR parameters is well documented in the
literature, with improved agreement between predicted and experimental
NMR parameters typically seen.56,58,72–77 Table 3.2 shows the calculated and
experimental

isotropic

chemical

shieldings/shifts

for

the

two

crystallographically distinct 89Y sites in Y2O3. From this data it can be seen
that the relative shielding difference between the two Y sites is much closer
to the relative shift difference seen experimentally following geometry
optimisation.
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Table 3.2: Calculated and experimental isotropic shielding and shift values for Y2O3,78 with
the magnitude of the difference in isotropic shielding and shift also shown. All calculations
were performed using CASTEP 8.0, the GGA PBE functional, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point
spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1, with ZORA applied for the NMR parameter calculations.
Y1 site (ppm)

Y2 site (ppm)

Magnitude of
difference (ppm)

Calculated

σiso = 2442

σiso = 2380

62

σiso = 2432

σiso = 2388

44

δiso = 273

δiso = 314

41

(unoptimised)
Calculated
(optimised)
Experimental79

3.8.3 Semi-empirical dispersion correction
The recent introduction of semi-empirical dispersion correction
(SEDC) schemes80 into DFT codes has represented another significant
improvement in the accuracy of quantum chemical calculations, allowing for
even closer agreement between experimental and predicted NMR
parameters. Dispersion interactions, sometimes referred to as London
dispersion forces, arise from long-range electron correlation effects. As such,
they represent the attractive r–6 term in the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential

⎡⎛ σ ⎞ 12 ⎛ σ ⎞ 6 ⎤
VLJ = 4ε ⎢⎜ ⎟ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ ,
⎝ r ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎢⎣⎝ r ⎠

(3.84)

where ε is the potential energy well depth, σ represents the distance at which
the inter-particle potential is zero, and r is the distance between two
particles. Failure to consider longer-range attractive interactions can have a
significant effect on the accuracy of geometry optimisation, particularly if the
crystal packing is strongly dependent on non-covalent interactions such as
hydrogen bonding or π-π stacking interactions. Given their apparent
importance, several DFT methods that include dispersion effects have been
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Table 3.3: The unit cell volume for a series of structures, which were geometry optimised
with no SEDC scheme and with the TS SEDC scheme. All calculations were performed using
CASTEP 8.0, the GGA PBE functional, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1.
The relative difference in unit cell volumes for the structures optimised in the two separate
ways is also given (expressed as a percentage).
Unit cell volume / Å3
Structure

Optimised with no

Optimised with TS

Relative difference

SEDC scheme

SEDC scheme

(%)a

160.33

144.66

10.83

2008.73

1816.18

10.60

1238.55

1110.51

11.53

β-Mg2SiO482

555.45

542.50

2.39

β-cristobalite

415.22

412.67

0.62

75.18

74.50

0.91

1208.84

1176.35

2.76

1151.56

1128.33

2.06

Urea81
Al-MIL-53

66

AlPO-53(C)

68

67

83

SnO2

Y2O378
84

Y2Sn2O7

69

a

Y2Ti2O7
1046.23
1018.68
2.70
The relative difference in unit cell volume was determined by [((Vno SEDC – VTS) / VTS) × 100]

where Vno SEDC and VTS are the unit cell volumes of the structures geometry optimised with
no SEDC scheme and with the TS SEDC scheme, respectively.

developed for periodic systems, including the Grimme (D2) and the
Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS) schemes.85,86 In these SEDC schemes, an
isotropic potential is used to describe the dispersion interactions, which at
long range can be expressed using a sum of the London potentials over all N
atoms in the system,
N

N

V = s6 ∑ ∑ C 6,ijR −6
ij ,

(3.85)

i=1 j>i

where s6 is a scaling factor, C6,ij is a dispersion coefficient between any two
atoms, i and j, separated by interatomic distance Rij. At short range, a
damping function f (R 0ij ,R ij ) is applied to the long-range expression in
Equation 3.85. By specifying an interatomic distance cut-off, R 0ij , which
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depends on the van der Waals radii of the atom pairs (i and j), the
dampening function reduces the excess dispersion interactions to zero. When
this potential is added to the original DFT energy, the dispersion-corrected
total energy, Etot can be expressed as
N

N

Etot = EDFT + s6 ∑ ∑ f (SR R 0ij ,R ij )C 6,ijR 0ij ,

(3.86)

i=1 j>i

where SR is a scaling factor dependent on the EXC functional, used to match
the dampening function to the DFT potential. The factors, s6 and SR, which
scale the dispersion coefficients are parameterised according to the particular
SEDC scheme used, i.e., in D2 s6 = 0.75, and in TS SR = 0.94. Table 3.3 shows
the unit cell volumes for a series of structures optimised with no SEDC and
with the TS SEDC scheme. It is clear that the decision to omit or include
dispersion corrections during the calculation is of more importance for
systems such as molecular crystals, which are held together by long-range
van der Waals interactions. Applying a SEDC scheme when optimising
materials

such

as

aluminophosphates

(AlPOs)

and

metal-organic

frameworks (MOFs), systems that exhibit significant structural flexibility,
also has a large effect on the resulting unit cell volume. In comparison, the
unit cell volume of dense-phase materials, usually held together by strong
covalent or ionic interactions, are less dependent on the inclusion of a SEDC
scheme during the geometry optimisation. The data in Table 3.3 highlights
how the decision whether to include a SEDC scheme or not is highly systemdependent. Any variations in atomic position or unit cell volume can affect
the predicted NMR parameters, and it has previously been shown that
geometry optimisation using a SEDC scheme such as D2 or TS prior to the
calculation of NMR parameters yields better agreement with experimental
NMR measurements.87–89
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3.8.4 Referencing calculated shieldings
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible to determine absolute
shieldings experimentally. It is more common to reference shieldings relative
to a known compound, and report the value as a chemical shift (see Section
2.3.1). Therefore, in order to compare to experiment, it is necessary to convert
calculated shieldings to shifts using a reference shielding, σref, given by
exp
σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso ,

(3.87)

for one reference compound. Therefore, the calculated isotropic chemical
shift, δ calc
iso , is equal to
calc
δ calc
iso ≈ σ ref − σ iso .

(3.88)

Alternatively, instead of using a reference shielding determined from one
system, a potentially more robust referencing approach is to compare
calculated shielding and experimental shift data for a set of compounds. As
shown in Figure 3.5, the line of best fit produced from plotting δ exp
iso against
calc
σ calc
iso allows δ iso , to be determined by

calc
δ calc
iso = mσ iso + c ,

(3.89)

where m and c represent the gradient and intercept of the line, respectively.
Depending on the system being investigated the most appropriate
referencing approach can vary. For example, if the experimental δiso for the
compound being investigated is known, it can be used to internally reference
the corresponding calculated σiso value, but, if no experimental δiso data is
available for the material being studied, the calculated σiso may need to be
referenced by comparing the experimental δiso and calculated σiso values for a
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Figure 3.5: Schematic plot of experimental isotropic chemical shift ( δ iso ) against calculated
exp

isotropic shielding ( σ iso ), showing the equation of the line of best fit, which can be used to
calc

generate calculated isotropic shifts ( δ iso ).
calc

series of related compounds that have known experimental values. As a
result, through this thesis, the various reference approaches used will be
described explicitly for each system being investigated.

3.8.5 Quadrupolar interactions
In contrast to dealing with experimental spectra, the process of
calculating quadrupolar NMR parameters is relatively straightforward as the
EFG can be expressed as a function of the total charge density, n(r). This
allows the quadrupolar coupling constant, CQ and asymmetry parameter, ηQ,
to be determined.90 This involves first defining the traceless EFG tensor, V(r),

Vαβ (r) =

∂Eγ (r)
∂Eα (r) 1
− δ αβ ∑
,
∂rβ
3
∂rγ
γ

(3.90)

where α, β, and γ represent the x, y, and z Cartesian coordinates and Eα(r)
denotes the local electric field at position r. Eα(r) can be calculated using n(r),

Eα (r) = ∫ d3 r'

n(r ')
(r − r ') ,
r − r' α α

from which the EFG tensor can be determined
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(3.91)

Vαβ (r) = ∫ d3 r'

(rα − rα ')(rβ − rβ ') ⎤
n(r ') ⎡
δ
−
3
⎢
⎥.
αβ
3
2
r − r ' ⎢⎣
r − r'
⎥⎦

(3.92)

After ordering the eigenvalues of the EFG tensor so that Vzz > Vyy > Vxx , the
quadrupolar NMR parameters can be determined as

CQ =

eQVzz
h

(3.93)

and

ηQ =

Vxx − Vyy
Vzz

,

(3.94)

where e, Q and h are the charge of an electron, the electric quadrupole
moment (published in date tables91) and Planck’s constant, respectively.

3.9

Convergence
The accuracy of planewave DFT calculations (using a chosen EXC

functional) is primarily determined by two factors, the energy cut-off, Ecut,
which determines the number of planewave functions in the basis set, and
the sampling of the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space, i.e., the number of
k-points used. Values for Ecut and k-point spacing are obtained by ensuring
the calculations are converged. This involves varying each parameter
independently whilst monitoring the effect on a relevant calculated property.
Figure 3.6 shows the results of such convergence tests for α-quartz, a
polymorph of SiO2, where the total energy of the system is monitored as Ecut
and k-point spacing were independently varies. It can be seen that from 45
Ry and 0.07 2π Å–1 no appreciable variation in total energy is observed with
increasing accuracy of Ecut or k-point spacing. In contrast, from Figure 3.7,
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Figure 3.6: Plots showing the total energy, Etot, for α-quart, against (a) energy cut-off, Ecut and
(b) k-point spacing. When Ecut was varied the k-point spacing was fixed at 0.04 2π Å–1, whilst
Ecut was fixed at 60 Ry (1 Ry = 13.61 eV) when k-point spacing was varied.

which shows similar plots of calculated 29Si σiso with varying Ecut and k-point
spacing values, it can be seen that this quantity only converges when Ecut is
55-60 Ry and very small k-point spacing. Figure 3.7 also shows the
calculation time for these calculations, with the time increasing reasonably
consistently with Ecut but exponentially as the k-point spacing is decreased.
As with most aspects of DFT calculations, when determining the values of
Ecut and k-point spacing to be used, the computational cost is a large factor.
As shown in Figure 3,7, increasing the accuracy of these parameters results in
longer calculations. Therefore, the choice of Ecut and k-point spacing is a
balancing act between computational cost and accuracy, something that must
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Figure 3.7: Plots showing (a and c) calculated 29Si σiso for α-quartz, and (b and d) calculation
time (on one 32 core node) for α-quartz against (a and b) energy cut-off, Ecut, and (c and d) kpoint spacing. When Ecut was varied the k-point spacing was fixed at 0.04 2π Å–1, whilst Ecut
was fixed at 60 Ry when k-point spacing was varied.

be seriously considered, especially if a project is going to require a large
number of calculations. A compromise in accuracy may be required in order
to complete a large project within a realistic timeframe.

3.10 General computational methodology
Over the course of this thesis a number of computing resources were
used to run planewave DFT calculations. These resources included Wardlaw
and Kennedy, local clusters at the EaStCHEM computing facility at the
University of St Andrews, the UK national tier-2 high performance
computing hub in materials and molecular modelling (Thomas) hosted at
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Table 3.4: Summary of the hardware specifics for the computing resources used for this
work presented in this thesis.
Cluster

Number

Cores per

CPU type

Memory per

Interconnect

of nodes

node

Wardlaw

290

12

Intel Westmere

2

InfiniBand

Kennedy

90

32

Intel Broadwell

4

FDR InfiniBand

Thomas

720

24

Intel Broadwell

4

InfiniBand

ARCHER

4290

24

Ivy Bridge

4

Cray Aries

core / GB

UCL, and the national ARCHER facility, based in Edinburgh. A brief
summary of the cluster specifics is given in Table 3.4.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all DFT calculations carried out for this
thesis were performed using CASTEP version 7.01, 8.0 or 16.11. For CASTEP
calculations, two input files, a .cell and a .param file, are required. The
.cell file contains all the structural information on the system, including the
unit cell size and shape, and fractional coordinates for all atoms, in addition
to the k-point spacing to be implemented and the pseudopotentials used. In
all geometry optimisations and all calculations of NMR parameters the
recommended ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used, with CASTEP on-thefly pseudopotentials used for calculations performed in versions 8.0 or 16.11
of the code, and generated from a stated pseudopotential string in
calculations with version 7.01. The calculation type (geometry optimisation,
single-point energy, NMR parameter, phonon etc.), exchange-correlation
functional, Ecut, and all other parameters were specified in the .param file.
Within this thesis the predicted solid-state NMR parameters for 1H, 2H, 17O,
29

Si, 89Y and

119

Sn were investigated in detail. In all calculations the electric

quadrupole moment, Q, for 2H and

17

O were 0.00286 and –0.02558 Barn,

respectively. Typically parameters used for geometry optimisation and the
calculation of NMR parameters were Ecut of 50-60 Ry and k-point spacing of
0.04-0.05 2π Å–1. For all calculations performed using CASTEP versions 8.0 or
16.11, ZORA was employed. The TS SEDC scheme was used during the
geometry optimisation of hydrous minerals (see Chapter 6) when CASTEP
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version 8.0 was used. Over the course of this thesis, the importance of the
electronic energy tolerance (defined as elec_energy_tol in the .param file),
the parameter that determines the tolerance to be used when determining the
convergence of the total energy of a system during an electronic energy
minimisation, was investigated and will be discussed in Chapter 5. Table 3.5
contains a summary of the typical parameters used in typical CASTEP
geometry optimisation and the calculation of NMR parameter using CASTEP
during this thesis. Depending on the computational resource being used, the
type of calculation, size, atomic species and complexity of the system,
calculation times varied significantly, with geometry optimisation and
calculation of NMR parameter typically taking between 8 and 48 hours on
two nodes of Kennedy, i.e., using 64 cores.
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Table 3.5: Selected input options (from .cell and .param files) used during a typical
geometry optimisation or calculation of NMR parameters using CASTEP.
CASTEP option
task

Description

Typical value(s)

defines the type of calculation to be

geometryoptimisation,

performed

magres

controls which functional is used to
xc_functional

calculate the exchange-correlation

PBE

potential
determines the optimisation
opt_strategy
opt_method

strategy
determines the optimiser used
determines whether or not a stress

calculate_stress

calculation will be performed

speed
LBFGS, BFGS
true

determines the maximum number
max_SCF_cycles

of SCF cycles performed during an

50

electronic minimisation
determines the maximum number
geom_max_iter

of steps in a geometry optimisation

200

controls the tolerance for accepting
geom_energy_tol

convergence of the free energy per

1 × 10–4, 1 × 10–5 eV /

atom during a geometry

atom

optimisation
specifies the maximum distance
kpoints_mp_spacing

cut_off_energy

between k-points
specifies the cut-off energy for the
planewave basis set
specifies the semi-empirical

SEDC_scheme

dispersion correction scheme
specifies the relativistic treatment

relativistic_treatment

scheme
controls the tolerance for accepting

elec_energy_tol

convergence of the total energy in
an electronic minimisation
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0.04, 0.05 2π Å–1

50, 60 Ry

TS

ZORA

1 × 10–5, 1 × 10–9 eV
/atom
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Chapter 4: Computational modelling of disorder in
materials
4.1

Introduction
Although the presence of disorder in solids often leads to interesting

physical and chemical properties being exhibited, any deviation from
periodicity, i.e., a loss of some component of long-range order, can make
structure determination significantly more challenging in comparison to that
for a periodically ordered structure. While Bragg-based techniques such as
XRD can provide an accurate description of solids in which the long-range
order of atoms is maintained, once periodicity is disrupted many of these
approaches are less effective, and provide either an incomplete structural
model or only an average picture of the structure and the atom positions.
Additionally, it is known that XRD struggles to accurately determine the
position of light atoms, or to provide a clear distinction between species with
the same, or a similar number of electrons, i.e., XRD cannot distinguish
between the positions of isoelectronic species such as F– and HO–
(hydroxide), or Al3+ and Si4+. The crystal structure of GaPO-34A(mim),1
shown in Figure 4.1, is a gallium phosphate framework where the structure
directing agent (SDA) is 1-methylimidizolium. This structural model was
produced from data acquired using single-crystal XRD, and illustrates the
difficulties diffraction techniques often face when attempting to determine
the structure of disordered materials. In the crystal structure of GaPO34A(mim), three separate SDA orientations are identified, with 55, 30 and
15% occupancy, respectively, the positions of all H atoms are not refined, no
distinction is made between the position of C and N atoms in the SDA, and
plus there are Ga and O sites with fractional occupancies. Although
diffraction measurements were able to determine information on the unit cell
parameters more easily, the exact positions and connectivity of many of the
atoms remain unknown or ambiguous.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic crystal structure of GaPO-34A(mim), determined using single-crystal
XRD measurements,1 illustrating the challenges many Bragg diffraction techniques
encounter when investigating disordered materials.

As discussed in Chapter 2, NMR spectroscopy is very sensitive to changes in
the local environment of atoms, seemingly making it the ideal approach for
studying

disordered

materials.

However,

in

some

respects,

NMR

spectroscopy could be considered too sensitive to short-range structural
variations, as the resulting NMR spectra often contain broad, overlapping
lineshapes from chemically different environments, which are challenging to
assign. Given the challenges associated with interpreting experimental solidstate NMR spectra, it is not surprising that first-principles calculations are
often used to predict NMR parameters and ultimately assist structure
determination.
In early work on the prediction of solid-state NMR parameters, periodic
solids were represented as a “molecular cluster”, where a discrete
arrangement of a small number of atoms are “cut out” of the periodic
structure and considered independently. In this type of structural model, any
atoms that have their coordination environment affected by the creation of a
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing (a) a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell of ferrierite,2 (b) a model cluster
centred on Si and (c) the cluster in (b) with the dangling Si–O bonds terminated by H.

discrete cluster, i.e., the atoms around the perimeter will have their valences
completed usually by H atoms, giving a terminated cluster model. The
general process of creating a molecular cluster from a periodic system is
shown in Figure 4.2, where a Si centred model cluster is created from
ferrierite,2 a periodic pure silica zeolite framework, with hydrogen atoms
then added to terminate the cluster. This approach results in efficient
calculations (as only relatively few atoms have to be considered in the
calculation), of the solid-state NMR parameters for the atom in the centre of
the cluster. However, this modelling approach does have its limitations, as
for many materials, representing the “true” periodic structure using a
discrete number of atoms, is too extreme an approximation, and one that
could lead to inaccurate solid-state NMR parameters being predicted. In
addition, as only the predicted NMR parameters for the central atom in the
cluster can be accurately calculated, this process can be quite inefficient as
multiple calculations might have to be performed. The development of the
GIPAW approach,3 signified a step change in the use of first-principles
calculations for solids, as it allowed the NMR parameters of all atoms in a
periodically repeating structure solid to be predicted simultaneously, all to a
high level of accuracy. As a result, this approach has become very popular in
the experimental solid-state NMR community, being applied to a wide range
of systems, including ceramics, pharmaceuticals, minerals and glasses.4–7
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For an ordered system, the calculation of solid-state NMR parameters can aid
the assignment and interpretation of experimental NMR spectra by
providing information on the number of crystallographically different sites
present. In addition, the magnitude of quantities including quadrupolar
coupling constants (CQ) and chemical shift anisotropies (CSAs), can be
challenging to determine experimentally, can be predicted, again, potentially
aiding spectral assignment. When attempting to understand the structure of
disordered materials, first-principles calculations can play an even more
important role, providing insight into how the predicted NMR parameters
change in response to structural variations. Additionally, predicted solidstate NMR parameters can be used to guide the interpretation of NMR
spectra for disordered materials, which tend to contain complex lineshapes
that can be difficult to unambiguously assign.
Arguably the most important prerequisite for calculating solid-state NMR
parameters (or in fact any quantity) is a realistic structural model, or series of
models that contain within them the different local structural environments
that could lead to the resonance(s) observed in the experimental NMR
spectra. This chapter focuses on different possible ways of constructing
structural models computationally, ensuring that the chosen approach
results in models that accurately reflect the different local chemical
environments present in the material. This discussion is crucial as the
ultimate goal of this thesis is to describe how first-principles calculations can
assist the interpretation of the solid-state NMR spectra of disordered
materials, the success of which will depend in no small part on the relevance
or completeness of the structural models used to represent the material.

4.2

Ordered materials
When the system being investigated is known, or suspected to be

ordered, the process of constructing the structural model and predicting the
solid-state NMR parameters is relatively straightforward. The simplest case
is when there is already a known crystal structure (usually determined by
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Figure 4.3: Unit cell for the SnO2 structure (viewed down the 111 axis),8 and the local
coordination environment of Sn and O.

prior experimental measurements, often by diffraction) for the system being
investigated. In this case, the NMR parameters can be predicted directly
from the crystal structure, although as discussed in Chapter 3, optimising the
geometry prior to the prediction of NMR parameters is recommended as this
usually results in closer agreement to experiment. Additionally, through
simple structural modifications, such as atom substitution, the crystal
structure of one ordered solid can be used as the template for a whole series
of related systems. For example, the tin dioxide (SnO2) structure,8 shown in
Figure 4.3, could be used to generate an extended series of related input
structures, simply by changing the two tin atoms in the unit cell to a different
tetravalent species, giving structures with the same AO2 formula, where A
could represent any tetravalent cation. Modifying the unit cell (i.e., the size
and shape or its contents) of a structure known to possess long-range order is
a way to represent similar systems that may themselves not yet have a
known crystal structure, thus allowing the solid-state NMR parameters for
these related systems to be predicted and ultimately allowing at least a
qualitative comparison with experimental measurements. In addition,
varying an existing ordered crystal structure by simple atom substitution can
be a way of investigating trends between structural and/or chemical features
and predicted NMR parameters, i.e., substituting Sn in SnO2 for a series of
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Table 4.1: Calculated 17O σiso, CQ, unit cell volume and average A–O bond lengths for a series
of AO2 systems based on SnO2.8 Only the magnitude of the

17

O CQ is considered. All

calculations were performed using CASTEP 8.0, the GGA PBE functional, an Ecut of 60 Ry
and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1, with all structures geometry optimised prior to
calculation of the solid-state NMR parameters.
Structure

O σiso (ppm)

17

17

O CQ / MHz

Unit cell volume

Average A–O

/ Å3

bond length / Å

SnO2

114.08

6.95

75.18

2.09

GeO2

48.71

8.37

58.53

1.92

PbO2

–20.07

8.29

88.67

2.21

TiO2

–398.33

1.49

63.80

1.98

ZrO2

–191.58

0.73

78.18

2.12

HfO2

–102.2

1.18

77.29

2.11

different cations can show how the predicted

17

O NMR parameters are

affected by factors including cation size, cation electronegativity, unit cell
volume, bond lengths, etc. Table 4.1 shows the calculated (using CASTEP 8.0)
17

O σiso, CQ, unit cell volume and average A–O bond length values for a series

of AO2 systems based on the SnO2 crystal structure, where A = Sn, Ge, Pb, Ti,
Zr or Hf. From Table 4.1 it can be seen that the predicted 17O σiso values are
more negative (less shielded) and 17O CQ values much smaller in the three
structures where A is a group 4 transition metal, compared to a group 14
main group element. Whether or not the starting crystal structure is
modified, the typical procedure for calculating the corresponding solid-state
NMR parameters for an ordered, periodic system is relatively facile, with
Figure 4.4 showing a flowchart outlining the general steps involved. It is
important to note that poor agreement between predicted and experimental
NMR parameters could indicate that either, the model does not represent the
structure adopted by the real system (i.e., the real systems adopts a different
polymorph), or, that the model does not account for the presence of some
form of structural (static or dynamic) disorder.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart outlining the general steps involved in calculating the solid-state NMR
parameters for a system, where the crystal structure is known or suspected to be ordered.

4.3

Disordered materials
A breakdown in the long-range ordering of atoms in a solid caused by

local structural changes often leads to the corresponding solid-state NMR
spectra containing broad, overlapping lineshapes, indicative of the presence
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of many chemical environments being present. The computational modelling
of disordered materials is challenging as it often involves significant effort to
create a series of structural models that together contain the set of local
chemical environments that are present in the real material (although it may
not be possible to distinguish each chemical environment individually, in the
NMR spectrum). Additionally, the way in which structural models are
produced or modified is heavily dependent on the type of disorder that a
particular system exhibits. In this section, different methods for constructing
sets of structural models, designed to represent the local chemical
environments present in disorder materials are discussed, with the eventual
goal being to use the solid-state NMR parameters predicted for these models
to guide the interpretation and assignment of experimental NMR spectra. As
discussed in Section 4.2, the importance of geometry optimisation (using
DFT) prior to the prediction of solid-state NMR parameters cannot be
overstressed, especially if the structure in question has been modified in
some way.
One common approach for generating structural models for disordered
materials is to modify the structure of a related, ordered material. By doing
this, any changes in the value of predicted solid-state NMR parameters,
arising from structural modifications can be investigated and compared to
experimental NMR spectra, allowing a picture of the type(s) of disorder
present to be formed. In order to visualise the various structural
modifications that can be made (to attempt to represent the local chemical
environments potentially present in a particular disordered material), the
pyrochlore structure, shown in Figure 4.5, with general formula A2B2O7,
adopting the space group Fd3m , will be used as a specific example.9,10 The
pyrochlore unit cell is based on a superstructure of fluorite (AO2) with an
ordered cation arrangement and the ordered removal of 1/8 of the oxygen
atoms, and contains 16 A, 16 B and 56 O sites, respectively, with two
crystallographic unique O sites, labelled here as O8a and O48f, which have
different local environment O(A4) and O(A2B2), respectively.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Unit cell structure of a general (A2B2O7) pyrochlore, (b) showing the local
coordination of the A, B, O8a and O48f sites, based on the structural model for yttrium
stannate (Y2Sn2O7).11

4.3.1 Configurational and compositional disorder
Configurational disorder, i.e., a variation in atomic arrangements,
leading to a breakdown in long-range ordering, can lead to additional
crystallographically distinct sites being created, which ultimately can cause
NMR spectral lineshapes to become overlapped and more challenging to
interpret. One reasonably simple way to investigate the effect configurational
disorder in the pyrochlore structure has on the predicted solid-state NMR
parameters could be to exchange the position of one A-, and one B-site
cation, which in an unmodified structure are exclusively eight and six
coordinate, respectively. This modification would lead to a structural model
containing one six-coordinate A and one eight-coordinate B cation,
respectively, with these modified local environments shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the (a) six-coordinate A and (b) eight-coordinate B cation, resulting
from the substation of an A cation onto a B site and the substitution of a cation onto an A
site, respectively.

Investigating how this change in coordination environment affects predicted
NMR parameters for the A and B species involved in the configurational
exchange, and comparing with experimental spectra could indicate whether
these types of local cation environments are present in the real material.
Structural models can also be constructed in a way that allows compositional
disorder, and the effects this may have on local structure and solid-state
NMR parameters, to be investigated. Compositional disorder, common in
many minerals, as well as frameworks and ceramic materials arises when the
species occupying a specific crystallographic site varies, even though the
periodic ordering of the site positions is not lost, i.e., the species changes but
the position does not. By varying the arrangement of atoms on specified sites
within a unit cell, a set of possible structural models can be produced, with
the comparison between predicted and experimental NMR parameters
allowing the effects of compositional disorder to be investigated. For a low
level of substitution, a sensible structural model can be generated by
substituting a single atom into the structure of a pure end member, with DFT
calculations providing insight into the NMR parameters of the substituted
atom itself and the changes in the NMR parameters of the surrounding
atoms as a result of the species substitution. For instance, the effect that
varying composition has on the predicted NMR parameters for an A-site
species (e.g., Y) in a pyrochlore structure could be probed by exchanging the
original atom occupying a nearby B site, for a different but isovalent species,
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Figure 4.7: The local environment of Y when occupying the eight-coordinate A site in the
pyrochlore structure, with (a) Sn6 and (b) Sn5Ti NNN environments. Two-dimensional
representations of these environments where only the six NNN B sites surrounding the
specified A site are also shown.

to give an eight-coordinate A site cation with an altered NNN environment.
Figure 4.7a shows the local environment of an eight-coordinate pyrochlore A
site with six Sn on the NNN B sites, giving a Y(Sn6) environment. The
exchange of one Sn for one Ti leads to a Y(Sn5Ti) environment, as shown in
Figure 4.7b. Figure 4.7 highlights how models representing different local
structural environments can be created, with subsequent DFT calculations
enabling the effect of compositional changes on the predicted solid-state
NMR parameters of the nearby atoms to be evaluated. In the pyrochlore
structure there is only one type of B site; however, in structures where there
is more than one crystallographically unique site that a given species might
occupy, more than one structural model will be required. This was illustrated
by Fernandes et al.,12 who used solid-state NMR spectroscopy and DFT
calculations to investigate the phase composition and disorder in
La2(Sn,Ti)2O7 series. In this series, the La2Sn2O7 end member adopts a
pyrochlore phase with one distinct B site, whereas the La2Ti2O7 end member
adopts

a

monoclinic

layered

structure,
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with

four

separate

crystallographically distinct B sites, requiring the generation of four different
structural models to investigate the substitution of one Ti for Sn on each of
the four unique B sites.
When considering very low levels of substitution, or when dealing with
small unit cells, to prevent substituted atoms being too close together it is
sometimes necessary to construct a supercell, in which substituted atoms can
then be sufficiently isolated. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8, where the result
of substituting one atom, C, into a hypothetical AB system when a single unit
cell and a 3 × 3 supercell are used, is shown in Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b,
respectively. This shows that when the unit cell is used, substituting one
existing B site cation for a different species results in the substitution of all
the atoms on this crystallographic site (owing to the small unit cell size),
changing the chemical formula to AC, meaning low levels of substitution
cannot be studied. However, when a 3 × 3 supercell is used, a much lower

Figure 4.8: Schematic showing the result of substituting one C atom into a hypothetical AB
system using (a) a single unit cell and (b) a 3 × 3 supercell. This figure illustrates that due to
the periodicity of the solid, when a single unit cell is used all B atoms are substituted by C,
whereas when a 3 × 3 supercell is used, the substituted atom is isolated, with C only
occupying 1/9th of the B sites.
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level of substitution can be achieved, with substitution on only 1/9th of the B
sites. Using this 3 × 3 supercell also ensures that the substituted species are
well separated, allowing them to be considered as isolated defects in the
material. Using a supercell to achieve these lower levels of substitution and
to ensure the substituted atoms are isolated from each other is an approach
that has previously been used successfully by Laurencin et al. to study
doping of Mg into the calcium mineral, hydroxyapatite, where some of the
most energetically favourable substituted models agreed well with

43

Ca

NMR spectra.13 Similarly, Buannic et al. used solid-state NMR spectroscopy,
combined with DFT calculations to investigate cation and vacancy ordering
in Y-substituted BaSnO3 perovskites, with structural models based on a 3 × 3
× 3 supercell of BaSnO3 showing preferential substitution of Y onto the sixcoordinate Sn site, rather than the twelve- coordinate Ba site.14 In an attempt
to understand F–/HO– anion ordering in clinohumite, 4Mg2SiO4·Mg(OH)2,
Griffin et al.15 constructed a series of structural models in which the anion
composition and configuration were varied. GIPAW calculations revealed
that the 19F chemical shift was sensitive to the nature of the species on the
two closest anion sites, at distances of 2.7 and 3.2 Å, with the four possible
ways of arranging these two anions (i.e., two F–, two HO– or the two different
arrangements of one F– and one HO–) on the two closest anion sites to
fluorine giving four distinct 19F chemical shifts, in good agreement with the
19

F MAS NMR spectrum, which contained four well-resolved resonances.

The calculations allowed the resonances in the experimental NMR spectrum
to be assigned, while the relative intensities of the four resonances provided
information on the preferential ordering of anions in clinohumite.
The general procedure, where a finite number of structural models are
manually constructed, with varying atomic arrangements has also been used
to study metal carbides including YB2C, with comparison to experimental 11B
NMR

spectra

used

to

validate

structural

models

with

particular

arrangements of B and C.16 In a similar approach, Seymour et al. used the
comparison between experimental and predicted

27

Al and

31

P solid-state

NMR parameters to investigate the cation ordering in Mg-substituted STA-2,
an aluminophosphate (AlPO) framework.17 In this study, structural models
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were constructed by substituting Al3+ for Mg2+ at various crystallographic
sites in a reduced unit cell of STA-2, with cation substitutions encompassing
several different internuclear distances. The GIPAW calculations for
structural models confirmed the presence of preferential substitution of Mg
onto the Al1 site, with the calculations also revealing that the 31P chemical
shift was dependent on the number of Mg species on the NNN sites, as well
as on the specific site geometry in the STA-2 structure.
In some solids, the degree of structural disorder, or the size of the unit cell,
may result in a large number of possible atomic arrangements, far more than
can be reasonably considered. When this is the case, it is often necessary to
identify a subset of structural models that can be studied computationally.
This can be achieved by creating a series of structures where the local
environment of a specific site is systematically varied, to consider the effect
of compositional changes on neighbouring atoms, NNNs, or even more
distant sites. Although using a subset of all the possible atomic
arrangements, and restricting the structural variation to being centred
around one particular species may result in structural models that do not
show perfect agreement with experiment, the changes in predicted NMR
parameters resulting from systematic structural modifications should at least
show qualitative agreement with experimental and, therefore, aid the
assignment of NMR spectra. Using this simplified approach, it is possible
that the subset of structural models designed to represent a disordered solid
may not include certain atomic arrangements that are present in the real
material, seen experimentally, or may include structures that could be

Figure 4.9: Schematic of the five O8a centred environments resulting from the systematic
modification of the four atoms directly neighbouring oxygen on the O8a site in the
pyrochlore structure, where the environment is systematically changed from OY4 to OSn4.
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chemically unfeasible and thus not seen experimentally. Systematically
altering the nature of the species directly neighbouring an O8a oxygen site in
the pyrochlore structure is an example of a modification resulting in a subset
of structural models that could be used to investigate how local structural
changes affect predicted NMR parameters. The five unique local
environments resulting from systematically substituting the four A species
(e.g. Y) originally coordinated to the O8a oxygen, for four B species (e.g. Sn),
are shown in Figure 4.9. In order to maintain charge neutrality in the unit
cell, when constructing these models it is necessary to retain the A to B cation
ratio (i.e., A:B = 1:1), meaning the A3+ cations originally occupying the four A
sites around the selected O8a site must be relocated elsewhere else in the
structure. This can be achieved by simply exchanging the A and B atoms
involved in the substitution so the A species originally surrounding the
selected O8a site will now be on six-coordinate B sites.
The approach of representing a disordered solid using a series of structural
models that systematically alter the local environment around a selected
species has been demonstrated by Ashbrook and co-workers in a series of
studies focussing on the Y2(Sn,Ti)2O7 pyrochlore solid solution.18–20 In these
studies, 89Y and

119

Sn MAS NMR spectroscopy was used to investigate the

effect of NNN cation substitution on the six B sites surrounding either Y or
Sn, occupying the eight-coordinate A and six-coordinate B site, respectively.
To aid the assignment of NMR spectra, a series of DFT calculations were
performed where the atoms on the six B sites surrounding a single Y or Sn
atom were varied, while the rest of the cell was unaltered. This results in a Sn
rich series of structural models where an initial Y2Sn2O7 structure was used to
generate the subset of structures, in which a maximum of six Sn on the NNN
sites around either a Y or a Sn atom were substituted for Ti (isovalent to Sn).
Similarly, a Ti rich series of structures was created from an initial Y2Ti2O7
structure, which contain a maximum of six or seven Sn atoms (six in the case
where the species on the NNN sites around Y were varied and seven where
the species on the NNN sites around Sn were varied, as an additional Ti was
substituted in this series to act as the central Sn cation). Factoring in the
different arrangements for certain B site cation compositions, this approach
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results in 13 Y-centred Sn rich, 13 Y-centred Ti rich, 13 Sn-centred Sn rich and
13 Sn-centred Ti rich arrangements, giving a total of 52 structural models.
Figure 4.10a shows the Y-centred Y2Sn2O7 extreme of these structural models,
where the six NNN B sites surrounding Y are all occupied by Sn, whereas
Figure 4.10b shows the other extreme, where six Ti atoms surround Y. Figure
4.10c shows the 13 different ways in which Sn and Ti atoms can occupy the
six NNN B sites surrounding a specified Y (or Sn) atom, giving environments
ranging from Y(Sn6) to Y(Ti6). Using these structural models, it was
observed that the substitution of Sn for Ti was accompanied by a systematic
change in the calculated 89Y δiso, whereas the change in calculated
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Sn δiso

was much smaller, leading to similar predicted NMR parameters for Sn with
different NNN environments, seen experimentally as the overlap of
individual resonances in the spectrum. Even with the limited number of
structural models, the information obtained from the DFT calculations was
key to the assignment of the 89Y MAS NMR spectra, with the comparisons
between calculated and experimental NMR parameters suggesting the
arrangement of B-site cations in this system are randomly distributed on the
pyrochlore B site.18–20 More recently, a similar study into phase distribution,
phase composition and cation disorder in Y2(Sn,Zr)2O7 ceramics relied on
computational models in order to guide the assignment of 89Y and 119Sn MAS
NMR spectra.21
When attempting to model some disordered systems, tens if not hundreds of
structural models may be required to ensure all chemical environments are
represented. At some point, the method by which structures are generated
must be considered; after a certain point, manually modifying a starting
structure to create a set of different local chemical environments will cease to
be the most sensible or efficient way to produce potential structural models
of a disordered system. For the pyrochlore example discussed above,
modelling the disorder of the B site cations by varying just the six NNN B
sites around a single A site cation resulted in the generation of thirteen
unique structural models, between which every possible combination and
arrangement of Sn and Ti on the six sites is considered. However, if all
sixteen of the B sites in a pyrochlore unit cell were considered, both the
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Figure 4.10: The thirteen possible arrangements of Sn and Ti on the six NNN B sites that
surround the eight-coordinate pyrochlore A site.

compositional range, and the number of possible atom substitutions and,
more importantly, their possible combinations, would increase significantly.
In this case, generating a series of structural models by systematically
modifying all B site cation within the pyrochlore unit cell would be a
complex and extremely labour intensive task, particularly as the highsymmetry, cubic pyrochlore unit cell will result in many of the structural
models created manually to be identical (i.e., related by a symmetry
operation), something that may not be initially obvious. The highly likely
possibility of generating identical structural models through manual
modification of an ordered pyrochlore structure indicates that attempting to
investigate this form of configurational disorder, even for one composition,
could be highly inefficient.
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When considering systems that exhibit complex forms of structural disorder,
more sophisticated approaches to generate structural models may need to be
considered. One such approach, capable of efficiently generating a series of
computational models that, when combined, represent all possible local
chemical environments in a system that exhibits configurational disorder
over known, well-defined crystallographic sites, is the site occupancy
disorder (SOD) method.22,23 The generation of structural models is achieved
using a multiconfigurational supercell approach, in which an infinite sitedisordered solid is modelled by a set of configurations with various site
occupancies in a supercell designed to represent the disordered solid. Each
site occupancy configuration corresponds to a specific atomic arrangement
within the supercell, meaning an ensemble of configurations is used to
represent the site-disordered system. By determining all possible atom
configurations the SOD method aims to provide a complete description of
the atom distribution and degree of site occupancy disorder in solid systems.
For a fixed composition (or more strictly a fixed number of each type of
atom), the total number of configurations that make up the supercell (the
total number of site occupancy combinations possible for a given
composition), W, is given by

W=

N!
,
(N − x)! x!

(4.1)

where N is the number of exchangeable sites in the system and x represents
the number of atoms of one of the species that can occupy these sites. For the
pyrochlore example discussed above a mixture of two species occupy the sixcoordinate B site. For example, if the sixteen B sites are occupied by a total of
four Sn and twelve Ti, the total number of atom configurations, i.e., the total
number of different ways the four Sn and twelve Ti can be arranged on the
sixteen B sites, is equal to

W=

16!
= 1820 .
4! 12!
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(4.2)

It can be appreciated that this may be an unreasonably large number of
structural models to consider for a single composition, especially if no
significant HPC resources are available. However, the SOD approach is able
to identify symmetry equivalent atomic arrangements, which significantly
reduces the number of structural models that need to be considered for a
given composition. This method for determining whether two or more
atomic configurations are symmetry equivalent is based on the concept of
isometric transformations,24 which are geometric operations such as
translations, rotations or reflections that do not affect the distances or angles
between atoms during the transformation. Therefore, two configurations are
considered symmetry equivalent if an isometric transformation can convert
one configuration into the other. An illustration of isometric transformations
causing two seemingly different configurations to be identified as identical is
shown in Figure 4.11, where Figures 4.11a, b and c show a reflection, a 180º
rotation and a reflection followed by a translation, respectively, cause two
configurations to be identical. By considering isometric transformations, SOD
is able to reduce the total number of configurations, W, for a given
composition, to a subset of structures consisting of only the symmetry
inequivalent configurations, M, where M << W. By identifying the number of
equivalents that exist for each configuration, a corresponding configurational
degeneracy, Ω, for each symmetry unique atomic arrangement can be
determined. The magnitude of this configurational degeneracy will depend
on the symmetry of the particular configuration, with higher symmetry
arrangements resulting in a larger degeneracy. Accounting for the number of
symmetry equivalent configurations, the 1820 ways of arranging the four Sn
and twelve Ti atoms on the sixteen pyrochlore B sites discussed above
reduces to only 22 symmetry inequivalent configurations.
The W and M values for a series of pyrochlore systems where the occupancy
of the B site varies from purely Sn to purely Ti (i.e., where the Sn/Ti
composition systematically varies through the series) are shown in Table 4.2.
This data shows how the number of structural models dramatically
decreases when the symmetry equivalency of specific atomic arrangements
are considered, particularly in systems where the Sn to Ti ratio is 1. The data
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of atom configurations related by isometric transformations, in the
form of (a) a reflection, (b) a 180º rotation and (c) a reflection and a translation, where the
circles represent atoms.
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Table 4.2: The total number of atom configurations (W) and the number of symmetry
inequivalent configurations (M) for a series of A2B2O7 pyrochlore systems, where the number
of Sn/Ti ions occupying the sixteen B sites in the unit cell varies.
B site composition

W

M

Sn16

1

1

Sn15Ti

16

1

Sn14Ti2

120

3

Sn13Ti3

560

8

Sn12Ti4

1820

22

Sn11Ti5

4368

35

Sn10Ti6

8008

65

Sn9Ti7

11440

82

Sn8Ti8

12870

97

Sn7Ti9

11440

82

Sn6Ti10

8008

65

Sn5Ti11

4368

35

Sn4Ti12

1820

22

Sn3Ti13

560

8

Sn2Ti14

120

3

SnTi15

16

1

Ti16

1

1

in Table 4.2 also highlights how difficult it would be to manually generate a
complete series of symmetry inequivalent structural models for a specific
composition. The ability of SOD to identify every possible atomic
configuration for a given composition, and then reduce this number to a
subset of the symmetry inequivalent configurations, for which energies and
other properties can be extracted using computation, makes it an extremely
attractive option for investigating solid systems that exhibit site disorder.
SOD has the potential to be even more useful as knowing the degeneracy
associated with configuration in principle allows thermodynamic quantities
to be obtained using Boltzmann’s statistics, with the degeneracy of each
unique configuration representing a proxy of the entropy. As a result, the
SOD program has previously been used to investigate site disorder in a
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range of minerals, including carbonates,25–27 oxides,28,29 and sulfides,30–32 as
well as zeolite and zeotype structures.33,34

4.3.2 Positional disorder
In some materials, positional (or topological) disorder, i.e., uncertainty
regarding the position of atoms or groups of atoms within the solid may be
present. The level of positional disorder in a solid can vary significantly,
from small localised structural variations, in the form of changes in bond
distances and angles, leading to the position of surrounding atoms being
altered, all the way to glasses, where there is a complex breakdown in any
long-range ordering, whilst local structure may be retained. Even for ordered
structures, such as AlPO frameworks, where diffraction techniques are able
to determine the unit cell dimensions and specific atom connectivity, the
precise position of the atoms are often not totally accurate. The GaPO34A(mim) structure (discussed in Section 4.1), has previously been used to
highlight the limitations of diffraction, with positional disorder leading to
some Ga and O sites exhibiting fractional occupancy. As NMR spectroscopy
is extremely sensitive to changes in local structure, caution must be taken
when using structural models based on diffraction measurements, even
when the structure appears ordered, as very small variations in local
geometry can lead to poor correlation between predicted and experimental
NMR measurements. Therefore, even if the number of resonances in an NMR
spectrum match the number of crystallographic sites in a framework, it is not
always possible to attribute individual spectral resonances to specific
crystallographic sites.
The general task of assigning spectral resonances to specific crystallographic
sites was approached in most early work using empirical relationships
between geometrical and NMR parameters. For example, correlations
between 31P δiso and average P–O–Al bond angle (θPOAl),35 in AlPOs were used
to assist the assignment of 31P spectra of many phosphate materials.36–40 This
approach was investigated further by Dawson and Ashbrook.41 By using a
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model cluster of an AlPO framework centred on P, with H atoms terminating
the AlO4 tetrahedra, the authors constructed a series of structural models
where θPOAl and the average P–O bond length (rPO) were systematically
varied, determining that the (calculated)

31

P δiso was dependent on both

geometrical parameters. More recently, Dawson and co-workers used a
similar cluster-based approach to investigate the relationship between
structure and

29

Si δiso in silica zeolites, concluding that this parameter is

dependent on the average Si–O bond length, the average Si–O–Si angle and
the standard deviation of both parameters,42 determining how simple
empirical relationships can be used to help assign NMR spectra for some
systems. This study shows that, despite its simplicity, this modelling
approach can provide good agreement between calculated and experimental
29

Si NMR parameters. Similar studies of correlations between NMR

parameters and changes in local geometry have been shown in the literature
for a range of materials.43–47
For most materials that exhibit positional disorder, many aspects of the
translational symmetry are retained, but the position of some atoms or
molecules, such as H+, F–, or H2O may vary and thus cannot be well defined
in an average structural picture. Indeed, as a result, diffraction techniques
can struggle to accurately determine all atomic positions in the solid. This
means that instead of being able to accurately determine the position of
every atom within a system, diffraction can often only narrow down the
location of an atom to a set of possible sites, each with some stated fractional
occupancy. An example of this is shown schematically in Figure 4.12, where
the B site in a A4B3 system has a fractional occupancy of 0.75, meaning that
only six of the eight B sites in a unit cell are occupied. Figure 4.12a shows the
average typical structural picture obtained from most diffraction-based
approaches, where all eight B sites have a fractional occupancy of 0.75,
indicating that the exact position of the six B species is unknown. Figure
4.12b shows a 2 × 2 supercell (with a different arrangement of occupied B
sites in each of the four unit cells), giving the same overall B site occupancy
as in Figure 4.12a, but with the fractional occupancy of the B site explicitly
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Figure 4.12: Schematic showing a hypothetical A4B3 system where positional disorder is
represented in the form of (a) all 8 B sites having a fractional occupancy of 0.75, i.e., the
average diffraction picture, and (b) a 2 × 2 supercell where only 24 of the 32 B sites are
occupied.

defined as 1 or 0 (i.e., fully occupied or vacant). This indicates that while the
average occupancy is well defined by diffraction, information on the
preferred local environments, or relative arrangements of atoms is lost.
As is the case for solids that exhibit compositional or configurational
disorder, it is often possible to construct a series of model structures for DFT
calculations (including prediction of NMR parameters) by varying the
positions of specific atoms or molecules, resulting in a set of models, each
with a different distribution of atoms. For example, it was discussed in
Section 4.1 that the GaPO-34A(mim) framework possesses significant
structural disorder, including three specific SDA orientations.1 In order to
investigate this, a set of three structural models could be created, where a
different orientation of 1-methylimidizole, the SDA, is imposed in each
model. As the diffraction analysis was unable to distinguish between the
carbon and nitrogen atoms in the SDA (although as one nitrogen is directly
bonded to a methyl group, this atom can be identified unambiguously), for
each of the three orientations, there will also be two possible positions for the
second N atom in the SDA. Therefore, six separate structural models are
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required when attempting to account for the different orientations of the
SDA in GaPO-34A(mim). As it was assumed that all SDAs within the unit
cell have the same orientation, additional structural models would need to be
constructed if a unit cell containing a combination of SDA orientations
needed to be considered. Comparing experimental NMR spectra with NMR
parameters from GIPAW calculations for the six models could provide
insight into the orientation of the SDA in this framework, with poor
agreement to experiment for any models suggesting they do not represent
the real structure of the material. However, poor agreement between
predicted and experimental NMR parameters would also be obtained if the
SDA was dynamic, i.e., its position varied with time, with no one structural
model then a good representation of the real material.
In many materials, there are only a few, well-defined sites that have
fractional occupancies, meaning often the structure, and thus the NMR
spectrum can be approximated by a small number of structural models. This
approach has been used to study positional disorder in both the AlPO-STA-2
framework48 and the perovskite-based Ba2In2O4(OH)2 structure,49 where in
both

cases,

the

number

of

possible

atom

positions

(well-defined

crystallographic sites identified as having fractional occupancy) is small,
meaning the possible atom/vacancy arrangements could be investigated
with a finite number of models on a reasonable timescale.
When dealing with molecular systems, variations in the packing or layering
of individual molecules can cause a breakdown in long-range periodically,
often leading to NMR spectra that are challenging to assign, meaning DFT
calculations are frequently used to interpret NMR spectra and provide
structural insight. As an example, when investigating the transformation of
10-hydroxy-10,9-boroxophenanthrene to its anhydride form, the use of
computational models, in which the orientation of the B–O–B bridges were
varied, allowed Carnevale et al.,50 to elucidate the reaction pathway and
assign the complex 13C solid-state NMR spectra. Similarly, Cadars et al. relied
on DFT calculations, and the generation of a series of structural models to
understand the structure of a layered silicate material of composition
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[Si5O11H][C9N2H15]·1.9(H2O), that exhibited stacking disorder.51 In this
investigation, solid-state NMR spectroscopy was able to provide information
on the number of crystallographic Si sites, their multiplicities and an insight
into the Si–O–Si connectivity, whereas XRD identified several possible space
groups for the layered structure. However, full structure solution was not
possible due to disorder in the sheet assembly. Using the C2/C space group,
which was the only option that satisfied the long- and short-range structural
information provided by XRD and NMR spectroscopy, respectively, resulted
in three very similar framework structure solutions. Using these frameworks,
a series of structural models, in which different positions and orientations of
the SDA between the silicate layers were considered using DFT calculations,
with comparisons to experimental NMR and XRD data enabling the
structure determination of this layered silicate framework. DFT calculations
have also been used to assist the structure determination for CaSi1/3B2/3O8/3, a
crystalline calcium borosilicate material that exhibits positional disorder.52
The average diffraction-based description of the structure suggests fractional
occupancy of a bridging O site, in addition to chains of SiO4 tetrahedral and
BO3 trigonal units, with the Si and B species occupying the same
crystallographic site, with occupancies of 1/3 and 2/3, respectively. DFT
calculations were used to explore the possible distributions of Si and B
within the chains, producing a series of structural models with different Si/B
atomic arrangements and thus, polyhedral connectivity. Comparison with 11B
MAS NMR spectra suggested that the CaSi1/3B2/3O8/3 structure is made up of
BO3–SiO4–BO3 units, with no B–O–B linkages.
For some disordered materials, X-ray diffraction-based techniques may
struggle to identify the position of some atoms or molecules if two or more
species have similar atomic masses, e.g., C and N, isoelectronic species such
as F– and HO–, or light atoms (such as H) in dense structures. When this is
the case, simple structural models can be constructed by manually placing
atoms at chemically sensible positions, or at positions deemed likely by prior
NMR measurements, which can give information relating to the number,
nature and position (local geometry) of the surrounding atoms, in addition to
interatomic distances, via the through-space and through-bond coupling
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interactions. Using 1H, 2H, 17O and 29Si NMR measurements, and information
from previous experimental and theoretical studies,53–56 in their study of the
hydration of wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4), Griffin et al. followed this procedure
and placed H atoms in chemically-sensible locations, giving a series of
candidate structures for the hydrous mineral.57 Through the comparison of
predicted and experimental NMR parameters, likely protonation positions
were identified (and others deemed less likely to be occupied by H) in
hydrous wadsleyite. In similar work, Grüninger et al. used this approach to
manually place H atoms on a series of positions adjacent to O atoms (leading
to the formation of hydroxyl ions) in a 2 × 1 × 1 ringwoodite (γ-Mg2SiO4)
supercell, to create a series of candidate hydrous ringwoodite structures.
Subsequent DFT calculations then provided insight into favourable
protonation sites and importantly, assisted the assignment of 1H one- and
two-dimensional MAS NMR spectra.58 Naturally, manual positioning of
atoms or molecules within a structure restricts the number of models
considered to a predetermined subset (chosen using chemical intuition or
insight from NMR measurements). However, this selection could also
introduce unwanted bias into the type(s) of positions chosen, meaning less
likely, yet potentially important, atom positions could be completely
overlooked.
Using computational approaches to automate the generation of structural
models is becoming more popular, as large sets of structures can be
produced easily and efficiently. These methods can potentially remove some,
if not all of the bias that can result when the position of atoms are chosen
manually. The use of crystal structure prediction (CSP) methods has become
more widespread in recent years. Substantial effort has been expended into
developing computational methods that can efficiently predict the structure
of organic molecules, with several blind tests conducted.59–61 These tests
assess the ability of different CSP methodologies to accurately predict the
structure of a set of small organic molecules. One CSP method that has
recently generated interest, and which is of particular importance to the
work presented in this thesis, is ab initio random structure searching, or
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AIRSS,62,63 developed by Pickard and Needs in 2006. Unlike many other
structure prediction methods,61 AIRSS is designed to be unbiased, generating
(in the simplest case) candidate structures using randomised unit cell vectors
with atoms also placed randomly. DFT is subsequently used to optimise the
geometry of the AIRSS-generated structures. A schematic of the general
AIRSS method is shown in Figure 4.13, with the potential energy surface
(PES) of a system explored by the unbiased construction of candidate
structures using DFT to find energy minima. The minimisation of the stresses
and forces acting on the atoms is achieved by using DFT rather than
forcefields, a decision that increases computational cost. However, in
comparison to most forcefields, DFT is able to cope better with structures
that are far from an energy minimum (further from equilibrium), helping
AIRSS to study systems subjected to extreme conditions, i.e., high
temperatures or pressures, and to find potentially metastable but plausible
structures.63 Given these advantages, AIRSS has been used to study the phase
stability of a number of systems subjected to extreme pressures (ranging
from GPa to TPa), including silane,62 hydrogen,64–67 nitrogen,68 water,69
ammonia and its hydrated forms,70–72 tellurium dioxide,73 lithium,74 iron,75
aluminium,76 hydrogen sulfide77 and calcium carbonate,78 with further
examples found in the literature. Using DFT to geometry optimise models

Figure 4.13: Schematic showing the AIRSS method, where candidate structures are
generated without bias to explore the PES of search space, with DFT geometry optimisation
used to find energy minima.
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also results in a more accurate description of the PES, which would be less
smooth if forcefields were used to locate energy minima.79,80 As the AIRSS
method is designed to be random in its structure searching approach,
generating structures by randomly positioning atoms into a box that has
dimensions that have also been randomly determined, the ability for AIRSS
to successfully navigate search space in an efficient manor, is surprising and
perhaps somewhat counter intuitive. AIRSS overcomes any structure
searching inefficiencies associated with generating structures randomly (an
approach that in theory could increase significantly the potentialsearch
space), by capitalising on the nature of the PES. It has been shown that basins
(wells in the PES) with low energy minima tend to have larger hypervolumes in the “structure space” than the higher energy minima.63,81,82 This
phenomenon causes the probability of finding low energy minima, during a
random structure search, is generally higher than the probability of locating
higher energy structures.
AIRSS was designed to be a straightforward, simple to use and, crucially, an
unbiased structure searching method, meaning candidate structures can
even be generated for systems that have little to no experimental data
available to assist the structure search. This means even from just a chemical
formula, a series of potential structures can be generated using AIRSS.
Although AIRSS does not necessarily require any information other than a
chemical

formula,

pertinent

information,

such

as

experimental

measurements or observations, can be included to bias the investigation and
reduce the search space if desired. AIRSS has built-in functionality, in the
form of parameterisable constraints, some of which are described in Table
4.3, that allow the search process to be modified in a way that ensures the
generated structures satisfy certain criteria, For example, searches can be
parameterised so that only candidate structures that agree with experimental
data, such as having a particular space group, number of symmetry
operations, unit cell volume or interatomic distances (all of which can be
specified), are considered, with any structures that fail to meet these
predetermined requirements discarded. This ability to bias structure
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Table 4.3: Some of the built-in AIRSS commands that allow bias to be introduced to the
structure searching process, with these commands applied prior to geometry optimisation.
Command

Description

NFORM

Number of formula units to be placed in a unit cell, where one formula
unit is defined in the position block of the .cell file

SUPERCELL

Size of the supercell being generated, defined by the number of unit cells
it contains (one number), the number of unit cell lattice vectors in each
direction (3 numbers) or the full matrix (9 numbers)

SLAB

Prevents repeat units being made in the z-direction, giving two- rather
than three-dimensional structures

SYMMOPS

Specify the number of symmetry operations the generated structure must
possess

POSAMP

Maximum position amplitude (in Å) to move atoms, each in a different,
random direction

MINAMP

Minimum position amplitude (in Å) to move atoms, each in a different,
random direction

ZAMP

Minimum position amplitude (in Å) to move atoms, each in a different,
random direction along the z-axis

ANGAMP

Rotate a subset of atoms in the cell by a specified angle (in degrees)

MINSEP

Minimum separation (in Å) between all or a subset of atoms, which can
be used to define specific distances between different species

FIX

Fixes unit cell size and shape

NUM

Number of atoms, molecules or fragments placed randomly in a unit cell

searching lies at the heart of the AIRSS philosophy, which is to input all
known structural information and then allow AIRSS to randomise the
remaining aspects of the system.
In theory, the AIRSS approach could be used to generate millions of
candidate structures for a particular system, which would be an extremely
computationally expensive undertaking. This means that it is important to
determine at what point a PES has been satisfactorily searched, i.e., how
many candidates must be generated before the ground state and other
potentially relevant, metastable structures have been found. Typically,
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structure searching continues until multiple candidate structures with the
same energy have been found, which leads to the appearance of distinct
plateaus in the energy profile for the AIRSS-generated structures. Figure
4.14a shows the energy profile for a typical AIRSS study, with the candidate
structures ranked according to their relative enthalpy. It can be seen that
when only 50 or 100 structures are generated, no plateaus are present at low
energy, whereas when 250 structures are generated, such plateaus are clearly
present. When a total of 500 structures are generated, represented by the blue
points in Figure 4.14b, several plateaus are clearly defined, especially at low
energy, with approximately twenty structures comprising the lowest energy
plateau. The number of structures in the lowest plateau is a strong indication
that for an AIRSS run consisting 500 structures, the ground state has been
located. The energy profile plots for the AIRSS runs containing 250 and 500
structures, in Figure 4.14a and 4.14b, respectively, look very similar,

Figure 4.14: Energy ranking for a typical AIRSS run consisting of (a) 50, 100 and 250
candidate structures, with (b) also including the full AIRSS run of 500 candidate structures.
From the full AIRSS run the presence of multiple plateaus, corresponding to the generation
of numerous structurally similar low energy candidate structures is clearly shown.
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suggesting that generating the additional 250 structures results in few new
low energy structures being found. With this in mind, for the AIRSS run
shown in Figure 4.14(b), it seems unnecessary to generate additional
structures as finding a lower energy structure (lower than all 500 structures
previously generated) is unlikely, although, it is possible that additional,
higher energy candidates not represented by the 500 shown in Figure 4.14(b)
could be found.
In some cases, the complexity of a system, or the size of search space that
must be investigated by AIRSS may limit the appearance of energy plateaus
unless extremely large numbers of candidate structures are generated. Figure
4.15 shows the energy profile for a set of 1754 AIRSS-generated structures,
where there is a clear lack of well-defined plateaus at lower energy, with the
plot instead showing a steady increase in energy with structure rank. The
appearance of this energy profile suggests that there is still significant
structural variation in the candidate structures, with few candidates being
structurally very similar, in contrast to the AIRSS-generated series shown in
Figure 4.14b. This indicates that for some systems, the point at which it could
be considered reasonable to stop an AIRSS run is not always clear. In these
cases the decision becomes more about the computational cost associated
with continuing an AIRSS run that may or may not yield any structures that
are noticeably different to those that have already been generated.

Figure 4.15: Energy ranking of the 1754 AIRSS-generated structures for a system that has
more structural variables, leading to a more complex PES. From the gradual increase in
energy, rather than the presence a set of well-defined plateaus, the plot suggests that few of
the AIRSS-generated candidates are structurally very similar.
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As AIRSS is compatible with DFT codes such as CASTEP,83 NMR parameters
for the generated candidates can be easily predicted using the GIPAW
approach,3 allowing a direct connection between AIRSS-generated structures
and experimental NMR spectra. So far, this combinatorial approach,
consisting of AIRSS and GIPAW calculations has been used to study the
structure of molecular solids,84 as well as to extensively investigate the
structure, chemical stability and conductivity of battery materials.85–90 The
success of these studies indicates that forming a bridge between structure
prediction and experimental data by combining AIRSS with GIPAW
calculations could represent a new approach for studying disordered
materials.

4.3.3 Dynamic disorder
In contrast to configurational, compositional or positional disorder,
dynamic (or temporal) disorder is a variant resulting from the position of
atoms or molecules within a material fluctuating over time. As a result, for
techniques that produce an average structural picture, i.e., diffraction, it can
often be difficult to distinguish between dynamic disorder, where motion
leads to atomic positions changing over time, and static positional disorder,
where atoms are stationary but their positions can vary throughout a
structure. As many Bragg-diffraction techniques provide information on a
structure that has been averaged over both a time and lengthscale,
attempting to distinguish between dynamic and static positional disorder
using these methods can be extremely challenging, as both types of disorder
scenarios

can

lead

to

fractional

occupancies

being

assigned

to

crystallographic sites. As an example, Figure 4.16 shows a 1 × 2 supercell of a
hypothetical A4B2C system, where half the C sites are vacant. Bragg
diffraction approaches would give the average structural picture, where all
eight C site have a fractional occupancy of 0.5, as shown in Figure 4.16a.
However, this could arise due to either dynamic or static positional disorder.
Figure 4.16b shows the effect dynamic disorder could have on the structure,
where the occupancy of the C sites changes over time, whereas Figure 4.16c
shows the result of static positional disorder, where the occupancies of the C
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sites do not change with time, In this case, both dynamic and static positional
disorder will yield the same result, a structure with four C site vacancies,
with diffraction often unable to identify the nature of the disorder. In
contrast, NMR spectroscopy can distinguish between dynamic and static
positional disorder, as different experimental techniques can be exploited to
detect motion on timescales spanning fifteen orders of magnitude,91 with
materials that exhibit dynamic disorder tending to have solid-state NMR
spectra that show a significant variation (e.g., in line position, lineshape or
relaxation time) with temperature.7,92–94
As the NMR spectra of materials that exhibit atomic or molecular motion, i.e.,
dynamic disorder, can be difficult to interpret (particularly as small
temperature changes can significantly alter their appearance), computation is
often used to assist spectral assignment, with molecular dynamics (MD)
approaches frequently used. In classical MD, Newton’s equations of motion
are used to propagate the system, using forcefields to represent the forces,
which often require careful parameterisation. In contrast, ab initio MD relies
on DFT to propagate the forces acting upon atoms. Both approaches generate
an ensemble of atomic arrangements, each of which represents a snapshot of
the dynamic system. The use of forcefields in classical MD provides an
inexpensive way to investigate potential dynamics on a short timescale (i.e.,
very fast motion), whereas ab initio MD is usually more accurate but
considerably more expensive, meaning fewer structural snapshots can be
obtained. By combining MD with GIPAW calculations, the time-averaged
NMR parameters for a dynamically disordered material can be predicted,
allowing for comparison with experimental NMR spectra to be made. The
use of MD in combination with GIPAW calculations, has proven particularly
important in the structural elucidation of glasses, as the experimental spectra
for these highly-disordered materials are often too challenging to fully assign
without the generation of potential structural models or predicted NMR
parameters for these.95–101 As the materials central to this thesis (see Chapter 5
and Chapter 6) are not believed to exhibit significant dynamics on timescales
relevant to the NMR experiments, this form of structural disorder is not
discussed further.
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Figure 4.16: Schematic of a 1 × 2 supercell of a hypothetical A4B2C system where (a) all eight
of the C sites have a fractional occupancy of 0.5, i.e., the average picture (as obtained from
many diffraction experiments), (b) four of the C sites are vacant at any one time but the
location of the occupied C sites changes over time, i.e., dynamic disorder, and (c) the same
four C sites are vacant at all times, i.e., static positional disorder. In (a to c) the dotted line
represents the divide between the two unit cells making up the formal 1 × 2 supercell of the
average structure.

4.4

Summary
Generating structural models capable of accurately representing the

local structure of disordered inorganic materials is a complicated process.
However, being able to construct realistic structural models is vital if
accurate NMR parameters (that can assist the understanding and aid
assignment of experimental NMR spectra) are to be predicted. The work in
Chapter 5 and 6 will use many of the approaches outlined here to investigate
compositional and configurational disorder in ceramics, as well as positional
disorder in hydrous minerals.
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Chapter 5: Investigating structural disorder in ceramic
materials
5.1

Materials

5.1.1 Pyrochlores
The structure of A2B2O7 (or more specifically, A2B2O6O’) pyrochlore,1–4
which adopts the Fd3m space group, is closely related to the fluorite
structure, AX2 (typically X = halogen or O), shown in Figure 5.1, which
adopts the Fm3m space group. A pyrochlore can be formed by the ordered
removal of 1/8th of the O atoms from the fluorite structure, leading to two
different cation sites, an eight-coordinate A site, occupied by 2+ or 3+ species
such as Cd2+, Y3+, La3+ or Sc3+, and a six-coordinate B site, where smaller, 4+
or 5+ species, including Ti4+, Sn4+, Zr4+, Hf4+ or Nb5+ reside. Using the Wyckoff
notation,5,6 where A is placed at the origin (termed origin choice two), the A
and B cations occupy the 16c (0, 0, 0) and 16d (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) positions,
respectively, with 16 denting the number of these sites in the pyrochlore unit
cell. This produces three crystallographically-unique oxygen positions, with
only the 8a (1/8, 1/8, 1/8) and the 48f (x48f, 1/8, 1/8) occupied, accounting
for one and six O in the formula units, respectively, leaving the 8b (3/8, 3/8,
3/8) site vacant. The creation of the oxygen vacancy at this site allows the
O48f positions to vary, moving from its position in the ideal fluorite structure
(3/8, 1/8, 1/8) towards the 8b vacancy. As shown in Figure 5.2, in the
pyrochlore structure the A site cation has scalenohedral geometry, being
surrounded by six O48f and two O8a anions, with O8a typically closer. The B
site cation is surrounded by six O48f anions, giving trigonal prismatic
coordination. The O occupying the 8a (O1) site, is surrounded by four A
cations whereas the O occupying the 48f (O2) site is coordinated by two A
and two B cations, with both O sites adopting tetrahedral coordination. In
the literature the nomenclature of O1 and O2 can sometimes be reversed,
such that O1 is 48f and O2 is 8a, however, in this thesis the crystallographic
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Figure 5.1: Structure of a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of the fluorite CaF2,7 with expansions of the Ca
and F local environments also shown.

Figure 5.2: (a) Structure of a typical A2B2O7 pyrochlore, formed by the ordered removal of
1/8th of the oxygen anions from a fluorite structure, with expansions of the local
environments of the 16c, 16d, 8a and 48f sites. (b) Expansions of the NNN environments for
the A and B site cations.
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notation used by Brisse and Knop has been followed.8 It should be noted that
in other literature, the B site is placed at the origin, in which case the Wyckoff
positions of the A16c and B16d cations, and the occupied O8a and vacant O8b
sites are swapped, leading to A16d, B16c, O8b and O8a, the last being vacant.
The preferential formation of a pyrochlore structure is though to be linked to
the relative ratio of the ionic radii for the A and B cations (rA/rB).4 If this ratio
lies between 1.46-1.78, a pyrochlore structure is favourable, whereas outside
of this range, alternative phases are formed. If rA/rB is below 1.46 a defect
fluorite structure (see Section 5.1.2) is thought to be favoured, whereas above
1.78, the movement of the O48f anion alone can no longer compensate for the
large size discrepancy, forcing other atoms to also move. This leads to the
formation of a monoclinic layered perovskite-related structure with space
group P21 , a phase only formed for a relatively small number of materials,
including Ca2Nb2O7,9 Sr2Nb2O710 and La2Ti2O7,11,12 the latter of which has
previously been studied using solid-state NMR spectroscopy,13 and more
recently by NMR crystallography.14

5.1.2 Defect fluorites
When the rA/rB cation ratio of A2B2O7 systems falls below 1.46, the
formation of a defect fluorite structure (formally A4O7), with space group

Fm3m , is favoured. This disordered structure is adopted by a series of
materials, including La2Ce2O7,15 and Y2Hf2O7,16,17 as well as several zirconates,
M2Zr2O7, where M = Gd, Ho, Er or Y.18–20 The defect fluorite structure is
closely related to that of fluorite (AX2) discussed above, but with O atoms
distributed randomly on 7/8th of the anion sites, i.e., all anion sites have a
formal fractional occupancy of 0.875. This is in contrast to the pyrochlore
structure, where all the vacancies are ordered on a single type of anion site.
In addition, due to the similarity in size between the A and B cations (which
leads to a reduction in the preference for a type of cation to have a specific O
coordination, i.e., A and B cations being exclusively eight- and six-coordinate,
respectively), there is also mixing of the two cations, with the average cation
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Figure 5.3: Structure of a typical A4O7 defect fluorite material, where 1/8th of all anion sites
will be vacant. An expansion of the cation and anion coordination environments is also
shown, where 1/8th of the O surrounding the cation site are vacant and where the four sites
surrounding O can be occupied by either A or B.

coordination number remaining seven, as found in the pyrochlore structure.

5.2

Applications
Materials that adopt the pyrochlore structure tend to generate

significant interest from the scientific community as their diverse chemistry
leads to a wide range of chemical and physical properties, including
interesting magnetic21–23 and luminescent24 behaviour, in addition to ionic
and electrical conductivity.25–29 The wide variety of properties exhibited by
pyrochlores is due to the high level of structural flexibility afforded by this
structure type, allowing the incorporation of many combinations of cations,
and tolerance of different oxidation states, resulting in the known
preparation of over 500 pyrochlores with different compositions.1 With the
highly tuneable nature of the pyrochlore structure allowing different
properties to be selected by varying structure and composition, it is
unsurprising that many are used for important technological and industrial
applications, including in energy materials, catalysis, sensors, and thermal
barrier coatings.30–38
A particularly important industrial application of pyrochlore ceramics is as
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components of potential wasteform for radioactive lanthanides and
actinides, including plutonium, uranium and thorium.39–44 Finding a way to
safely immobilise radioactive waste for a prolonged period of time is
particularly important given the current social climate, where the need for
safe and affordable energy will only increase with the rise in human
population, and where there is a need to find a solution to address economic,
environmental and security concerns. The UK was one of the first nations to
use nuclear fission to produce electricity, meaning that since the 1950s
radioactive waste has been accumulating, with the 15 reactors currently
operational continuing to add to this dangerous stockpile. The UK
government divides radioactive waste into four categories according to the
degree of possible contamination: high level waste (HLW) such as spent
nuclear fuel which, due to the high level of radioactivity, generates
significant amounts of heat; intermediate level waste (ILW), which
encompasses a wide array of materials including reactor components, filters
and glove boxes; low level waste (LLW), denoting items that have low levels
of radioactive contamination, including protective equipment and resins,
with the majority of LLW resulting from dismantled nuclear reactors; and
very low level waste (VLLW), which includes items from hospitals or
universities that have only been contaminated with very low levels of
radiation.45 The HLW, generated as a highly acidic liquid, is heated to
dryness then mixed with glass in a furnace, producing a molten substance
that is poured into corrosion resistant cylindrical stainless steel canisters and
allowed to cool and solidify. This process, known as vitrification, reduces the
volume of HLW by approximately one third. However, as of yet there is no
strategy for the safe disposal of HLW, only a storage procedure.
In a recent report produced by the Department of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
(NDA), it was concluded that based on existing stores as of 1st April 2016,
and based on future forecasts, by 2125 the amount of packed radioactive
waste produced by the UK will be 4.77 million cubic metres, equivalent to
the volume of Wembley Stadium. Although only 0.03% (1,500 m3) of the total
volume is attributed to HLW, this corresponds to a mass of UK-owned spent
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uranium and plutonium of approximately 200,000 and 114 tonnes,
respectively. As the highly radioactive isotopes

235

U and

239

Pu, used and

produced during the fission process have half-lives of 700 million and 24,100
years, respectively,40 it is worryingly clear that if it is not feasible to dispose
of these radioactive waste sources, at the very least a long-term containment
and storage strategy needs to be implemented.
The first class of materials employed to immobilise HLW materials, termed
first-generation wasteforms were based on borosilicate or aluminophosphate
glasses.40,46–48 Depending on the nature of the cation being immobilised, the
composition of the glass would vary to maximise durability and minimise
phase separation. Though they are still being used to this day, glass-based
wasteforms have several shortcomings, namely, low levels of waste loading
and reactivity towards moisture that reduces durability. In addition,
radiation damage from the immobilised cations can lead to deformation that
can compromise structural integrity. Therefore, it seems that rather than the
glasses themselves exhibiting high chemical or physical durability, it is the
combination of this immobilisation matrix, surrounded by the additional
containment measures, i.e., the reinforced, corrosion resistant steel
containers, that together are designed to prevent any leaching of the
radioactive cations and contamination of the local ecosystem. In order to
ensure the safe long-term encapsulation of radioactive materials, it is clear
that alternative wasteforms, with improved chemical and physical
durability, must be found.
A potential second-generation wasteform for radioactive cations is synthetic
inorganic rock (SYNROC) systems, first developed by Ringwood et al. in the
late 1970s.49–51 This material was designed to mimic naturally occurring
minerals that have successfully immobilised radioactive cations for millions
of years. For example, natural zirconolite (CaZrTi2O7) can contain up to 20
wt% (weight present) ThO2 and 14 wt% UO2,52 while natural pyrochlores
have been seen to contain as much as 9 wt% ThO2 and 30 wt% UO2.53 The
crystalline nature of ceramics mean that the radioactive cations should in
principle be distributed homogenously through the material, and occupy
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distinct crystallographic sites, in contrast to the potential cation distribution
in amorphous glass-based encapsulation systems. This bodes well for the
chemical durability of ceramic-based waseforms which, in order to be
effective at safely encapsulating radioactive species for centuries, must be
thermodynamically stable and highly resistant to any variation in pH,
temperature, moisture levels, as well as many other conditions. Compared to
other wasteforms, titanium-containing ceramics have shown particularly
good chemical durability,54,55 with the excellent resistance to leaching
exhibited by SYNROC due predominantly to the presence of titanium
oxide.46 Hollandite (BaAl2Ti6O16), zirconolite (CaZrTi2O7) and perovskite
(CaTiO3) were the main mineral components of the first synthetic rock
material, SYNROC-C, which was developed to immobilise liquid HLW from
used nuclear reactor fuel. Cations including Cs+, K+, Rb+ and Ba2+ can be
immobilised within the hollandite phase, whereas the zirconolite and
perovskite minerals primarily immobilise radioactive species including Sr
and Pu, with SYNROC-C capable of storing up to 30 wt% HLW.52
The advantage of SYNROC over earlier wasteforms is its compositional
flexibility, which allows it to be tuned for the particular HLW species
needing to be immobilised. This tailoring has led to a series of SYNROC
variations, including SYNROC-D, which contains nepheline ((Na,K)AlSiO4)
rather than hollandite, and SYNROC-F, a compositional variant containing
pyrochlore

((Ca,Gd,U,Pu,Hf)2Ti2O7),

with

zirconolite-rich

materials

specifically developed for the immobilisation of excess Pu.56–58
The immobilisation of radioactive species will expose the wasteform to αdecay, β-decay and γ-irradiation processes, which can lead to the generation
of excess heat, species transmutation and atomic displacement through
collisions.59 The α-decay process involves the ejection of an α-particle (He
nucleus) from a radioactive species, causing the parent nucleus to
transmutate, for example, converting

239

Pu to

235

U, with the daughter species

known as an α-recoil ion. The energy from emitted α-particles is dispersed
through ionisation processes, leading to heat being generated in the
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wasteform. The α-particle also causes minor displacement of the atoms in its
path. However, more localised and therefore more severe atomic
displacement is caused by the much heavier α-recoil ion, causing a cascade
of perturbation in atomic positions and thus significant amorphisation of the
structure.60,61 The release of He during the α-decay process can cause the
pressure within the material to increase, meaning wasteforms must exhibit
good mechanical strength, to minimise structural damage.62 In addition, as
the daughter species formed during α-decay may have different properties to
the parent atom, wasteforms designed to immobilise HLW must also possess
the structural flexibility that enables them to cope with the structural change
resulting from this radiation damage process.
β-decay involves an electron being ejected from a radioactive species,
causing transmutation of the parent cation. As an electron is significantly
lighter than an α-particle, this radiation process results in much less
structural disruption compared to the 1500 atom displacements resulting
from a single α-decay process.59 The emitted β-particle triggers ionisation
processes, leading to heat generation and structural damage. Indeed, β-decay
is responsible for the majority of wasteform heating during the first 500 years
of HLW immobilisation.63
Radioactive species can also damage wasteforms through γ-irradiation,
where highly energetic γ-rays are emitted. As this process does not involve
the ejection of a particle, the γ-irradiation process has a negligible effect on
the displacement of atoms in a wasteform.63 However, as γ-rays are highly
energetic, their release does contribute to wasteform heating.
The compositional range and resulting structural flexibility exhibited by
pyrochlore ceramics has made them potentially promising radioactive
wasteforms. The response to ion-beam irradiation for a series of rare-earth
A2B2O7 pyrochlores, in which B = Ti, Sn and Zr has previously been
investigated.64 Pyrochlores containing Sn and Zr were found to be far more
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resistant to radiation damage compared to Ti-bearing pyrochlores. It was
concluded that the relative cation size (rA/rB) was a significant factor in
determining how a particular material responds to irradiation. As Sn4+ and
Zr4+ are both larger than Ti4+, the Sn- and Zr-bearing pyrochlores have lower
rA/rB, meaning these structures are closer to the threshold where a defect
fluorite phase may form and thus are more able to account for radiation
damage by adopting this alternative crystalline phase, in preference to
amorphisation.64 A relationship between radiation resistance and rA/rB has
also been observed for Ga2ZrxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores, where systematically
increasing the Zr content results in a reduction in susceptibility to radiationinduced amorphisation.65 The difference in radiation tolerance for Er2Ti2O7
and Er2Zr2O7,66 which adopt pyrochlore and defect fluorite structures,
respectively, further highlights how key the rA/rB ratio is in determining the
response of a ceramic material to radiation-induced defects. This study again
showed that structures containing A and B cations with highly disparate
sizes, i.e., Er2Ti2O7, are less resistant to radiation damage, leading to
amorphisation, whereas compounds for which rA/rB is smaller, such as
Er2Zr2O7, have a higher radiation tolerance.66 In a more recent study of a
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore solid solution, it was observed that susceptibility to
radiation damage decreased linearly with increasing Sn content, again
showing how materials with lower rA/rB are more capable of accommodating
radioactive species.67 A similar trend was seen during an investigation in
which a series of Ln2Sn2O7 pyrochlores (Ln = Y and La-Lu) were irradiated. It
was found that the response of these stannate pyrochlores to ion beam
radiation varied greatly, with La-, Nd- and Gd- bearing compounds
becoming amorphous following irradiation, whereas the Y and Er pyrochlore
derivatives, which both have lower rA/rB, instead adopt the crystalline defect
fluorite structure.68
The seemingly linear relationship between the ionic radius ratio (rA/rB) and
the radiation resistance of a ceramic indicates that it should be possible to
synthesise ceramic-based materials that have the correct balance of high
chemical durability, as exhibited by Ti-containing materials, combined with
the impressive radiation resistance of Zr- and Sn-containing materials, to
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produce wasteforms capable of safely immobilising HLW species for
thousands of years.

5.3

Previous work
As discussed above, the rA/rB ratio plays a significant role in

determining the phase adopted by A2B2O7 ceramics, an outcome that can
affect the physical and chemical properties exhibited by a material. Table 5.1,
gives rA, rB, and the rA/rB, ratio for a selection of A2B2O7 ceramics, along with
the phase adopted in each case, and highlights how small changes in cation
radii can have a large effect on phase stability. As illustrated in Figure 5.4,
which shows rA/rB for a series of A2SnxB2–xO7 (A = Y and La, B = Ti, Zr and
Hf) systems, at a particular B-site cation composition, materials are expected
to undergo a phase transition, which can make structural characterisation
significantly more challenging. From Figure 5.4 it can be seen that Y2SnxTi2–
x

O7 is expected to adopt a pyrochlore phase throughout, as rA/rB remains

between 1.78 and 1.46. However, several phase transitions are expected for
several other systems, with either the layered perovskite-like, or the
disordered defect fluorite structures becoming more favourable as the
composition varies. As NMR spectroscopy is extremely sensitive to small
changes in local structure, it has proven to be particularly successful for
understanding the number and type of phases formed for ceramic materials,
particularly when experimental NMR measurements are combined with
information from diffraction and first-principles calculations.
Although 89Y is 100% abundant and has spin quantum number I = 1/2, poor
sensitivity (owing to the very low γ) and long relaxation times (in some cases
up to 10,000 s) cause the acquisition of NMR spectra to be extremely
challenging. Grey et al. published the first 89Y solid-state NMR investigation
of Y-containing pyrochlores in 1990,69 in which 89Y MAS NMR spectra for a
series of pyrochlores, Y2–yLnyM2O7 (Ln = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu and Yb, M = Sn
and Ti), were obtained, in order to observe the effect of incorporating
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Table 5.1: The A and B site ionic radii, rA/rB ratio and phase adopted for selected A2B2O7
ceramics. The ionic radii quoted were taken from the table of Ionic Radii in Crystals in the
2005 Internet version of the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.70
Structure

rA / Å

rB / Å

rA/rB

Phase

Y2Sn2O7

1.02

0.69

1.48

Pyrochlore

Y2Ti2O7

1.02

0.61

1.67

Pyrochlore

Y2Zr2O7

1.02

0.72

1.42

Defect fluorite

Y2Hf2O7

1.02

0.71

1.44

Defect fluorite

La2Sn2O7

1.16

0.69

1.68

Pyrochlore

La2Ti2O7

1.16

0.61

1.90

Perovskite-like

La2Zr2O7

1.16

0.72

1.61

Pyrochlore

La2Hf2O7

1.16

0.71

1.63

Pyrochlore

Figure 5.4: Plot showing the variation in rA/rB with B site composition for a series of (a)
Y2SnxB2–xO7 and (b) La2SnxB2–xO7, systems where B = Ti, Zr or Hf. The horizontal dashed lines
at 1.78 and 1.46 describe the boundaries between which the pyrochlore structure is expected.
Above 1.78, a layered perovskite-like structure is expected and below 1.46 a disordered
defect fluorite phase is predicted to be formed. The ionic radii values used to make these
plots were taken from the table of Ionic Radii in Crystals in the 2005 Internet version of the
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.70
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paramagnetic ions into the diamagnetic system. A single resonance was
observed in the 89Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, agreeing with
the one crystallographically unique Y site identified in the crystal structures.
The 89Y isotropic chemical shift (δiso) was 150 and 65 ppm for Y2Sn2O7 and
Y2Ti2O7, respectively, with the difference in shift attributed to the difference
in polarisability between the cations occupying the six NNN B sites
surrounding each Y in both structures, with the lower

89

Y δiso for Y2Ti2O7

believed to be due to the more polarising nature of Ti4+ compared to Sn4+.
Ashbrook et al. later used 89Y MAS NMR experiments to study Y2SnxTi2–xO7,
where x = 2.0, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8, 0.4 and 0.0,71 showing that 89Y NMR provides an
excellent probe of local structure. The study confirmed that this system
remains pyrochlore phase throughout, with a single phase formed in all
cases. It was also shown (within the detection level of the spectrum) that Y
occupies only the eight-coordinate A site, with the six-coordinate B site
exclusively occupied by Ti and/or Sn. Although the 89Y MAS NMR spectra of
the two end members each contain a single sharp resonance, the
incorporation of Ti into Y2Sn2O7 leads to the appearance of additional
resonances at lower shifts, as a result of the presence of the more polarising
Ti4+ cation in the local coordination environment.72 With most of the observed
resonances separated by ~15 ppm, it was possible to tentatively assign these
to Y species with different numbers of Sn (n Sn) on the six surrounding NNN
B sites, i.e., Sn6, Sn5Ti, Sn4Ti2, etc,. However, more than seven resonances
could be resolved, with smaller splittings tentatively assumed to be due to
different spatial arrangements of Sn and Ti on the surrounding NNN B sites.
In addition, smaller changes in chemical shift for resonances in samples with
different compositions were thought to be due to the decrease in unit cell
size as x decreased. Finally, Ashbrook et al. concluded that based on the good
agreement between the peak intensities for the different n Sn NNN
environments (based on their tentative assignment described above) and
intensities predicted assuming a random distribution of B site cations, there
was no evidence of any preferential clustering into Sn- and Ti-rich regions.71
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Many of the conclusions from Ashbrook et al.71 were supported in a later
study by Reader et al.,73 which combined experiment with first-principles
calculations to investigate the cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7. It was
confirmed that the Sn/Ti distribution over the B sites appears random and
that upfield shifts associated with the incorporation of Ti into Y2Sn2O7 are a
result of changes to the n Sn NNN environment. By constructing an
alternative structural model where one Y was placed on the six-coordinate B
site (and correspondingly a Sn cation was placed on the A site), this study
confirmed that there was no evidence for any cation mixing between the sites
(at the NMR detection level), with Y exclusively occupying the eightcoordinate A site in Y2SnxTi2–xO7.73 In addition, by analysing the Y–O bond
lengths and O–Y–O angles in their structural models, Reader et al. showed
how first-principles calculations could be used to relate variations in

89

Y

NMR parameters directly to changes in local geometry.
In 2012, Ashbrook and co-workers continued their investigation into
Y2SnxTi2–xO7, this time using
principles calculations.

74

89

Y CSA measurements, combined with first-

Implemented for

89

Y for the first time, the two-

dimensional CSA-amplified phase adjusted spinning sideband (PASS)75,76
experiment was used to obtain experimental

89

Y CSA values for the solid

solution. The good agreement between the experimental and calculated CSA
values supported the original (tentative) assignment of the 89Y MAS NMR
spectra for Y2SnxTi2–xO7.71,73 The

89

Y span (Ω) proved to be particularly

sensitive to changes in the n Sn NNN environment, as well as exhibiting a
strong correlation with the average Y–O8b bond length.74 Note that as Sn was
placed at the origin in this study the O8b and O8a sites are classified as
occupied and vacant, respectively.
Pyrochlores have also been studied using 119Sn (I = 1/2) NMR spectroscopy,77
with Mitchell et al. demonstrating that the combination of

119

Sn MAS NMR

experiments with first-principles calculations is very effective at probing
local structure and cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7.78 First-principles
calculations confirmed that in the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores Sn only occupies
the six-coordinate B site, and showed that the
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119

Sn chemical shift is also

sensitive to the nature of the species (i.e., the number of Sn and Ti) on the six
NNN B sites. When the Ti content was low, distinct resonances could be
resolved in the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra, whereas for Ti-rich compositions a

small number of broader resonances are observed, suggesting either
ordering/clustering of Sn (in contrast to the conclusions from 89Y NMR71,73) or
an overlap of resonances from species with different NNN environments,
Using first-principles calculations it was shown that the latter conclusion was
correct and the authors attributed the significant overlap of

119

Sn resonances

to two competing factors; first the upfield shift caused by incorporation of
the more polarising Ti4+ cation, and second, a downfield shift (of similar size)
resulting from the unit cell contraction that results from Ti incorporation.
Despite the challenges associated with assignment of the broader and
overlapped spectral lines, it was shown that the relative intensities of peaks
in the 119Sn MAS NMR spectra were consistent with a random distribution of
Sn and Ti on the six-coordinate B sites, in agreement with conclusions from
the 89Y MAS NMR spectra.71
More recently, Ashbrook and co-workers have used 89Y and

119

Sn solid-state

MAS NMR spectroscopy, combined with XRD and first-principles
calculations to investigate the phase composition, phase distribution and
cation disorder in Y2SnxZr2–xO7 ceramics, where x = 2, 1.8, 1.6, 1.4, 1.2, 1, 0.8,
0.6, 0.4, 0.2 and 0.79 The

89

Y MAS NMR spectra of the two end members,

Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Zr2O7, shown in Figure 5.5a and 5.5b, respectively, are
strikingly different, with the ordered pyrochlore phase adopted by Y2Sn2O7
resulting in a single, sharp resonance. In contrast, the

89

Y MAS NMR

spectrum for Y2Zr2O7, known to adopt the defect fluorite structure, contains
three broad resonances, corresponding to Y coordinated by six, seven and
eight O atoms, respectively, with the higher coordination leading to a more
upfield shift.79,80 The

89

Y MAS NMR spectra showed the appearance of

additional resonances with the incorporation of Zr into Y2Sn2O7, similar to
those observed when Sn was substituted for Ti in Y2SnxTi2–xO7,71 allowing
these to be attributed to Y in the pyrochlore phase with different n Sn (and
therefore Zr) NNNs. As x decreases, broad resonances appear in the 89Y MAS
spectra and grow in intensity, confirming the increasing proportion of a
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Figure 5.5:

89

Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of (a) Y2Sn2O7 using a spin echo pulse

sequence and (b) Y2Zr2O7 using a CPMG pulse sequence.

defect fluorite phase as the Zr content increases. Interestingly, a two-phase
region (i.e., with co-existence of ordered pyrochlore and disordered defect
fluorite phases) are observed for x = 0.8 to 1.8, with a pure pyrochlore phase
observed only for Y2Sn2O7 and a single defect fluorite phase only for x = 0.6
to 0. The relative intensities of the

89

Y pyrochlore resonances was used to

determine the cation composition in each sample, i.e., to determine the
composition of the pyrochlore phase and, subsequently, of the defect fluorite
phase, and the proportions of each phase present. It was shown that the
pyrochlore phase is Sn rich, with a solid solution limit of 13% (i.e.,
Y2Sn1.74Zr0.26O7) Using the relative intensities of the

89

Y resonances

corresponding to six- seven- and eight- coordinate Y in the defect fluorite
phase, Ashbrook et al. also concluded that O vacancies are more likely to be
associated with Zr, with Y3+ cations having a greater preference for a higher
average coordination number compared to Zr4+, which is unsurprising given
the difference in ionic radii ratio. The
x

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra for Y2SnxZr2–

O7 also confirms the presence of a significant two-phase region from x = 1.8

to 0.8.79 As for Y2SnxTi2–xO7, for Y2SnxZr2–xO7 the

119

Sn NMR resonances are

significantly overlapped, with the presence of two phases for most
compositions exacerbating the challenge of spectral assignment. Despite this,
distinct

119

Sn resonances believed to be due to Sn in different n Sn NNN

environments (Sn6, Sn5Zr, Sn4Zr2, etc.) in the ordered pyrochlore phase
could be resolved in Sn-rich compositions, from x = 1.8 to 1.4.
In an earlier study, de los Reyes et al. used a series of analytical techniques,
including

119

Sn MAS NMR spectroscopy, to investigate the pyrochlore to
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defect fluorite phase transition in Y2ZrxSn2–xO7.81 In this study de los Reyes et
al. used a different notation for composition, with x = 2 referring to Y2Zr2O7,
(the reverse of the notation used by Ashbrook and co-workers).79 It was
shown that a pyrochlore phase was present up to x = 1.2 (Y2Zr1.2Sn0.8O7),
meaning this phase extends to a higher Zr content than is expected based on
the classical rA/rB ratio analysis which, as seen in Figure 5.4a, predicts the
absence of the pyrochlore phase in Y2Zr0.6Sn1.4O7 and all other samples with a
higher Zr content. The apparent stability of the pyrochlore phase in Zr-rich
structures was attributed to the highly covalent nature of Sn–O bond and the
strong preference for the Sn4+ cations to be six coordinate.81
As by definition all metal oxides must contain O, it is unsurprising that 17O (I
= 5/2), has been used to study pyrochlore ceramics. However, as 17O (the
only NMR-active isotope) has a very low natural abundance, 0.037%,82 in
order to ensure NMR spectra are recorded within a sensible timeframe, it is
necessary to first enrich most samples. In 2003, Kim and Grey used 17O MAS
NMR spectroscopy to investigate the local structure of a set of Y-based
pyrochlore and defect fluorite structures, Y2Ti2–xBxO7 (B = Sn, Zr), with the
small

17

O CQ observed allowing resonances to be resolved using MAS.83

Different numbers of resonances were observed for the different systems,
showing that 17O is a sufficiently sensitive probe of the number and nature of
the metal cations surrounding O. This information was used to provide
insight into the cation mixing and disorder in these ceramic materials. In
Figure 5.6a and 5.6b the

17

O MAS NMR spectra of Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Zr2O7,

respectively, are shown, highlighting the considerable differences between
materials that adopt the pyrochlore or the defect fluorite structures. While
the 17O MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Sn2O7 contains two distinct resonances at
~385 and ~165 ppm, corresponding to the O8a (OY4) and O48f (OY2Sn2)
environments, respectively, the 17O MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Zr2O7 consists
of a very broad resonance, which Kim and Grey attribute to the overlap of
several distinct chemical environments, i.e., OY4, OY3Zr, OY2Zr2, OYZr3
and OZr4.83
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Figure 5.6: 17O (14.1 T, 21 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of (a) Y2Sn2O7 and (b) Y2Zr2O7.
17

O MAS NMR spectroscopy has also been used to investigate the local

structure, cation ordering and the phase evolution for materials in the
Y2Ti2O7-ZrTiO4 binary system.84 In this study, the effect of synthesising the
materials at either 800, 1000 or 1300 ºC, prior to 17O gas enrichment, on the
local and long-range ordering of Y1.6Zr0.4Ti2O7.2 and Y1.2Zr0.8Ti2O7.4, was
investigated, using both XRD and 17O MAS NMR spectroscopy. The 17O MAS
NMR spectra of the materials synthesised at low temperature were
dominated by broad resonances, indicative of a disordered phase, with XRD
measurements suggests the formation of a metastable Y2–xZrxTi2–yZryO7
structure, with Zr found on both the A and B sites, but located
predominantly on the eight-coordinate A site, i.e., x > y. In contrast, XRD of
samples synthesised at higher temperatures showed a reduction in eightcoordinate Zr, until at the highest temperatures the ordered pyrochlore
phase dominates. The 17O MAS NMR spectra of the samples synthesised at
1300 ºC are dominated by sharp resonances attributed to the ordered Y2Ti2O7
pyrochlore, further evidence suggesting that as the synthesis temperature
increases, the phase evolves from a disordered, fluorite-like structure to
being dominated by a more ordered pyrochlore phase.84
In this chapter the local structure of several ceramic materials that adopt the
pyrochlore or defect fluorite structures are investigated using 89Y,
17

119

Sn and

O solid-state NMR spectroscopy and first-principles calculations. The cation

and/or anion site disorder present in these types of materials often makes
the interpretation of the solid-state NMR spectra challenging. As a result,
first-principles calculations are often used to provide structural insight and
guide spectral assignment.85–87 Here, various methods for the construction of
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structural models for disordered materials are considered, with subsequent
prediction

of

NMR

parameters

and

comparison

to

experimental

measurements used to evaluate their accuracy and relevance. In addition to
demonstrating how first-principles calculations can be effectively used to
assist the assignment of challenging NMR spectra, this chapter also aims to
develop procedures for generating structural models that can be applied to
other inorganic materials that exhibit similar types of structural disorder.
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5.5

Y2SnxTi2–xO7: using NMR spectroscopy and first-

principles calculations to investigate B-site cation disorder
5.5.1 Introduction
The Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series has been investigated previously using NMR
spectroscopy, with studies using

89

Y and

119

Sn experiments, often in

combination with first-principles calculations, to explain the changes in local
structure resulting from B-site cation disorder.71,73,74,78,89 From these
investigations it was concluded that Y2SnxTi2–xO7 forms a solid solution,
adopting a single pyrochlore phase through the entire compositional series,
that Y and Sn reside exclusively (at least to the detection limits) on the eightand six-coordinate A and B sites, respectively, and the distribution of Sn and
Ti occupying the B sites is essentially random, i.e., there is no evidence for
any significant clustering or ordering. Despite these important insights, the
challenges associated with completely assigning the 89Y and 119Sn MAS NMR
spectra, the latter showing significant overlap of the spectral resonances,
combined with the relatively simple (and potentially unrealistic) structural
models used to predict NMR parameters means there is still a need to
investigate this system further. The work presented in this section focuses on
investigating whether using alternative, potentially more sophisticated
approaches to generate structural models of disordered Y2SnxTi2–xO7 can
provide additional information that ultimately could help assign the 89Y, 119Sn
and

17

O MAS NMR spectra with more confidence, and gain any further

insight into the detailed cation distribution.

5.5.2 Experimental NMR spectra
As described in Section 5.4, all 89Y,

119

Sn and 17O MAS NMR spectra

were recorded by Miss Arantxa Fernandes using Bruker Avance III
spectrometers equipped with either a 9.4 T (119Sn) or 14.1 T (89Y and

17

O)

wide-bore magnet at the Solid-State NMR Facility at the University of St
Andrews. In previous studies, Y2SnxTi2–xO7 was synthesised in steps of x =
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0.4,71,73,74,78,89 whereas here, a new series of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 samples, with x = 2,
1.75, 1.5, 1.25, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and 0 are studied. The smaller changes in
composition should enable a more detailed examination of how NMR
parameters and NMR spectra change with composition, and the exact
compositions chosen will facilitate comparison with the computational
predictions, and the compositions used in the generation of Y2SnxTi2–xO7
structural models by Dr Ricardo Grau-Crespo, using the SOD program,88 the
results of which are discussed in Section 5.5.5.

5.5.2.1 89Y MAS NMR spectra
The

89

Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 are shown in Figure 5.7,

with the spectra of Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 each containing one sharp resonance,
at 150 and 65 ppm, respectively, in good agreement with previous
literature.69,71 Upon incorporation of Ti into Y2Sn2O7, additional resonances
are again observed, appearing upfield of the peak corresponding to Y with
Sn6 NNN. As the additional resonances that appear with increasing Ti
content (decreasing x) are reasonably well separated, with ~15 ppm between
each, it is possible to tentatively assign each to Y with a specific n Sn NNN
environment,71 i.e., Sn6, Sn5Ti, Sn4Ti2, etc, as shown in Figure 5.7. The effect
of the change in unit cell size that accompanies the incorporation of Ti into
Y2Sn2O7 can also clearly be seen from Figure 5.7, as the resonance assigned to
Y with Sn6 NNN moves ~10 ppm downfied as x decreases from 2 to 1, i.e.,
from Y2Sn2O7 to Y2SnTiO7. As shown in Table 5.1, there is over a 10%
difference in the ionic radii of six-coordinate Ti4+ (0.61 Å) and six-coordinate
Sn4+ (0.69 Å), with the Sn/Ti content having a noticeable effect on the unit
cell size; lattice parameters (a) for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 are 10.3725 Å and
10.0949 Å, respectively.8,90 However, as neighbouring resonances generally
appear to be separated by ~15 ppm for all spectra of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7
compositional series, it suggests that the
determined by n Sn NNN. The

89

89

Y chemical shift is more

Y MAS NMR spectra also show that the

resonance assigned to environments with 3 Sn NNN (Sn3Ti3) exhibits a clear
splitting in several compositions, being most apparent in spectra for x = 1.25
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Figure 5.7:

89

Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the tentative

assignment of the n Sn NNN shown.

to 0.75. A similar splitting was observed for compositions x = 1.2 and 0.8 in
the original Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series,71,89 although the exact origin of this has yet to
be conformed conclusively.
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5.5.2.2 119Sn MAS NMR spectra
The

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 are shown in Figure 5.8,

with the spectrum for Y2Sn2O7 (x = 2), containing one sharp resonance at –582
ppm, characteristic of six coordinate Sn, and in good agreement with
previous

119

Sn NMR studies.77,78 The result of Ti incorporation can be seen in

the 119Sn spectrum of Y2Sn1.75Ti0.25O7, which exhibits two additional peaks at a
lower (upfield) chemical shift. Although these spectra compare well with
those presented in previous
content increases, the

119

119

Sn NMR studies of Y2SnxTi2–xO7,78 as the Ti

Sn spectra begin to appear very different to the

corresponding 89Y spectra. Whereas the 89Y spectra (see Figure 5.7) contain a
series of reasonably well-separated peaks, the 119Sn spectra are dominated by
broad, overlapping lineshapes, with a maximum of three distinct resonances
observed when x = 1.75 to 1.25. From Figure 5.8 it can also be seen (most
clearly at high x) that the unit cell contraction that accompanies Ti
incorporation causes a downfield shift of the 119Sn resonances as x decreases,
the same effect seen in the 89Y spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, shown in Figure 5.7. As
observed in previous work,78 the extensive overlap means that most
resonances in the 119Sn spectra, especially those for Ti-rich samples, cannot be
confidently assigned to specific NNN environments, making these spectra
more challenging to assign compared to the corresponding 89Y spectra.

5.5.2.3 17O MAS NMR spectra
As shown in Figure 5.9, the

17

O MAS NMR spectra of Y2Sn2O7 and

Y2Ti2O7, both contain two distinct resonances, in good agreement with the 17O
MAS NMR spectra in a previous study.83 These resonances are attributed to
the OY4 and OY2Sn2 environments in Y2Sn2O7 and the OY4 and OY2Ti2
environments in Y2Ti2O7. The 17O spectra of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series, shown in
Figure 5.9 reveal that while the position of the OY4 resonance (O8a site)
remains relatively unchanged, as x decreases, the OY2Sn2 peak is shifted
slightly upfield (to a lower chemical shift), as is the peak for the OY2Ti2
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Figure 5.8: 119Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

environment. It can also be seen that as soon as Ti is introduced into Y2Sn2O7,
i.e., when x = 1.75, an additional peak appears, growing in intensity as x
decreases further, and appearing to be most intense when x = 1, before
decreasing with a further decrease in x. As this peak appears in the

17

O

spectra of all but the compositional end members, it was assigned to an
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OY2SnTi environment, which of course only occurs when both Sn and Ti are
present. The

17

O spectra also show that as the Y2Ti2O7 end member

composition is approached (as x approaches 0) the OY2Ti2 peak becomes
sharper, indicating the increase in long-range order.

Figure 5.9: 17O (14.1 T, 21 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, showing the different O
environments. Spinning sidebands denoted by asterisks (*).
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5.5.3 Cluster models
The first step in the process of investigating how first-principles
calculations can assist the assignment of the NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7
involved generating a series of structural models based on an approach
detailed in previous studies,73,78 but using a more recent version of CASTEP,91
to take advantage of the various advances in DFT, including the
development of new, more accurate and transferrable pseudopotentials, and
the implementation of ZORA for the calculation of NMR parameters.92,93
In this approach, the NNN environment for a single cation (Y or Sn) is
systemically varied, by constructing a series of models, each with a different
number and arrangement of Sn and Ti on the six NNN B sites, leading to 13
unique structural models. To generate a series of Y-centred models, the
Y2Sn2O7 unit cell8 was used, with the environment of one Y atom varied, as
shown in Figure 5.10a. The Sn cations on the six NNN B sites surrounding
the selected Y are then systematically substituted for Ti, leading to a set of
structures with different numbers of Sn NNN and arrangements of these.
This approach results in 13 unique structures based on Y2Sn2O7 as shown in
Figure 5.10b, (a series subsequently referred to as Y-centred, Sn-rich models).
This process was repeated using the Y2Ti2O7 unit cell,90 leading to 13 Ycentred Ti-rich models, and a total of 26 structural models.
An equivalent series of Sn-rich and Ti-rich Sn-centred structural models were
generated, again starting from either Y2Sn2O7 or Y2Ti2O7, but now
systematically varying the NNN environment of a selected Sn cation. As Ti
occupies all the B sites in Y2Ti2O7, the first step in constructing the Ti-rich
models, involved an initial substitution of one Ti for Sn, before the NNN
environment of this Sn species was then systematically modified. In the Ycentred clusters the six NNN B sites are arranged in a hexagon around the Y
(i.e., all lie in a similar structural plane), making it straightforward to
represent the NNN arrangements using a two-dimensional projection, as
shown in Figure 5.10b. As the six NNN B sites in the Sn-centred cluster form
a triangular antiprism, with three cations above and three cations below the
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Figure 5.10: (a) Schematic showing the modification of the NNN environment of a single Y
species in Y2Sn2O7 to give a Y-centred cluster within the final unit cell. (b) Two-dimensional
projection of the 13 unique ways of arranging Sn and Ti cations on the NNN B sites
surrounding Y.

central Sn, each in a triangular arrangement (see Figure 5.2b), the Sn-centred
cluster must be orientated to show the six B site cations in the same twodimensional representation as seen for the Y-centred clusters. This involves
aligning the Sn-centred cluster along the three-fold rotation axis. As shown
in Figure 5.11, reorientation causes the six NNN B site cations to appear in a
hexagonal arrangement around the central Sn, allowing the same numbering
system, i.e., 1,2,3-, 1,2,4- or 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3, to be used for both Y-centred and Sncentred cluster models. However, it is important to note that in the twodimensional representation of the 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 arrangement shown in Figure
5.11, the cations on adjacent NNN positions, e.g., position 1 and position 2,
are actually on different faces of the triangular antiprism, with the cations on
positions 3 and 5 on the same face as the cation on position 1. Figure 5.12
shows how the bond angle between two cations on the NNN B sites, joined
through the central atom (Y or Sn) differs depending on whether a Y-centred
or an Sn-centred cluster is being considered.
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Figure 5.11: Schematic showing how an Sn-centred cluster is orientated such that the same
NNN nomenclature for the Y-centred models can be used for the Sn-centred models.

Figure 5.12: The local environment of (a) a Y-centred and (b) a Sn-centred cluster model,
with a two-dimensional representation of the NNN B site arrangement, showing the bond
angles linking cations on positions 1 and 2, and positions 1 and 5 (same as the angle between
positions 1 and 3) to one another in three-dimensions, i.e., through the central atom (note the
central cation (Y or Sn) is not shown). In (b) the three cations on positions 2, 4 and 6 have
been faded to represent them being arranged below the central Sn, whereas the three cations
on positions 1, 3 and 5 are arranged above the central cation.

In summary, by manually modifying the Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 structures, a
series of structural models designed to investigate how the systematic
change in n Sn NNN environment effects the calculated NMR parameters.
These models consist of 13 Y-centred Sn-rich, 13 Y-centred Ti-rich, 13 Sncentred Sn-rich and 13 Sn-centred Ti-rich structures, giving a total of 52
unique models, each of which can be investigated separately.
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All first-principles calculations were performed using CASTEP 8.0, with an
Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix A1 for
convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94 default on-the-fly ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–4 eV / atom and an
elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom used (see Table 3.5 for a
definition of geom_energy_tol and elec_energy_tol, which are also
discussed in detail in Section 5.5.1.4). The CASTEP 8.0 convergence criteria
used were 5 × 10–2 eV / Å, 1 × 10–3 Å and 1 × 10–1 GPa for the maximum
forces, atomic displacement and stress, respectively. All structural models
were geometry optimised to reduce the forces acting upon the atoms, with
the subsequent calculations of NMR parameters carried out using ZORA
correction. As described in Chapter 3, a reference shielding (σref) was used to
convert calculated isotropic shieldings (σiso) to isotropic shifts (δiso). For 89Y a
comparison of σiso and δiso for the two Y sites in Y2O3 gave a σref of 2705.64
ppm. For

119

Sn a comparison of σiso and δiso for the single Sn site in Y2Sn2O7

gave a σref of 2601.93 ppm. However, in order to provide better agreement
with experimental NMR measurements, the calculated 89Y δiso and Ω values
were scaled by comparing the calculated and experimental NMR parameters
for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, i.e., the two compositional end-members of the 26 Ycentred cluster models, as described in Appendix A2. Calculated NMR
parameters were analysed using in-house Python scripts extending the CCPNC MagresPython module.96
The calculated 89Y δiso for all Y cations in each Y-centred cluster models are
plotted as a function of n Sn NNN in Figure 5.13a, with the points coloured
according to model set, i.e., Sn-rich or Ti-rich structural models in Figure
5.13b. Figure 5.13 indicates that the incorporation of Ti, i.e., a decrease in n Sn
NNN, is accompanied by a noticeable (~15 ppm) upfield shift. There is also
little overlap between calculated 89Y δiso for Y with different n Sn NNN, in
agreement with previous first-principles calculations73 and supporting the
initial assignment of the 89Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.71 While there
is a generally clear, systematic change in calculated 89Y δiso with decreasing n,
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Figure 5.13: Plot of (a) calculated

Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for the 26 Y-centred

89

cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, and (b) with the data points coloured by the model type.

Figure 5.14: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for the 26 Y-centred cluster
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the type of NNN environment indicated. For n Sn NNN = 4, 3
and 2, data points for the different arrangements have been vertically offset to facilitate
comparison.

Figure 5.13 shows several outlying points, for Y with Sn3Ti3 or Sn2Ti4 NNN
environments. Figure 5.14 shows calculated 89Y δiso plotted as a function of n
Sn NNN, with the data points coloured by n and shaped according to the
specific NNN arrangements (see Figure 5.10b), with the outlying points
corresponding to Y with either a 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 or a 4,6-Sn2Ti4 arrangement.
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Figure 5.15: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean
Y–O48f bond length and (c) deviation of theO8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for the 26 Ycentred cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

Figure 5.15a shows that a systematic decrease in both calculated 89Y δiso and
mean Y–O8a bond length results from the successive substitution of Sn for Ti.
The data points for Y species with unexpectedly high

89

Y δiso have very,

similar mean Y–O8a bond lengths to other Y with the same n Sn NNN
indicating that this is determined primarily by the nature of the species
occupying the six NNN B sites. When the calculated 89Y δiso is plotted against
the corresponding mean Y–O48f bond length, as shown in Figure 5.15b, there
seems to be a general increase in mean bond length with increasing Ti
incorporation. It also appears that the data points in Figure 5.15b can be split
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Figure 5.16: Plot of (a) calculated 89Y Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for 26 Y-centred cluster
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points (b) coloured by model type and (c) shaped
according to NNN cation arrangement. For n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 in (c) the data points for
the different NNN arrangements have been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.

Figure 5.17: Plot of calculated

Y Ω against calculated

89

Y δiso for the 26 Y-centred cluster

89

models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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into two separate series, corresponding to the Sn-rich and Ti-rich structural
models, respectively, with the latter exhibiting the shorter mean Y–O48f bond
lengths irrespective of the n Sn NNN. In addition, Y with unusually high 89Y
δiso have noticeably longer mean Y–O48f bonds compared to Y with the same n
Sn NNN. As shown in Figure 5.15c, the strongest correlation seems to be
between calculated

89

Y δiso and the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle

from 180º, the angle in an ideal pyrochlore structure.
From Figure 5.16a, it is apparent that as seen for 89Y δiso, as the number of Sn
NNN decreases, 89Y Ω increases, with Sn-rich structural models yielding the

Figure 5.18: Plot of calculated 89Y Ω as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for the 26 Ycentred cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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largest values, particularly apparent for the Sn3Ti3 NNN environments, as
shown in Figure 5.16b. Environment with n Sn NNN have a reasonably welldefined predicted range of

89

Y Ω, with this parameter appearing to be a

reasonably sensitive probe of changes in the NNN environment. However, as
shown in Figure 5.16c, calculated 89Y Ω for different arrangements of cations
for a particular value of n, i.e., 1,2-Sn4Ti2, 1,3-Sn4Ti2 and 1,4-Sn4Ti2, are too
similar to allow them to be separated using this NMR parameter alone. As
shown in Figure 5.17, when both the calculated 89Y δiso and Ω are considered
simultaneously, it can be seen that each environment with n Sn NNN
generally has a reasonably well-defined range for both NMR parameters,
although several Y have noticeably high

89

Y δiso, despite

89

Y Ω being well

within the expected range for that particular n Sn NNN environment.
The relationship between calculated 89Y Ω and local geometrical parameters
for the 26 Y-centred cluster models have also been investigated, as shown in
Figure 5.18, with Figure 5.18a highlighting a very strong correlation between
mean Y–O8a bond length and 89Y Ω. Figure 5.18b shows that irrespective of n
Sn NNN, Y in Sn-rich models have longer mean Y–O48f bond lengths,
resulting in an increase in 89Y Ω. In contrast to 89Y δiso, Figure 5.18c indicates
that there is no strong correlation between the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle
deviation from 180º and 89Y Ω, with even significant angle variations of up to
~10º having little effect on Ω. This suggests that the magnitude of 89Y Ω is
dominated by n, with the deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angle having little
effect on this NMR parameter. Something evident in all three of the plots in
Figure 5.18 is that as n decreases, the overlap in

89

Y Ω for neighbouring

environments increases, with the largest range of 89Y Ω seen for the Sn2Ti4,
SnTi5 and Ti6 environments.
How the predicted

119

Sn NMR parameters for the 26 Sn-centred cluster

models vary with local geometry has also been investigated. When
calculated 119Sn δiso is plotted as a function of n Sn NNN (see Figure 5.19), it is
apparent that as NNN Ti content increases, the range of
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119

Sn δiso for Sn with

Figure 5.19: Plot of (a) calculated

Sn δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for the 26 Sn-centred

119

cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points (b) coloured by model type and (c)
shaped by NNN arrangement. For n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 in (c) the data points for the
different arrangements have been offset slightly, to facilitate comparison.

different n begin to converge, with significant overlap seen for all but the n =
6 (Sn6) environment. This significant overlap in

119

Sn δiso for species with

different n Sn NNN is generally consistent with the appearance of the

119

Sn

MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, shown in Figure 5.8, which are dominated
by a maximum of three, very broad resonances. This perhaps indicates that
in comparison to 89Y δiso, the

119

Sn δiso is relatively more strongly affected by

the unit cell contraction caused by Ti incorporation, i.e., the upfield shift
associated with the incorporation of subsequent Ti is roughly balanced by
the downfield shift caused by the unit cell contraction. When, as shown in
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Figure 5.19c, the data points are separated according to specific NNN
arrangements, it is apparent that, in general, ranges of

119

Sn δiso for

environments that have the same n but different cation arrangements, i.e.,
1,2-Sn4Ti2, 1,3-Sn4Ti2 and 1,4-Sn4Ti2, overlap significantly. The only
exception to this seems to be is the 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 arrangement, where the three
NNN Sn cations occupy the same face of the Sn-centred antiprism, with the
three Ti occupying the opposite face (see Figure 5.11), leading to an increase
in

119

Sn δiso, over that seen for 1,2,3- or 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 environments. It should,

however, be noted that there are a relatively small number of structural
models considered for some environment types, which may pose a particular
problem when defining a typical range for a parameter. The extensive
overlap in calculated

119

Sn δiso for Sn-centred structural models indicates that

it will not be possible to unambiguously assign resonances in the

119

Sn MAS

NMR spectra for many Y2SnxTi2–xO7 compositions.
The relationship between calculated

Figure 5.20: Plot of calculated

119

Sn δiso and the mean Sn–O48f bond

Sn δiso as a function of mean Sn–O48f bond length for the 26

119

Sn-centred cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by (a) model type
and (b) n Sn NNN.
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Figure 5.21: Plot of calculated 119Sn Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for the 26 Sn-centred cluster
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with (b) the data points coloured by model type.

Figure 5.22: Plot of calculated 119Sn Ω against calculated 119Sn δiso for the 26 Sn-centred cluster
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

length has also been considered, with Figure 5.20a showing that the mean
Sn–O48f bond length is significantly different in the Sn-rich and Ti-rich
structural models, with the latter having much shorter bond lengths. Figure
5.20b indicates that within each model type, the mean Sn–O48f bond lengths
are very similar for all environments with the same n Sn NNN. Figure 5.21
shows that there is an increase in
for

89

119

Sn Ω with decreasing n, but that (unlike

Y, as shown in Figure 5.16), the range of Ω values predicted also

increases, and there is significant overlap between ranges observed for
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environments with different values of n. Indeed, there appears to be more
overlap in 119Sn Ω than in 119Sn δiso, as shown in Figure 5.19, meaning that this
anisotropic NMR parameter is less sensitive to small variations in local
geometry than the isotropic component of the shielding tensor. As shown in
Figure 5.22, considering the combination of calculated

119

Sn δiso and Ω values

is not sufficient to separate Sn species according to specific n Sn NNN
environments, supporting the assumption that the broad resonances seen in
many of the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Figure 5.8) result

from overlap between peaks from Sn species with different NNN B-site
environments.
The Y- and Sn-centred cluster models provide good insight into the
relationship between predicted NMR parameters and changes in local
geometry, helping to explain many of the observations made from the 89Y
and

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7. For example, the calculated 89Y

δiso for the Y-centred structural models show a systematic decrease in shift
with increasing Ti content on the NNN B site. This confirms that the
additional resonances upfield of the peak seen in the

89

Y MAS NMR

spectrum of Y2Sn2O7, which appear when Ti is introduced, can be attributed
to Y with different n Sn NNNs, generally supporting the initial assignment of
the 89Y MAS NMR spectra for Y2SnxTi2–xO7.71 It was also shown that the small
number of Y species that seemed to have anomalously high δiso, have
noticeably longer mean Y–O48f bond lengths and a much more distorted O8a–
Y–O8a bond angle than other Y with the same n Sn NNN. The decrease in n
Sn NNN also results in a systematic increase in calculated 89Y Ω, a parameter
that also showed a strong correlation with mean Y–O8a bond length, as
reported in previous studies of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores.74
The calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters for the Sn-centred cluster models also

provide information relating to the structure of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores,
with the significant overlap in calculated
the appearance of the

119

119

Sn δiso and Ω helping to explain

Sn MAS NMR spectra of these materials (see Figure

5.8). First-principles calculations indicate that the broad resonances in the
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119

Sn NMR spectra result from Sn species with different n Sn NNN having

very similar

119

Sn NMR parameters, causing them to overlap significantly

and ultimately making it impossible to unambiguously assign the signals
seen experimentally for the majority of the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of

Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
Although the cluster models generally provide valuable insight into the
NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores, they are a very simplistic
representation of the disorder in these systems. Indeed, localising structural
changes around only one atom (Y or Sn), with the longer-range structure still
resembling either Y2Sn2O7 or Y2Ti2O7 may introduce undesirable, and
possibly unrealistic structural constraints, that could negatively impact the
accuracy and reliability of the predicted NMR parameters. The structural
constraints imposed by the cluster models could be responsible for the large
deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angles away from 180º, seen for several Y
species in the Y-centred models, and in turn the extreme, downfield 89Y δiso
that result. These observations raise the question of whether more realistic
structural models are required, and if so, could they provide insight into the
relationship between local geometry and predicted NMR parameters that
could be used to guide a more detailed assignment of the NMR spectra of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

5.5.4 Models with randomised B-site cations
In an attempt to generate structural models that more closely resemble
the disordered Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores, with B-site cation disorder is not
limited to the six NNN sites surrounding a single Y or Sn, an in-house
Fortran90 script was written to randomise Sn and Ti cations over the 16 B
sites in a single pyrochlore unit cell. As with the cluster models described
above, this approach involved starting from an initial ideal and ordered
pyrochlore structure, namely Y2Sn2O78 or Y2Ti2O7.90 Five individual Y2SnxTi2–
x

O7 compositions, x = 1.5, 1.25, 1, 0.75 and 0.5, were chosen, with Y2Sn2O7

used as the input structure for x = 1.5 and 1.25 models and Y2Ti2O7 used for
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Table 5.2: Summary of the randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, generated using an
in-house script.
x Y2SnxTi2–xO7

Number of

Number of

Input

Sn

Ti

structure

a/Å

Number of
structures
generated

1.5

12

4

Y2Sn2O7

10.3725

20

1.25

10

6

Y2Sn2O7

10.3725

20

1.0

8

8

Y2Ti2O7

10.1385

20

0.75

6

10

Y2Ti2O7

10.0949

20

0.5

4

12

Y2Ti2O7

10.0949

20

the remaining compositions (x = 1, 0.75 and 0.5). A total of twenty structures
were generated for each composition, with Sn and Ti randomly assigned to B
sites. For example, for the x = 1.5 structural models, using the fractional
atomic coordinates and unit cell lengths for Y2Sn2O7, the script randomly
positioned 12 Sn and 4 Ti on the 16 B sites. This was repeated twenty times,
giving structures with the same composition but different B-site cation
arrangements. For the x = 1 structures, the original Y2Ti2O7 unit cell length, a,
was increased from 10.0949 Å to 10.1385 Å, in an attempt to account for eight
Ti being substituted for eight larger, Sn cations, in an attempt to increase the
efficiency of the geometry optimisation. A summary of the randomised
models, including the initial unit cell used to generate the structures and the
specific B-site compositions investigated, is given in Table 5.2.
All first-principles calculations were performed using CASTEP 8.0, with an
Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix A1 for
convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94 default on-the-fly ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–4 eV / atom and an
elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom used. The CASTEP 8.0
convergence criteria used were 5 × 10–2 eV / Å, 1 × 10–3 Å and 1 × 10–1 GPa
for the maximum forces, atomic displacement and stress, respectively. All
structural models were geometry optimised to reduce the forces acting on
the atoms, with the subsequent calculation of the NMR parameter carried out
with ZORA correction applied. The reference shielding values discussed in
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Section 5.5.3 were used to convert calculated 89Y and

119

Sn σiso to δiso, and the

same scaling approach was applied to calculated 89Y δiso and Ω (see Appendix
A2). A comparison of the calculated chemical shielding and experimental
chemical shift values for the two O sites in both Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were
used to convert calculated

17

O σiso to δiso. See Appendix A3 for a full

description of this process. In this section only the magnitude of the 17O CQ
value is considered.
The changes in calculated 89Y δiso and Ω that accompany a decrease in the
number n of Sn NNN are in good agreement with those seen for the Ycentred cluster models (see Figures 5.13 and 5.16), with this decrease
resulting in an upfield shift of 89Y δiso and an increase in 89Y Ω, as shown in
Figure 5.23. From Figure 5.23a it is clear that when n Sn NNN < 4, the range
of calculated

89

Y δiso for Y species with the same n Sn NNN is very large,

extending into regions of chemical shift more typical of neighbouring, more
Sn rich NNN environments. The presence of a number of Y species with
more extreme downfield

89

Y δiso moved downfield suggests that the few

seemingly outlying points present in the corresponding plots for the Ycentred cluster models are far from rare in the 100 randomised B-site cation
structural models. Importantly, the significant overlap in 89Y δiso for Y species
with different n Sn NNN environments shown in Figure 5.23a could suggest
that the relative intensities of individual resonances in the

89

Y MAS NMR

spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Figure 5.7) do not give an accurate representation
of the true ratio of different n Sn NNN environments present in the real
materials,, i.e., intensity from multiple Y environment could be contributing
to a single resonance. In contrast to the large range in 89Y δiso for Y cations
with Ti-rich NNN environments, Figure 5.23b shows that there is a steady
increase in calculated

89

Y Ω with the systematic substitution of Sn for Ti.

These observations are in good agreement with the calculated 89Y Ω for the
Y-centred cluster models shown in Figure 5.16.
As illustrated in Figure 5.24, when both calculated 89Y Ω and δiso parameters
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are considered simultaneously, it is quite clear that while there is a range of
89

Y δiso for environments where n Sn NNN < 4, the 89Y Ω remains reasonably

similar for environments with n Sn NNN, even if

89

Y δiso is at the more

extreme end of the range observed. One possible explanation for this increase
in the range of

89

Y δiso seen for Y environments with a low number of Sn

NNN could be the significant size difference between Sn and Ti. Ti may be
less able to satisfactorily occupy the B site compared to the larger Sn cation,

Figure 5.23: Plot of calculated 89Y (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for the 100
randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

Figure 5.24: Plot of calculated

Y Ω against calculated

89

Y δiso for the 100 randomised

89

structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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Figure 5.25: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean
Y–O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for the 100
randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

with the former possibly unable to provide the same level of bonding
stability to the surrounding atoms, allowing for more structural flexibility,
ultimately leading to a larger variation in 89Y δiso for Ti-rich environments.
For the randomised models, the relationship between calculated 89Y δiso and
mean Y–O bond lengths is very similar to those seen for the 26 Y-centred
cluster models (see Figure 5.15). Figure 5.25a shows that decreasing n Sn
NNN results in a decrease in the mean Y–O8a bond length. However, for Y
with the same n, this mean bond length is very similar, demonstrating that
there is little correlation between 89Y δiso and mean Y–O8a bond length.
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The Y species with more extreme calculated 89Y δiso relative to other Y species
with the same n Sn NNN do however, seem to have a slightly longer mean
Y–O48f bond length, as shown in Figure 5.25b. It can also be seen that longer
mean Y–O48f bond lengths are observed for Y with lower n Sn NNN, i.e., as
the number of NNN B sites occupied by Sn decreases, this mean bond length
increases. This is likely due to the presence of shorter Ti–O48f bonds relative
to Sn–O48f bonds, caused by the smaller ionic radii of Ti4+ which forces the
corresponding Y–O48f bonds to elongates as n Sn NNN decreases.
Although the small number of data points corresponding to Y with much
higher than expected 89Y δiso (the small number of outlying points) in the Ycentred cluster models made it difficult to confidently identify a strong
correlation between δiso and the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from
180º (see Figure 5.15c), using the larger dataset resulting from the 1,600 Y
species in the 100 randomised models, Figure 5.25c shows that these two
parameters are strongly correlated. From Figure 5.25, Y with outlying 89Y δiso
clearly have the most distorted local geometries, with Y in environments
where n < 4 showing the largest ranges of 89Y δiso, and biggest variation in
local geometry. This indicates that as n Sn NNN decreases, the level of
structural flexibility around Y increases, allowing the mean Y–O48f bond
lengths and O8a–Y–O8a bond angles to vary most significantly for Y with Tirich NNN environments.
The correlations seen between calculated 89Y Ω and structural parameters for
the 100 randomised models look very similar to those seen for the 26 Ycentred cluster models (see Section 5.5.3), with Figure 5.26a showing a very
strong correlation between
calculated

89

89

Y Ω and mean Y–O8a bond length. Both the

Y Ω and the mean Y–O48f bond length increase as n Sn NNN

decreases, with the 89Y Ω for Y with the same n appearing relatively similar,
although as n decreases, the range of

89

Y Ω observed, increases, likely

reflecting the increase in structural flexibility that accompanies increased Ti
substitution. Figure 5.26c suggests that there is no correlation between the
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deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angle 180º and calculated 89Y Ω, with all Y with
the same n exhibiting similar 89Y Ω, irrespective of the degree of O8a–Y–O8a
bond angle distortion.
In general, the calculated

89

Y NMR parameters for the 100 randomised

models agree with those produced from the 26 Y-centred localised cluster
models, as well as the results of previous studies.73,74,89 The

89

Y δiso value

shows a strong correlation with the degree of O8a–Y–O8a angle deviation from

Figure 5.26: Plot of calculated 89Y Ω as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for the 100
randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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Figure 5.27: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for the 100

119

randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7. (c) Plot of calculated 119Sn Ω against calculated
Sn δiso for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured

119

by n Sn NNN.

180º, whereas the magnitude of Ω seems most strongly correlated with mean
Y–O8a bond length. The increase in dataset size associated with investigating
100 Y2SnxTi2–xO7 models also allows trends between calculated NMR and
structural parameters to be more clearly identified.
As shown in Figure 5.27a, calculated 119Sn δiso for all Sn in the 100 randomised
models show a similar trend with decreasing n Sn NNN to that observed for
the Sn-centred cluster models. Although a small decrease in the average δiso

187

is observed as n decreases, this change is much smaller than the range of δiso
seen, and becomes smaller still with increasing Ti content. This results in a
significant overlap of the range of δiso observed for different n as this value
decreases. Very similar ranges of δiso are seen for Sn4Ti2, Sn3Ti3, Sn2Ti4,
SnTi5 and Ti6. Figure 5.27b shows that the calculated 119Sn Ω is not structural
particularly sensitive to any B-site cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7, as the
average value and range of Ω observed is very similar regardless of the
specific NNN environment. As shown in Figure 5.27c, given the significant
overlap in both

119

Sn δiso and Ω values, considering both parameters

simultaneously does not enable Sn with different n Sn NNN to be resolved,
as the

119

Sn NMR parameters are too poorly correlated with the number of

Sn/Ti occupying the six NNN B sites.
The 119Sn δiso appears to be reasonably correlated with the mean Sn–O48f bond
length, with a longer bond seeming to result in a small decrease in shift, as
shown in Figure 5.28, although significant overlap of the ranges seen means
that this structural parameter is not indicative of a specific n Sn NNN. The
degree of overlap in

119

Sn δiso for Sn with different n Sn NNN means that

these first-principles calculations are of little help in assigning the 119Sn MAS
NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
The calculated

17

O NMR parameters for the 56,000 O atoms in the 100

randomised structural models were also investigated, with the hope that
they can provide insights into the 17O MAS NMR spectra of the disordered
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 materials. As shown in Figure 5.29, the calculated 17O δiso and CQ
values for the four different O environments are all fairly distinct, with the
more covalent character of the O–Sn bonds leading to O in the OY2Sn2
environment exhibiting the lowest 17O δiso and the highest 17O CQ. Conversely,
the highly symmetrical (and more ionic) OY4 environment is characterised
by extremely low 17O CQ values. A reasonably small range of 17O δiso is seen
for the OY4 and OY2Sn2 environments, with noticeably larger ranges seen
for the Ti-containing (OY2SnTi and OY2Ti2) environments, again, indicative
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Figure 5.28: Plot of calculated 119Sn δiso as a function of mean Sn–O48f bond length for the 100
randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

Figure 5.29: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ as a function of O environment for the
100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7. (c) Plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso
for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by the
type of O environment.
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of Ti being insufficiently large to fully stabilise the six-coordinate B site.
Considering the range of mean O–cation bond distance (where cation = Y, Sn
or Ti) shown in Figure 5.30a, highlights how much more structural flexibility
appears to be possible when one or more of the four cations surrounding O
are Ti, with far less variation in the mean bond length seen for the OY4 and
OY2Sn2 environments. A similar trend is seen in Figure 5.30b, where the
variation in distortion index for the four O environments is plotted against
17

O δiso. The distortion index is a measure of the O local geometry distortion

relative to an idealised tetrahedron (where all six M–O–M bonds are equal to
109.47º), and is given by the average of the differences of this ideal angle
with the six actual M–O–M angles present. In both Figure 5.30a and Figure
5.30b there is also a clear trend between the structural parameter and
calculated 17O δiso, for the OY2SnTi and OY2Ti2 environments. When the data
points are coloured according to the composition of the overall models, i.e.,
coloured according to x in Y2SnxTi2–xO7, as shown by the corresponding plots
in Figure 5.31, it can be seen that a decrease in x, and therefore unit cell size,
is associated with data points shifted more upfield, matching the trend seen
in the

17

O MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 in Figure 5.9. As shown in

Figures 5.32 and 5.33, very similar trends are observed when these two
structural parameters are plotted against 17O CQ and when the data points are
again coloured according to x composition.
The structural models used in this section to model B-site cation disorder in
Y2SnxTi2–xO7

pyrochlores,

should

correspond

to

a

more

accurate

representation of these disordered materials as, unlike the cluster models,
here the B-site cation disorder is not limited to the six NNN sites
surrounding a central Y or Sn cation. These first-principles calculations have
undoubtedly helped to understand how predicted NMR parameters depend
on local structure, relationships that may help assign of the NMR spectra of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 materials.
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Figure 5.30: Plot of calculated 17O δiso as a function of mean O–cation bond length and (b)
distortion index for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points
coloured by O environment.

Figure 5.31: Plot of calculated 17O δiso as a function of mean O–cation bond length and (b)
distortion index for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points
shaped according to the type of O environment and coloured by x.
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Figure 5.32: Plot of calculated 17O CQ as a function of mean O–cation bond length and (b)
distortion index for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points
coloured by O environment.

Figure 5.33: Plot of calculated 17O CQ as a function of mean O–cation bond length and (b)
distortion index for the 100 randomised structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points
shaped according to the type of O environment and coloured by x.
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5.5.4.1 Repeatability of geometry optimisation calculations
During the investigation of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 models with randomised
B-site cation disorder described above, and given the significant structural
variation seen for some types of local environments, the repeatability of
geometry optimisation calculations was also considered. In order to probe
the repeatability of a geometry optimisation calculation, a single Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7
pyrochlore structure (i.e., a unit cell containing 12 Sn and 4 Ti on the B sites),
was generated using the same in-house Fortran90 script used to generate the
series of structural models discussed in Section 5.5.4. This initial structure
was optimised from the same starting point a number of times while the
effect of varying the value of different optimisation parameters (namely
geom_energy_tol and elec_energy_tol were considered. The first of these
parameters controls the acceptable tolerance for the convergence of the free
energy per atom during a geometry optimisation, and the latter controls the
accepted tolerance for convergence of the total energy during the
minimisation of the energy (carried out within each step of the geometry
optimisation). Two series of geometry optimisations were carried out,
allowing the effect of varying geom_energy_tol and elec_energy_tol to
be investigated independently. The value of these two parameters was
systematically decreased (or “tightened”) in order to see if this had a
significant effect on the overall accuracy and repeatability of a CASTEP 8.0
geometry optimisation. In each case, the initial Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7 structural model
was geometry optimised twice, with the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)
between the two structures (both geometry optimised using the exact same
input calculation parameters) providing an indication of the level of
repeatability

when

specified

values

of

geom_energy_tol

or

elec_energy_tol value were used. A summary of the RMSD results from
this repeatability testing is given in Table 5.3, with the data also represented
in bar chart form in Figure 5.34. In Table 5.3, a small RMSD value indicates
that following the geometry optimisation, the two structural models under
consideration bear a closer resemblance to each other compared to if a larger
RMSD value was observed. The results shown in Table 5.3 indicate that as
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Table 5.3: Summary of the testing of the repeatability of geometry optimisation, with all
calculations performed using CASTEP 8.0. For every value of geom_energy_tol or
elec_energy_tol, the same initial Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7 structure was geometry optimised twice
(using the same parameters), with the RMSD representing the structural difference between
the two models. When geom_energy_tol was varied elec_energy_tol was fixed at 1 × 10–
5

eV / atom, whilst geom_energy_tol was fixed at 1 × 10–4 eV / atom when

elec_energy_tol was varied.
Geom_energy_tol /

RMSD / Å

Elec_energy_tol /

eV / atom

RMSD / Å

eV / atom

1 × 10–4

1.50 × 10–2

1 × 10–5

9.19 × 10–3

1 × 10–5

2.32 × 10–3

1 × 10–6

3.06 × 10–3

1 × 10–6

1.99 × 10–2

1 × 10–7

7.27 × 10–5

1 × 10–7

7.72 × 10–2

1 × 10–8

5.03 × 10–5

1 × 10–9

1.07 × 10–5

Figure 5.34: Bar chart showing the RMSD for two geometry optimisations of an initial
Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7 structural model of Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7, optimised using the same input parameters,
plotted as a function of (a) geom_energy_tol and (b) elec_energy_tol.

the magnitude of the elec_energy_tol is reduced, the RMSD steadily
decreases, indicating that the repeatability of a geometry optimisation
calculation is dependent on the accuracy of this parameter. In contrast, the
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RMSD fluctuates as geom_energy_tol is tightened, suggesting that the
relationship between this parameter and the overall accuracy and
repeatability of a geometry optimisation calculation is less straightforward.
To further test the importance of the elec_energy_tol parameter on the
repeatability of a geometry optimisation, in two separate sets of calculations
an initial (randomly generated) Y2SnTiO7 (x = 1) structural model was
geometry optimised twenty times. In the first set of twenty optimisations, the
CASTEP default elec_energy_tol value, 1 × 10–5 eV / atom, was used, with
a tighter value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom used for the second set of twenty
optimisations. The same initial Y2SnTiO7 structural model was used for all
forty calculations, with the only difference between the two sets of
calculations being the value of the elec_energy_tol used. The calculated
89

Y δiso were converted from σiso using the same reference shielding approach

described and discussed in Appendix A2). As shown in Figure 5.35, the
calculated

89

Y δiso corresponding to the set of twenty structures geometry

Figure 5.35: Plot of calculated

Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for a set of 20 identical

89

structural models of Y2SnTiO7 geometry optimised using an elec_energy_tol values of (a)
1 × 10–5 eV / atom and (b) 1 × 10–9 eV / atom.
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optimised with the default elec_energy_tol (Figure 5.35a) show a larger
range than seen for the set geometry optimised using the tighter (i.e., lower)
elec_energy_tol (Figure 5.35b), indicating that the latter set have
geometries that are more converged, leading to practically identical 89Y δiso.
These results indicate that (at least for this disordered pyrochlore), using a
lower value of elec_energy_tol for the geometry optimisation calculations
is vital in obtaining more consistent optimised structures and accurate
calculated

89

Y δiso. As a result, all subsequent geometry optimisation

calculations discussed in the remainder of this chapter, and in Chapter 6,
were performed (using CASTEP 8.0 or 16.11), using geom_energy_tol and
elec_energy_tol values of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom and 1 × 10–9 eV / atom,
respectively, whereas all calculations discussed previously were performed
using geom_energy_tol and elec_energy_tol values of 1 × 10–4 eV / atom
and 1 × 10–5 eV / atom, respectively.

5.5.5 SOD-generated structural models
The local structure and cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores has
also been investigated through a collaboration with Ricardo Grau-Crespo at
the University of Reading. The SOD program88 (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1)
was used to generate all symmetry inequivalent structural models for a
series of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 compositions. A summary of the number of structural
models generated is given in Table 5.4. An initial pyrochlore structure with

Fd3m space group was used to generate all SOD structures, with the only
variation being the number of Sn and Ti present in the unit cell. In contrast to
the cluster and randomised models discussed previously, the SOD approach
is far more sophisticated, using isometric transformations to identify
symmetry equivalent cation arrangements and produce a complete series of
symmetry

unique

structural

models,

accompanied

by

individual

configurational degeneracies. For the 279 symmetry unique SOD-generated
Y2SnxTi2–xO7

structural

models

the

corresponding

solid-state

NMR

parameters were calculated and used to gain insight into, and aid more
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Table 5.4: The total number of B site configurations (W) and the number of symmetry
inequivalent configurations (M) for Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structures generated using SOD.
Structural

x

formula

B site

W

M

composition

Y2Sn2O7

2.0

Sn16

1

1

Y2Sn1.75Ti0.25O7

1.75

Sn14Ti2

120

3

Y2Sn1.5Ti0.5O7

1.5

Sn12Ti4

1820

22

Y2Sn1.25Ti0.75O7

1.25

Sn10Ti6

8008

65

Y2SnTiO7

1.0

Sn8Ti8

12870

97

Y2Sn0.75Ti1.25O7

0.75

Sn6Ti10

8008

65

Y2Sn0.5Ti1.5O7

0.5

Sn4Ti12

1820

22

Y2Sn0.25Ti1.75O7

0.25

Sn2Ti14

120

3

Y2Ti2O7

0.0

Ti16

1

1

32768

279

Total

detailed assignment of the 89Y,

119

Sn and 17O MAS NMR spectra (see Figures

5.7-5.9).

5.5.5.1 SOD-generated structural models: series 1
The 279 Y2SnxTi2–xO7 SOD-generated structures were initially geometry
optimised (by Dr Grau-Crespo), using VASP 5.97–100 The geometry
optimisation calculations involved using the PBE+U (U = 3 eV and only
applied for Ti) EXC functional, an Ecut of 520 eV (38 Ry), k-sampling for the
gamma point only (referring to the point at 0, 0, 0 in the Brillouin zone) and
PAW pseudopotentials,101,102 with 11, 4, 4, and 6 valence electrons for Y, Sn, Ti
and O, respectively. This set of structures will be exclusively referred to as
series 1. The NMR parameters for the 279 series 1 structures were performed
using CASTEP 8.0, with an Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see
Appendix A1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94 default onthe-fly ultrasoft pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–4 eV
/ atom and an elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom used, with the
ZORA correction applied. A description of the referencing used for 89Y and
119

Sn (the former using information from both pyrochlore end members and
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Figure 5.36: Plot of relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) as a function of Sn composition, x, for
the 279 series 1 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

the latter from Y2Sn2O7 only) NMR parameters is given in Appendix A4.
The relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) for the mixed B-site cation structural
models in series 1 was determined by using the total energy values
(equivalent to enthalpy, H = U + PV, where internal energy (U) is
approximated to the electronic potential energy and where pressure (P) is a
constant) from the CASTEP 8.0 NMR calculations for the pyrochlore end
members, Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7. This involved first determining the energy of
mixing for each Y2SnxTi2–xO7 composition, by multiplying the total energy of
Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 by x/2 and (2–x)/2 respectively, and summing the
resulting values together, as shown in Equation 5.1

⎛ x⎞
⎛ 2 − x⎞
Emix (x) = ⎜ ⎟ EY2Sn 2O7 + ⎜
E
.
⎝ 2⎠
⎝ 2 ⎟⎠ Y2Ti 2O7

(5.1)

Therefore, when x = 0.5 (Y2Sn0.5Ti1.5O7), Emix is equal to
Emix = (0.25EY2Sn 2O7 ) + (0.75EY2Ti 2O7 ) .

(5.2)

The difference between this energy of mixing and the total energy for any
individual structural model of the same composition gives ΔEmix for that
particular structure. This is a measure of the stability of the mixed B-site
cation pyrochlore structures in comparison to stoichiometrically identical
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proportions of amount of Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7. A negative ΔEmix would
indicate that a structural model is predicted to be more stable than phase
separation. From Figure 5.36 it can be seen that all of the structural models
have a positive ΔEmix, meaning all the mixed-metal structures are predicted to
be less favourable than the formation of two pure phases. Although the
series 1 ΔEmix suggest phase separation is more favourable than the formation
of a solid solution, entropy is not accounted for, meaning these values
represent enthalpies rather than Gibbs free energies. The largest variation in
ΔEmix for any one composition is seen for the 97 x = 1 (Y2SnTiO7) structural
models, with a smaller spread in ΔEmix observed for the 22 x = 0.5, relative to
the same number of x = 1.5 structures. This suggests that the Ti-rich
structural models are more similar in energy to each other compared to the
corresponding Sn-rich models. The ΔEmix for the three x = 0.25 and 1.75
structures also seems to indicate that it is energetically more favourable to
incorporate a small amount of Sn into Y2Ti2O7 than it is to substitute an
equally small amount of Ti into Y2Sn2O7. This observation is likely be a result
of the difference in ionic radii between Sn4+ and Ti4+, with the larger Sn more
suitable to stabilising the six-coordinate pyrochlore B site compared to Ti,
leading to less structural and thus energy variation in the three x = 0.25
models.
As shown in Figure 5.37, the decrease in calculated 89Y δiso and the increase in
Ω that coincide with a reduction in n Sn NNN agree well with the trends
seen for other sets of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structural models (see Sections 5.5.3 and
5.5.4). Figure 5.37a reveals there is a significant number of Y with abnormally
high δiso compared to others with the same NNN environment, as observed
earlier for both the cluster and randomised B-site cation models. In contrast,
Figure 5.37b shows that the increase in calculated 89Y Ω that accompanies the
decrease in n Sn NNN is once again systematic, agreeing well with results
from previous models. Figure 5.37c reinforces this, showing that all Y with a
specific n Sn NNN environment have calculated 89Y Ω values that fall within
a reasonably well-defined range, but that there is much greater variation in
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89

Y δiso, particularly for Y in n Sn NNN = 3, 2 and 1 environments.

As shown in Figure 5.38, the correlations between calculated 89Y Ω and local
structural parameters for the 279 series 1 structures are similar to those
trends seen for the two sets of models previously discussed in Sections 5.5.3
and 5.5.4. Most noticeably, it is clear that there is a strong correlation
between calculated 89Y Ω and mean Y–O8a bond length. Figure 5.38b shows
that a decrease in n Sn NNN results in a slight increase in mean Y–O48f bond
length. As seen in Figure 5.38c, the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle

Figure 5.37: Plot of calculated 89Y (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN and (c) plot of
calculated 89Y δiso as a function of calculated 89Y Ω, for all 279 series 1 structural models of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN in (c).
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Figure 5.38: Plot of calculated 89Y Ω as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series 1
structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

from 180º does not strongly influence the calculated 89Y Ω, with the nature of
the species occupying the closest B sites, most important in determining the
magnitude of this parameter.
As seen for

89

Y Ω, the correlations between calculated

89

Y δiso and local

structural parameters, shown in Figure 5.39, also agree well with the trends
seen for the sets of structural models previously discussed in Sections 5.5.3
and 5.5.4. In contrast to

89

Y Ω, there are a significant number of Y with

outlying, downfield δiso, particularly for n Sn NNN = 3, 2 and 1. As n Sn
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Figure 5.39: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean
Y–O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series
1 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

NNN decreases, the mean Y–O8a and Y–O58f bond lengths shorten and
lengthen, respectively. In addition, from Figure 5.39c it is clear that a strong
correlation between the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º and
89

Y δiso, with extremely high 89Y δiso resulting from species with particularly

large deviations. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.40a, if the data points are
coloured according to the deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle, the strength
of this correlation is more apparent. From Figure 5.40b, it can be seen that the
majority of Y with a Sn2Ti4 (i.e., n Sn NNN = 2) environments that have
unusually large
outlying

89

89

Y δiso have a 3,6-Sn2Ti4 arrangement, whereas the more

Y δiso seen for the Sn3Ti3 (i.e., n Sn NNN = 3) environments
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exclusively correspond to the 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangement. Figure 5.40b
indicates that the most asymmetric way of arranging three Sn and three Ti on
six NNN B sites results in the largest deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angle,
which in turn causes an increase in a 89Y δiso.
As the SOD procedure not only identifies every symmetry inequivalent
atomic arrangement for a fixed pyrochlore composition, but also determines
the configurational degeneracy associated with each structural model it was
concluded that by representing each

89

Y δiso into an individual Gaussian

function, a spectrum based on calculated 89Y δiso for each composition can be
generated. Each individual Gaussian (for each Y species in a particular
model) was weighted by configurational degeneracy of the structural model
in which it is found, before all were summed to produce the final spectrum.
In principle, this allows a direct comparison to the experimental

89

Y MAS

Figure 5.40: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for all 279 series 1 structural
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with (a) the data points coloured by the deviation in theO8a–Y–O8a
bond angle from 180º and (b) the shape of the data points denoting the specific Sn NNN
arrangement. Where n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 in (b) the data points for the different
arrangements have been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.
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Figure 5.41: Calculated 89Y δiso Gaussian spectrum of series 1 Y2SnTiO7, with the lineshapes
coloured according to the Gaussian line broadening (LB).

NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Figure 5.7) to be made, potentially enabling
insight into the local structure and B-site cation ordering in the real materials
to be obtained. As shown in Figure 5.41, spectra for the Y2SnTiO7, x = 1.0
composition were generated using four possible Gaussian line broadening
(LB) values, with LB =1.0 ppm giving best overall agreement with the
experimental spectrum.
Using a LB of 1.0 ppm, calculated 89Y δiso spectra were generated for all nine
series 1 Y2SnxTi2–xO7 compositions and are shown in Figure 5.42 along with
the corresponding experimental

89

Y MAS NMR spectra for comparison.

Figure 5.42 shows fairly good agreement between the simulated and
experimental

89

Y MAS NMR spectra, with the former perhaps containing

more well-defined resonances that can be easily assigned to 89Y with different
n Sn NNN environments. For most of the compositions, especially those
closest to x = 1.0, the relative intensities of the resonances in the predicted 89Y
NMR spectra agree well with their experimental equivalents, with the
noticeable exceptions being for x = 1.75 and 0.25, where the intensities of the
resonances assigned to n Sn NNN = 6 and 5 in the former and 1 and 0 in the
latter composition are inverted relative to the corresponding experimental
spectra. For structural models based on a single unit cell, where x = 1.75 and
0.25 only three symmetry unique atomic arrangements are possible. Clearly,
the relative intensities predicted for the (weighted) combination of these
three do not match those seen experimentally, suggesting either (i) that not
all contribute equally to the experimental spectrum of (ii) that disorder on a
greater length scale (i.e., a larger supercell) needs to be considered.
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Figure 5.42: (a) Simulated

89

Y NMR spectra for series 1 structural models and (b)

89

experimental Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the results from (a)
used to assign resonances to 89Y with a particular n Sn NNN environment.

Other than providing a means of directly comparing calculated 89Y δiso values
to the

89

Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, an additional a benefit of
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generating simulated spectra is that more specific information on local
structure and disorder can in principle, be extracted. For the x = 1.0
composition, the simulated 89Y δiso spectrum was decomposed (as shown in
Figure 5.43) to highlight the contributions from the seven n Sn NNN
environments, and secondly, those from the individual NNN cation
arrangements for n Sn NNN = 4, 3, and 2 environments. From Figure 5.43a, it
is more noticeable that the peak attributed to n Sn NNN = 3 is asymmetric,
with a clear shoulder to low δ, which could be interpreted as a less
pronounced version of the clear splitting seen in the experimental 89Y MAS
NMR spectrum of Y2SnTiO7. Figure 5.43b indicates that the vast majority of
intensity contributing to individual peaks in the simulated spectra comes
from Y with the same n Sn NNN, i.e., the bulk of the n Sn NNN = 3 peak
comes from the Y with the Sn3Ti3 environment. This also indicates that the Y
species that have abnormally high 89Y δiso (relative to the majority with the
same n) result in a very small contribution to the intensity of neighbouring,
more Sn-rich (more downfield) resonances resulting from more Sn-rich NNN

Figure 5.43: (a) Simulated

89

Y NMR spectrum resulting from series 1 structural models of

Y2SnTiO7, with the spectrum decomposed according to (b) n Sn NNN and (c) the specific Sn
NNN arrangements for n = 4, 3 and 2.
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Figure 5.44: (a) Vertical and horizontal expansion of the simulated 89Y spectrum of series 1
structural models of Y2SnTiO7, decomposed according to n Sn NNN. (b) Horizontal
expansion of the simulated

89

Y spectrum of series 1 structural models of Y2SnTiO7,

decomposed according to the specific Sn NNN arrangements for the n = 4, 3 and 2.

Figure 5.45: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for series 1

119

structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

environments. For example, although some Y species with a Sn2Ti4 NNN
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environment have very high 89Y δiso, their contribution to the intensity of the
resonances from Y species with Sn3Ti3 and Sn4Ti2 environments is very
small, as shown in the expansion in Figure 5.44a.
The contributions of the nine arrangements with n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 to
the simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 5.43c. This figure shows that Y
with the 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangements have noticeably
different

89

Y δiso, (with the latter arrangement shifted ~5 ppm downfield

relative to the former), with signal from the 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 arrangement
appearing in the centre of the two. From the expansion of Figure 5.43c,
shown in Figure 5.44b, it is clearer that this 89Y δiso difference could explain
why a prominent splitting of the Sn3Ti3 resonance is observed in the
experimental 89Y MAS NMR spectra. Similarly, the 89Y δiso for Y with a 1,4Sn4Ti2 or 3,6-Sn2Ti4 arrangement are shifted downfield relative to the
remaining n Sn NNN = 4 or 2 environments, respectively. However, these
more downfield shifted resonances have low intensity and so in comparison
to the 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangement, do not contribute to the experimental

89

Y

MAS NMR spectra as significant shoulders or peak splittings.
As with the previous two sets of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structural models (see Sections
5.5.3 and 5.5.4), the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters for the series 1

structural models were also investigated, as shown in Figure 5.45. Although
it is possible to see the same general trends in these calculated

119

Sn NMR

parameters with changing n as observed for the cluster and randomised
models, Figure 5.45 shows that there are a large number of data points that
appear to be somewhat anomalous, i.e., appearing at very different values of
δiso and Ω than seen experimentally or in any of the calculations so far,
leading to some doubt over the accuracy of these values, and therefore over
the structural models used (and making it challenging to extract any useful
information). One possible reason for the poor agreement between the
calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters for series 1 and the sets of structures

previously discussed in Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 could be that the use of VASP
(rather than CASTEP) for geometry optimisation has resulted in different
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structural models, or that the accuracy of optimisation could be affected by
the Sn pseudopotential used during the optimisation process. As NMR
parameters are extremely sensitive to local structure, even very small
variations in atomic positions can cause significant changes in calculated
NMR parameters (as shown in Section 5.5.4.1)

5.5.5.2 SOD-generated structural models: series 2
Using the geometry optimised series 1 models as the input structures,
a second geometry optimisation (involving more precise pseudopotentials)
was performed using VASP 5.97–100 The geometry optimisation calculations
involved using the PBE+U (U = 3 eV and only applied for Ti) EXC functional,
an Ecut of 520 eV (38 Ry), k-sampling for the gamma point only and PAW
pseudopotentials,101,102 with 11, 14, 12, and 6 valence electrons for Y, Sn, Ti
and O, respectively. This set of structures will be exclusively referred to as
series 2. CASTEP 8.0 was then used to calculate the NMR parameters for the
279 VASP-optimised Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structures, using an Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point
spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix A1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC
functional,94

default

on-the-fly

ultrasoft

pseudopotentials,95

a

geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–4 eV / atom and an elec_energy_tol
value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom, with the ZORA correction applied. A description
of the referencing used for 89Y and

119

Sn (the former using information from

both series 2 pyrochlore end members and the latter from Y2Sn2O7 only)
NMR parameters is given in Appendix A5.
The relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) for the series 2 structures was
determined as described above for series 1 (see Section 5.5.5.1). Figure 5.46
shows that the ΔEmix for the series 2 models appear very similar to the values
seen for series 1 (see Figure 5.36), with the largest variation seen for the 97 x
= 1.0 models, which span ~0.3 eV. As for series 1, the ΔEmix values suggest
that it is energetically more favourable to substitute a small amount of Sn
into Y2Ti2O7 than it is to incorporate the same amount of Ti into Y2Sn2O7, with
the ΔEmix for the x = 0.25 models slightly lower than those for x = 1.75.
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Figure 5.46: Plot of relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) as a function of Sn composition, x, for
the 279 series 2 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

Figure 5.47: Plot of calculated

Y (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN, and (c)

89

calculated 89Y δiso as a function of calculated 89Y Ω for all 279 series 2 structural models of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN in (c).
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Figure 5.48: Plot of calculated 89Y Ω as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series 2
structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

As shown in Figure 5.47, similar trend in calculated

89

Y δiso and Ω are

observed with changing n Sn NNN, to those seen for series 1, although a
larger number of Y with extremely high 89Y δiso, are present, causing large
shift ranges for all n < 4 environments.
Figures 5.48 and 5.49 show that the trends in calculated 89Y Ω and δiso with
the local structural parameters considered earlier are very similar for series 2
structural models to those seen for series 1 (see Section 5.5.5.1). Particularly
strong correlations are observed between mean Y–O8a bond length and 89Y Ω,
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in addition to correlations between the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle
from 180º and 89Y δiso. In general the series 2 models exhibit a larger range in
the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle deviation than seen for the series 1 structural
models.
When

89

Y δiso is plotted against n Sn NNN and the data points coloured

according to the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle, as shown in Figure
5.50a, it is clear that an increase in this deviation results in an increase in 89Y
δiso, regardless of the n Sn NNN, although this correlation is strongest for Y in

Figure 5.49: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean
Y–O48f bond length and (c) deviation of the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series
2 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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environments where three or more of the surrounding NNN B sites are
occupied by Ti. Figure 5.50b shows that the 89Y δiso for the three different n Sn
NNN = 4 arrangements are all reasonably similar with no particularly
unusual or outlying data points observed, whereas for n Sn NNN = 3 there is
a much clearer distinction between the shifts seen for different arrangements.
It is apparent that the most extreme 89Y δiso are exhibited by Y with a 1,2,4Sn3Ti3 arrangement, while Y with either of the two remaining arrangements,
1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 do not have particularly large values of 89Y δiso,
in any structural models. For the Sn2Ti4 environment there are examples of
extreme

89

Y δiso values for Y with all three of the different Sn2Ti4

arrangements, especially 4,6-Sn2Ti4 and 3,6-Sn2Ti4. This indicate that as n Sn
NNN decreases, the specific NNN arrangement becomes less important in
determining whether an unusually large 89Y δiso is observed, similar to what
was seen for the series 1 models.

Figure 5.50: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for all 279 series 2 structural
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with (a) the data points coloured by the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a
bond angle from 180º and (b) the shape of the data points denoting the specific Sn NNN
arrangement. Where n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 in (b) the data points for the different
arrangements have been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.
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As described above, simulated spectra were generated (using a Gaussian
with LB = 1.0 ppm centred on each

89

Y δiso and weighted by the

configurational degeneracy for each individual structural model) for all

Figure 5.51: (a) Simulated

89

Y NMR spectra for series 2 structural models and (b)

89

experimental Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
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Figure 5.52: Simulated 89Y NMR spectra of (a) series 1 and (b) series 2.

compositions and are shown in Figure 5.51. Good agreement between
simulated and experimental NMR spectra are seen (again with the exception
of the relative resonance intensities in the spectra for x = 1.75 and 0.25, as
observed for the series 1 models).
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A direct comparison of the simulated

89

Y spectra for series 1 and series 2

models shown in Figure 5.52 shows that, in general, the resonances in the
latter series are broader and more overlapped. As the same LB was used this
reflects a larger distribution of shifts (and presumably of local structure) for
each n Sn NNN. Although at first glance the increased resonance overlap
present in series 2 makes the simulated 89Y spectra seem more complicated
and perhaps less “aesthetically pleasing” than those for series 1, these spectra
do agree much better with the experimental

89

Y MAS NMR spectra (see

Figure 5.51), where significant overlap between neighbouring resonances is
observed in many cases.
As discussed earlier for series 1 models, the contributions of different NNN
environments to the simulated spectra in series 2 can also be investigated in
more detail, as shown in Figure 5.53. Figure 5.53b shows that the extent of
overlap in the shifts observed for Y species with different n is much more
significant than seen for the equivalent spectra in series 1 (see Figure 5.43).
For example, some intensity from Y with Sn2Ti4 and Sn3Ti3 NNN
environments contributes to the signals seen for Y with Sn4Ti2 and even
Sn5Ti environments. This observation could have implications for the
accuracy of the integrated intensities determined from experimental 89Y MAS
NMR spectra (or more specifically of the assignment and interpretation of
these). When contributions from the nine Sn NNN arrangements for the n =
4, 3 and 2 environments are included, as shown in Figure 5.53c (expansion
shown in Figure 5.54), it can be seen that there is a clear difference in shift (of
~5 ppm) for 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangements, again resulting in a
small shoulder (less clear than in the simulated spectrum of series 1 models)
on the spectral resonance.
The calculated 119Sn δiso and Ω for the 279 series 2 structural models were also
investigated, with Figure 5.55 showing these parameters plotted as a
function of n Sn NNN. Surprisingly, both plots are similar to those seen for
the series 1 models (see Figure 5.45), with a significant number of unusually
large

119

Sn δiso and significant overlap of the shift ranges seen for Sn species
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Figure 5.53: (a) Simulated

89

Y NMR spectrum resulting from series 2 structural models of

Y2SnTiO7, with the spectrum decomposed according to (b) n Sn NNN and (c) the specific Sn
NNN arrangements for n = 4, 3 and 2 environments.

Figure 5.54: Horizontal expansion of the simulated 89Y NMR spectrum resulting from series
2 structural models of Y2SnTiO7, decomposed according to the specific Sn NNN
arrangements for n = 4, 3 and 2 environments.

with different n Sn NNN. This suggests that even with the more accurate Sn
pseudopotential used during the VASP 5 geometry optimisations of the
series 2 structural models, there is still some variation in the optimised
models leading to inaccurate predicted NMR parameters and poor
agreement with experiment.
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Figure 5.55: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for series 2

119

structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

In summary, the calculated 89Y NMR parameters for the series 2 structural
models are in better agreement with experiment than those for series 1, and
the simulations are able to provide additional insight into the assignment
and interpretation of the experimental NMR spectra. However, surprisingly
poor agreement is obtained for

119

Sn NMR parameters, raising concerns

about the accuracy of the optimised models and suggesting a different
approach may be required.

5.5.5.3 SOD-generated structural models: series 3
In order to investigate the accuracy of the optimised structural models
discussed above, a further set of 279 models were produced. The series 1
structural models, initially geometry optimised, using VASP 5 (see Section
5.5.5.1) were used as the input structures for a second geometry optimisation,
this time using CASTEP 8.0. This set of structures will be referred to as series
3. All geometry optimisations and subsequent NMR parameter calculations
were performed using CASTEP 8.0, with an Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of
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Figure 5.56:: Plot of relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) as a function of Sn composition, x, for
the 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix A1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC
functional,94

default

on-the-fly

ultrasoft

pseudopotentials,95

a

geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom and an elec_energy_tol
value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom (see Section 5.5.4.1) used, with the ZORA
correction applied for both calculations. A description of the referencing of
89

Y,

119

Sn and 17O NMR parameters, which are based on either one (119Sn) or

both (89Y and 17O) pyrochlore end members, Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, is given in
Appendix A6. In this section only the magnitude of the

17

O CQ value is

considered.
As shown in Figure 5.56, the ΔEmix for series 3 are very similar to the
corresponding plots for both series 1 and series 2, with the asymmetric shape
apparent. As for both of the previous series, all 279 SOD-generated
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structures have a positive ΔEmix although as discussed above,
ΔEmix does not account for the effects of entropy for the mixed-metal
materials. Based on the series 3 ΔEmix for the x = 0.25 and 1.75 structural
models, it appears that it is energetically favourable to substitute a small
amount of Sn into Y2Ti2O7, compared to substitute an equal amount of Ti into
Y2Sn2O7, in agreement with the ΔEmix for Series 1 and 2.
Figure 5.57 shows the calculated 89Y δiso, Ω and κ plotted against n Sn NNN,
with Figure 5.57a confirming that as n Sn NNN decreases, there is a general
upfield shift in δiso, with very large ranges in shift seen for n Sn NNN < 4. Of
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the three SOD-generated series discussed in Section 5.5.5, it is clear that the
series 3 models have the largest number of outlying data points with higher
89

Y δiso than perhaps expected given the average values. Indeed, a number of

Y with Sn3TI3, Sn2Ti4, SnTi5 or Ti6 environments exhibit calculated 89Y δiso
more typical of Y surrounded by five or six Sn, i.e., Sn5Ti or Sn6
environments. In contrast, the calculated 89Y Ω exhibits a systematic increase
as the number of Sn occupying the six NNN B sites decreases, in good
agreement with previous results for season 1 and season 2 structural models.
Figure 5.57c indicates that there is a reasonably large variation in

89

Y κ,

regardless of the specific n Sn NNN, as perhaps expected given the local

Figure 5.57: Plot of calculated 89Y (a) δiso, (b) Ω and (c) κ as a function of n Sn NNN for all 279
series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
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Figure 5.58: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso, as a function of (a) Ω and (b) κ, (c) plot of calculated 89Y
Ω as a function of κ for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points
coloured by n Sn NNN.

symmetry associated with the different arrangements of Sn and Ti on the
neighbouring sites. When these three NMR parameters are plotted against
each other, as shown in Figure 5.58, the strong dependence of 89Y Ω on n Sn
NNN, as well the lack of similar dependence for δiso and κ, which both show
large variations for Y with the same n Sn NNN environment are clear.
As shown in Figure 5.59, the Series 3 structural models exhibit the largest
range of structural parameters seen for the three sets, i.e., the most significant
variation in mean bond lengths and deviations in bond angles. Despite this,
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Figure 5.59: Plot of calculated 89Y Ω as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series 3
structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

similar trends between the local structural parameters and calculated 89Y Ω
and those seen for series 1 and 2 models are also observed here, with a
particularly strong correlation with the mean Y–O8a bond length and
calculated

89

Y Ω, as shown in Figure 5.59a. An increase in

89

Y Ω is

accompanied by a general lengthening of the mean Y–O48f bond length, a
trend that can be seen in the entire data set as a whole, as well as for species
with the same n Sn NNN environments. From Figure 5.59c it is clear that
calculated

89

Y Ω is not strongly affected by variations in O8a–Y–O8a bond

angle, as even Y exhibiting deviations of almost 20º still lie within the region
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of Ω common to species with n Sn NNN. Figure 5.60 indicates that calculated
89

Y κ is perhaps as expected, not strongly correlated to mean Y–O8a, Y–O48f

bond lengths, or to the degree of deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle.
The relationships between local structural parameters and calculated 89Y δiso
for Series 3 have also been investigated. From Figure 5.61a it is clear that
although a decrease in n Sn NNN results in a shortening of the mean Y–O8a
bond length, all Y species with the same n are affected in a similar way,
regardless of their 89Y δiso, indicating there is not a strong correlation between

Figure 5.60: Plot of calculated 89Y κ as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean Y–
O48f bond length and (c) deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series 3
structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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Figure 5.61: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–O8a bond length, (b) mean
Y–O48f bond length and (c) deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, for all 279 series
3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

this and mean Y–O8a bond length. Figure 5.61b suggests there is a reasonable
correlation between the mean Y–O48f bond length and

89

Y δiso, with Y that

have abnormally high shifts for a particular n, also exhibiting the longest
mean Y–O48f bond lengths. The strongest correlation however is between the
O8a–Y–O8a bond angle deviation and 89Y δiso as shown in Figure 5.62c, with
the larger shifts associated with Y species that have more distorted bond
angles. The magnitude of these deviations is greatest for the series 3
structural models.
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Figure 5.62: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) the range in Y–O48f bond lengths and
(b) the range in Y–B-site cation interatomic distances for all 279 series 3 structural models of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

The relationships between calculated

89

Y δiso and the range in Y–O48f bond

length and Y–B-site interatomic distances found for the series 3 structural
models were also considered, as shown in Figure 5.62. A strong correlation is
clear for both parameters, with Y species that have larger variations in the Y–
O48f bond lengths and the Y–B-site cation interatomic distances also having
larger

89

Y δiso. This further indicates that Y with unusually large

89

Y δiso

relative to that expected shift for n Sn NNN, have extremely distorted local
environments, including large deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angles and large
ranges in both Y–O48f bond lengths and Y–B-site cation interatomic distances.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.63, there seems to be a direct correlation
between the range of Y–O48f bond lengths and the degree of deviation in
theO8a–Y–O8a bond angle, irrespective of the number of Sn NNN. Figure 5.64
confirms that the range of deviation observed in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle
increases significantly with the number of Ti occupying the six NNN B sites,
most likely, as discussed above, as a result of the small ionic radius of Ti4+.
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Figure 5.63: Plot of the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, as a function of the
range in Y–O48f bond lengths for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data
points coloured by n Sn NNN.

Figure 5.64: Plot of the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from 180º, as a function of n Sn
NNN for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

The effect of the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle upon 89Y δiso is even
more apparent in Figure 5.65a, which also illustrates how the range of bond
angles seen increases with decreasing n (i.e., an increasing number of Ti
NNN). Figure 5.65b confirms (as seen for series 1 and 2 structural models)
that the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle (and the unusual shift that
accompanies this) affects some NNN arrangements more than others. While
the 89Y δiso for all three n = 4 (Sn4Ti2) arrangements are very similar, the same
is not true for the three n = 3 (Sn3Ti3) arrangements.
The 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 arrangements all have very similar 89Y δiso,
whereas Y species with a 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangement are solely responsible for
the highest

89

Y δiso seen for the Sn3Ti3 environment. In contrast, all three

types of Sn2Ti4 arrangements have Y species with extremely high
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89

Y δiso,

Figure 5.65: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for all 279 series 3 structural
models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with (a) the data points coloured by the deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a
bond angle from 180º and (b) the shape of the data points denoting the specific Sn NNN
arrangement. Where n = 4, 3 and 2 in (b) the data points for the different arrangements have
been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.

supporting the previous suggestion that the increasing structural flexibility
associated with larger numbers of smaller Ti cations produces more distorted
local geometries.
Following the same approach used for series 1 and 2, i.e., using a Gaussian
with a LB of 1.0 ppm, simulated spectra based on the calculated 89Y δiso were
generated for all series 3 compositions, with the comparison between these
and the corresponding experimental 89Y MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure
5.66. In general, there is very good agreement between the two sets of
spectra, with even the splitting in the Sn3Ti3 peak in the spectrum of
Y2SnTiO7, now clearly apparent. As shown in Figure 5.67, when the
simulated

89

Y spectra are decomposed according to contributions from

species with different n Sn NNN, significant overlap between neighbouring
resonances is apparent for many compositions, and resulting in better
agreement with the more overlapped experimental spectra. A direct
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Figure 5.66: (a) Simulated

89

Y NMR spectra for series 3 structural models and (b)

89

experimental Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
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Figure 5.67: (a) Simulated 89Y NMR spectra for series 3 structural models with the spectra
decomposed according to n Sn NNN, and (b) experimental 89Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR
spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
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Figure 5.68: Simulated 89Y NMR spectra for (a) series 1, (b) series 2 and (c) series 3 structural
models.

comparison of the three sets of simulated 89Y spectra (i.e., for the three series
of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structural models) is shown in Figure 5.68. This shows that
the degree of overlap of the spectral resonances increases significantly on
moving from series 1 to series 3, reducing the resolution (but resulting in
closer agreement with experiment). Owing to the much smaller overlap
between neighbouring resonances for the series 1 models, many spectra
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appear somewhat artificially idealised, bearing much less resemblance to the
experimental 89Y spectral lineshapes.
The simulated 89Y spectrum of Y2SnTiO7 (x = 1.0), is decomposed according
to n Sn NNN, and the specific B-site cation arrangement for n = 4, 3 and 2, in
Figure 5.69. it can be seen that the signals resulting from Sn2Ti4

Figure 5.69: (a) Simulated 89Y NMR spectrum of series 3 structural models of Y2SnTiO7, with
the spectrum decomposed according to (b) n Sn NNN and (c) the specific NNN
arrangements for the n = 4, 3 and 2 environments.

Figure 5.70: Horizontal expansion of the simulated 89Y NMR spectrum of series 3 structural
models of Y2SnTiO7, with the spectrum decomposed according to the specific NNN
arrangements for the n = 4, 3 and 2 environments.
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environments contribute intensity to several resonances in the spectrum,
each representing Y in more Sn-rich NNN environments, especially with a
noticeable proportion of the overall intensity in the peak at ~115 ppm
(largely resulting from Sn3Ti3 environments) actually supplied by Y with
Sn2Ti4 environments with large 89Y δiso, no doubt resulting from distortions
in their local geometries. In addition, despite significant overlap between the
89

Y δiso of Y with different NNN arrangements, Figure 5.69c indicates that the

signals resulting from Y with a 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 or 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangements, are
still separated by ~5 ppm, with the latter exclusively exhibiting a larger shift
than

the

former.

The

Figure 5.71: Plot of calculated

difference

in

89

Y

δiso,

between

these

two

Y δiso as a function of (a) deviation in the O8a–Y–O8a bond

89

angle from 180º, (b) the range of Y–O48f bond lengths and (c) the range of Y–B-site cation
interatomic distances, for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, for n = 3.
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Figure 5.72: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of (a) mean Y–Sn interatomic distance and
(b) mean Y–Ti interatomic distance, for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, for n
= 3.

Sn3Ti3 arrangements, as well as the significant contribution that many Y
with the 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangement make to the signal at this point is
highlighted in the horizontal expansion of Figure 5.69c, shown in Figure 5.70.
In an attempt to understand the different 89Y δiso exhibited by Y with different
types of n = 3 B-site cation arrangements, the variation in local geometry
surrounding the central Y cation, resulting from the specific way in which
the six NNN B sites are occupied by three Sn and three Ti was investigated.
From Figure 5.71 it is clear that the 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangement often results in
Y with a more distorted local structure, with Figure 5.72 indicating that the
calculated 89Y δiso is strongly dependent on the mean Y–Sn and particularly
the mean Y–Ti interatomic distances. As shown in Figure 5.72, for the 1,2,4Sn3Ti3 arrangement, shorter mean Y–Sn and longer mean Y–Ti interatomic
distances are observed. In contrast for 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3
arrangements, the mean Y–Ti interatomic distance is shorter than the mean
Y–Sn interatomic distance.
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Up to this point, all simulated

89

Y NMR spectra have been generated

assuming all B-site cation arrangements, i.e., all structural models within a
given x Y2SnxTi2–xO7 composition, are equally probable irrespective of any
differences, i.e., equivalent to assuming an infinite temperature. It is possible
to investigate the effects of any energy differences between the different
cation arrangements by weighting the relative populations of each of the 97
individual structural models for Y2SnTiO7 (x = 1.0) using a temperaturerelated parameter. This was achieved by multiplying the intensity of the
Gaussian signals generated for each individual Y species by the partition
function shown in Equation 5.3,

P=

g i e−ΔE/k BT
,
∑ gi e−ΔE/k BT

(5.3)

where P represents the probability that a particular structural model occurs,
gi is the configurational degeneracy associated with the specific structural
model, ΔE is the energy of that model relative to the model with the lowest
energy for that composition, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature. All Gaussians (each representing a single Y) were then
constructed using Equation 5.1, with the intensity of each Gaussian summed
to give the overall simulated 89Y NMR spectrum. This process was repeated
four times, for “nominal” temperatures of 298, 500, 1000 and 2000 K,
respectively. The resulting simulated

89

Y NMR spectra of Y2SnTiO7, along

with the spectrum simulated assuming infinite temperature and the
corresponding experiential spectrum are shown in Figure 5.73. From Figure
5.73 it appears that the simulated 89Y NMR spectrum with the best agreement
with the experimental 89Y MAS NMR spectrum of Y2SnTiO7 was generated
when a finite temperature of 2000 K was used, which also closely resembles
the spectrum simulated using an infinite temperature shown in Figure 5.74b.
When the finite temperature is reduced, reducing the relative proportions of
higher energy structural models, the intensity of the resonance at ~115 ppm
(largely from Sn3Ti3 NNN) decreases noticeably, whereas the intensities of
signals from Sn5Ti and SnTi5 environments increase significantly. This
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suggests that the lowest energy arrangements of B-site cations have
increased tendency for B-site cation clustering.
It is clear that the simulated 89Y NMR spectrum shown in Figure 5.73b gives
the best agreement with the experimental
Y2SnTiO7. This agrees well with previous

89

89

Y MAS NMR spectrum of

Y MAS NMR studies into the

cation ordering in Y2SnxTi2–xO7,71,73 which concluded that the B-site cation
ordering is best described by a random distribution, i.e., that there is no
significant evidence for ordering or clustering. Although Figure 5.73a
indicates that the lowest energy arrangements (at 0 K) for Y2SnTiO7 involve
B-site cation clustering, it should be noted that the experimental synthesis
temperature is much higher. This might suggest that the relative energies of
the different structural models are more similar at higher temperature, or
could indicate that there is quenching of atomic arrangements as the sample
cools. However, it is also possible that the poor agreement between NMR

Figure 5.73: Simulated 89Y NMR spectra for series 3 structural models ofY2SnTiO7, with (a)
the lineshape coloured by the temperature used in Equation 5.3, (b) assuming an infinite
temperature (i.e., all structural models presumed equally occupied) and (c) experimental 89Y
(14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectrum of Y2SnTiO7.
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spectra simulated using a finite temperature arises due to the accuracy with
which the DFT energies can be currently determined. In addition, the
weightings considered here reflect differences in calculated enthalpy (and
the additional contribution of configurational entropy) rather than
differences in free energy.
In summary, DFT calculations of the

89

Y NMR parameters for series 3

structural models have provided insight into the changes in local geometry
and the nature of B-site cation ordering in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores. The 89Y
δiso provides a sensitive probe of the local geometry, including the variation
in Y–O48f bond lengths, Y–B-site cation interatomic distances and deviation in
the O8a–Y–O8a bond angle. The simulated 89Y NMR spectra for the series 3
models showed better agreement with the experimental

89

Y MAS NMR

spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, than the corresponding spectra for series 1 or series 2.
In particular, the splitting in the signal largely arising from Sn3Ti3
environments (most prominent for the x = 1.0 composition) is well
reproduced and results from the difference in shift for different
arrangements of the three Sn and three Ti cation on the neighbouring B sites.
After investigating the use of a finite temperature parameter on the
simulated spectra of Y2SnTiO7, it was seen that best agreement with
experiment was obtained when all 97 B-site cation arrangements are equally
weighted, i.e., assuming an infinite temperature, suggesting that the B site
cations are effectively randomly distributed in the real material.
The calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters, for all 278 (i.e., all excluding Y2Ti2O7)

Sn-containing series 3 structural models were investigated. Figure 5.74
shows the

119

Sn δiso, Ω and κ plotted as functions of n Sn NNN. A similar

trend with decreasing n is seen for

119

Sn δiso as was observed for the cluster

models (see Season 5.5.3), with the predicted shifts in good agreement with
the spectra seen experimentally (Figure 5.8), where broad and overlapped
resonances are observed. The predicted shifts are different to those for the
season 1 and 2 structural models, with much narrower ranges in δiso found
for species with the same value of n, suggesting the geometry optimisation
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Figure 5.74: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso, (b) Ω and (c) κ as a function of n Sn NNN for

119

series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

Figure 5.75: Plot of calculated

Sn δiso as a function of n Sn NNN for series 3 structural

119

models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, separated by Sn NNN arrangement. For n = 4, 3 and 2, the data
points for the different arrangements have been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.
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using CASTEP has produced more accurate models. Very similar values of Ω
and κ are observed for all Sn species, irrespective of n.
Even though there is significant overlap in the range of

119

Sn δiso observed

especially as n decreases, as shown in Figure 5.75, the potential effects that
specific NNN arrangements could have on the 119Sn δiso were also considered.
Despite most Sn with 1,3,5-Sn3Ti3 arrangements having slightly higher

119

Sn

δiso than those for the other two types of Sn3Ti3 environments, Figure 5.75
indicates that regardless of the specific NNN B-site cation arrangement, the
range of δiso for Sn with the same n is very similar, and this parameter cannot
be used to provide clear distinction between these.
From Figure 5.76 it can be seen that 119Sn δiso, while very weakly correlated to
mean Sn–O48f bond length, is overall more strongly correlated with either the
mean Sn–Y or mean Sn–B-site cation interatomic distances. For a specific n Sn
NNN, an increase in mean Sn–O48f bond length is accompanied by a decrease
in

119

Sn δiso, a trend that is most noticeable for n = 6 or 5 data points, where

the overlap between δiso for Sn with different NNN environments is not too
extensive. A similar, but less pronounced trend is seen in Figure 5.76b and
5.76c, with larger interatomic distances resulting in lower

119

Sn δiso, however,

the n Sn NNN is clearly the dominant factor in determining both the mean
Sn–Y and Sn–B-site cation interatomic distances.
As better agreement with experiment is obtained for series 3 (as opposed to
series 1 or 2) structural models, and given these models predict shifts that are
also in good agreement to those observed for the cluster and randomised Bsite cation models, discussed earlier, the series 3 models were used to
simulate

119

Sn NMR spectra for all eight Sn-containing Y2SnxTi2–xO7

compositions. The same process used to generate the simulated
spectra was followed; i.e., each individual

119

89

Y NMR

Sn δiso was represented by an

individual Gaussian function with 1.0 ppm LB, multiplied by the
configurational degeneracy of the specific structural model and summed
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Figure 5.76: Plot of calculated

Sn δiso as a function of (a) mean Sn–O48f bond length, (b)

119

mean Sn–Y interatomic distance and (c) mean Sn–B-site cation interatomic distance for series
3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

over all structures for a specific composition. Figure 5.77 shows the
simulated

119

Sn NMR spectra alongside the experimental

119

Sn MAS NMR

spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7. There is reasonable agreement in the overall
appearance of the two sets of spectra, although it is possible that an
alternative method of referencing (and scaling) of the 119Sn σiso could result in
an even closer match with experiment. Regardless of the small chemical shift
differences between the simulated and experimental

119

Sn NMR spectra, in

general the two contain the same number of resonances, with the peak
intensities also showing relatively good agreement. As seen in the simulated
89

Y NMR spectra, the poorest agreement in peak intensity is seen for the x =
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1.75 and 0.25 compositions. As discussed above, this might result from the
use of only a single cell (thereby restricting the number of symmetry
inequivalent structural models used, and imposing order on lengh scales that
are longer than this). For example, in contrast to the unit cell x = 1.75 system,
which can only contain two Ti cations (thereby only resulting in Sn species

Figure 5.77: (a) Simulated 119Sn NMR spectra for series 3 structural models. (b) 119Sn (9.4 T, 14
kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
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Figure 5.78: (a) Simulated

119

according to n Sn NNN. (b)

119

Sn NMR spectra for series 3 structural models, decomposed
Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.

with 0, 1 and 2 Sn NNN), in a larger system with the same composition, i.e., a
2 × 2 × 2 supercell containing 16 Ti, it would in principle, be possible for
some structural models to have Sn species present that have more than two
Ti on the NNN B sites. Given the overall composition is fixed, for these
models there would also be an increase in e.g., Sn with n = 6. This lifting of
the restriction on long-range order on the scale of the unit cell size may well
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then result in better overall agreement with experiment, at the cost of course,
of increased computational time.
Figure 5.78, shows that although there is significant overlap between signals
from Sn with different n Sn NNN, which is seemingly the main cause for the
observation of three broad resonances in the experimental

119

Sn MAS NMR

spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, it is clear that a decrease in n corresponds to a general
decrease in

119

Sn δiso, a trend that is perhaps not obvious from the plot of

calculated 119Sn δiso against n Sn NNN in Figure 5.74.
The simulated

119

Sn NMR spectrum of Y2SnTiO7 was investigated in more

detail, as shown in Figure 5.79, where it is separated according to n (Figure
5.79b) and into the nine individual B-site cation arrangements for the Sn4Ti2,
Sn3Ti3 and Sn2Ti4 environments (Figure 5.79c). From Figure 5.79b it is clear
that as n decreases, so does

119

Sn δiso although significant overlap of the

signals prevents individual resonances being resolved. It is this overlap that

Figure 5.79: (a) Simulated

119

Sn NMR spectrum for series 3 structural models of Y2SnTiO7,

decomposed according to (b) n Sn NNN and (c) the specific Sn NNN arrangements for the n
= 4, 3 and 2 environments.
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limits the ability to assign (or decompose accurately) the
spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (in contrast to the corresponding

119

Sn MAS NMR

89

Y MAS NMR

spectra, where resonances from individual n Sn NNN environments are
more well resolved. It is clear from Figure 5.79c that decomposing the
simulated

119

Sn NMR spectrum of Y2SnTiO7 so only intensity from n = 4, 3

and 2 environments, coloured according to the specific B-site cation
arrangement is shown, does not provide any additional information that
could be used to aid interpretation or assignment of the experimental
spectra, with significant overlap of most signals predicted
119

In contrast to series 1 and series 2, the calculated

Sn δiso for the Sn-

containing series 3 structural models show increased overlap with
decreasing n Sn NNN, in good agreement with the results seen for the Sncentred cluster and the randomised cation models. The simulated 119Sn NMR
spectra also aid interpretation of the experimental 119Sn MAS NMR spectra of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7

with

reasonably

good

agreement

observed

compositions. However, decomposition of these simulated

for
119

most

Sn NMR

spectra according to n Sn NNN (see Figure 5.79) shows that, despite
significant overlapping, there is a general trend for a decrease in 119Sn δiso as n
Sn NNN decreases, i.e., as the number Ti occupying the six B sites
surrounding Sn increases. Despite this, the extent of overlap prevents any
detailed analysis of

119

Sn NMR spectra, preventing the level of insight into

the local structure of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 obtained from the corresponding 89Y NMR
spectra, where individual resonances are more resolved.
As a result of the insight gained from the calculated
parameters for the series 3 structural models, the

17

89

Y and

119

Sn NMR

O NMR parameters,

specifically δiso and CQ, for this series were also considered (although

17

O

NMR spectra have only been published for the two end member
compositions).83,103 Figure 5.80 shows that the four types of O local
environment (OY4, OY2Sn2, OY2SnTi and OY2Ti2) have reasonably welldefined ranges of

17

O δiso and CQ, with OY2SnTi and OY2Ti2 showing the
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Table 5.5: Experimental and calculated 17O δiso and CQ values for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
Structure

Site

Experimental
O δiso103 (ppm)

17

Experimental
17

O CQ103 /

Calculated
O δiso (ppm)

17

Calculated
17

O CQ / MHz

MHz
Y2Sn2O7a

O1

384.0

~0.02

387.6

0.0

O2

172.5

3.2 (1)

167.8

3.5

O1

386.1

~0.02

373.5

0.0

O2
454.6
0.7 (1)
461.1
Compositional end members of the series 3 structural models.

0.6

Y2Ti2O7a
a

Figure 5.80: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ as a function of O environment and (c)
plot of calculated 17O δiso against 17O CQ for all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7,
with data points coloured by the type of O environment.
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largest variation in

17

O δiso, with significantly less variation within the

remaining two environments. It is also apparent that while the highly
symmetric OY4 environment results in very small 17O CQ, as perhaps would
be expected, the more covalent nature of the Sn–O bond causes larger CQ
values to be exhibited by O with an OY2Sn2 environment, with an increase
in the number of neighbouring Ti atoms causing the magnitude of CQ to
decrease. The calculated and experiment 17O δiso and CQ values are shown in
Table 5.5, with the reasonable agreement providing confidence in the
accuracy of the calculated 17O NMR parameters for the series 3 structures.

Figure 5.81: Plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for all 279 series 3 structural models of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with the data points coloured by (a) x (in Y2SnxTi2–xO7) (b) mean O–cation bond
length and (c) distortion index.
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Figure 5.81a shows a similar plot to that in Figure 5.80c but with the data
points coloured by x (i.e., by Y2SnxTi2–xO7 composition), from which it can be
seen that as the Ti content increases,

17

O δiso, exhibits very little change.

matching the general variation in peak position with x seen in the 17O MAS
NMR spectra shown in Figure 5.9. In addition, from Figures 5.81b and 5.81c,
where the data points are coloured according to their O–cation bond length
and distortion index (previously described in Section 5.5.4), respectively, it is
clear that the OY2SnTi and OY2Ti2 environments with the highest

17

O δiso

correspond to O with extremely distorted local environments, where the
distortion index especially seems to be strongly correlated with δiso.
From Figure 5.82 and Figure 5.83 it is apparent that the 17O δiso is strongly
correlated with both mean O–cation bond length and distortion index, with
OY2Ti2 environments exhibiting the largest variations in both NMR and
structural parameters, whereas the highly symmetrical OY4 environment is
characterised by much less structural variation. In addition, Figure 5.84
shows that these two structural parameters are inherently related, with a
longer mean O–cation bond length correlating to O that also exhibit the
largest distortion indices, i.e., the largest distortion from an idealised
tetrahedral geometry. Figure 5.84 also shows that of the three OY2B2
environments, where B = Sn or Ti, as the Ti content increases the structural
variation becomes more extreme. This is consistent with the previous
suggestion that the smaller Ti is perhaps being unable to satisfactorily
occupy the six-coordinate B site in comparison to Sn, leading to more local
structural flexibility being exhibited.
Based on the results discussed in this section, it is clear that the calculated 17O
NMR parameters for the 279 series 3 structural models are sensitive to
changes in local structure The calculated 17O NMR parameters also indicated
that the degree of structural variation exhibited by O is strongly dependent
on the particular environment, with the OY2Ti2 exhibiting the greatest
structural variation. These results also indicate that predicted

17

O NMR

parameters can be used to assist assignment of experimental NMR spectra,
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Figure 5.82: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ against mean O–cation bond length for
all 279 series 3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by the type of O
environment.

Figure 5.83: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ against distortion index for all 279 series
3 structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by the type of O environment.
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Figure 5.84: Plot of mean O–cation bond length against distortion index for all 279 series 3
structural models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with data points coloured by the type of O environment.

meaning that, despite the high cost and complexity associated with
enrichment of inorganic materials,

17

17

O

O NMR spectra, especially in

combination with first-principles calculations, can provide useful insights
that can assist structure elucidation.

5.5.6 Summary
In this section the ability for NMR spectroscopy to provide insights
into the local structure and B-site cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore
ceramics, as well as how first-principles calculations can help with
interpretation and assignment of NMR spectra, has been investigated. Within
this study a variety of methods to generate structural models, designed to
represent a range of local environments in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlores have
been investigated.
Despite representing a rather simple way of modelling B-site cation disorder
in Y2SnxTi2–xO7, with only the local structure around one atom (Y or Sn) in a
unit cell being systematically varied, the Y- and Sn-centred localised cluster
models provide important insight into the changes in NMR parameters
expected. The results presented in this thesis agree well with previous
studies,71,73,78 confirming that the additional sharper resonances that appear in
the

89

Y MAS NMR spectra upon Ti incorporation correspond to Y with

different numbers of Sn NNN. Although the calculated NMR parameters for
these cluster models provided some insight into the interpretation of the
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experimental spectra, there are some downsides. Firstly, the variation in
structure is very local, i.e., n Sn NNN only changed for one Y or Sn, meaning
changes in longer-range structure is not considered, meaning by definition,
not all possible environments are being considered. In addition, due to the
relatively small number of structural models considered, it is difficult to
understand trends in NMR parameters with local geometry, meaning it is
unclear whether the few outlying data points (i.e., Y species with unusually
large

89

Y δiso), are a result of real geometrical variations, or due to local

distortions imposed by unrealistic long-range structures.
The 100 structures generated with randomised B-site cations provided a
larger, and arguably less simplistic or idealised set of models, with the
variation in B-site species no longer restricted to the six NNN B sites
surrounding a single Y or Sn. From this set of structural models,
relationships between calculated NMR and structural parameters were much
more apparent, with the larger data set enabling trends that were not clearly
apparent from the cluster models to be identified, most noticeably the strong
correlation between 89Y δiso and the deviation in O8a–Y–O8a bond angle from
180º.
With the built-in functionality allowing every symmetry inequivalent atomic
arrangement for a particular Y2SnxTi2–xO7 composition to be identified, and
the configurational degeneracy for each arrangement to be determined, the
SOD program represents the best approach considered here for generating
structural models that can accurately represent the B-site cation disorder in
Y2SnxTi2–xO7. In particular, the simulated 89Y and 119Sn NMR spectra generated
from series 3 models provided new insight into the interpretation (and for Y
also the assignment) of the experimental MAS NMR spectra. Noticeably, the
simulated

89

Y NMR spectra provided evidence that the splitting in the

resonance largely resulting from Sn3Ti3 environments results from the
differences in the 89Y δiso for the 1,2,3-Sn3Ti3 and 1,2,4-Sn3Ti3 arrangements.
The variation in the calculated NMR parameters for series 1, 2 and 3
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highlights the importance of ensuring structures are accurately geometry
optimised prior to the calculation of NMR parameters. Series 3 models
(optimised using CASTEP) showed the best agreement with the NMR
parameters calculated for both the cluster and randomised models, and most
importantly with the 89Y, 119Sn and 17O MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7.
Based on the extensive investigation presented in this section, it is possible to
conclude that using SOD to generate the full set of symmetry inequivalent
structural models, combined with an accurate geometry optimisation prior to
the calculation of NMR parameters, represents the most effective way of
aiding the interpretation and assignment of experimental NMR spectra and
ultimately help probe disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore ceramics.

5.6

La2SnxZr2–xO7: using NMR spectroscopy and first-

principles calculations to investigate B-site cation disorder
5.6.1 Introduction
From the simple radius ratio considerations discussed above, it is
expected that La2SnxZr2–xO7 would also adopt a pyrochlore phase throughout
the compositional range. In this section, first-principles calculations are
combined with multinuclear MAS NMR spectroscopy to investigate the local
structure and B-site cation disorder in this series, which has not previously
been studied using NMR spectroscopy. Unlike Y2SnxTi2–xO7, for La2SnxZr2–xO7
only

119

Sn and 17O are easily accessible (with both La and Zr exhibiting large

quadrupole moments resulting in extremely broad spectral lines), meaning
that structural characterisation may prove to be more challenging. The
detailed studies presented in Section 5.5 informed the methodology and
approaches used in the investigation into local structure and B-site cation
disorder in La2SnxZr2–xO7, with cluster models and SOD-generated structural
models (geometry optimised using CASTEP) used to assist the interpretation
and assignment of 119Sn and 17O MAS NMR spectra.
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5.6.2 Experimental NMR spectra
As described in Section 5.4, all

119

Sn and 17O MAS NMR spectra were

recorded by Miss Arantxa Fernandes using Bruker Avance III spectrometers
equipped with either a 9.4 T (119Sn) or 14.1 T (17O) wide-bore magnet at the
Solid-State NMR Facility at the University of St Andrews. A series of
La2SnxZr2–xO7 samples, with x = 2, 1.75, 1.5, 1.25, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and 0 were
studied. The compositions were chosen to facilitate comparison with the
computational predictions, and were also used in the generation of
La2SnxZr2–xO7 structural models by Dr Ricardo Grau-Crespo, using the SOD
program,88 the results of which are discussed in Section 5.6.4.

5.6.2.1 119Sn MAS NMR spectra
The 119Sn MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 are shown in Figure 5.85,
with the spectrum of La2Sn2O7 (x = 2.0), containing one sharp resonance at
approximately –642 ppm, characteristic of six-coordinate Sn, in good
agreement with previous work.77 The result of Zr incorporation can be seen
in the 119Sn spectrum of La2Sn1.75Zr0.25O7, which exhibits two additional peaks
at a lower (upfield) chemical shift. However, the majority of the 119Sn spectra
are dominated by broad, more overlapping lineshapes, with a maximum of
three resonances observed when x < 2.0. The similarity in ionic radius of Sn4+
and Zr4+ (0.69 Å and 0.72 Å, respectively) appears to lead to very little change
in the chemical shifts of a resonance as x decreases, in contrast to the

119

Sn

MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (shown in Figure 5.8), where the
incorporation of Ti causes a clear upfield shift in any one resonance as x
decreases. However, in agreement with the behaviour seen for the
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series, the overlap of the spectral resonances means that the
majority of signals in the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 cannot be

definitively assigned to Sn species with specific NNN environments.
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Figure 5.85: 119Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7

5.6.2.2 17O MAS NMR spectra
As shown in Figure 5.86, the 17O MAS NMR spectra of La2Sn2O7 and
La2Zr2O7 both contain two distinct resonances. By comparison of the two
spectra the signal at ~640 ppm can be attributed to an OLa4 (O1) species,
with those at ~220 ppm and ~390 ppm to OLa2Sn2 and OLa2Zr2
environments, respectively. The

17

O spectra of the mixed-metal materials,
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Figure 5.86: 17O (14.1 T, 21 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7, showing the different O
environments. Spinning sidebands denoted by asterisks (*).

shown in Figure 5.86 reveal that while the position of the OLa4 resonance
moves to a slightly lower (upfield) chemical shift as x decreases, the positions
of the remaining signals appears relatively unaffected. It can also be seen that
as Zr is introduced into La2Sn2O7, i.e., when x = 1.75, an additional peak
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appears at ~300 ppm, which grows in intensity as x decreases, is most intense
when x = 1.0 before decreasing in intensity with as x decreases further. As
this peak appears in the 17O spectra of all but the two end members, it can be
tentatively assigned to an OLa2SnZr environment, which can only occur
when both Sn and Zr are present. The

17

O spectra also show that as the

La2Zr2O7 end member is approached, i.e., as x approaches 0.0, the OLa2Zr2
peak becomes sharper, highlighting the increase in long-range order.

5.6.3 Cluster models
As described previously for Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Section 5.5.3), in a cluster
based approach the NNN environment for a single cation (in this case Sn) is
systematically varied by constructing a series of models, each with a
different number and arrangement of Sn and Zr on the six NNN B sites,
leading to 13 unique structural models. The La2Sn2O7 unit cell determined

Figure 5.87: (a) Schematic showing spatial arrangement of NNN B sites and the
nomenclature used for the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series can be used for the La2SnxZr2–xO7 cluster
models. (b) Two-dimensional projection of the 13 unique ways of arranging Sn and Zr
cations on the NNN B sites surrounding Sn.
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experimentally by diffrraction104 was used to generate a series of Sn-centred,
Sn-rich structural models, with this process then repeated using the
corresponding La2Zr2O7 unit cell,105 to give 13 Sn-centred, Zr-rich models and
26 models in total. Figure 5.87 shows the spectral arrangement of the NNN B
sites and the nomenclature used for the Sn centred models.
All first-principles calculations were performed using CASTEP 16.11, with an
Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix B1 for
convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94 default on-the-fly ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom and an
elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom (see Section 5.5.4.1). All
structural models were geometry optimised to reduce the forces acting upon
the atoms, with the subsequent calculation of NMR parameter carried out
using the ZORA correction. A reference shielding (σref) was used to convert
calculated isotropic shieldings (σiso) to isotropic shifts (δiso). A description of
the referencing of calculated

119

Sn and 17O shieldings, based on comparisons

between experimental and calculated NMR parameters for La2Sn2O7 for 119Sn
and both La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7, for 17O, is given in Appendix B2.
The predicted

119

Sn δiso, Ω and κ for the Sn-centred La2SnxZr2–xO7 cluster

models of La2SnxZr2–xO7 are plotted as a function of n Sn NNN in Figure 5.88.
Figure 5.88a indicates that 119Sn δiso decreases (moves upfield) as n decreases,
although for the Sn4Zr2, Sn3Zr3 and Sn2Zr4 environments in particular, the
data points are split into two distinct groups with significantly different δiso.
This splitting is particularly apparent for Sn3Zr3, where the two sets of
points are separated by ~15 ppm. Figure 5.88b shows that as n decreases, so
does the calculated

119

Sn Ω, with significant overlap apparent, especially

when n > 2. Again, the distribution of

119

Sn Ω values observed for several n

leads to Sn species being separated into two groups, each with distinct
ranges of

119

Sn Ω, with this particularly pronounced for the Sn4Zr2 and

Sn3Zr3 environments. In contrast, Figure 5.88c indicates that (as expected)
there is no strong correlation between 119Sn κ and n.
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Figure 5.89 shows the calculated

119

Sn δiso plotted against n, now with data

points coloured according to the model set, i.e., Sn-rich or Zr-rich structural
models. Significant overlap in the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters for the

two sets of structural models can be seen. However, in general, Sn species in
Sn-rich models tend to have higher (more downfield) 119Sn δiso and smaller Ω,
relative to similar species in Zr-rich structural models. This is particularly
apparent when n is low, i.e., for Sn2Zr4, SnZr5 and Zr6 NNN environments.

Figure 5.88: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso, (b) Ω and (c) κ as a function of n Sn NNN for the

119

26 Sn-centred cluster models of La2SnxZr2–xO7.
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Figure 5.89: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso, (b) Ω and (c) κ as a function of n Sn NNN for the

119

26 Sn-centred cluster models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by model type.

When calculated 119Sn δiso and Ω are plotted as a function of n Sn NNN, with
the data points coloured by n but shaped according to the specific NNN
arrangement, as shown in Figure 5.90, new insights into the effect cation
disorder and B-site arrangements have on calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters

are obtained. Figure 5.90a indicates that the 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6Sn2Zr4 NNN arrangements have much larger (downfield)

119

Sn δiso than the

other arrangements with the same n. A similar observation can be made for
Figure 5.90b, with the same three NNN arrangements exhibiting noticeably
smaller

119

Sn Ω than other arrangements for n = 4, 3 or 2. The significance of

this is that the 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements, shown
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Figure 5.90: Plot of calculated 119Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for the 26 Sncentred cluster models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with the data points shaped by Sn NNN
arrangement. For n Sn NNN = 4, 3 and 2 the data points for the different NNN arrangements
have been offset slightly to facilitate comparison.

Figure 5.91: The local environment of the (a) 1,3-Sn4Zr2, (b) 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and (c) 4,6-Sn2Zr4
Sn-centred NNN arrangement, showing a two-dimensional representation of the NNN B site
arrangement. In all two-dimensional representation the central Sn cation is not shown.

in Figure 5.91, represent the most asymmetrical ways of arranging the Sn and
Zr cations on the six NNN B sites. In the 1,3-Sn4Zr2 arrangement, both Zr
occupy neighbouring B sites on the same face of the cluster, i.e., both occupy
sites above (or below) the central Sn. In the 1,2-Sn4Zr2 and 1,4-Sn4Zr2
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Figure 5.92: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of mean Sn–O48f bond

119

length for the 26 Sn-centred cluster models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by n
Sn NNN.

arrangements, the two Zr are found on opposite faces of the cluster of atoms
around the central Sn, with each triangle of NNN B-sites containing one Zr
and two Sn cations. This observation also applies to the symmetrically
related 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangement, where the two NNN Sn cations occupy
adjacent sites on the same face of the cluster, i.e., sites 4 and 6 in Figure 5.87,
resulting in the most asymmetric arrangement of two Sn and four Zr cations.
While the

119

Sn δiso for the 1,3-Sn4Zr2 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements are ~6-8

ppm higher than the other n = 4 or 2 environments, the variation in δiso
observed for n = 3 arrangements is far larger, with a separation of ~15 ppm
between the 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and the remaining two Sn3Zr3 arrangements. As
shown in Figure 5.91, in the 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 arrangement the set of three NNN
B sites on one face of the cluster is entirely occupied by one atom type, e.g.,
solely by Sn, with the other set of three sites occupied solely by the other
atom types. In contrast, for the 1,2,3-Sn3Zr3 and 1,2,4-Sn3Zr3 arrangements,
Sn and Zr are found on both faces of this cluster i.e., each set of three B sites
contains both Sn and Zr. Therefore, the 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 arrangement represents
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the most asymmetric distribution of Sn and Zr over the six NNN B sites.
A similar trend is observed in Figure 5.90b, indicating that calculated 119Sn Ω
is also sensitive to the specific NNN B-site arrangement, with the smallest Ω
corresponding to the least symmetric, i.e., the 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and
4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements. The sensitivity of

119

Sn δiso to different NNN B-site

arrangements with the same n could help explain the broad and overlapped
resonances in the experimental

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 (see

Figure 5.85).
Calculated

119

Sn δiso and Ω are plotted as a function of mean Sn–O48f bond

length in Figure 5.92. These plots indicate that as n decreases, i.e., as more of
the B sites surrounding the central Sn are occupied by Zr, the mean Sn–O48f
bond length also decreases. A possible explanation for this observation is the
slightly larger size of Zr4+ relative to Sn4+. To compensate for the increased
number of NNN Zr, the O species bonded to these cations will be forced
closer to the smaller cation, i.e., the central Sn, causing the mean Sn–O48f bond
length to decrease. Indeed, there is a small difference in M–O (M = Sn, Zr)
bond lengths in the two end member materials, with a Sn–O48f bond length in
La2Sn2O7104 of 2.074 Å, but a Zr–O48f bond length in La2Zr2O7105 of 2.099 Å.
Despite the slight decrease in mean Sn–O48f bond length with decreasing n,
Figure 5.92 indicates that unlike

119

Sn δiso and Ω, this parameter is not

sensitive to the specific specific arrangement of NNN B-site cations (i.e., all
cation arrangements with the same n have a similar mean Sn–O48f bond
length).
The Sn-centred cluster models discussed in this section provide useful
insights into how the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters are affected by

variations in both B-site composition and configuration, which could help
facilitate the interpretation of the experimental

119

Sn NMR spectra of

La2SnxZr2–xO7. In particular, it is apparent that calculated

119

Sn δiso and Ω are

both sensitive to the specific NNN arrangement of the B-site cations, (far
more so than was observed for Y2SnxTi2–xO7 in Section 5.5.3). Despite this
observation, it is clear that further study, potentially involving the use of a
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much larger set of (more realistic) structural models is required in order to
understand the dependence of the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters on local

structure and to facilitate the detailed interpretation of the

119

Sn MAS NMR

spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7.

5.6.4 SOD-generated structural models
The local structure and cation disorder in La2SnxZr2–xO7 have also been
investigated through a collaboration with Dr Ricardo Grau-Crespo at the
University of Reading. As described above for Y2SnxTi2–xO7, the SOD
program88 (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1) was used to generate all symmetry
inequivalent structural models for a series of La2SnxZr2–xO7 compositions. A
summary of the number of structural models generated is given in Table 5.6.
An initial pyrochlore structure with Fd3m space group was used to generate
all SOD structures, with the only variation in these pre-geometry optimised
structures being the number of Sn and Zr present in the unit cell.
The 279 La2SnxZr2–xO7 SOD-generated structures were initially geometry
optimised (by Dr Grau-Crespo), using VASP 5.97–100 These optimisations used
the PBE EXC functional, an Ecut of 520 eV (38 Ry), a k-point sampling for the
gamma point only and PAW pseudopotentials,101,102 with 11, 14, 12, and 6
valence electrons for La, Sn, Zr and O, respectively. These VASP-optimised
structures were used as inputs for a second (more accurate) geometry
optimisation, performed using CASTEP 16.11. For the CASTEP 16.11
geometry optimisation and subsequent calculation of NMR parameters, an
Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see Appendix B1 for
convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94 default on-the-fly ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom and an
elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom (see Section 5.5.4.1) were
used, with relativistic effects accounted for by the ZORA. The calculated 119Sn
and

17

O σiso were converted to δiso by applying the same referencing

procedures used for the 26 Sn-centred cluster models (see Section 5.6.3 and
Appendix B2). In this section only the magnitude of the 17O CQ is considered.
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Table 5.6: The total number of B site configurations (W) and the number of symmetry
inequivalent configurations (M) for structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7 generated using SOD.
Structural

x

formula

B site

W

M

composition

La2Sn2O7

2.0

Sn16

1

1

La2Sn1.75Zr0.25O7

1.75

Sn14Zr2

120

3

La2Sn1.5Zr0.5O7

1.5

Sn12Zr4

1820

22

La2Sn1.25Zr0.75O7

1.25

Sn10Zr6

8008

65

La2SnZrO7

1.0

Sn8Zr8

12870

97

La2Sn0.75Zr1.25O7

0.75

Sn6Zr10

8008

65

La2Sn0.5Zr1.5O7

0.5

Sn4Zr12

1820

22

La2Sn0.25Zr1.75O7

0.25

Sn2Zr14

120

3

Y2Zr2O7

0.0

Zr16

1

1

32768

279

Total

Figure 5.93: Plot of relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) as a function of Sn composition, x, for
the 279 structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7.

As discussed in Section 5.5.5.1, the relative energy of mixing (ΔEmix) for the
fully optimised structural models was determined from the total energy
values from the CASTEP 16.11 NMR calculations for the pyrochlore end
members, La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7. As shown in Figure 5.93, the ΔEmix for all
structural models are positive, although it should be noted this does not
account for any entropic effects for the mixed-metal materials. Based on ΔEmix
for the x = 0.25 and 1.75 structural models, it appears that it is very slightly
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Figure 5.94: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso, (b) Ω and (c) κ as a function of n Sn NNN for the

119

structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7.

more energetically favourable to substitute a small amount of Sn into
La2Zr2O7, compared to substitute an equal amount of Zr into La2Sn2O7, than
vice versa. There is an energy gap of ~0.05 eV between one of the
La2Sn0.5Zr1.5O7 (x = 0.5) models and the remaining 21 structures, with this
lowest energy structure corresponding to the most ‘clustered’ arrangement
of Sn possible, with three Sn cations adopting a n Sn NNN = 3 environment
around a central fourth cation. Compared to Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Section 5.5.5.3),
in total, ΔEmix for the La2SnxZr2–xO7 models spans a smaller range, indicating
that the structural (and thus energy), variations may be less significant in this
series.
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Figure 5.94 shows the calculated

119

Sn δiso, Ω and κ for the SOD-generated

structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7 plotted as a function of n Sn NNN. Figure
5.94a shows that

119

Sn δiso initially decreases (moves upfield) as n decreases,

before this trend reverses when n < 2. As seen for the Sn-centred cluster
models (see Figure 5.88a), Sn species with n = 4, 3 and 2 are each split into
two groups, with this most apparent for Sn3Zr3. Figure 5.94a indicates that
several n Sn NNN environments have overlapping regions of

119

Sn δiso,

explaining why only a maximum of three broadened resonances are
observed in the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra. Figure 5.94b indicates that there is

significant overlap in the values of calculated

119

Sn Ω observed, particularly

for environments with high n, with more significant decreases in Ω observed
for n < 3. Figure 5.94b also shows that 119Sn Ω is sensitive to the arrangement
of the NNN cations, with Sn species with n = 3 split into two distinct groups,
with the centre of each group separated by ~15-20 ppm. As seen previously
for the Sn-centred cluster models, Figure 5.94c confirms there is no
correlation between 119Sn κ and n. As shown in Figure 5.95, it is clear that the
specific arrangement of Sn and Zr on the six NNN B sites has a significant
effect on both

119

Sn δiso and Ω. The calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters for Sn

with 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 or 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements (see Figure 5.91)
are noticeably different, in agreement with the observations from the Sncentred cluster models discussed above.
In an attempt to rationalise the variations in

119

Sn δiso and Ω with the change

in n Sn NNN, Figures 5.96 and 5.97 plot the dependence of these NMR
parameters on the mean and the range (i.e., the difference between the
longest and the shortest Sn–O48f bond lengths) of Sn–O48f bond lengths,
respectively. Figure 5.96 shows decreasing n results in a slight decrease in the
mean Sn–O48f bond length. However, all three arrangements for the n = 4, 3
and 2 environments have very similar mean Sn–O48f bond lengths despite the
differences observed in δiso and Ω with the range in Sn–O48f bond length is
considered, as shown in Figure 5.97. The difference in the calculated NMR
parameters clearly does not result in differences in the Sn–O48f bond lengths.
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Although there is little difference in the mean or range of Sn–O48f bond
lengths for environments with the same n, it is clear from Figure 5.98 that
different arrangements of B-site cations do have noticeably different mean
Sn–Sn interatomic distances. The 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4
arrangements exhibit a higher (most downfield) 119Sn δiso, a lower 119Sn Ω and
the shorter Sn–Sn interatomic distances when compared to the other n = 4, 3
or 2 NNN arrangements, respectively. The inverse relationships can be seen
in Figure 5.99, where 119Sn δiso and Ω are plotted as a function of the mean Sn–
Zr interatomic distance. The differences in

119

Sn δiso, a lower

119

Sn Ω for the

1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 highlighted above correlate with
longer mean Sn–Zr distances. Figures 5.98 and 5.99 indicate that the 1,3Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements cause the central Sn
cation to shift closer to the NNN sites occupied by Sn and thus further from

Figure 5.95: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of n Sn NNN for the

119

structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points shaped by Sn NNN arrangement. For n
= 4, 3 and 2, the data points for the different arrangements have been offset slightly to
facilitate comparison.
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Figure 5.96: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of the mean Sn–O48f bond

119

length for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

Figure 5.97: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of the range of Sn–O48f

119

bond lengths for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn
NNN.
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Figure 5.98: Plot of calculated 119Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of mean Sn–Sn interatomic
distance for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.

Figure 5.99: Plot of calculated 119Sn (a) δiso, and (b) Ω as a function of mean Sn–Zr interatomic
distance for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by n Sn NNN.
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the sites occupied by Zr, relative to the other six arrangements, causing
significant variations in the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters. In all of these

three arrangements the smaller Sn4+ cations are all located on the same face of
the cluster of B sites around the central Sn (i.e., they are only found on one of
the two sets of three B sites), as shown in Figure 5.9. The central Sn is then
able ot move closer to the set of B sites containing the smaller cations
(shortening all Sn–Sn distances and lengthening all Sn–Zr distances). For
other arrangements of the Sn cations (i.e., those where Sn is found on both
sets of three B sites) it is not possible for the central Sn to move such that
distances to all NNN Sn species are decreased simultaneously.
Figure 5.100 plots the calculated

119

Sn δiso and Ω for the structural models of

La2SnxZr2–xO7 as a function of the range (i.e., difference between the largest
and smallest values) of the Sn–B-site cation interatomic distance. This
indicates that there is a significant difference in the range of distances
depending on the specific NNN B-site cation arrangement. Indeed, the

Figure 5.100: Plot of calculated

Sn (a) δiso and (b) Ω as a function of the range of Sn–B-site

119

cation interatomic distance for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points
coloured by n Sn NNN.
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largest range is observed for the NNN B-site arrangements that also exhibit
the highest

119

Sn δiso for a particular n Sn NNN environment, i.e. 1,3-Sn4Zr2,

1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4. This confirms that Sn species in these three
environments move closer to the set of three B sites (i.e., above or below the
central Sn) that contains the largest number of the smaller (Sn) cations. The
remaining n = 4, 3 and 2 NNN arrangements exhibit much smaller ranges of
Sn–B-site cation interatomic distance, the more even distribution of Sn and
Zr over the three B sites above and below the central Sn, limiting the
preference for this cation to move towards a particular set of B sites.
Following the same procedure used for the series 3 structural models of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Section 5.5.5.3), simulated spectra based on the calculated
119

Sn δiso were generated for all eight Sn-containing compositions of

La2SnxZr2–xO7. Each individual Sn species was represented by a single
Gaussian lineshape centred at δiso with a LB of 1.0 ppm, with the intensity
scaled by the configurational degeneracy of the specific structural model in
which that species was found These were then summed for all structural
models with a specific composition. Figure 5.101 shows the simulated
NMR spectra alongside the experimental

119

119

Sn

Sn MAS NMR spectra of

La2SnxZr2–xO7. Figure 5.102 shows a similar comparison, but with the
simulated spectra decomposed according to n Sn NNN. From Figure 5.101,
reasonably good agreement between the simulated and experimental

119

Sn

spectra is observed, with the former set of spectra containing the same
number of broadened resonances for the majority of compositions.
As previously seen for the 119Sn NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Figure 5.77),
the poorest agreement between the relative intensities of the spectral
lineshapes is seen for compositions with x = 1.75 and 0.25. As discussed in
Section 5.5.5.3, this may well result from the use of only a single unit cell,
which restricts the number of symmetry inequivalent structural models for
these compositions to three. The use of a supercell could potentially improve
the agreement between the simulated and experimental

119

Sn NMR spectra,

particularly for compositions with small numbers of Sn or Zr cations,
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Figure 5.101: (a) Simulated
O7. (b)

x

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–

119

Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7.

enabling additional environments to be considered. For example, when x =
0.25 there are only two Sn species within the unit cell, with only Zr6 and
SnZr5 environments possible in the compositional models (and therefore
simulated spectra). The experimental

119

Sn MAS NMR spectrum clearly

contains a third resonance, likely corresponding to Sn2Zr4 environments,
suggesting a lower level of B-site cation clustering in the real material.
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As shown in Figure 5.102a, when the simulated

119

Sn NMR spectra of

La2SnxZr2–xO7 are decomposed according to n, it is clear that for many
compositions, the different NNN B-site cation arrangements for a particular
n environment contribute intensity to multiple spectral resonances. For

Figure 5.102: (a) Simulated

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra for the structural models of

La2SnxZr2–xO7, decomposed according to n Sn NNN. (b)
spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7.
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119

Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR

Figure 5.103: (a) Simulated

119

Sn NMR spectrum for the structural models of La2SnZrO7.

Spectra are then shown decomposed according to (b) n Sn NNN and (c) the specific Sn NNN
arrangements for the n = 4, 3 and 2 environments.

example, when x = 0.5, species with four different values of n are present in
the spectrum. However, signals from environments with n = 3 and 2 overlap
between –658 and –662 ppm, while different arrangements of cations for n =
2 environments also contribute to the resonance at ~ –655 ppm. This leads to
the observation of only three broadened resonances in the spectrum, in good
agreement with the experimental observations. At higher x, the overlap of
signal from environments with different n result in only three broadened
spectral resonances in all spectra, for example, when x = 1.5 signal from n = 5
and 4 environments overlap at ~ –647 ppm and signal from n = 4 and 3
environments overlap at ~ –658 ppm. More generally, the environments with
smaller Sn–Sn and larger Sn–Zr (relative to other environments with similar
n), i.e., 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 result in significant signal
that overlaps with resonances at much higher shift.
The simulated

119

Sn NMR spectra of La2SnZrO7 was investigated in more

detail, as shown in Figure 5.103,where it is separated according to n (Figure
5.103b) and into the nine individual B-site cation arrangements for the
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Sn4Zr2, Sn3Zr3 and Sn2Zr4 (i.e., n = 4, 3 and 2) environments (Figure 5.103c).
From Figure 5.103b it is clear that the 119Sn δiso for Sn species with different n
Sn NNN environments exhibit considerable overlap, with Sn with n = 4, 3
and 2 contributing to multiple resonances, making it impossible to assign
spectral lineshapes to specific values of n. Figure 5.103c (where the simulated
119

Sn NMR spectrum of La2SnZrO7 is decomposed so only intensity from n =

4, 3 and 2 environments, coloured according to the specific B-site cation
arrangement is shown) shows that six of the nine arrangements have very
similar 119Sn δiso, leading to an intense resonance at this point in the spectrum.
In contrast, the 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements, all of
which have significantly higher (more downfield)

119

Sn δiso, each have a

reasonably well-defined range of δiso that leads to additional resonances
being observed, and leading to an overall lineshape that generally agrees
well with experiment (see Figure 5.101). Therefore, while Sn species with 1,3Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 NNN B-site arrangements may yield
distinctive ranges of calculated

119

Sn δiso, for a particular value of n, the

significant spectral overlap with signal from Sn with different n means that
signals from these environments cannot be assigned directly.
The calculated
x

119

Sn NMR parameters for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–

O7 (see Figure 5.94 to 5.103) provide important insights into the relationship

between NMR parameters and local geometry, with the results agreeing well
with those observed for the Sn-centred cluster models (see Section 5.6.3). In
contrast to Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (see Section 5.5.5.3), calculated

119

Sn δiso and (to a

lesser extent) Ω are sensitive to changes in NNN B-site arrangement, with Sn
species with 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 or 4,6-Sn2Zr4 environments exhibiting
far higher δiso than any other arrangement with similar n. The simulated 119Sn
NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 also aid interpretation of the experimental 119Sn
MAS NMR spectra, with reasonably good agreement seen for most
compositions. Decomposition of the simulated

119

Sn NMR spectrum of

La2SnZrO7 according to the nine specific n = 4, 3 and 2 NNN B-site
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Figure 5.104: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ as a function of O environment for the
structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7.

Figure 5.105: Plot of calculated

O δiso as a function of CQ for the structural models of

17

La2SnxZr2–xO7, with the data points (a) coloured by the type of O environment and (b)
coloured by x La2SnxZr2–xO7.
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arrangements reveals both the extent of the overlap in

119

Sn δiso for six of the

arrangements, and also highlights the distinctly different δiso seen for the 1,3Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4 arrangements resulting from the
movement of the central Sn cation closer to the set of three NNN B-sites
occupied by Sn in these three arrangements. These observations indicate that
although a full assignment of the

119

Sn MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 is

not possible, comparison with the simulated

119

Sn NMR spectra facilitates a

more detailed understanding of the experimental spectra and insight into the
environments that may be present.
To probe the relationship between 17O NMR parameters and local geometry,
and to potentially gain insights that could assist in the interpretation and
assignment of the experimental 17O MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 (see
Figure 5.86), the calculated 17O δiso and CQ parameters for the 279 structural
models have been analysed. From Figures 5.104a and 5.104b it is clear that
each type of O local environment (i.e., OLa4, OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and

Figure 5.106: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ as a function of mean O–cation bond
length for the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by the type of O
environment.
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Figure 5.107: Plot of calculated 17O (a) δiso and (b) CQ as a function of the distortion index for
the structural models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by the type of O
environment.

Figure 5.108: Plot of distortion index against mean O–cation bond length for the structural
models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, with data points coloured by (a) the type of O environment and (b)
by x La2SnxZr2–xO7.
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OLa2Zr2) have a well-defined range of both

17

O δiso and CQ, with the

OLa2Sn2 environment exhibiting the largest range in both parameters. The
highly symmetrical OLa4 environment exhibits a very narrow range of 17O
δiso and (as expected) very small CQ values. In contrast, due to the more
covalent nature of the Sn–O bond, the largest

17

O CQ is observed for the

OLa2Sn2 environment (despite the less symmetric nature of the OLa2SnZr
coordination environment), with increasing Zr content leading to a reduction
in this parameter. A similar trend is observed for Y2SnxTi2–xO7, where the
OY2Sn2 environment exhibited resulted in the largest

17

O CQ value (see

Section 5.5.5.3).
As shown in Figure 5.105, a plot of calculated

17

O CQ against

17

O δiso

highlights how distinct the four types of O local environments are. Figure
5.105b, where the data points are coloured according to x (i.e., La2SnxZr2–xO7
composition) shows that some 17O δiso are slightly affected by a change in Bsite cation composition. As Zr content increases (i.e., as x decreases) the 17O
δiso for the OLa4 environment decreases (moves upfield) slightly, something
also observed in the 17O MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 (see Figure 5.86),
whereas the

17

O δiso for the OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 local

environment seem relatively unaffected by a change in composition.
Figures 5.106 and 5.107 show that both the mean O–cation bond length and
the distortion index (describing the tetrahedral coordination of the O) are
dependent on the particular type of O local environment, with OLa4 species
exhibiting noticeably shorter mean bond lengths and much smaller distortion
indices than the other three environment types. The substitution of Sn, and
the more covalent O–Sn interaction, causes movement of the central O
resulting in shorter O–Sn bond lengths, and larger O–La/Zr bond lengths
and an overall increase in the mean O–cation distance. The similar size and
ionicity of La and Zr means that the effect is comparable for the OLa2Sn2,
OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 environments, resulting in similar mean O–cation
distances and similar distortion indices in each case, as shown in Figure
5.108a. Figure 5.108b shows that a decrease in x (i.e., a decrease in the total Sn
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content of the unit cell in which a particular species is found), results in
generally larger mean O–cation bond lengths and smaller distortion indices
for the OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 environments. This is likely to
result from the larger size of Zr4+ (relative to Sn4+), and the resulting overall
expansion of the unit cell as the Zr content increases.
From this analysis it is clear that the calculated 17O NMR parameters for the
279 structural models are particularly sensitive to changes in the local
coordination

environment

in

La2SnxZr2–xO7.

All

four

types

of

O

environments, i.e., OLa4, OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 have very
distinct regions of calculated

17

O δiso and different

17

O CQ, making it

straightforward to assign the resonances in the experimental

17

O NMR

spectra in Figure 5.86. The very small CQ exhibited by the OLa4 species
results from the more symmetrical coordination environment, and more
ionic nature of the O–La interactions. In contrast, the substitution of Sn on
the neighbouring sites (and the corresponding increase in the covalency of
the bonds) results in higher CQ values. It is clear the variation in CQ between
OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 environments arises from the different
electron distribution, rather than larger changes in geometry (i.e., bond
distances or angles, as measure by O–cation distances and distortion indices),
as these are similar for the three environments. The significant variation in
the

17

O NMR parameters with coordinating atoms suggests the

17

O NMR

spectroscopy could be a vital tool in the study of disordered ceramics,
assuming the challenges of uniform isotropic enrichment (to address the low
natural abundance) can be overcome.

5.6.5 Summary
This section has illustrated how solid-state NMR parameters are a
sensitive probe of the variation in local geometry and, more specifically, Bsite cation disorder in La2SnxZr2–xO7, with first-principles calculations capable
of providing insights that can aid interpretation and assignment of
experimental

119

Sn and

17

O MAS NMR spectra. As the significant overlap
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between signals arising from different types of Sn species causes the

119

Sn

MAS NMR spectra of La2SnxZr2–xO7 (see Figure 5.85) to be particularly
challenging to assign, the importance of first-principles calculations to
provide insight into the types of species that may be present (and perhaps
more importantly, the conclusions that cannot simply be assumed on the
basis of chemical shift) cannot be understated. Within this study two
approaches for generating structural models to represent the range of local
Sn and O environments in La2SnxZr2–xO7 has been investigated.
Initially, a series of Sn-centred cluster models were generated by
systematically varying the n Sn NNN environment of a single Sn cation in a
pyrochlore unit cell to provide an example of each type of local chemical
environment that might be encountered. Despite the simplicity of this
approach, the calculated

119

Sn NMR parameters were able to provide insight

into the interpretation of the experimental spectra, and help to explain the
origin of the broader lines observed, and the similarity in resonance positions
even for materials with very different compositions. Although small
decreases in 119Sn δiso are seen when Zr is first substituted onto the NNN sites,
subsequent increases in the Zr content increases δiso leading to a very similar
set of resonance positions being observed. The calculations were able to
demonstrate that a significant change in δiso was observed for particular
cation arrangements (i.e., 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 and 4,6-Sn2Zr4) when n =
4, 3 and 2, leading to much higher δiso than for other arrangements with
similar n and the additional overlap of spectral resonances. However, the
restriction in the long-range environments for the cluster models (and the
inability to model the intensity of the spectral resonances) ultimately limits
the information available by this approach.
The use of SOD to generate a complete set of unique cation arrangements for
nine specific La2SnxZr2–xO7 compositions offers not only the ability to confirm
the tentative conclusions determined from the simple cluster models, but the
ability to, firstly, investigate in more detail the dependence of the NMR
parameters on the local geometry and, secondly, to model the predicted
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intensity of the spectral resonances and facilitate overall comparison to
experiment. This approach provides a more realistic set of structural models
and enables the effects of changes in the longer-range environment to be
evaluated. The calculated NMR parameters supported the conclusions
obtained from the simple cluster models, helping to explain the overlap of
the spectral resonances seen experimentally. The much larger number of
models enabled a more detailed understanding of the effect of cation
distribution on the local geometry, and ultimately, on the NMR parameters.
The much higher shifts seen for 1,3-Sn4Zr2, 1,3,5-Sn3Zr3 or 4,6-Sn2Zr4
environments was shown to be linked not to a variation in the Sn–O bond
lengths, but to the changes in Sn–Sn and Sn–Zr interatomic distances that
result from the displacement of the central Sn cation towards the set of three
B sites on which the smaller Sn4+ NNN cations are exclusively located. The
ability to consider the configurational degeneracy of all atomic arrangements
enabled the spectral intensities to be predicted and facilitated the
understanding of the complex experimental lineshapes. While good overall
agreement was obtained in most cases, the small difference in intensities
between experiment and simulation, particularly when there is a small
number of Sn (or Zr) cations within the unit cell, suggests that the real
material do contain a low level clustering of like cations on length scales
larger than the unit cell, and that supercells might be required to model
experimental spectra more accurately.
The calculated

17

O NMR parameters for the SOD-generated structural

models of La2SnxZr2–xO7 confirm these are extremely sensitive to the
coordinated cations, and confirm the assignment of the experimental spectra
unambiguously. The significant variation in parameters for different types of
O environment suggest that

17

O NMR spectroscopy will be an excellent

probe of disordered ceramics. The very low CQ observed for the OLa4
environment results from the symmetric nature of the coordination
environment, but significantly larger values of CQ were observed for O
species bound to Sn. Consideration of the local geometry (bond distances
and distortion indices) revealed that these arise not from significant
distortions in the local geometry (i.e., OLa2Sn2, OLa2SnZr and OLa2Zr2 have
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very similar mean O–cation distances and distortion indices, most likely as a
result of their very similar sizes), but from the covalency of the Sn–O bonds,
and the resulting differences in electron distribution.
Considering the in-depth investigation presented in this section, it is
concluded that, as for the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 series (see Section 5.5), the most
effective strategy for generating structural models capable of representing
the range of local environments resulting from configurational B-site cation
disorder in La2SnxZr2–xO7 is the use of SOD. This approach is capable of
identifying every symmetry inequivalent B-site cation arrangement (within
the specified system size), and perhaps, more importantly, determining the
corresponding configurational degeneracies, allowing not only a comparison
of NMR parameters, but also simulated NMR spectra to be directly
compared to their experimental counterparts. This facilitates spectral
interpretation and assignment, prevents incorrect and simplified conclusions
being drawn and provides insight into the cation distribution. As
computational hardware improves and DFT methodology becomes more
advanced

this

might

represent

the

best

approach

for

modelling

compositional disorder in solids in the future.

5.7

Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7: probing cation disorder and

anion randomisation using NMR spectroscopy and firstprinciples calculations
5.7.1 Introduction
This section focuses on exploring preliminary computational
approaches to model defect fluorite materials, which have considerably
higher levels of disorder than the mixed-metal pyrochlores discussed in
Sections 5.5 and 5.6. As described in Section 5.1.2, defect fluorites exhibit
disorder on both the cation and anion sub lattices, with mixing of cations and
disorder of the anions and oxygen vacancies, with each anion site having a
fractional occupancy of 0.875. This increase in disorder increases significantly
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the challenge of structural characterisation by either XRD or NMR
spectroscopy. As a result, first-principles calculations could represent a
valuable additional tool for understanding the structure of defect fluorite
materials and aiding in the interpretation of experimental measurements. In
this section, the ability for simple computational models to provide insight
into the interpretation of experimental NMR spectra of two defect fluorites,
Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, is investigated. The first of these materials has been
studied previously using 89Y NMR spectroscopy, as part of a comprehensive
study into the phase distribution, phase composition and disorder in
Y2(Sn,Zr)2O7.79 As in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the ultimate aim is to explore if
computation can be used to construct a series of structural models that can
adequately represent the range of local environments present in Y2Zr2O7 and
Y2Hf2O7, and use the predicted NMR parameters to help guide assignment of
the corresponding 89Y and 17O MAS NMR spectra of these two defect fluorite
materials.

5.7.2 Experimental NMR spectra
As described in Section 5.4, the

89

Y and

17

O MAS NMR spectra of

Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 were acquired by Miss Arantxa Fernandes using Bruker
Avance III spectrometers equipped with a 14.1 T wide-bore magnet at the
Solid-State NMR Facility at the University of St Andrews.

5.7.2.1 89Y MAS NMR spectra
The

89

Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 are shown in

Figure 5.109. Both spectra contain three broad resonances, which can be
attributed to six-, seven- and eight-coordinate Y, with an increase in
coordination number resulting in a more upfield (smaller) chemical shift.80 A
summary of the coordination number, 89Y δiso and relative intensity (in %) for
the resonance in the 89Y MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 5.109 is given in
Table 5.7. From Figure 5.109, it is apparent that Y in both Y2Zr2O7 and
Y2Hf2O7 preferentially adopts a higher coordination number, with only a
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Figure 5.109: 89Y (14.1 T, 14 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, acquired
using a CPMG pulse sequence.

Table 5.7: Coordination number (CN), 89Y δiso and relative intensities (%) of the resonances
observed in the 89Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, shown in Figure 5.109.
Y2Zr2O779,a
CN

a

Y δiso (ppm)

89

Y2Hf2O7106,a,b
Intensity (%)

CN

Y δiso (ppm)

89

Intensity (%)

6

290.0

5.6

6

279.9

2.1

7

185.0

64.9

7

190.7

46.8

8
78.0
29.5
8
85.7
51.1
Y δiso and relative intensities for Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 are from Ref. 76 and 100,

89

respectively.
b

Data taken from page 318 of Ref. 100, with the incorrect YO8 % intensity of 51.0 corrected to

51.1

small proportion of six-coordinate Y observed, particularly in Y2Hf2O7. Based
on the relative intensities given in Table 5.7, the average coordination
number of Y in Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 is 7.24 and 7.49, respectively. As the
average cation coordination number in a defect fluorite phase is 7 (as with
the pyrochlore), it follows that the average coordination number of Zr in
Y2Zr2O7 and Hf in Y2Hf2O7 must be 6.76 and 6.51, respectively. This means
that in both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, there is preferential association of
vacancies with Zr/Hf, and O prefer to occupy anion sites around the larger
Y3+ cation. Due to the broadening of the resonances in the

89

Y MAS NMR

spectra of both defect fluorite materials, other than the relative ratio of six-,
seven- and eight-coordinate Y, little additional structural information (e.g.,
on the NNN environments) can be easily extracted.
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5.7.2.2 17O MAS NMR spectra
From the

17

O MAS NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 shown in

Figure 5.110, it is clear that the highly disordered nature of the defect fluorite
phase has a significant effect on the appearance of the NMR spectra. This is
especially apparent if the NMR spectra shown in Figure 5.110 are compared
to the 17O MAS NMR spectra of Y2SnxTi2–xO7 (Figure 5.9) and La2SnxZr2–xO7
(Figure 5.86), both of which contain a maximum of four, relatively sharp
resonances. Despite both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 adopting a defect fluorite
phase, Figure 5.110 shows that the 17O NMR spectra of the two materials are
quite different, with the lineshape for Y2Hf2O7 exhibiting several distinct
peaks, whereas in Y2Zr2O7, the individual resonances appear far more
overlapped. The difference in average coordination number for Y, and thus
Zr and Hf in Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, could also affect the appearance of the
range of corresponding 17O MAS NMR spectra, through the expected ratios
of the range of O environments i.e., OY4, OY3Zr, OY2Zr2, OYZr3 and OZr4
in Y2Zr2O7 and OY4, OY3Hf, OY2Hf2, OYHf3 and OHf4 in Y2Hf2O7. The
average Y coordination numbers (determined from the percentage intensities
shown in Table 5.7) suggest that Y2Hf2O7 should contain a slightly greater
proportion of Y-rich environments, relative to Y2Zr2O7, where the average Y
coordination number is closer to seven. Regardless of the reasons for the
differences in the 17O MAS NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, it is clear
that both NMR spectra are challenging to interpret, emphasising the
importance

of

using

first-principles

calculations

to

guide

interpretation.

Figure 5.110: 17O (14.1 T, 21 kHz) MAS NMR spectra of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7.
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spectral

5.7.3 Models with cation mixing and randomised anion
positions
As described in Section 4.3.1, using simple statistics (see Equation 4.1)
it is possible to determine the total number of atomic arrangements in a
material given a known number of well-defined crystallographic sites. A 2 ×
2 × 2 supercell of the defect fluorite structure contains the same number of
atoms as in a pyrochlore unit cell, i.e., 32 cation sites, occupied by 16 Y and 16
Zr (or Hf), and 64 anion sites, 56 occupied by O, leaving 8 vacant. This would
give ~601 million potential cation arrangements and 4.43 billion anion
arrangements, leading to a total of over 2.66 × 1018 possible structures. Even
though many of these arrangements will be symmetry related, considering
every inequivalent structure is still unfeasible. In contrast to the pyrochlore
systems discussed in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the number of possible defect
fluorite structures is too large even for the SOD approach. In order to
provide insight into the NMR parameters and ultimately help assign the 89Y
and 17O NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, the only option is to consider a
much smaller subset of structures.
In a similar process to that used to generate the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structures with
randomised cation positions in Section 5.5.4, an automated script was used to
generate a set of 30 Y2Zr2O7 possible defect fluorite structures within a 2 × 2 ×
2 supercell of an AO2 fluorite structure,107 containing 32 cation and 64 anion
sites. For each structural model, 16 cation sites were randomly occupied by
Y, with Zr placed on the remaining 16 sites. Simultaneously, 8 out of the 64
anion sites were randomly assigned to be vacant, with the remaining 56
occupied by O. The 30 Y2Zr2O7 structural models were then geometry
optimised using CASTEP 8.0. However, many of these structures started far
from equilibrium, and optimisation was a two-step process. Firstly, the EDFT
SCF solver was used for a maximum of 50 optimisation iterations, before the
output from this first calculation was taken and optimised further using the
DM SCF solver. The 30 geometry optimised Y2Zr2O7 structures were then
used as the initial input for 30 Y2Hf2O7 structures, with all Zr replaced by Hf
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before re-geometry optimising using the DM SCF solver.
All NMR parameters calculations for the 30 Y2Zr2O7 and 30 Y2Hf2O7 were
performed using CASTEP 8.0, with an Ecut of 60 Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.04
2π Å–1 (see Appendix A1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,94
default on-the-fly ultrasoft pseudopotentials,95 a geom_energy_tol value of
1 × 10–5 eV / atom atom and an elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–9 eV /
atom (see Section 5.5.4.1), with ZORA correction applied. Experimental δiso
and calculated σiso for a series of Y- and O-containing simple compounds
were used to reference

89

Y and

17

O calculated isotropic shieldings, as

described in Appendix C1. In this section only the magnitude of the 17O CQ is
considered.
As a result of the randomisation of the anion vacancies, the defect fluorite
structural models contain examples of five-, six-, seven- and eight-coordinate
Y species, while the

89

Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 (see

Figure 5.110) suggest only the latter three environments are present in any

Figure 5.111: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso as a function of the number of O (n) within 3.2 Å of
each Y for the 30 structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7.
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significant amount (and with a much lower amount of six-coordinate Y).
Following geometry optimisation, the Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 structures span
energy ranges of 5.35 and 5.42 eV, respectively. The lowest energy structural
model of Y2Zr2O7 contains two six-coordinate, twelve seven-coordinate and
two eight-coordinate Y, whereas the lowest energy model for Y2Hf2O7 has
one, thirteen and two six-, seven- and eight-coordinate Y, respectively, with
neither structure containing any five-coordinate Y. These lowest energy
structures have average Y coordination numbers of 7.0, and 7.06, for Y2Zr2O7
and Y2Hf2O7, respectively. These values are lower than the average
coordination numbers determined from the experimental

89

Y MAS NMR

spectra (see Table 5.7).
In contrast to the pyrochlore structure, where the ordered vacancies ensure
that Y is exclusively eight-coordinate, the randomisation of the vacancies
within a defect fluorite structure, and the subsequent additional structural
flexibility this imparts, poses a difficulty in the determination of the Ycoordination number owing to the larger variation in the Y–O interatomic
distances. In this thesis, the coordination number of an Y species is defined
by the number of O (n O), within 3.2 Å. As shown in Figure 5.111, when
calculated

89

Y δiso is plotted as a function of the coordination number (as

defined above), despite significant overlap in the ranges observed as the
number of coordinated O species n, increases, a decrease (a move upfield) in
the average 89Y δiso is observed for both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7. This confirms
the assignment of the experimental 89Y MAS NMR spectra in Figure 5.109.
Figure 5.112 plots

89

Y δiso against

89

Y Ω, and reveals that, in general, Ω

increases slightly, with an increase in 89Y δiso meaning that Y with the lower
coordination numbers exhibit largest Ω. The few Y with Ω above 600 ppm
also have the largest δiso and are all five-coordinate Y species that result from
higher-energy structural models. In addition, Figure 5.113 shows that, a
decrease in 89Y δiso is generally associated with an increase in mean Y–O bond
length, with Y species with n = 8, i.e., the Y with the most steric crowding,
exhibiting the longest mean Y–O bond length.
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Figure 5.112: Plot of calculated 89Y δiso against Ω for the 30 structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7
and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by the number, n, of O within 3.2 Å of each Y.

Figure 5.113: Plot of calculated

Y δiso as a function of mean Y–O bond length for the 30

89

structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by the number,
n, of O within 3.2 Å of each Y.
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The calculated

89

Y NMR parameters for Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 reveal that,

even for these highly disordered materials,

89

Y δiso is a sensitive probe of

changes in local geometry and coordination environment, with a strong
correlation with the number of coordinated O atoms and a weaker
correlation with the mean Y–O bond length. However, limited structural
information about the longer-range structure is easily accessible from the Y
spectra, owing to the broader lineshapes that result from the increased levels
of disorder.
In an attempt to understand the effect that changes in the local structure has
on

17

O NMR parameters, and whether the resonances seen in the

experimental 17O MAS NMR spectra can be assigned, the calculated 17O δiso
and CQ for the 30 Y2Zr2O7 and 30 Y2Hf2O7 structural models were considered.
Figure 5.114 shows that a large range of 17O δiso is observed for the O species,
regardless of the coordinated atoms. The overlap is much more pronounced
for Y2Zr2O7, in good agreement with lineshapes seen in the experimental 17O
NMR spectra in Figure 5.110. As shown in Figure 5.114b, despite the overlap

Figure 5.114: Plot of calculated 17O δiso as a function of O environment for the 30 structural
models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7.
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Figure 5.115: Plot of calculated 17O CQ as a function of O environment for the 30 structural
models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7.

Figure 5.116: Plot of calculated 17O δiso against CQ for the 30 structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7
and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with the points coloured by O environment.
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in the ranges of shifts seen for different O environments, there is a clear
decrease (more upfield) in

17

O δiso with a decrease in the number of Y

coordinated to each O. Figure 5.115 shows that very similar (and small) 17O
CQ are found for all O species in both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, with Figure 5.116
showing little correlation between 17O δiso and CQ for either material.
The dependence of the

17

O NMR parameters on two different structural

parameters (mean O–cation bond length and distortion index) was also
investigated. Figures 5.117 to 5.120 show calculated 17O δiso and CQ for the
structural models of both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, plotted as functions of the
two structural parameters. No correlation is observed between the

17

O CQ

with either the mean O–cation bond length or the distortion index for
Y2Zr2O7 or Y2Hf2O7. There is perhaps a weak correlation between 17O δiso and
the mean O–cation bond length, and a slightly stronger dependence of this
parameter on the distortion index. These effects are most easily seen for
Y2Hf2O7 in Figure 5.117b and 5.119b. This suggests that the changes in shift

Figure 5.117: Plot of calculated 17O δiso as a function of mean O–cation bond length for the 30
structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by O
environment.
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Figure 5.118: Plot of calculated 17O CQ as a function of mean O–cation bond length for the 30
structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by O
environment.

Figure 5.119: Plot of calculated 17O δiso as a function of distortion index for the 30 structural
models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by O environment.
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Figure 5.120: Plot of calculated 17O CQ as a function of distortion index for the 30 structural
models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by O environment.

Figure 5.121: Plot of distortion index as a function of mean O–cation bond length for the 30
structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7, with data points coloured by O
environment.
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for O species with different numbers of Y and Zr/Hf cations coordinated do
not result from any significant changes in local structure, but probably arise
from the small difference in electronegativity. There is however a strong
correlation between the mean O–cation bond length and distortion index for
both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 as shown in Figure 5.121, with a longer mean O–
cation bond length exhibited by O species that have a more distorted local
geometry, i.e., a larger distortion index.
Figures 5.114 to 5.121 highlight that there appears to be little structural
difference in the O local environments in Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 when the
coordinating cations are varied. This variation therefore results in only small
changes to the NMR parameters, with a small decrease in shift observed with
an increase in the number of coordinated Zr (or Hf), and very small CQ
values observed in all cases. The small changes predicted will result in
significant overlap of resonances from different local O environments,
particularly for Y2Zr2O7 and may well hinder the assignment of the spectral
resonances and the extraction of detailed structural information. The slightly
larger shift changes seen for Y2Hf2O7 agree well with the higher resolution
seen in the experimental 17O MAS NMR spectrum (Figure 5.110b). Given the
presence of more, well resolved signals, in this spectrum it is tempting to try
and assign these to particular types of O environment.
Figure 5.110b shows that six distinct components can be identified in the 17O
MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Hf2O7, at ~387 (2%), ~364 (11%), ~337 (29%), ~310
(46%). ~288 (11%) and ~260 (1%) ppm,103 while only five local environments
(OY4, OY3Hf, OY2Hf2, OYHf3 and OHf4) are expected. Additional
experimental results103 (not shown here) confirm that the lineshapes do not
result from significant quadrupolar broadening (in agreement with the low
predicted CQ values), there is no contribution of the satellite transitions to the
spectrum, none of the signals result from impurity phases and no signals
result from surface –OH species (which can potentially be a problem if
enrichment is particularly surface limited). Additionally, for samples of
Y2Hf2O7, varying the 17O enrichment temperature or time seems to have very
little effect on the appearance of the 17O MAS NMR spectral ineshape. Figure
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Figure 5.122: Calculated 17O δiso for the 30 structural models of (a) Y2Zr2O7 and (b) Y2Hf2O7,
represented as histograms, separated according to O environment.

5.122 plots (simply as a histogram) the calculated 17O δiso for the 30 structural
modes of Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7. This shows that there is significant overlap
between the ranges of signals seen for the different O environments, for both
Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, although there is a more noticeable change in the
average 17O δiso for Y2Hf2O7, with each additional Hf bonded to O resulting in
a 20-30 ppm decrease in δiso. However, the broad range of shifts seen for all
five O environments in Y2Hf2O7, suggests that, it would not be possible (or
sensible) to try and assign resonances to an individual type of O
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environment, precluding a more detailed understanding of cation or anion
disorder. Although the structures considered represent only a very small
number of (likely high energy) potential structural models for this complex
system, the preliminary results presented here suggest that significant
computational effort (and expense) to generate a much larger set of
structural models would likely not be justified.

5.7.4 Summary
This section has explored the use of first-principles calculations to
investigate the effects of cation and anion disorder in Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7,
on the predicted NMR parameters. The ultimate aim of such work would be
to use these predicted parameters to assist interpretation and guide
assignment of the experimental (89Y and 17O) MAS NMR spectra of these two
defect fluorite materials. Although the SOD approach has proved invaluable
for the investigation of the more ordered Y2SnxTi2–xO7 and Y2SnxZr2–xO7
pyrochlores, discussed in Sections 5.5.5 and 5.6.4, respectively, the sheer
number of possible structural models that result from the extensive cation
and anion disorder makes any method that attempts to produce all possible
atomic arrangements impractical. As a result, the preliminary work here
employed a less sophisticated method of generating structural models using
an in-house script to randomise the occupancy of 32 cation sites by the 16 Y
and 16 Zr (or Hf), while simultaneously randomising the 8 vacancies on the
64 potential anion sites. Using this method, 30 Y2Zr2O7 structural models
were generated and subsequently used to make an equivalent number of
Y2Hf2O7 models.
The calculated 89Y δiso for the structural models was shown to be sensitive to
the Y coordination number, decreasing (moving upfield) as the number of O
surrounding the Y increased, aiding assignment of the signals seen in the 89Y
MAS NMR spectra of Y2Hf2O7 and confirming the previous assignment for
Y2Zr2O7.79 The large range of shifts seen for each coordination number was
not analysed in any further detail (i.e., to understand the effects of NNN
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cations). While such an investigation may be possible, a larger set of
structural models should perhaps be considered before such a task was
undertaken. The 17O NMR parameters for the 30 structural models of Y2Zr2O7
and Y2Hf2O7 were also investigated. Although small changes in δiso were
observed as the number of Y and Zr (or Hf) coordinated to the O varied,
significant overlap of the shift ranges was observed, particularly for Y2Zr2O7,
in agreement with the broad lines seen in the experimental 17O NMR spectra.
A greater change in shift was predicted for Y2Hf2O7, moving upfield as the
number of Hf surrounding the O species increased, helping to explain the
more well resolved resonances seen experimentally. However, representing
the calculated 17O δiso as histograms, it becomes apparent that there is still
significant overlap of the shifts seen for different O environments, and their
intensity at any one point in the spectrum could well result from O in
multiple different O environments. This helps to explain the presence of six
resonances in the experimental spectrum, when only five types of local
environment are possible. Detailed analysis of the structural models reveals
very little changes in local structure (i.e., mean O–cation bond length or
distortion index) between the different O species, perhaps explaining the
small changes in the NMR parameters observed. However, this work
suggests that deconvolution and assignment of individual resonances is not
possible even for Y2Hf2O7.
While the 30 Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 structural models provide some insight
into the appearance of the experimental 89Y and 17O MAS NMR spectra, in
order to better understand the local structure of these and other highly
disordered materials, it is apparent that a more effective strategy for
generating relevant and realistic structural models must be developed. The
structural models discussed in this section clearly only represent the first
tentative steps along the path that leads to this goal. The challenge will
become much greater when substitution of other atoms (e.g., Sn or Ti) is also
considered (although it is likely that the structural changes in those system
might be much more significant) It is clear that methods for the efficient
generation of a large number of symmetry unique models are required, and
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that these might be most effectively used if information from experiment
(e.g., the known coordination number of Y or of other substituted atoms)
could be used in determining which models are most relevant.
Potential approaches for generating a single, or series of, structural models
for Y2Zr2O7 or Y2Hf2O7 and other related defect fluorite materials, could
involve using Pair Distribution Function (PDF)108,109 XRD analysis to identify
the various interatomic distances that describe the short-range connectivity
seen for the material. This information could then be used as a constraint for
a reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC)110,111 modelling algorithm to output potential
three-dimensional atomic configurations (i.e., input structural models). As
described above, additional experimental information, such as the average
coordination number for Y and other cation species, determined from MAS
NMR spectra could also be used in the RMC simulation, increasing the
probability of the generated structural models that more accurately represent
the disordered materials under investigation. However, irrespective of the
modelling approaches is considered in the future, this investigation
underlines the need for realistic structural models, if first-principles
calculations are to provide insight into local structure and thus assist the
assignment of experimental NMR spectra for disordered materials.

5.8

Outlook
This chapter has investigated the extent to which first-principles

calculations can assist in the interpretation and assignment of solid-state
NMR spectra, and ultimately providing insight into the local structure of
disordered ceramic materials. It has been shown that the usefulness of such
calculations is heavily influenced by the ability to efficiently generate one or
more structural models that can represent the local environments present in
a disordered material. While simple substitution might provide initial insight
into the interpretation of an experimental spectrum, more sophisticated
approaches are required to ensure that the effects of longer-range structural
changes on the NMR parameters can be accurately assessed. The importance
of performing a rigorous geometry optimisation of structural models prior to
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the calculation of NMR parameters has also been highlighted, with the need
for an accurate elec_energy_tol parameter proving particularly crucial to
the accuracy and repeatability of calculations performed using CASTEP.
The different degrees of structural disorder exhibited by the inorganic
materials discussed in this chapter, i.e., B-site cation disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7
and La2SnxZr2–xO7 pyrochlores and disorder on both the cation and anion
sublattice in Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7, has led to structural models being
generated using a variety of approaches. The approach taken depends both
on the type of disorder displayed by a material, and on the level of detail that
is required to understand experimental measurements or to extract
information on local structure. While simple substitution to produce local
clusters allowed the relationships between calculated multinuclear NMR
parameters and systematic changes in local structure in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 or
La2SnxZr2–xO7 to be probed, only a small number of models are considered,
with little variation in the longer-range structure, likely representing a
significant oversimplification of the real pyrochlore materials. In contrast, the
series of SOD-generated Y2SnxTi2–xO7 and La2SnxZr2–xO7 structural models
facilitates a comprehensive investigation into the effect of B-site cation
disorder on the local structure and on the calculated 89Y,
parameters, with the full simulation of

89

Y and

119

119

Sn and 17O NMR

Sn MAS NMR spectra

enabling direct comparison between experimental and computation. Due to
the combinatorial nature of the structural disorder exhibited by Y2Zr2O7 and
Y2Hf2O7, the investigation into these defect fluorites materials proved more
challenging, both computationally, but more importantly, conceptionally,
given the lack of a clear initial structural model or modelling procedure.
Despite this, even using a small number of structural models, first-principles
calculations were able to provide new insights into the changes in local
geometry and predicted NMR parameters for both Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7,
although neither the

89

Y or

17

O MAS NMR spectra could be confidently

assigned (other than identifying the presence of six-, seven- and eightcoordinate Y from the 89Y MAS NMR spectra), indicating that further study
into these materials is required.
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It is hoped that in the future, limitations in computing power and access to
HPC facilities will increase, potentially making it more routine to generate a
much larger number of structural models. Despite this, for particularly
complex systems, such as defect fluorites, there may still be limits to the
insightfulness of analysis, even if significantly larger sets of structural
models are considered. Future improvements in DFT, including more
accurate

exchange-correlation

functionals

and

pseudopotentials

will

hopefully result in better agreement between predicted and experimental
NMR parameters, and help considerably in the use of calculations to
compliment NMR experiments. The investigations presented in this chapter
aim to serve as a guide for those studying the structure or physical
properties

of

disordered

inorganic

materials

using

first-principles

calculations, with the emphasis clearly on identifying the most effective and
appropriate methods for modelling system that exhibit some form of
configurational disorder.
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Chapter 6: Investigating proton disorder in hydrous
wadsleyite, an inner-Earth mineral
6.1

Introduction
In order to better understand the chemical and physical properties of

the inner Earth, detailed structural studies of the minerals that comprise it
are becoming increasingly important.1 As shown in Figure 6.1, the Earth’s
mantle is predominantly composed of magnesium silicate minerals with the
general formulas (Fe,Mg)2SiO4 and (Fe,Mg)SiO3, where the increasing
temperatures and pressures associated with increasing depth cause phase
transitions.2 In the last two decades, it has been shown that the nominally
anhydrous minerals (NAMs) found in the Earth’s mantle can accommodate
significant amounts of hydrogen, typically in the form of hydroxyl groups (–
OH), and commonly referred to as incorporated “water”, believed to be
associated with lattice defects.3–5 Due to the immense volume of the Earth’s
mantle, even a low concentration of water incorporated in NAMs could
translate to vast subterranean reservoirs, far larger than the amount of water
in the Earth’s oceans and atmosphere combined.4–7 It is clear therefore, that
the physical and chemical properties of the mantle can be affected by not
only the presence, but also by the distribution, of this incorporated water.
Indeed, hydrous minerals have lower melting points than their anhydrous
equivalents, with hydrogen incorporation increasing the susceptibility of a
mineral to structural distortion. It has also been suggested that the presence
of water in the mantle can affect tectonic plate movement, seismic activities
and subduction processes,8–10 in addition to having an impact on the electrical
conductivity of the Earth’s upper mantle.11–13
Elucidating the structure of hydrous silicate minerals found in the Earth’s
upper mantle can be extremely challenging. For example, although XRD and
neutron diffraction techniques can give information on the long-range order
of the lattice, determining the extent, or even the existence, of dynamics or
disorder is often very challenging, particularly in systems where the level of
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the Earth’s mantle, showing the principal mineral components.

hydration is low, i.e., non-stoichiometric amounts of hydrogen, are present,
limiting the insights afforded by these approaches.1 Another analytical
technique used to investigate the structure of hydrous inner-Earth minerals
is Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy, which uses the stretching
frequency of the hydroxyl bonds to infer the O–H bond lengths and
orientations, from which potential structural models or features can be
constructed.14,15
With its ability to probe local structure and dynamics, without the need for
long-range order, solid-state NMR spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful
technique for elucidating the structure of disordered materials,16,17 making it
an ideal approach for structure determination of hydrous inner-Earth
minerals. Despite the apparent insights into local structure that NMR
spectroscopy provides, the characterisation of hydrous mantle minerals is far
from a straightforward or routine process. Firstly, the natural isotopic
abundance of many of the key constituents of mantle minerals is very low,
which can make the acquisition of useful NMR spectra challenging. For
example, the natural abundance of

17

O,

25

Mg and

29

Si, three commonly

studied NMR-active nuclei, are 0.038, 10.00 and 4.685%, respectively.1 In
addition, most natural samples of mantle minerals (which are often
extremely rare) contain Fe, leading to large paramagnetic interactions that
limit the structural insight that can be extracted from NMR spectra. To
circumvent this, synthetic Fe-free variants of hydrous, high-pressure mantle
minerals can be produced (often involving isotopically enriched reagents to
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facilitate subsequent NMR studies). However, this procedure can be
extremely challenging, typically requiring extremely high temperatures and
pressures, limiting the sample volume available as the pressure increases.
For example, at a pressure of ~5 GPa, a piston-cylinder apparatus can
produce ~100 mg of sample, while a multi-anvil press, capable of generating
pressures up to ~25 GPa typically yields less than 10 mg of sample. Synthetic
pressures above 25 GPa, usually resulting in less than 1 mg of sample being
produced, necessitate the use of a diamond anvil cell.1
An approach that is continuing to garner interest due to its proven ability to
aid in the interpretation of NMR spectra is the use of first-principles
calculations that include periodic boundary conditions, allowing crystalline
materials (rather than discrete clusters or molecules) to be considered. By
using the GIPAW method,18 such calculations are able to predict solid-state
NMR parameters with ever increasing accuracy and efficiency. As a result, it
is becoming increasingly desirable to investigate the structure of materials by
combining

both

experimental

measurements

and

predicted

NMR

parameters, as the latter is able to provide valuable information relating to
structure and disorder (both static and temporal), which can help guide the
interpretation of NMR spectra that are often too complex to accurately assign
directly.16,19–22
As hydrous inner-Earth minerals are often disordered, elucidating the
structure and, in particular, identifying the preferential site(s) that hydrogen
atoms occupy, is experimentally challenging. While XRD can often struggle
to accurately determine the location of hydrogen atoms, the complex
lineshapes typically observed in the NMR spectra of hydrous minerals
means that this approach, although usually very sensitive to subtle changes
in local structure, also struggles to provide detailed structural information on
hydrous minerals. As a result of these challenges, it is possible that a
combined approach (where a number of techniques are used) may be the
most promising strategy for investigating the structure of these important
minerals in a way that provides new insights and a deeper understanding of
the hydration mechanism and the different local environments that result.
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6.2

Fe-free wadsleyite
Fe-free wadsleyite, β-Mg2SiO4, is a high-pressure silicate mineral and

the Mg end member of the β-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 solid solution, believed to be one
of the principal components of the transition zone, a region of the Earth’s
mantle between depths of ~410 and ~530 km.23,24 As shown in Figure 6.2a,
this mineral has orthorhombic symmetry and adopts the Imma space group,
with a single unit cell containing sixteen Mg, eight Si and thirty two O atoms,
i.e., 8 Mg2SiO4 units.25 β-Mg2SiO4 contains one, three and four distinct Si, Mg
and O crystallographic sites, respectively, with a detailed view of the fourcoordinate (tetrahedral) Si and six-coordinate (octahedral) Mg sites shown in
Figure 6.2b. The single Si site is found in a pyrosilicate (Si2O7) unit,
containing a bridging O2 site and two crystallographically distinct nonbridging (terminating) silicate oxygen sites, O3 and O4. The remaining
oxygen, O1, is not bonded directly to Si, but is instead surrounded by five
Mg2+ cations (four Mg3 and one Mg2), leading to this site being classified as
‘underbonded’ relative to typical divalent O species.
Wadsleyite is believed to be capable of accommodating up to 3.3 wt% H2O in
the form of hydroxyls. This is a higher hydration level than any other upper
mantle mineral, meaning that hydrous wadsleyite could represent a vast
water reservoir deep within the Earth.6,7,26 Hydrogen incorporation is widely
accepted to be achieved through the formation of cation vacancies in
NAMs.27–29 The hydration of wadsleyite is believed to be charge balanced by
the removal of Mg2+ cations, i.e., by the creation of Mg vacancies, with a
sample containing the maximum hydration level of 3.3 wt% H2O,
corresponding to the exchange of four H+ for two Mg2+ per unit cell. As βMg2SiO4 contains three crystallographically distinct Mg2+ sites, hydration
introduces ambiguity relating to the specific site(s) where cation vacancies
are created. In addition, as H+ do not occupy a known crystallographic site
within the structure, being too small to effectively stabilise the vacant sixcoordinate Mg2+ site, many experimental techniques will find it challenging
to identify the location and/or orientation of the hydroxyls formed during
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Figure 6.2: (a) Crystal structure of anhydrous wadsleyite,25 with the three Mg sites and four
O sites labelled. (b) Detailed view of the Mg sites and the single Si site in the pyrosilicate
(Si2O7) unit, with the associated O sites labelled.

the hydration of wadsleyite. Therefore, the ambiguity in both the location
and relation of Mg2+ vacancies and the location of the incorporated H+ means
that hydrous wadsleyite will exhibit structural disorder. Due to this,
although several possible hydration mechanisms have been proposed (as
discussed in Section 6.3), a definitive mechanism for the hydration of
wadsleyite is yet to be universally accepted, and the detailed structure of this
mineral is still unknown.

6.3

Previous work
The structure and specific hydration mechanism leading to hydrous

wadsleyite have previously been investigated using a range of both
theoretical

and/or

experimental

techniques,6,7,30–46

with

the

focus

predominantly on β-Mg2SiO4, the Fe-free end member of the solid solution.
As a result of its underbonded character (being surrounded by five Mg2+ and
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no Si4+), several theoretical studies have identified O1 (see Figure 6.2a) as the
most likely O site at which protonation occurs.6,7,30–34 Relying on simple ionic
constraints, Smyth created a theoretical structural model of β-Mg2SiO4
containing 3.3 wt% H2O, concluding that the most stable structure consists of
protonated O1 sites, with hydroxyl bonds orientated parallel to the c-axis of
the unit cell (leading to no direct hydrogen bonding), with H+ incorporation
charge balanced by the removal of the closest Mg2 cations,7 These cations
were chosen for removal in order to minimise charge separation and because
Mg2 represents a high-symmetry, low multiplicity site.7 In a separate study,
Downs determined the electrostatic potential surface for β-Mg2SiO4,35 using
the structure derived from the single-crystal XRD data of Horiuchi and
Sawamoto,25 finding a broad energy minimum near O1, suggesting this
represents a possible protonation site, in agreement with the model of
hydrous wadsleyite proposed by Smyth.7 Downs also identified low
electrostatic potential minima above and below the bonding plane of the O2
site, effectively suggesting that protonation is likely to occur at both the O1
and O2 sites. Using electrostatic potentials, Ross et al. found that all four O
sites exhibit possible hydrogen docking sites, although it was suggested that
protonation at the O3 or O4 sites only occurred if H+ incorporation was
accompanied by the removal of Mg2+ cations from neighbouring Mg1, Mg2
or Mg3 sites.36 However, in these studies, neither the presence nor the
position of Mg vacancies, necessary to charge balance the incorporation of
protons, were directly included in the proposed structural models.
In a study using first-principles DFT calculations, Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya
identified possible structures for hydrous wadsleyite with chemical formulas
Mg1.875SiH0.25O4 and Mg1.75SiH0.5O4, corresponding to systems containing 1.65
and 3.3 wt% H2O, respectively.34 After geometry optimisation, the lowest
energy structural models (generated by manually removing Mg cations and
placing protons on nearby O sites), consisted of unit cells with monoclinic
symmetry and protonation of O1 species, charge balanced by Mg3 site
vacancies, with the hydroxyls aligned along the edges of the octahedron of
oxygen atoms surrounding the Mg3 vacancy. Although this contradicts
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conclusions from previous theoretical investigations,7,35,36 it does agree with
several XRD-based studies into the structure of hydrous wadsleyite.37–40 In an
investigation into the structure of wadsleyite containing 3.3 wt% H2O,
Kudoh et al., suggested that hydrogen is incorporated around an Mg3
vacancy, with Raman and FTIR spectroscopy confirming the presence of
hydroxyls and valence sum calculations based on the refined bond lengths in
the sample implying protonation occurs at the O1 site.37 However, in a later
publication, using XRD, Kudoh and Inoue showed that in samples with high
levels of hydration, vacancies at different Mg sites are formed, with hydrous
wadsleyite containing 3.3 wt% H2O (i.e., Mg1.75SiH0.5O4) exhibiting fractional
occupancies of 100%, 92% and 76%, for the Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 sites,
respectively.38 Small Fourier peaks were also found at an interstitial
tetrahedral void, termed the “Si2” site, believed to represent the migration of
a small amount of Si4+, and having a fractional occupancy of 0.07 in
Mg1.75SiH0.5O4. Migration to the interstitial Si2 site was only observed when
the cation occupying the adjacent Mg3 site was removed, allowing the Si4+
cation to move without causing face sharing between neighbouring SiO4 and
MgO6 polyhedra. In contrast, although an XRD study by Holl et al. showed a
strong preference for O1 hydroxyls to be formed in samples of wadsleyite
containing between 0.005 and 1.66 wt% H2O, only Mg3 site vacancies were
detected.39 In a similar XRD-based investigation into the structure and
compressibility of a wadsleyite sample containing 2.8 wt% H2O, Ye et al.
reported a significant reduction in the Mg3 site occupancy, suggesting that
hydration is charge balanced solely by the removal of Mg2+ cations from this
site.40 An increase in the bond lengths surrounding the O1 site in the hydrous
wadsleyite sample led Ye et al. to conclude that this is the preferential
protonation site at this hydration level.
Using neutron time-of-flight single-crystal Laue diffraction to investigate the
position of H+ in a sample of wadsleyite containing 1.36 wt% H2O, Purevjav
et al. concluded that only vacancies on the Mg3 site were formed, with this
site exhibiting a fractional occupancy of 0.895(1) and 0.898(1) at 100 and 295
K, respectively.41 In this study, the authors also identified that H+ are most
likely located on O1, with the hydroxyl bonds orientated along the O1⋯O4
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edges of the octahedron surrounding the vacant Mg3 site, in good agreement
with the DFT analysis of Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya.34 Similarly, preferential
protonation site(s) and possible cation vacancy ordering in a series of
wadsleyite samples containing between ~50 and ~10,600 ppm (~1.06 wt%)
H2O have been investigated by Jacobsen et al., in which a combination of
single-crystal XRD and FTIR spectroscopy were used.42 Only vacancies on
the Mg3 site were identified using XRD, with the fractional occupancy of this
site decreasing as the hydration level increased. In the FTIR spectra of these
hydrous wadsleyite samples, all the main bands from the hydroxyl
stretching region were attributed to O1 protonation.42 This interpretation of
the FTIR spectra was supported by the XRD data, which showed a
systematic shortening of several hydrogen bonded O⋯O octahedral edges
surrounding an Mg3 vacancy, an observation that was attributed to a
reduction in O⋯O repulsion forces following protonation of O sites near a
Mg2+ cation vacancy. In a later study, Deon et al. used FTIR spectroscopy,
single-crystal XRD and electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) to identify the
location of hydroxyls in hydrous wadsleyite, concluding that hydrogen
incorporation is charge balanced exclusively by the removal of Mg3 cations,
with the preferential protonation location being the O1 sites directly
surrounding the Mg2+ vacancy.43 However, in contrast to previous studies,42
through analysing the electron density map Deon et al. suggested that
protonation also occurs along the O1⋯O4 and O3⋯O4 edges of the vacant
Mg3-centred octahedron, i.e., that not only the O1 site is protonated.43 In a
study in which single-crystal XRD, neutron power diffraction and Raman
spectroscopy were used, the structure and distribution of deuterons in a
wadsleyite sample containing ~1.6 wt% 2H2O (2H = D) was investigated.44
Both X-ray and neutron diffraction data indicated a fractional occupancy of
the Mg3 site in the sample, consistent with previous diffraction-based
studies.37–41 Indeed, single-crystal XRD analysis showed the Mg1 and Mg3
sites as having fractional occupancies of 0.991(3) and 0.879(2), respectively,
with an interstitial “Si2” site with fractional occupancy 0.012(2) also
identified, supporting the observations made by Kudoh and Inoue.38 Using
difference Fourier maps based on the unit cell of anhydrous wadsleyite,
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Sano-Furukawa et al.44 also found that deuterons are located on O1 sites, with
the hydroxyl bond aligned along the O1⋯O4 edge of the octahedron
surrounding the Mg3 site vacancy.
As NMR spectroscopy does not rely on long-range atomic ordering to probe
the local structure of solids, this technique has previously been used to
identify different local environments in minerals,47–52 and, more generally,
has proved able to detect and classify structural disorder in a wide range of
materials.16,17,20,53–55 Along with FTIR spectroscopy, Kohn et al. applied 1H
MAS NMR spectroscopy to study wadsleyite samples containing between 0.8
and 1.5 wt% H2O.45 The FTIR spectra of these hydrous samples indicated that
14 of 17 protonation sites (identified based on the different O⋯O distances
and combinations of spatially close oxygen atoms in the crystal structure of
orthorhombic wadsleyite containing 3.3 wt% H2O, derived from XRD
analysis),37 are occupied. The 1H MAS NMR spectrum of hydrous wadsleyite
containing 1.5 wt% H2O presented by Kohn et al. exhibits a complex
lineshape with intensity between 11 and 1 ppm that the authors attribute to
the overlap of six separate resonances, with a resonance at 4.2 ppm
accounting for the majority of the intensity. Based on the complexity of the
1

H MAS NMR lineshape, in combination with FTIR spectra analysis, Kohn et

al. concluded that in the sample of wadsleyite containing 1.5 wt% H2O, all
four crystallographic O sites are protonated, with the preferential formation
of O1 hydroxyls being an indication that protonation is not totally
disordered, i.e., that hydrogen is not randomly distributed across all four O
sites.
A more recent study by Griffin et al. showed how multinuclear (1H, 2H, 17O,
25

Mg and

29

Si) solid-state NMR spectroscopy in combination with first-

principles calculations could be used to perform a detailed investigation into
the structure of Fe-free wadsleyite samples containing ~3 wt% H2O or 2H2O.46
In contrast to previous work by Smyth,7 where structural models with Mg2
vacancies were suggested to be the most favourable, Griffin et al. found that
the closest agreement between predicted NMR parameters for a small
number of candidate structures with experimental NMR spectra for hydrous
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wadsleyite, occurred when the structural models contained Mg3 vacancies,
with poorer agreement seen for those with Mg2 vacancies.46 The 1H MAS
NMR spectrum of wadsleyite containing ~3 wt% H2O was interpreted as
consisting of at least four major resonances, at 8.6, 6.7, 3.4 and 1.1 ppm, with
the signal at 3.4 ppm (attributed to protonation of the O1 site), clearly the
most prominent feature, comprising ~64% of the total intensity. However,
the presence of multiple peaks in the 1H and 2H MAS NMR spectra suggests
that protonation also occurs at other O sites, likely leading to the formation
of silanol (Si–OH) groups, which are also evident from 1H-17O and 1H-29Si
heteronuclear correlation NMR experiments.46 Based on the interpretation of
the experimental NMR spectra, and assisted by the predicted NMR
parameters for a series of structural models, Griffin et al. concluded that
~20% of all protonation could occur at silicate oxygen (O2, O3 or O4) sites,
meaning that silanol defects could be more prominent than previous studies
have suggested.34,37,40–42,44
In this chapter, an NMR crystallographic approach (involving XRD, solidstate NMR spectroscopy and first-principles calculations) is used to
investigate the structure of Fe-free wadsleyite containing 1.65 and 3.30 wt%
H2O, systems referred to in this chapter as semi- and fully-hydrous
wadsleyite, respectively. This investigation involves using AIRSS,56,57 – a
structure searching approach introduced in Section 4.3.2, and discussed
further in Section 6.6.1 – to generate a series of candidate structures, in which
a variety of protonation sites and combinations of hydroxyl bond
orientations were explored. To facilitate comparison with the experimental
NMR spectra, the NMR parameters for a subset (with the specific selection
criteria discussed in the relevant Sections) of the AIRSS-generated candidates
were calculated, with the level of agreement between calculated and
experimental NMR parameters allowing the accuracy of the generated
structural models to be evaluated. The 25Mg MAS NMR spectra of anhydrous
wadsleyite and a sample containing ~3 wt% H2O appear very similar,46
suggesting that this nucleus provides less insight into the structure of
hydrous wadsleyite. As a result, neither the experimental nor the calculated
25

Mg NMR parameters for hydrous wadsleyite are discussed further in this
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chapter. This chapter highlights how first-principles calculations can assist
the interpretation of the complex NMR spectra observed for hydrous
wadsleyite. Indeed, the combined strategy presented in this chapter has
enabled multinuclear NMR spectra of hydrous wadsleyite (which often
consist of several overlapping resonances), to be decomposed and signals
assigned to specific local environments, allowing a structural picture of
hydrous wadsleyite, more detailed than previously reported, to be
determined.
The work presented in this chapter aims to build on the research previously
published by Griffin et al.,46 and has resulted in the publication of two
papers.58,59 In addition to the structural investigation of hydrous wadsleyite
using a combination of random structure searching and NMR spectroscopy,
a major aim of this work was to highlight more generally the effectiveness of
this combined approach for the study of disordered materials
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6.5.1 Anhydrous Fe-free wadsleyite
The 20.0 T 17O MAS and STMAS spectra of anhydrous wadsleyite are
shown in Figures 6.3a and 6.3b, respectively. Figure 6.3a exhibits a sharp
resonance at 38 ppm corresponding to the O1 species which, due to its
symmetric local environment, shows a very small quadrupolar coupling
constant, in good agreement with previous studies carried out using lower
field strengths.60,62 The signal between 40 and 80 ppm in Figure 6.3a can then
be assigned to the three silicate O species (O2, O3 and O4), which all have
much larger quadrupolar interactions and appear significantly overlapped at
this fieldstrength. Figure 6.3b shows that improved resolution of the O
species is observed in the STMAS NMR spectrum, with the O1 and O2 sites

Figure 6.3: 17O (20.0 T, 30 kHz) (a) MAS and (b) split-t1 shifted-echo STMAS NMR spectra of
anhydrous wadsleyite. In (a), 360 transients were averaged, each separated by a recycle
interval of 30 s. In (b), 1280 transients separated by a recycle interval of 1 s were averaged for
each of 164 t1 increments of 43.06 µs, with an echo duration of 1.8 ms. The figures have been
modified from those presented by Griffin et al.46
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Table 6.1: Experimental 17O chemical shifts, δiso and quadrupolar couplings, CQ, for the four
crystallographically distinct O sites in anhydrous wadsleyite.
O site

O δiso49 (ppm)

17

Relative site

17

O CQ49 / MHz

population
O1

1

38(1)

-

O2

1

76(1)

4.9(2)

O3

2

66(1)

4.4(1)

O4

4

65(1)

3.8(1)

clearly separated in the δ1 dimension. However, despite this improvement in
resolution, there is little separation of the O3 and O4 sites. In previous
studies, performed at lower magnetic fields, the O3 and O4 silicate species
could be separated and assigned, with O3 exhibiting a slightly higher
chemical shift.60,62 Table 6.1 summarises the experimentally determined 17O
NMR parameters for the four O sites in anhydrous wadsleyite.
Figure 6.4 shows the

29

Si MAS NMR spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite,

which contains a single peak at ~79 ppm, characteristic of a pyrosilicate. This
spectrum confirms there is a single crystallographically distinct Si site in
anhydrous wadsleyite,25 in good agreement with previous studies of this
transition zone mineral using 29Si NMR spectroscopy.62–65

Figure 6.4:

29

Si (14.1 T, 20 kHz) MAS NMR spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite, resulting

from the averaging of 135 transients each separated by a recycle interval of 120 s. This figure
has been modified from that presented by Griffin et al.46
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6.5.2 Hydrous Fe-free wadsleyite
The 1H MAS NMR spectrum of β-Mg1.77SiH0.4617O4 (i.e., a hydration
level equivalent to ~3 wt% H217O), a sample referred to as “wads-H” by
Griffin et al.,46 is shown in Figure 6.5a, with the 1H δiso and relative intensities
shown in Table 6.2. The spectrum consists of a complex lineshape with the
majority of intensity appearing between 10 and 0 ppm. A possible fit,
containing four separate resonances, is also shown. The most intense feature
in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum at 3.4 ppm, as well as signal appearing
upfield as a shoulder at ~1 ppm are in the chemical shift range consistent
with Mg–OH groups,66–68 suggesting that these resonances result from
protonated O1 environments (as O1 is the only non-silicate O site in
wadsleyite). The intensity of the two resonances at ~4 and ~1 ppm indicates
that the most common hydration mechanism in wadsleyite likely involves
the protonation of O1. However, the two resonances with 1H δiso of 8.6 and
6.7 ppm, jointly account for ~17% of the total intensity in the 1H MAS NMR
spectrum. The chemical shifts of these two signals are too high to likely
correspond to Mg–OH-type environments, meaning they could correspond
instead to environments resulting from the protonation of silicate O sites, i.e.,
the formation of silanol (Si–OH) environments.
A two-dimensional 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H (which shows
the correlations between homonuclear dipolar-coupled spins, allowing
species that are in close spatial proximity to be identified) is shown in Figure
6.5b. The 1H DQ MAS spectrum clearly shows the presence of several distinct
H environments, indicating protons are located on multiple (and potentially
different combinations of) O sites in wads-H. Figure 6.5b shows that the
region of intensity at ~4 ppm in the δSQ dimension, clearly results from the
overlap of signal from two similar, yet distinct 1H environments. However,
from the significant spread of intensity along the diagonal (where δDQ = 2 δSQ)
it can be inferred that a distribution of Mg–OH environments exist in wadsH. Figure 6.5b also shows a number of 1H correlations, with the region of
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Table 6.2: Experimental 1H chemical shifts, δiso, and relative intensities for the four
resonances in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, shown in Figure 6.5a, based on the fit
to this spectrum.46
H δiso46 (ppm)

Relative intensity46 (%)

1

1.1

19

2

3.4

64

3

6.7

10

4

8.6

7

H site

1

Figure 6.5: (a) 1H (14.1 T, 30 kHz) MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H resulting from the
averaging of 16 transients each separated by a recycle interval of 10 s. A possible fit of the
experimental spectrum is shown below the MAS lineshape in red, with the four individual
components shown in blue. (b) Rotor-synchronised 1H (14.1 T, 30 kHz) DQ MAS NMR
spectrum of wads-H recorded using two cycles of BABA recoupling. The spectrum is a
result of the averaging of 32 transients, separated by a recycle interval of 2 s, for each of 100
t1 increments of 33.33 µs, with the δDQ = 2δSQ axis is shown by a diagonal line. The figures
have been modified from those presented by Griffin et al.46

signal between ~2 and ~4 ppm in the δSQ dimension, clearly correlating with
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resonances at a much higher chemical shift (downfield in the δSQ dimension),
suggesting that Mg–OH and Si–OH environments are in close proximity.
Additional correlations between resonances with 1H δSQ > 6 ppm suggests
that interactions between multiple environments, none of which are Mg–OH
i.e., interactions between potential silanol environments, are present.
Although it is not possible to confidently assign the 1H resonances to species
based on specific O site(s) from the information in Figure 6.5, these spectra
do confirm that multiple H environments (including both Mg–OH and Si–
OH) are present.
The 17O MAS and STMAS NMR spectra of wads-H are shown in Figure 6.6a
and 6.6b, respectively. By comparing Figure 6.6a with the

17

O MAS NMR

spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite (in Figure 6.3a), it is clear that they
appear similar, with both containing a sharper resonance at ~40 ppm
resulting from the O1 and a broader region of signal corresponding to silicate
(O2-O4) oxygens, respectively. However, there is significant broadening of
the signal at higher shift upon hydration, perhaps indicating that a
distribution of environments are present. The expansion in Figure 6.6a
reveals the presence of a third, much broader resonance, absent in the 17O
MAS NMR spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite. The lower chemical shift and
larger quadrupolar coupling of this resonance is typical of protonated O sites
in silicates, environments that have been shown to have 17O CQ as large as 7-8
MHz.69–71 From Figure 6.6a it is also clear that the intensity of the resonance
assigned to O1 decreases significantly upon hydration which, combined with
the presence of the broader hydroxyl resonance, suggests that significant
protonation must occur at this O site, in good agreement with the
observation of the intense 1H resonance at δ of 4 ppm in Figure 6.5a.
As shown in Figure 6.6b, the hydroxyl resonance clearly appears in the 17O
STMAS NMR spectrum, at δ1 ≈ 20 ppm. By comparing the appearance of this
STMAS spectrum with a triple-quantum MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,
Griffin et al. were able to confirm that the width (in both the δ1 and
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Figure 6.6: 17O (20.0 T, 30 kHz) (a) MAS and (b) split-t1 shifted-echo STMAS NMR spectrum
of wads-H. In (a), the spectrum is the result of averaging 360 transients each separated by a
recycle interval of 30 s. In (b), 512 transients separated by a recycle interval of 1 s were
averaged for 128 t1 increments of 43.06 µs, with an echo duration of 1.8 ms. The figures have
been modified from those presented by Griffin et al.46

δ2 dimensions) of the resonances is due to H species exhibiting positional, not
dynamic, disorder.46 This confirms that wads-H contains several different
hydroxyl environments, in agreement with the interpretation of the 1H MAS
and DQ MAS spectra shown in Figure 6.5, confirming its disordered nature.
Figure 6.7a shows the 1H-17O CP MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, where
signal is transferred from H to nearby O species. By choosing a sufficiently
short contact time, it is possible to selectively “edit” the spectrum such that
only hydroxyl O species appear. Figure 6.7a contains two distinct regions of
signal, an intense resonance at low 1H and 17O chemical shift, and a second,
much weaker resonance appearing downfield. As shown in Figure 6.7b, the
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Figure 6.7: (a) 1H-17O (20.0 T, 30 kHz) CP MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from the
averaging of 3752 transients each separated by a recycle interval of 1.5 s. (b) H-17O (20.0 T, 30
kHz) CP HETCOR NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from the averaging of 400 transients
separated by a recycle interval of 1.5 s for each of the 90 t1 increments of 33.33 µs. In both
spectra polarisation transfer was achieved using a contract time of 500 µs. The figures have
been modified from those presented by Griffin et al.46
1

H-17O CP HETCOR NMR spectrum of wads-H also contains two correlation

peaks, with one significantly more intense than the other. The most intense
feature is the result of O species with 17O δ between 20 and 0 ppm correlating
with protons with 1H δ < 5 ppm, suggesting this results from Mg–OH
environments The second, less intense correlation arises from the correlation
between O species at higher shift and 1H with δ > 5 ppm. The work of Griffin
et al. suggested that this results from the presence of Si–OH environments,
and supported this conclusion by predicting NMR parameters for a series of
hydrous wadsleyite structural models, constructed from a 2 × 1 × 1 supercell
of anhydrous wadsleyite, where protons were manually placed in chemically
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sensible positions around an Mg1, Mg2 or Mg3 vacancy.46

Figure 6.8: (a)

29

Si (14.1 T, 30 kHz) MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from the

averaging of 1576 transients each separated by a recycle interval of 120 s. (b) 1H-29Si (14.1 T,
12.5 kHz) CP MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from the averaging of 2400
transients each separated by a recycle interval of 3 s, with a contact pulse duration of 6 ms.
(c) 1H-29Si (14.1 T, 20 kHz) CP HETCOR NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from the
averaging of 2720 transients each separated by a recycle interval of 1.5 s for each of the 28 t1
increments of 50 µs, with polarisation transfer achieved using a contact pulse duration of 1
ms. The figures have been modified from those presented by Griffin et al.46
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The presence of Si–OH groups was also confirmed in the work of Griffin et
al.46 using 29Si NMR, as shown in Figure 6.8a. The 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of
wads-H resembles the equivalent spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite (see
Figure 6.4), each with a resonance at δ ≈ –79 ppm. In addition to this signal,
Figure 6.8a also contains a weaker resonance at 29Si δ ≈ –75 ppm, not seen in
the spectrum of anhydrous wadsleyite. The corresponding 1H-29Si CP MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H (Figure 6.8b) shows that the intensity of the 29Si
peak at approximately –75 ppm increases significantly relative to the upfield
resonance, confirming that the former likely results from Si–OH
environments. The 1H-29Si CP HETCOR NMR spectrum of wads-H in Figure
6.8c, shows that the Si species at –75 ppm correlate with 1H with δ > 5 ppm,
confirming Si–OH environments are present. The correlation peak between
1

H and

29

Si with δ of 4 and –79 ppm, respectively, likely represents the

interaction of protons in Mg–OH (protonated O1) environments with nonprotonated Si species in nearby pyrosilicate units.

6.6

Investigating

the

structure

of

semi-hydrous

wadsleyite
6.6.1 AIRSS-generated structural models
In this chapter, Fe-free semi-hydrous wadsleyite refers to β-Mg2SiO4
containing 1.65 wt% H2O, a hydration level that is equivalent to the
incorporation of two H+ per unit cell, charge balanced in each case by the
removal of one Mg2+ cation. In contrast to the work presented by Griffin et al.,
where a small set of hydrous wadsleyite structural models were generated
manually i.e., by placing H atoms in manually chosen, chemically sensible
locations, for the investigation carried out here, AIRSS,56,57 an inherently
unbiased approach for generating structural models, has been used.
Although AIRSS has been used to probe the structure of a number of
different systems, including organic molecules, potential battery materials,
and high-pressure phases of water and hydrogen,57,72–74 the work presented in
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this chapter represents the first time this random structure searching
approach, in combination with both experimental and predicted NMR
parameters, has been applied to the structure elucidation of a disordered
inorganic mineral.
Using an anhydrous Fe-free wadsleyite unit cell25 (containing 8 Mg2SiO4
formula units) as the input structure, AIRSS was used to randomly position
two H atoms within the structure. Hydration is achieved by substituting one
Mg for two H, with each H atom sequentially placed on the (now vacant) Mg
site before being allowed to move randomly anywhere within a sphere with
radius given by the manually chosen variable POSAMP. In this work
POSAMP was chosen to be 3.0 Å, in an attempt to minimise the charge

Figure 6.9: Schematic showing a Mg3 site centred 7.0 Å cluster of the anhydrous wadsleyite
structure, illustrating the AIRSS process, in which one Mg2+ cation is replaced by two H+
cations, following which the structure is geometry optimised using DFT. The grey sphere
represents the POSAMP (predetermined to have radius of 3.0 Å), where the two H+ cations
can be randomly placed.
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separation (caused by the removal of a Mg2+ cation), and to limit search
space. During the AIRSS process the unit cell dimensions and the positions
of all Mg, Si and O atoms are fixed, i.e., only the positions of the substituted
H are randomised. Figure 6.9 shows a schematic of the general AIRSS
process used to generate the 223, 245 and 819 structural models of semihydrous Fe-free wadsleyite containing one Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 vacancy per
unit cell, respectively. These AIRSS-generated structural models were then
geometry optimised using CASTEP 7.01,75 with an Ecut of 25 Ry, a k-point
spacing of 0.1 2π Å–1, the PBE EXC functional76 and the default ultrasoft
pseudopotentials.77 In this optimisation step the position of all H, Mg, Si and
O atoms were allowed to vary, but the unit cell dimensions were fixed to
those for anhydrous wadsleyite.25 Although previous studies have shown
that poor sampling of the Brillouim zone (determined by the number of kpoints) can lead to unphysical structures,57 computational efficiency was
favoured over accuracy during this initial geometry optimisation process.
Figure 6.10 shows the three series of geometry optimised semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures, i.e., structural models with Mg1, Mg2 or Mg3
vacancies, ranked according to their relative enthalpy. The lowest enthalpy
structure in each series was set to ΔH = 0.0 eV. Each of the three series
consists of several low enthalpy “plateaus” of structural models, suggesting
that structures with the same or very similar protonation arrangements have
been identified multiple times, a strong indicator that the PES has been
sampled thoroughly. Figure 6.11 shows a combined plot of the enthalpies for
structural models from all three series, indicating that the structural model
representing the “global” enthalpy minimum is found with a Mg3 vacancy. It
should also be noted that, a significant number of structures in this series
exhibit a lower ΔH than the structural models with the lowest enthalpy from
the series generated with a Mg1 or Mg2 vacancy.
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Figure 6.10: Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of the (a) 223, (b) 245 and (c) 819 semihydrous wadsleyite structural models with an (a) Mg1, (b) Mg2 and (c) Mg3 vacancy.

Figure 6.11: Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of all semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models, ranked relative to the lowest enthalpy AIRSS-generated structure, with
the data points coloured by Mg site vacancy.
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6.6.2 Mg3 vacant structural models
Based on ΔH for the AIRSS-generated structural models of semihydrous Fe-free wadsleyite (see Figure 6.11), and considering the tentative
literature consensus regarding the mechanism by which hydration of this
mineral occurs (see Section 6.3),34,39–44,46 a more in-depth investigation into the
stable and metastable protonation arrangements adopted by the structural
models with Mg3 vacancies was performed. This series consists of 819
structures, in which the protons are overwhelmingly located on O species
directly surrounding the Mg3 vacancy, with only 11 out of the 819 AIRSSgenerated structures containing a proton outside this octahedron of O sites,
specifically 1 × O2, 4 × O3 and 6 × O4 hydroxyls. As investigating all 819
structures would require significant computational resource, a much smaller
subset of structures was identified, with ΔH used as the selection criteria.
This subset consisted of the 25 lowest enthalpy structures, then one structure
for each of a series of enthalpy increments (δΔH): δΔH = 0.002 eV up to ΔH =
0.5 eV; δΔH = 0.005 eV for 0.5 < ΔH < 0.6 eV; δΔH = 0.05 eV for 0.6 < ΔH < 1.0
eV and δΔH = 0.1 eV for structures with ΔH > 1.0 eV, leading to a total of 103
selected structural models, as shown in Figure 6.12. Although a large number
of low enthalpy structures are selected using this ΔH based approach, the
subset also includes a number of enthalpically less stable structural models,
therefore ensuring that the PES of the system is well sampled. Prior to the
calculation of NMR parameters, all 103 structures were further geometry
optimised using a higher level of accuracy (subsequently termed “fullyoptimised” models). All first-principles calculations were performed using
CASTEP 7.01, with Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see
Appendix D1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,76 the default
ultrasoft pseudopotentials,77 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–4 eV / atom
and an elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom. The position of H, Mg,
Si and O atoms, and the unit cell dimensions were allowed to vary during
the geometry optimisation. As described in Chapter 3, a reference shielding
(σref) is used to convert calculated isotropic shieldings (σiso) to isotropic shifts
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Figure 6.12: Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of all 819 semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models with a Mg3 vacancy, shown in blue, and the subset of 103 structural
models chosen for further analysis, shown in red.

(δiso). Reference shieldings of 31.03, 249.22 and 320.11 ppm were used for 1H,
17

O and 29Si, determined by comparing the experimental δiso and calculated

σiso values for brucite78 (1H) and anhydrous wadsleyite25 (17O and 29Si). In this
section, only the magnitude of the 2H and

17

O CQ values is considered.

Calculated NMR parameters were analysed using in-house Python scripts
extending the CCP-NC MagresPython module.79
Figure 6.13a shows the 103 selected semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural
models ranked by ΔH following the second, more accurate geometry
optimisation. While the second geometry optimisation step only causes the
ΔH of the low enthalpy structures to decrease slightly, more significant
variation in proton positions within the less stable structures often leads to a
greater decrease in ΔH. Even though this subset consists of only 103
structures, Figure 6.13a shows that structures with ΔH < 1.0 eV again fall into
several well-defined plateaus, indicating that many of the low enthalpy
structures closely resemble one another, i.e., that all the low enthalpy
structures can be represented by a finite number of protonation
arrangements. The four protonation arrangements with the lowest enthalpy
(termed motifs 1-4) are shown in Figure 6.13b. The structure with the lowest
enthalpy motif 1 (ΔH = 0.0 eV), corresponds to the protonation of the two O1
species surrounding the Mg3 vacancy, with the protons hydrogen bonded to
O4 species, causing the hydroxyl bonds to align parallel with the O1⋯O4
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Figure 6.13: (a) Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of the 103 semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models, following the second geometry optimisation. (b) Representative
structures of the four lowest enthalpy protonation motifs showing 1, two O1 hydroxyls, 2,
one O1 and one O3 hydroxyl, 3, one O1 and one O4 hydroxyl, and 4, two O4 hydroxyls.

edges of the octahedron, in good agreement with results from some of the
previous investigations.38,40,43,44,46 As both H are hydrogen bonded to a
different O4 species, the hydroxyl bonds in motif 1 appear staggered, with a
dihedral angle (d[HOOH]) of 104º. The second plateau of structures (ΔH ≈ 0.5
eV) are represented by motif 2, which consists of protons on neighbouring
O1 and O3 sites, hydrogen bonded to O4 and O3 sites, respectively, leading
to a much smaller dihedral angle. By comparing ΔH for motifs 1 and 2, the
formation of a silanol (Si–OH) group, i.e., the protonation of an O3 rather
than an O1 site, is associated with a significant enthalpic penalty of ~0.5 eV.
This is perhaps because the non-protonated O1 site in motif 2 is even more
underbonded than in anhydrous wadsleyite, as now only four Mg2+ cations
surround it, whereas in motif 1, both formally underbonded O1 sties
surround the Mg3 vacancy are protonated.
As shown in Figure 6.13c, motif 3 consists of O1–H⋯O4 and O4–H⋯O1
hydrogen bonding arrangements, with the protonation of an O4, rather than
an O3 site resulting in another (but less significant) enthalpy increase of ~0.1
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eV, with this plateau appearing at ΔH ≈ 0.6 eV. By comparing ΔH for motifs
1, 2 and 3, the order of protonation site enthalpic stability is clearly H–O1 >
H–O3 > H–O4, with this trend seemingly correlating with the variation in
hydroxyl bond length. While O1 hydroxyls exhibit a bond length of ~0.99 Å,
there is a ~0.02 and ~0.04 Å bond length increase observed for O3 and O4
hydroxyls, respectively, indicating that higher enthalpy structures tend to
have longer hydroxyl bonds. Structures such as motif 4, which contain two
silanol (either O3 or O4) groups are less enthalpically stable, with ΔH more
than 0.8 eV above structures consisting solely of Mg–OH (O1) hydroxyls, i.e.,
motif 1.
The magnitude of the enthalpic penalty associated with creating a silanol
group rather than protonating an O1 site, i.e., the ~0.5 eV ΔH jump seen for
motif 2 relative to motif 1, is believed to be a direct result of the size and
explicit periodicity of the structural models used. In these specific AIRSSgenerated structures, protonation arrangements in which at least one O1 site
is not protonated result in at best, a 1:1 ratio between Mg–OH and Si–OH
environments. This potentially explains why a large enthalpy increase is seen
for motif 2, where 50% of all protons in the periodically (i.e., infinitely
repeating) structural model are located on non-optimum O3 pyrosilicate
sites. Although it has not been attempted in this investigation, increasing the
size of the structural model would reduce the relative enthalpy penalty
associated with the protonation of a single pyrosilicate O site, as in a larger
cell (with the same overall hydration level) the formation of one silanol
group would not result in the Mg–OH to Si–OH 1:1 ratio discussed above.
For example, a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell containing 64 Mg2SiO4 formula units, the
same hydration level, i.e., 1.65 wt% H2O, would consist of 8 Mg site vacancies
and 16 hydroxyls. If only a single silanol was formed, with the remaining
protons located on the preferential O1 sites, this structural model would
exhibit a 15:1 ratio of Mg–OH to Si–OH environments, meaning silanol
groups would only contribute 6.25% of protonation, compared to 50% in the
single unit cell discussed above. In addition, as the Mg–OH to Si–OH ratio
increases (i.e., O1 site protonation dominates), there would also be an
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entropy increase associated with the formation of a silanol group. This
suggests that despite having a high enthalpy penalty in the structural models
presented in this study, silanol defects could contribute make up a small
proportion of overall protonation in semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures
dominated by Mg–OH (protonated O1) environments. The presence of a
small proportion of silanol groups i.e., silanol defects within a sea of Mg–OH
groups in semi-hydrous wadsleyite agrees with several studies,43,45 including
the multinuclear NMR investigation of Griffin et al..46
The calculated 1H, 2H, 17O and 29Si NMR parameters for the 103 semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures are presented, with the hope that these predicted
measurements will help to interpret the previously published experimental
NMR spectra for a sample of almost fully-hydrous wadsleyite.46 Figure 6.14
shows plots of the variation in 1H δiso and 2H CQ as a function of the covalent
hydroxyl (H–O) or hydrogen (O⋯H) bond length, with strong correlations
seen in all four plots, agreeing with studies that have previously identified
strong relationships between these geometrical and NMR parameters.67,80–82
Figure 6.14a shows that increased H–O bond length results in an increase
(i.e., downfield shift) in 1H δiso, with the reverse relationship observed in
Figure 6.14b, where a decrease in the hydrogen bond length (indicating that
the hydroxyl bond length has increased) leads to an increase in 1H δiso.
Similarly, Figure 6.14c indicates that 2H CQ is strongly dependant on the
interatomic distances between H and the two nearest O species, i.e., the
hydroxyl and hydrogen bond distances. Figures 6.14c and 6.14d indicate that
an increase in the hydroxyl bond length (and therefore a decrease in the
hydrogen bond length) results in a decrease in 2H CQ. The five points that lie
slightly below the trendline in Figure 6.14c represent proton environments in
structural models with high ΔH (ΔH > 1.1 eV) where the hydroxyl bonds are
orientated away from the Mg3 vacancy, i.e., pointing towards O species not
within the octahedron directly surrounding the cation site vacancy.
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Figure 6.14: Plot of calculated (a and c) H–O bond length and (b and d) hydrogen-bond (Hbond) length, against (a and b) 1H δiso and (c and d) 2H CQ for the 103 fully-optimised semihydrous wadsleyite structural models.

As shown in Figure 6.15, once the data points from the plots of hydroxyl
bond length against either 1H δiso or 2H CQ (see Figures 6.14a and 6.14c) are
coloured according to the general type of hydroxyl environment (i.e., Mg–
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OH or Si–OH), it is apparent that each results in reasonably well-defined
regions of 1H δiso and 2H CQ. In general, Mg–OH hydroxyls, formed by the
protonation of O1 species, exhibit calculated 1H δiso values below 6 ppm and
2

H CQ values above 0.2 MHz, with the only exceptions to this resulting from

protonated O1 sites in structures with very high ΔH. In contrast, silanol
hydroxyls tend to exhibit larger 1H δiso and smaller 2H CQ values, with
significantly wider ranges in both parameters seen for these hydroxyl
environments. From Figure 6.15b it is also clear that all five of the data points
that lie below the trendline in Figure 6.14c are caused by high enthalpy
structures, exhibiting a H–O1 hydroxyl bond that is orientated away from
the Mg3 vacancy (see Figure 6.15c).

Figure 6.15: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a) 1H δiso and (b) 2H CQ for the 103
fully-optimised semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured
by chemical type of hydroxyl. (c) Representative high enthalpy structural model containing
an O1 hydroxyl group that is orientated away from the Mg vacancy.
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Figures 6.16a and 6.16b show the data plotted in Figures 6.14a and 6.14c,
respectively, with the data points in each now coloured by the specific site of
protonation site rather than the general chemical type of hydroxyl
environment (see Figure 6.15). From Figure 6.16, it is clear that while
protonated O1 sites tend to result in 1H δiso and 2H CQ with reasonably welldefined ranges, making it fairly simple to separate Mg–OH from Si–OH
environments based on these NMR parameters, the same cannot be said for
protonation of the individual O sites within the pyrosilicate unit. Both Figure
6.16a and 6.16b show that there is significant overlap between the hydroxyl
bond lengths, 1H δiso and 2H CQ values for H located on O3 and O4 sites;
overlap that prevents these protonation of these two hydroxyl sites from
being clearly distinguished by their respective NMR parameters. The only
apparent difference between O3 and O4 hydroxyls is that the H–O3 bond
length tends to be slightly shorter (as discussed above), meaning that H
bonded to O3 species tend to have slightly smaller 1H δiso and slightly larger
2

H CQ values relative to H located on O4 sites.

Figure 6.16: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a) 1H δiso and (b) 2H CQ for the 103
fully-optimised semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured
by the O site at which protonation occurs.
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Figure 6.17: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a) 1H δiso and (b) 2H CQ for the 103
fully-optimised semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured
by a cut off in ΔH. The blue data points represent all 103 structures, i.e., where no ΔH is
applied, whereas the red data points represent only the structures with ΔH < 0.1 eV, i.e., the
structures that resemble motif 1.

While the 1H/2H NMR parameters for all 103 fully-optimised semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures result in strong correlations between both 1H δiso and
2

H CQ and the hydroxyl bond length, as shown in Figure 6.1, a very different

picture results when only the data points corresponding to the structures
that adopt the lowest enthalpy protonation arrangement, motif 1, i.e.,
structures with ΔH < 0.1 eV are considered. Figure 6.17a shows that all
protons in structural models that resemble motif 1, where H are covalently
bonded exclusively to O1 species, have 1H δiso values of ~5 ppm, whereas
Figure 6.17b indicates that all calculated 2H CQ values for these low enthalpy
structures are ~0.23 MHz.
Figure 6.18 shows the calculated hydroxyl bond length plotted separately
against 1H δiso and 2H CQ, with the blue data points representing the entire set
of 103 fully-optimised semi-hydrous structures and the red data points
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Figure 6.18: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a) 1H δiso and (b) 2H CQ for the 103
fully-optimised semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured
by a cut off in ΔH. The blue data points represent all 103 structures, i.e., where no ΔH is
applied, whereas the red data points represent only the structures with ΔH < 0.5 eV, i.e., the
structures that resemble motifs 1 and 2.

corresponding to the structures with ΔH < 0.5 eV. This restriction results in a
subset of structures that only represent either motifs 1 or 2, meaning only
protonated O1 and O3 sites are present. From Figure 6.18a, the protons in
these structural models containing motifs 1 and 2 are split into three distinct
clusters of data points with 1H δiso values of approximately 9, 5 and 4 ppm.
Based on Figure 6.17, the O1 site hydroxyls in motif 1 are known to exhibit
1

H δiso of ~5 ppm, meaning that the remaining two clusters of red points at ~9

and ~4 ppm represent the H–O3 and H–O1 hydroxyls, respectively, in the
metastable motif 2 structures. The considerable difference between the bond
lengths of O1 and O3 hydroxyls (H–O1 < H–O3) in the motif 2 structures
results in a ~5 ppm change in 1H δiso, allowing the H–O1 and H–O3
environments to be distinguished. This large chemical shift difference is a
result of the change in hydrogen and hydroxyl bond lengths (decreasing and
increasing, respectively), from those in structural models containing motif 1.
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The higher 1H δiso seen for protons bonded to O3 species has previously been
observed experimentally,46 although (owing to the very small number of
manually chosen structural models used in the previous work) the resonance
in question (with 1H δiso = 6.7 ppm) was not explicitly assigned to O3 site
hydroxyls, but merely to Si–OH groups in general. The three clusters of data
points in Figure 6.18a at ~9, ~5 and ~4 ppm can be attributed to three of the
resonances in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H (see Figure 6.5a) with
1

H δiso of 6.7, 3.4 and 1.1 ppm,46 respectively.

Although a good qualitative agreement is observed between computation
and experiment, the values of the predicted 1H δiso for the three hydroxyl
environments described above do not agree exactly with those observed
experimentally for wads-H.46 A potential explanation for this is the differing
hydration levels in the calculations (1.65 wt% H2O) and experiment (~3 wt%
H2O), with previous work indicating that varying hydration level can affect
the preferential protonation sites (and potentially their chemical shifts).45 It is
also possible that limitations in the accuracy of the DFT approach employed,
specifically the EXC functional and the pseudopotentials used, contribute to
the differences observed between experimental and predicted 1H δiso values.
The method used to determine the referencing shielding could also be
contributing to the level of agreement between the predicted 1H δiso for the
H–O1 hydroxyls in motif 1 and the H–O1/H–O3 hydroxyls in motif 2, as the
predicted 1H chemical shifts for the 103 fully-optimised structural models
span a much larger range than is seen experimentally, and appear offset (i.e.,
at a higher 1H δiso) relative to the experimental 1H measurements. In an
attempt to improve the comparison between predicted and experimental 1H
δiso values, an alternative (and hopefully more relevant) reference shielding
approach is used in subsequent investigations (see Section 6.6.3). Although
the 1H δiso for the three clusters of red data points in Figure 6.18a do not
overlay precisely with the three experimental NMR resonances, the
qualitative agreement is still reasonable. As a result, based on the strong
linear relationship between calculated H–O bond length and 1H δiso, and on
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the observation that O4 site hydroxyls tend to, in general (and especially
when structures with very high ΔH are not considered), have longer bond
lengths than H–O3 hydroxyls, the fourth, and least intense resonance in the
1

H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H reported by Griffin et al.,46 with 1H δiso =

8.6 ppm (see Figure 6.5a), can then be tentatively assigned to H–O4
hydroxyls.
In an attempt to more clearly distinguish between H–O3 and H–O4
hydroxyls, the calculated

17

O NMR parameters for the 103 fully-optimised

structural models were also considered, with a plot of 17O CQ against 17O δiso
for the protonated O species, with the data points coloured by O site, is
shown in Figure 6.19a. This shows that protonated O1 species exhibit the
lowest (i.e., most upfield) calculated 17O δiso and the largest CQ. The five blue
data points with

17

O δiso > 40 ppm result from hydroxyl bonds orientated

away from the Mg3 vacancy (see Figure 6.15c). While there is a clear
difference in 17O δiso between Mg–OH and Si–OH environments, the ranges of
17

O NMR parameters for the three silanol O species (H–O2, H–O3 and H–O4,

respectively) are far more overlapped. From Figure 6.19b, a plot of calculated
17

O CQ against 17O δiso for all protonated and non-protonated O species in the

103 structures, it can be seen that irrespective of O site, protonation leads to
an increase in 17O CQ, with this change being most noticeable for O1 species,
where CQ increases from ~1-2 to ~5-8 MHz upon protonation. Protonation
also leads to Mg–OH groups exhibiting a large upfield shift in 17O δiso relative
to non-protonated O1 species. The significant increase in 17O CQ and upfield
shift in δiso that results from protonation suggests that only O1 site hydroxyls
contribute to the broad resonance in the 17O MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H
shown in Figure 6.6a, with all silanol environments exhibiting much higher
(more downfield) 17O δiso values.
Plots of 1H δiso against 17O δiso for the 103 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures
are shown in Figure 6.20, with Figure 6.20a showing that the two chemical
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Figure 6.19: Plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for (a) hydroxyl O species only, and (b)
all protonated and non-protonated O species for the 103 fully-optimised semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by O environment.

types of hydroxyl environment, i.e., Mg–OH and Si–OH have distinct
parameters. However, when, as in Figure 6.20b, the data points are coloured
by specific protonation site, significant overlap between both the 1H and 17O
δiso values for O3 and O4 hydroxyls is observed, indicating that confident
distinction of these two silanol environments is not possible. From Figure
6.20c, where the shape and colour of the data points denote the protonation
site and ΔH of the structure, respectively, it is clear that when all 103
structures are considered, the ranges in 1H and 17O δiso are much larger than
those seen experimentally.46 However, when only structures with ΔH < 1.0
eV (denoted by blue data points) are considered, the ranges observed for
both 1H and 17O δiso decrease significantly.
The calculated

29

Si NMR parameters for the 103 semi-hydrous wadsleyite

structures were also considered, with Figure 6.21 showing plots of 1H δiso
against 29Si δiso for all H–Si interatomic distances less than 4.0 Å, with the data
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Figure 6.20: Plot of calculated 1H δiso against 17O δiso for all 103 fully-optimised semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by (a) chemical type of
hydroxyl, (b) the O site at which protonation occurs, and (c) ΔH, with the data points shaped
by the O site at which protonation occurs).

points coloured by the chemical type of hydroxyl (i.e., Mg–OH or Si–OH)
environment. In Figure 6.21a, where the 1H and 29Si δiso for all 103 structures
are considered, significant scatter is observed. However, in Figure 6.21b,
where only structures with ΔH < 0.1 eV (i.e., those that resemble motif 1) are
considered, the data points fall into three distinct clusters, with 1H δiso ≈ 5
ppm and 29Si δiso ≈ –77.5, –78.5 and –79.5 ppm, respectively, corresponding to
H located on O1 sites (Mg–OH groups), interacting with three different Si in
nearby pyrosilicate units, which supports the assignment made by
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Figure 6.21: Plot of calculated 1H δiso against

Si δiso for (a) all 103 fully-optimised semi-

29

hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by chemical type of
hydroxyl. Only 1H-29Si correlations between H and Si with interatomic distances (H–Si) less
than 4.0 Å are shown, with a ΔH cut-off of (b) 0.1 eV and (c) 0.5 eV applied.

Griffin et al.46 of the intense correlation peaks in the 1H-29Si CP HETCOR
NMR spectrum of wads-H, shown in Figure 6.8c. In Figure 6.21c, only the 1H
and

29

Si δiso for structures with ΔH < 0.5 eV (corresponding to structures

resembling motifs 1 and 2), are shown. The inclusion of motif 2 leads to the
appearance of five additional clusters. The data points at 1H δiso ≈ 4 ppm
correspond to the H–O1 hydroxyls in motif 2 structures, while the cluster of
points at 1H and 29Si δiso ≈ 9 ppm and –75 ppm, respectively, corresponds to
H–O3 protons in the same motif 2 structures, correlating to Si less than 2.5 Å
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away, meaning this is a correlation between neighbouring H and Si in the
same silanol group. The chemical shifts observed for this cluster indicate that
as the H–Si interatomic distance decreases, both 1H and 29Si δiso increase, in
agreement with observations made previously by Griffin et al.46 The three
clusters at 1H δiso ≈ 9 ppm and

29

Si δiso ≈ –77.0, –78.3 and –78.7 ppm,

respectively, represent correlations between 1H in Si–OH groups (H–O3
hydroxyls) and non-protonated Si species in nearby pyrosilicate units. It
should be noted that these correlation peaks are not observed in the spectra
in Ref. 46 (at least at the contour levels shown).46 It is possible that this is due
to differences in the relaxation parameters for the different hydroxyl
environments, with evidence in the literature suggesting that due to fast T1ρ
relaxation, silanol environments in minerals are often underrepresented in
NMR spectra.70,83
AIRSS and first-principles calculations of NMR parameters have been used
to generate, and subsequently analyse 819 semi-hydrous Fe-free wadsleyite
structures containing a Mg3 vacancy. The structures with the lowest ΔH,
represented by motif 1, contain two protonated O1 sites, with the hydroxyl
bonds orientated along the O1⋯O4 edge of the vacant Mg3 octahedron, in
agreement with previous studies.38,40,43,44,46 Structures that are represented by
motifs 2 or 3, which contain a single silanol group exhibit higher ΔH, with
those containing no O1 site hydroxyls (i.e., no Mg–OH groups), such as motif
4, even less enthalpically stable. Although the NMR parameters for only a
subset of 103 structures were calculated, the agreement with the
experimental NMR measurements for wadsleyite containing ~3 wt% H2O46
has proved sufficiently good to allow tentative assignment of several spectral
resonances. Calculated 1H δiso > 6 ppm appear to be a result of the increased
hydroxyl bond length exhibited by silanol hydroxyls compared to H–O1
species. The calculated 1H δiso was used to assign the most intense resonance
in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H (see Figure 6.5a), with 1H δiso ≈ 3.4
ppm to H–O1 hydroxyls, with the resonances at 6.7 and 8.6 ppm tentatively
assigned to hydroxyls on O3 and O4, respectively.
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While the low enthalpy structures identified in this study i.e., the structures
that adopt motifs 1-3, allow the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H to be
understood and assigned reasonably well, these three motifs do not account
for all of the correlations present in the 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wadsH (see Figure 6.5b). Although a hydrous wadsleyite phase comprised of
motifs 1-3 will result in H–O1/H–O1, H–O1/H–O3 and H–O1/H–O4
correlations, which based on the assignment of Figure 6.5a, appear to be
present in Figure 6.5b, correlations between two silanol hydroxyls, i.e., H–
O3/H–O3, H–O3/H–O4 or H–O4/H–O4 hydroxyls, are only observed in the
structures with higher ΔH structures. This suggests that a hydrous
wadsleyite comprised solely of the three lowest motifs identified in this
study does not agree with all of the information provided by the 1H DQ MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 indicating that, either, a change in hydration
level has a significant effect on the structure of hydrous wadsleyite (as
suggested by Kohn et al.45), or, that the current structural picture obtained in
this work is incomplete.

6.6.3 Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 vacant structural models
The investigation discussed in the previous section undoubtedly
provides new insights into the structure of hydrous wadsleyite, yet still
represents a study with rather limited scope. In this section, a more extensive
expansive AIRSS-based study of this system is presented, in which all the
AIRSS-generated semi-hydrous structures containing a Mg1, Mg2 or Mg3
vacancy (see Section 6.6.1) are considered. Rather than using ΔH to select a
subset of structures for further analysis (which can introduce bias, with the
selection scheme discussed in Section 6.6.2 leading to the overrepresentation
of structures with low ΔH), here a k-means clustering approach, as
implemented in the Soprano Python library,61 was used. This approach
involved using a set of parameters, termed “genes” to divide a dataset (i.e., a
series of structures) into k groups, or “clusters”, each comprised of members
which are determined to be similar according to a normalized set of general
(i.e. ΔH) and system-specific genes. In an iterative process, k data points are
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first chosen at random and neighbouring data points (neighbouring in ndimension vector space) become members of those clusters, after which the
central data point of each cluster is set to that closest to the cluster mean and
the cluster members refined according to their distances from the mean data
point. In this case, the end goal of k-means clustering is to separate the
AIRSS-generated structures into k sets of similar structures, from which one
representative can be identified for further study, without the need to
consider the remaining cluster members. The specific genes used to cluster
the AIRSS-generated structures in this work were ΔH (relative to the lowest
enthalpy semi-hydrous wadsleyite structure with a Mg3 vacancy); hydroxyl
O type; Mg vacancy type; H–H interatomic distance; H–vacancy distance;
hydroxyl (H–O) bond length; hydrogen bond length and the magnitude of
!!!!"
the combined hydroxyl orientation vector, OH . This last parameter is
defined as the sum of unit vectors placed along the two hydroxyls bonds,
leading to values between 0 and 2, with the two extremes representing antiparallel and parallel hydroxyl bonds, respectively. A detailed description of
the k-means clustering approach used to select the subset of semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures for more detailed study is given in Appendix D2.
Using this approach, of the original 1287 semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structures, a total of 88 structures were selected for further study, consisting
of 32, 7 and 49 with a Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 vacancy, respectively.
Prior to the calculation of NMR parameters, all 88 structures were geometry
optimised using a higher level of accuracy, after which they are considered
“fully optimised”. All first-principles calculations were performed using
CASTEP 8.0, with Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see
Appendix D1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,76 the default
ultrasoft pseudopotentials,77 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom,
an elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom, the TS SEDC scheme84 and
with the ZORA correction applied.85,86 The position of H, Mg, Si and O atoms,
and the unit cell dimensions were allowed to vary during the geometry
optimisation. A description of the referencing procedure used for 1H, 17O and
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Figure 6.22: (a) Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models following the second geometry optimisation, with the data points
coloured by Mg site vacancy. (b) Representative structures of the six lowest enthalpy
protonation motifs (A-F) with labels coloured by the Mg vacancy.

29

Si σiso, which involved comparing the experimental δiso and calculated σiso

for hydrous wadsleyite itself (for 1H), or three polymorphs of Mg2SiO4 (for
17

O and 29Si) is given in Appendix D4. In this section, only the magnitude of

the 2H and 17O CQ values is considered. Calculated NMR parameters were
analysed

using

in-house

Python

scripts

extending

the

CCP-NC

MagresPython module.79
The enthalpy of the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures (ranked relative
to the most enthalpically stable member of this set) is shown in Figure 6.22a,
with motifs A-F, shown in Figure 6.22b, representing the six lowest enthalpy
proton arrangements. The structure with the lowest ΔH structure, i.e., motif
A, consists of two protonated O1 species with hydroxyl bonds aligned
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parallel to the O1⋯O4 edges of the octahedron of O surrounding the Mg3
vacancy, a structure consistent with the ground state identified in Section
6.6.2. Motifs B-D represent structures with ΔH between 0.3 and 0.4 eV which,
as shown in Figure 6.22b, exhibit one of three protonation arrangements
surrounding an Mg1 vacancy, Motifs B, C and D each contain two
protonated pyrosilicate O sites, specifically, two O4 in B, one O3 and one O4
in C, and two O3 in D, with all hydroxyl bonds orientated parallel to the
edges of the octahedron defining the Mg1 vacancy. Motif E (ΔH ≈ 0.5 eV)
represents

structures

with

O1–H⋯O4

and

O3–H⋯O3

protonation

environments surrounding an Mg3 vacancy. While in Section 6.6.2 (where
only structures with a Mg3 vacancy were considered), this proton
arrangement was identified as being the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structure
with the second lowest enthalpy, here, motifs B-D all exhibit lower ΔH than
E. Motif F (ΔH ≈ 0.6 eV) represents the most stable structure with an Mg2
vacancy and contains O1 and O4 hydroxyls, the latter of which points
towards a neighbouring O4 species. In contrast to all structures with lower
ΔH, only one of the hydroxyl bonds in motif F is aligned parallel to the O⋯O
edge of the octahedron, with the O1 hydroxyl instead orientated more
towards the centre. In motif F, the closest O4 to the H–O1 proton is 2.07 Å
away, indicating that this environment exhibits a weak hydrogen bonding
interaction, which could be contributing to the higher ΔH of this structure.
Only one out of the 88 structures contains a protonated O2 species, a
structure found to have ΔH ≈ 1.1 eV, with O1 and O2 hydroxyls surrounding
a Mg2 vacancy, in contrast to some previous studies,35,36,45 significant
protonation occurring at this site seems unlikely.
Plots of calculated covalent H–O bond length against 1H δiso and 2H CQ are
shown in Figure 6.23, with the data points coloured by the chemical type of
hydroxyl environment i.e., Mg–OH or Si–OH in Figures 6.23a and 6.23b, and
coloured by the O site at which protonation occurs in Figures 6.23c and
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Figure 6.23: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a and c) 1H δiso and (b and d) 2H CQ
for the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by (a
and b) chemical type of hydroxyl and (c and d) the O site at which protonation occurs.
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Figure 6.24: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a and c) 1H δiso and (b and d) 2H CQ
for the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models with ΔH < 1.0 eV, with the data points
coloured by (a and b) chemical type of hydroxyl and (c and d) the O site at which
protonation occurs.

6.23d. As shown in Section 6.6.2, strong correlations are seen in all four plots,
with an increase in H–O bond length resulting in an increase in 1H δiso and a
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decrease in

2

H CQ. The NMR parameters for Mg–OH and Si–OH

environments appear to exhibit reasonably well-defined ranges, with the
former tending to exhibit more upfield shifted 1H δiso and larger 2H CQ
compared to protons in silanol environments. As shown in Figure 6.24, when
only structures with ΔH < 1.0 eV are considered, the separation between Mg–
OH and Si–OH environments become more pronounced, with H–O1 protons
exhibiting 1H δiso < 5 ppm and silanol protons having 1H δiso > 5 ppm. In
addition, when only the structures with low ΔH are considered (see Figure
6.24), the overall ranges of calculated 1H δiso and 2H CQ values decrease.
However, Figures 6.24c and 6.24d show that even when high ΔH structures
are omitted, there is little distinction between H–O3 and H–O4
environments, with both as the 1H δiso and 2H CQ ranges showing significant
overlap.
As shown in Figure 6.25, a plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for the 88
structures closely resembles the equivalent plot for the 103 structures with a
Mg3 vacancy discussed in Section 6.6.2 (i.e., Figure 6.19b), with protonation
of any O site resulting in an increase in CQ and an upfield shift in δiso, and
with O1 species exhibiting the largest change in NMR parameters upon
protonation. The four data points for H–O1 with 17O δiso > 35 ppm contain
hydroxyl bonds that are orientated away from the Mg vacancy in structures
with high ΔH (see Figure 6.15c). The assertion made in Section 6.6.2, that the

Figure 6.25: Plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for all protonated and non-protonated O
in the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by O
environment.
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broad resonance with low intensity in the 17O MAS NMR spectrum of wadsH46 (see Figure 6.6a) can be assigned to protonated O1 species, is supported
by Figure 6.24, which shows that the majority of protonated O1 sites have 17O
δiso < 30 ppm, with silanols exhibiting much higher δiso. However, Figure 6.25
indicates that due to the similarities in 17O δiso and CQ values for protonated
O3 and O4 species, a confident distinction between these two silanol
environments is not possible.

Figure 6.26: Plot of calculated 1H δiso against

O δiso for all 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite

17

structural models, with the data points coloured by (a) chemical type of hydroxyl, (b) the O
site at which protonation occurs and (c) ΔH, with the data points shaped by the O site at
which protonation occurs.
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Figure 6.27: Plot of calculated 1H δiso against 29Si δiso for (a) all 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models, with the data points coloured by chemical type of hydroxyl. Only 1H-29Si
correlations between H and Si with interatomic distances (H–Si) less than 4.0 Å are shown,
with a ΔH cut-off of (b) 1.0 eV and (c) 0.5 eV applied.

Plots of 1H δiso against 17O δiso for the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures
are shown in Figure 6.26, with each bearing a close resemblance to the
corresponding plots for the structures discussed in Section 6.6.2 (see Figure
6.20), with Figure 6.26a confirming that Mg–OH and Si–OH environments
have well-defined 1H and

17

O δiso ranges. Figure 6.26b indicates that even

when the data points are coloured according to protonation site, no clear
distinction between O3 and O4 site hydroxyl environments exists, as the 1H
and 17O δiso ranges for these silanol groups are too similar and overlapped.
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When, as in Figure 6.26c, the ΔH of structures is also considered, the range of
δiso observed (especially for 17O) decreases noticeably. If only structures with
ΔH < 1.0 eV are considered, a ~10 ppm range of 1H δiso (from ~12 to ~2 ppm)
is observed, showing reasonable agreement with the shift range seen
experimentally,46 where, as shown in Figure 6.5a, the majority of 1H intensity
appears between 10 and 0 ppm.
To investigate whether a clearer distinction between different protonation
environments is possible, the calculated 1H δiso values were plotted against
29

Si δiso for the 88 semi-hydrous structures, as shown in Figure 6.27a, with the

data points coloured according to general chemical type of hydroxyl
environment (i.e., Mg–OH or Si–OH), In Figure 6.27, only 1H-29Si δiso
correlations for H–Si interatomic distances less than 4.0 Å are considered.
While significant scatter in both 1H and 29Si δiso for the Mg–OH and Si–OH
environments (especially for silanol groups) is apparent from Figure 6.27a,
where all 88 structures are considered, when only structures with ΔH < 1.0
eV or < 0.5 eV, are considered, as shown in Figures 6.26b and 6.26c,
respectively, the degree of scatter is reduced. In Figure 6.27c, the points with
1

H δiso ≈ 3-4 ppm correspond to H in Mg–OH (i.e., H–O1) environments,

correlating with Si in surrounding pyrosilicate units. The cluster of points
with 1H δiso > 5 ppm and 29Si δiso ≈ –74 ppm corresponds to protons in silanol
environments, correlating with the nearest Si species, i.e., the closest of the
two Si in the same pyrosilicate unit. These correlations show good agreement
with the assignment of the 1H-29Si CP HETCOR spectrum of wads-H made
by Griffin et al.,46 as well as with the interpretation of Figure 6.21. The
clusters of points with 1H δiso > 5 ppm and 29Si δiso < –75 ppm correspond to
silanol protons correlating with non-silanol (i.e., Si–O not Si–OH) Si species
from adjacent pyrosilicate units. These assignments show that a decrease in
H–Si interatomic distance (which is shortest when a silanol group is formed)
causes an increase in both 1H and 29Si δiso i.e., both shift downfield.
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Table 6.3: Calculated 1H δiso and ΔH values for motifs A-F.
H δiso (ppm)

ΔH / eV

O1

3.4

0.00

O1

3.4

O4

8.5

O4

8.7

O3

10.8

O4

8.9

O3

10.0

O3

10.0

O1

2.7

O3

6.4

O1

2.5

O4

7.7

Motif

Mg site vacancy

Protonation site

A

Mg3

B

C

D

E

F

Mg1

Mg1

Mg1

Mg3

Mg2

1

0.33

0.37

0.37

0.50

0.56

As shown in Figures 6.23b, 6.26c and 6.27b, even when a 1.0 eV ΔH cut-off is
applied, structures still exhibit a calculated range of 1H δiso range (~12-2 ppm)
larger than that seen experimentally (~10-0 ppm).46 To investigate whether
the agreement between calculation and experiment can be improved, a
subset containing only the six lowest enthalpy structures, i.e., those
containingmotifs A-F, was considered, with the corresponding 1H δiso and ΔH
values given in Table 6.3. From analysis of the 103 structures with Mg3
vacancies discussed in Section 6.6.2, the three most intense resonances in the
1

H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 shown in Figure 6.5a, at 3.4, 6.7 and 8.6

ppm result from the protonation of O1, O3 and O4 species, respectively. The
H–O1, H–O3 and H–O4 hydroxyls in motif A, B and E (and the H–O4
hydroxyl in motif C) exhibit 1H δiso in agreement with the initial assignment
of the 1H MAS NMR spectrum. Despite exhibiting similar ΔH to motif B, the
1

H δiso for H–O3 groups in motifs C and D are shifted significantly downfield

relative to the same hydroxyl environment in motif E, and have higher δiso
than the H–O4 groups in motif B. This seems to be because H–O3 groups in
structures with a Mg1 vacancy, have longer hydroxyl bonds than H–O4
groups surrounding the same vacancy. H–O3 groups in motifs C and D
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exhibit hydroxyl bond lengths greater than 1.05 Å, whereas H–O4 groups
surrounding Mg1 vacancies (seen in motifs B and C) have hydroxyl bond
lengths of ~1.03 Å, with H–O3 groups surrounding Mg3 vacancies (present
in motif E) having even shorter hydroxyl bond lengths, of ~1.01 Å. This
shows that when surrounding an Mg1 vacancy the trend in hydroxyl bond
lengths is H–O3 > H–O4, this is reversed in structures with a Mg3 vacancy.
Similarly, the upfield shift in 1H δiso for the H–O1 hydroxyl in motif B (2.7
ppm) relative to that in motif A (3.4 ppm), seems to be a result of a decrease
in H–O1 bond length, which increases from 0.992 Å in A to 0.985 Å in E. The
H–O4 hydroxyl in motif F (lowest enthalpy structure with a Mg2 vacancy)
has a 1H δiso of 7.7. ppm, which, based on the assignment of the experimental
1

H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 discussed in Section 6.6.2, does not

agree with the expected chemical shift of either H–O3 or H–O4 hydroxyls, an
indication that this type of structure, i.e., one with a Mg2 vacancy, is not
contributing significantly to the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H.

6.6.4 Summary
This section has explored the use of AIRSS,56,57 combined with firstprinciples solid-state NMR parameter calculations to investigate the
structure of wadsleyite containing 1.65 wt% H2O, i.e., a hydration level
referred to throughout this chapter as semi hydrous. In Section 6.6.2 a subset
of 103 semi-hydrous structures with a Mg3 vacancy, selected based on ΔH,
were studied, with the ground state structure, i.e., motif 1, containing two
O1–H⋯O4 hydroxyls. The protonation of a pyrosilicate O site was found to
result in a ΔH penalty, with the ΔH of motifs 1-3 showing that, in terms of
the stability associated with protonation at different sites, the trend O1 > O3
> O4 is observed, with structures containing two silanol (Si–OH) groups, i.e.,
motif 4, exhibiting even higher ΔH. Investigating the predicted NMR
parameters for the low enthalpy structures also allowed the three resonances
in the 1H MAS NMR spectra of wads-H46 (see Figure 6.5a) at 3.4, 6.7 and 8.6
ppm, to be tentatively assigned to H–O1, H–O3 and H–O4, respectively.
However, while structures represented by motifs 1-3 have calculated 1H δiso
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values that agree reasonably well with many of the resonances in the 1H
MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, as shown in Figure 6.5b, these structures
fail to account for many of the signals seen in the 1H DQ MAS NMR
spectrum of this hydrous wadsleyite sample, indicating that limiting the
study to only structures with a single Mg3 vacancy produces a somewhat
incomplete description of the true, disordered hydrous wadsleyite system.
In Section 6.6.3 the study into the structure of semi-hydrous wadsleyite was
expanded to include AIRSS-generated candidates containing an Mg1, Mg2 or
Mg3 vacancy. To increase computational efficiency and avoid choosing
multiple structures with the same, or a very similar, proton arrangement, a kmeans clustering approach, as implemented in the Soprano Python library,61
was used to identify 88 structures for additional analysis. Following a
second, more accurate geometry optimisation, the ground state structure,
represented by motif A, was found to consist of two O1–H⋯O4 hydroxyls
surrounding an Mg3 vacancy, mirroring the ground state found in Section
6.6.2.
The calculated multinuclear NMR parameters for the 88 structures closely
resemble the equivalent values exhibited by the set of 103 structures with a
Mg3 vacancy, discussed in Section 6.6.2, with strong correlations between
hydroxyl bond length and both 1H δiso and 2H CQ observed. The two general
groups of hydroxyls, i.e., Mg–OH and Si–OH were easily distinguishable,
with both exhibiting reasonably well-defined ranges of 1H δiso and 2H CQ.
However, significant overlap was observed in ranges of 1H δiso and 2H CQ
values exhibited by protons located on O3 and O4 sites, preventing these
hydroxyl environments from being distinguished. The calculated 17O NMR
parameters showed the same, with the distinction between Mg–OH and Si–
OH hydroxyl environments being reasonably clear, but with confident
distinction between different silanol environments proving challenging, even
when 1H and 17O δiso were considered simultaneously. By investigating plots
of 1H δiso against 29Si δiso, several distinct 1H-29Si correlations were identified,
in good agreement with previous literature.46
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The 1H δiso values for the H–O1, H–O3 and H–O4 hydroxyl environments in
motifs A, B and E agree reasonably well with the experimental 1H MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H (see Figure 6.5a), supporting the assignment of
the resonances at 3.4, 6.7 and 8.6 ppm to protonated O1, O3 and O4 sites,
respectively. However, much poorer agreement is seen between the
corresponding 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum (either at the contour levels
shown by Griffin et al.,46 or the level shown in Figure 6.5b) and the calculated
1

H δiso for motifs A, B and E. These three motifs will result in H–O1/H–O1

(A), H–O4/H–O4 (B) and H–O1/H–O3 (E) 1H correlations, whereas the 1H
DQ MAS NMR spectrum published by Griffin et al.46 contains signals
resulting from additional 1H correlations. This suggests that in order to more
accurately describe the local protonation environments leading to the 1H
MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 6.5, it seems necessary to perform an
AIRSS-based investigation into a wadsleyite system with a hydration level
more similar to that of the samples studed experimentally.

6.7

Investigating

the

structure

of

fully-hydrous

wadsleyite
6.7.1 AIRSS-generated structural models
Wadsleyite containing 3.3 wt% H2O, i.e., fully-hydrous wadsleyite, can
be achieved through the incorporation of four protons into a unit cell of the
anhydrous structure, charge balanced by the removal of two Mg2+ cations.
The incorporation of four protons could equally be charge balanced by the
removal of a single Si4+ cation, however, Si was used in excess during the
experimental synthesis of hydrous wadsleyite, reducing the chance of
samples being produced with Si vacancies.46 Although they are not discussed
further in this chapter, brief discussion of the AIRSS-generated structures
resulting from the removal of a Si4+ cation is presented in Appendix E1.
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Table 6.4: Summary of the 11 input structures created for separate AIRSS runs, including the
combination of Mg site vacancies, the intervacancy distance and the number of structures
generated.
Run

Mg site vacancy

Intervacancy

Number of AIRSS-

combination

distance / Å

generated structures

1

Mg1/Mg1

7.61

400

2

Mg1/Mg3

2.90

255

3

Mg1/Mg3

4.96

220

4

Mg2/Mg2

7.61

260

5

Mg2/Mg3

3.06

200

6

Mg2/Mg3

4.89

220

7

Mg3/Mg3

2.83

200

8

Mg3/Mg3

2.85

200

9

Mg3/Mg3

4.02

200

10

Mg3/Mg3

5.04

200

11

Mg3/Mg3

7.06

795

Total

3150

As the ground state structure of semi-hydrous wadsleyite was found to
consist of two O1–H⋯O4 hydroxyl environments surrounding an Mg3
vacancy, particular emphasis was placed on investigating fully-hydrous
candidates charge balanced by the removal of at least one Mg3 cation,
although, other combinations of Mg vacancies were generated. A summary
of the input structures used for the AIRSS-based study is given in Table 6.4.
The same general AIRSS procedure that was used to generate the semihydrous wadsleyite structures was used to generate these structures (see
Figure 6.9), with two protons initially placed at the site of each Mg vacancy,
before their positions were allowed to vary anywhere within a sphere with
radius of 3.0 Å, i.e., POSAMP = 3.0 Å, while the positions of all O, Mg and Si
atoms, and the unit cell vectors were fixed. These AIRSS-generated structural
models were then geometry optimised using CASTEP 8.0,75 with an Ecut of 40
Ry, a k-point spacing of 0.1 2π Å–1, the PBE EXC functional76 and the default
on-the-fly ultrasoft pseudopotentials.77 During the geometry optimisation,
the position of all H, O, Mg, and Si atoms were allowed to vary while the
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unit cell dimensions were fixed. During geometry optimisation a small
number of candidate structures underwent structural rearrangement in the
form of Mg cation migration, leading to Mg vacancy combinations and
intervacancy distances that were not initially considered, including several
structures with a Mg1/Mg2 vacancies.
Figure 6.28a shows the enthalpy of all 3150 AIRSS-generated fully-hydrous
wadsleyite structures, plotted against the intervacancy distance, with the
data points coloured according to the Mg vacancy combination. From Figure
6.28a, the lowest enthalpy structure consists of two Mg3 vacancies ~7 Å
apart, i.e., two “isolated” Mg3 vacancies, in good agreement with the ground
state seen for semi-hydrous wadsleyite (see Section 6.6.3). Figure 6.28b only
shows the data points relating to structures with ΔH < 4.0 eV, from which it
is clear that all structures with a Mg1/Mg2 vacancy combination (formed
through rearrangement of initial models with other vacancy combinations)

Figure 6.28: Plot showing the ΔH of (a) all 3150 AIRSS-generated fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models against the intervacancy distance with the data points coloured by Mg
vacancy combination. In (b) only structures with ΔH below 4.0 eV are shown, with the
dashed line at ΔH = 2.0 eV represent the enthalpy cut-off used during k-means clustering.
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are more enthalpically unstable, with ΔH > 2.0 eV (a ΔH cut-off denoted by
the dashed line). As for the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures (see Section
6.6.3), the k-means clustering approach, as implemented in the Soprano
Python library,61 was used to identify a subset of structures for more detailed
analysis. The clustering scripts used were based on those used for the semihydrous wadsleyite system (see Appendix D2), with the inclusion of genes to
describe the Mg vacancy combination and the intervacancy distance. The
latter gene was weighted so that each cluster consisted of structures with the
same intervacancy distances and Mg vacancy combinations. The original
genes used to cluster the semi-hydrous structures were modified to allow
two Mg vacancies and four protons to be considered, including changes to
the genes describing H–H interatomic distance and H–vacancy distance to
consider the shortest distance for each proton. The gene describing the
orientation of the hydroxyl vectors was redefined as the sum of unit vectors
!!!!!"
placed along all four hydroxyl bonds, leading to 0 ≤ OH ≤ 4 , where 0 and 4
represent all four hydroxyl bonds being anti-parallel and parallel,
respectively. Between the semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite systems, the
genes representing ΔH, hydroxyl (H–O) bond length, hydrogen bond length
and hydroxyl O type were not changed. By applying a ΔH cut off of 2.0 eV
(shown by the dashed line in Figure 6.28b), k-means clustering identified 199
AIRSS-generated structures for further analysis.

6.7.2 Post k-means clustering analysis
Prior to the calculation of NMR parameters, all 199 structures were
geometry optimised using a higher level of accuracy, after which they are
termed fully optimised. All first-principles calculations were performed
using CASTEP 8.0, with Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 (see
Appendix D1 for convergence testing), the PBE EXC functional,76 the default
ultrasoft pseudopotentials,77 a geom_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–5 eV / atom,
an elec_energy_tol value of 1 × 10–9 eV / atom, the TS SEDC scheme84 and
ZORA correction applied.85,86 The position of H, Mg, Si and O atoms, as well
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as the unit cell dimensions were allowed to vary during the geometry
optimisation. A description of the referencing procedure used for 17O and 29Si
σiso is given in Appendix D4, with the referencing of 1H σiso described in
Appendix E2. In this section, only the magnitudes of the 2H and

17

O CQ

values are considered. Calculated NMR parameters were analysed using inhouse Python scripts extending the CCP-NC MagresPython module.79
The enthalpies of the 199 fully-optimised structures, ranked relative to the
global ground state, with the data points coloured according to the Mg
vacancy combination, are shown in Figure 6.29, with the four lowest
enthalpy structural motifs, labelled G-J, shown in Figure 6.30. As all
candidates with an Mg1/Mg2 vacancy combination had ΔH > 2.0 eV (see
Figure 6.28b), i.e., above the ΔH cut-off used in k-means clustering, no
structures with this particular arrangement of vacancies are represented in
the set of 199 shown in Figure 6.29. Motif G represents the global ground
state, containing two Mg3 vacancies at a distance of ~7.1 Å (allowing them to
be considered isolated vacancies), with all protons covalently bonded to O1
species, leading to four O1–H⋯O4 hydroxyls. This ground state structure is
in good agreement with Section 6.6.3, which found motif A (see Figure
6.22b), a structure containing O1 hydroxyls surrounding an Mg3 vacancy, to
be the ground state for the semi-hydrous structures. Motif H (ΔH ≈ 0.2 eV)
has two Mg3 vacancies ~2.9 Å apart, aligned with the y lattice vector, charge
balanced by two O1-H⋯O4 and two O3–H⋯O3 hydroxyls (see Figure 6.30).

Figure 6.29: Plot showing the relative enthalpy of the 199 fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models following the second geometry optimisation, with the data points
coloured by Mg vacancy combination and the four lowest structural motifs labelled G-J.
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Motif I (ΔH ≈ 0.3 eV) also has two Mg3 vacancies separated by ~2.9 Å, but
with the vacancies aligned parallel to the x lattice vector, with the protons
forming two O1–H⋯O4 and two O3–H⋯O4 hydroxyls. Unlike motif H,
where the two Mg3 vacancies facilitate the hydrogen bonding of H–O3
hydroxyl groups to neighbouring O3 species, by separating the two

Figure 6.30: Representative structures of the four lowest enthalpy protonation motifs (G-J)
from Figure 6.29, with labels coloured according to Mg vacancy combination. In motif I, the
starred (*) atoms lie in the adjacent unit cell.
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hydroxyls (see Figure 6.30), in I this is not possible, with the formation of
hydroxyls on neighbouring O3 sites requiring an alternative hydrogen
bonding arrangement, i.e., to O4 rather than O3 species, which could be an
important factor in explaining why the ΔH of I is ~0.1 eV above H. Motif J
(ΔH ≈ 0.4 eV) represents the lowest enthalpy structure not to have two Mg3
vacancies, instead containing Mg1/Mg3 vacancies separated by ~2.9 Å. As
shown in Figure 6.30, this structure contains two O1–H⋯O4, one O3–H⋯O3
and one O4–H⋯O4 environments, with the O1 hydroxyls surrounding the
Mg3 vacancy and the O3 and O4 hydroxyls located on the edges linking the
two vacant octahedra. The enthalpy increase associated with the protonation
of O3 rather than O1 species, in fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures i.e., the
ΔH difference between motifs G and H-J, is far smaller than the increase
caused by silanol formation in the semi-hydrous system, i.e., the difference in
ΔH between motifs A and B. This suggests that silanol formation (seen in
motifs H-J) is stabilised when the octahedra surrounding two Mg vacancies
are able to edge share, i.e., when clustered, rather than isolated vacancies (the
latter being the only option for the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures
investigated in Section 6.6) can be formed. As discussed in Appendix E3, the
fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural model proposed by Smyth7 was also
considered, however, in comparison to the 199 AIRSS-generated structures, it
was found to be have much higher enthalpy (ΔH > 2.4 eV) above the global
ground state, represented by motif G.
Calculated hydroxyl bond lengths are plotted against both 1H δiso and 2H CQ
for the 199 fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures in Figure 6.31, and show that,
as seen for the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structure (see Figure 6.23), both 1H
δiso and 2H CQ correlate strongly with H–O bond length. As shown in Figure
6.31a, the 1H δiso values are reasonably well-separated by the type of O site at
which protonation occurs, with 92% of Mg–OH protons exhibiting 1H δiso < 5
ppm and 99% of Si–OH protons having 1H δiso > 5 ppm. Figure 6.31b shows
that the range of 2H CQ for the two different hydroxyl environments is
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Figure 6.31: Plot of calculated H–O bond length against (a and c) 1H δiso and (b and d) 2H CQ
for the 199 fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by (a
and b) chemical type of hydroxyl and (c and d) the O site at which protonation occurs.

similarly well defined, with 94% of Mg–OH and 86% of Si–OH protons
having 2H CQ > 0.2 MHz and < 0.2 MHz, respectively. When the specific site
of protonation is considered, as in Figures 6.31c and 6.31d, the similarities in
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NMR parameters for silanol (especially O3 and O4) hydroxyls, caused by
their structural similarities, makes it challenging to confidently distinguish
between different (non-O1) protonation sites.
By using the calculated 1H δiso values for the 199 structures, and assuming
that each proton in a structure can interact with the other three protons
(irrespective of their spatial proximity), a simulated 1H DQ spectrum (where
1

H δDQ (the sum of 1H δiso for two 1H species) is plotted against 1H δSQ (the δiso

of one 1H species)) was produced, as shown in Figure 6.32. In Figure 6.32 the
shape and colour of the data points represent the protonation site and H–O
bond length, respectively. This plot not only emphasises the strong
correlation between H–O bond length and 1H δiso, but also shows reasonable
agreement with the experimental 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H
shown in Figure 6.5b.46 Despite this, the many 1H correlations between
different protonation environments hinders interpretation rather than
enabling a more detailed assignment of the 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum to be
achieved.
As shown in Figure 6.33, a plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for the 199
fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures closely resemble the equivalent plot for
the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures (see Figure 6.25). The nonprotonated O1 species clearly have the lowest 17O CQ (< 2 MHz) and most
upfield δiso (< 60 ppm) while pyrosilicate O species have larger 17O CQ and a
more downfield δiso. This latter group of O species also exhibit much larger
ranges of 17O CQ and δiso, of ~4 MHz and ~50 ppm, respectively. While the 17O
δiso values for O2, O3 and O4 species span a very similar range, there seems
to be clearer distinction (although significant overlap is still present) between
the three sites based on their 17O CQ values, with the magnitude decreasing
O2 > O3 > O4. As seen previously for the semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structures (see Figure 6.15), following protonation, the largest change in 17O
NMR parameters is seen for the O1 species, with CQ increasing by ~4-6 MHz
and δiso decreasing by ~30-50 ppm. Though the changes are less significant,
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Figure 6.32: Plot of calculated 1H δDQ against 1H δSQ for the 199 fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structural models, with the data points coloured by H–O bond length and shaped by the O
site at which protonation occurs and

Figure 6.33: Plot of calculated 17O CQ against 17O δiso for all protonated and non-protonated O
species in the 199 fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured
by O environment.

pyrosilicate O species also exhibit a similar increase in 17O CQ and upfield
shift in δiso upon protonation. However, there is again extensive overlap in
the

17

O NMR parameters for protonated O3 and O4 species that hinders

distinction of these two chemically and crystallographically similar sites,
mirroring the overlap in 1H δiso and 2H CQ parameters seen for protons
bonded to O3 and O4 species (see Figure 6.31).
Figure 6.34a shows the 1H δiso plotted against 17O δiso for all 199 structures,
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with the data points coloured by H–O bond length. It is clear that both 1H
and 17O δiso show a reasonably strong correlation with hydroxyl bond length.
Based especially on 17O δiso, a clear distinction between Mg–OH and Si–OH
environments becomes obvious from Figure 6.34b, with a decrease of O2 >
O3/O4 > O1 for both 1H and

17

O, although again, no easy distinction

between O3 and O4 sites can be made. As shown in Figure 6.34c, when a ΔH
cut-off of 0.6 eV is applied, the observed ranges of 1H and 17O δiso decrease

Figure 6.34: (a and b) Plot of calculated 1H δiso against

O δiso for all 199 fully-hydrous

17

wadsleyite structural models, with the data points coloured by (a) H–O bond length and (b)
the O site at which protonation occurs. (c) Plot of calculated 1H δiso against

O δiso for all

17

fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural models with ΔH < 0.6 eV, with the data points coloured
by the O site at which protonation occurs.
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significantly, with Mg–OH and Si–OH hydroxyl environments even more
clearly separated. However, Figure 6.34c shows that, even when only low ΔH
structures are considered, distinction of signals from O3 and O4 hydroxyls is
still challenging.
In an attempt to identify the protonation arrangements contributing to the
structure of fully-hydrous wadsleyite, a very restricted, subset of structures
with low ΔH was considered. By following the assumption that for a
particular Mg vacancy combination and intervacancy distance, only the
ground state protonation arrangement is likely to be observed at rom
temperature, and thus contribute to the experimental NMR spectra, this
subset consisted of only structures representing the four most stable Mg
vacancy combinations, i.e., motifs G, H, I and J. A summary of the
combination of Mg vacancies, intervacancy distances, 1H δiso and ΔH values
for the four motifs is given in Table 6.5. As shown in Table 6.5, the 1H δiso for
the 16 protons in motifs G-J fall within the range seen in the experimental 1H
MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 shown in Figure 6.5a. The protons in motif
G exhibit 1H δiso of 3.3-3.5 ppm, overlaying well with the intense resonance at
3.4 ppm in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H.46 The 1H δiso for O3 and
O4 hydroxyls in motifs H-J, appearing at 6.3-6.8 and 8.6 ppm, respectively,
correlate well with the chemical shifts of the two resonances in the 1H MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H that were tentatively assigned to silanol
environments, at 6.7 and 8.6 ppm, respectively.46 There is also a reasonable
correlation between the 1H δiso for the H–O1 hydroxyls in motifs H and I at
1.5-1.9 ppm and the resonance at 1.1 ppm in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of
wads-H, suggesting that this resonance could represent Mg–OH (H–O1)
environments that are adjacent to a silanol group, an arrangement shown
above to cause a bond length contraction (relative to the neighbouring
hydroxyl also being on an O1 site), which in turn causes the 1H δiso of the H–
O1 proton to move upfield (see Section 6.6.2).
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Table 6.5: The combination of Mg vacancies, intervacancy distances, calculated 1H δiso and
ΔH values for motifs G-J.
Motif

H δiso (ppm)

ΔH / eV

O1

3.3

0.00

O1

3.3

O1

3.5

O1

3.5

O1

1.9

O1

1.9

O3

6.8

O3

6.8

O1

1.5

O1

1.5

O3

6.3

O3

6.3

O1

2.2

O1

3.8

O3

6.8

O4

8.6

Mg site

Intervacancy

Protonation

vacancy

distance / Å

site

7.13

1

combination
G

H

I

J

Mg3/Mg3

Mg3/Mg3

Mg3/Mg3

Mg1/Mg3

2.87

2.86

2.88

0.22

0.33

0.37

Figure 6.35a shows a plot of H–O bond length against 1H δiso for motifs G-J,
from which it can be seen that distinct regions of chemical shift are exhibited
by the three different protonation sites, allowing a clear distinction to be
made not only between Mg–OH and Si–OH environments, but also between
O3 and O4 silanol environments. As two separate clusters of H–O1 data
points are observed, the 16 protons in motifs G-J actually separate into four
distinct 1H δiso regions at 1-2, 3-4, 6-7 and 8-9 ppm, closely resembling the
appearance of the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H shown in Figure 6.5a.46
Figure 6.35b shows a plot of 1H δiso against 17O δiso for motifs G-J, with the
data points coloured by protonation site, which again shows the clear
distinction between Mg–OH and Si–OH environments. While the 1H δiso for
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H–O3 and H–O4 hydroxyls are very distinct, there is far less separation
between the

17

O δiso for these two environments, with the δiso of the

protonated O4 site only slightly more downfield shifted compared to the O3
sites. A plot of 1H δiso against

29

Si δiso for motifs G-J, with the data points

coloured by hydroxyl environment is shown in Figure 6.35c, from which four
distinct types of 1H-29Si correlations were identified, with coloured ellipsoids
used to distinguish between them. While the correlations denoted by the
upfield blue ellipsoid and the downfield red ellipsoid have previously been

Figure 6.35: Plots of (a) calculated H–O bond length against 1H δiso, (b) 1H δiso against 17O δiso
and (c) 1H δiso against 29Si δiso for motifs G-J, with the data points coloured by (a and b) the O
site at which protonation occurs, and (c) chemical type of hydroxyl.
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Figure 6.36: 1H-29Si (14.1 T, 20 kHz) CP HETCOR NMR spectrum of wads-H, resulting from
2720 transients separated by a recycle interval of 1.5 s for each of 28 t1 increments of 50 µs,
with polarisation transfer achieved using a contact pulse duration of (a) 1 ms, (b) 2 ms and
(c) 5 ms. Cross sections, taken parallel to F1 at 1H δ of ~3.5 ppm (top), ~6.5 ppm (middle and
~8.0 ppm (bottom) are also shown.

observed in an experimental 1H-29Si CP HETCOR experiment46 (see Figure
6.8c), as shown in Figure 6.36, when the contact time is varied, less intense
signals appear at chemical shifts consistent with the four 1H-29Si correlations
identified in Figure 6.35c.
As shown in Figure 6.37a, the calculated 1H δiso for the 16 protons in motifs
G-J (see Table 6.5) were used to plot the position of signals expected in a 1H
DQ spectrum, with the resulting correlations compared with those seen in
the experimental 1H DQ MAS spectrum of wads-H, shown in Figure 6.37b. In
Figure 6.37a blue, red and green boxes are used to highlight the predicted
correlations resulting from motifs G, H/I and J, respectively, with H and I
combined owing to their similarity. Motif G, the ground state structure
results in intensity at 1H δDQ = 6.6-6.8 ppm, corresponding to 1H-1H
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Figure 6.37: (a) Plot of calculated 1H δDQ against 1H δSQ for the 16 protons in structural motifs
G-J, with overlaid boxes coloured by motif, with H and I are combined. (b) A rotorsynchronised 1H (14.1 T, 30 kHz) DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H recorded using two
cycles of BABA recoupling, and by averaging 32 transients separated by a recycle interval of
2 s for each of the 100 t1 increments of 33.33 µs. The figure has been modified from that
presented by Griffin et al.46

correlations between H–O1/H–O1 hydroxyls. Figure 6.36a shows that motifs
H and I result in signals across three distinct 1H δDQ regions, with intensity at
3.0-3.8, 7.7-8.7 and 12.6-13.7 ppm resulting from H–O1/H–O1, H–O1/H–O3
and H–O3/H–O3 correlations, respectively. As a result of the presence of
protonated O1, O3 and O4 sites, motif J exhibits DQ signals from a number
of 1H-1H interactions, with the 1H δDQ signals at 6.1, 9.1-10.7, 10.8-12.4 and
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15.4 ppm resulting from H–O1/H–O1, H–O1/H–O3, H–O1/H–O4, and H–
O3/H–O4 correlations, respectively. The 1H DQ signals resulting from
protons in motifs G-J appear very similar to the correlations seen in the
experimental 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H (see Figure 6.37b),46
suggesting that the 1H-1H correlations seen experimentally could result solely
from the range of hydroxyl environments described by these four structural
motifs with low ΔH.
In comparison to the subset of semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures with low
ΔH (see Section 6.6.3), the predicted 1H δiso values for a set of only four fullyhydrous wadsleyite structures, i.e., motifs G-J, show far better agreement
with both the 1H MAS and DQ MAS NMR spectra of wads-H,46 shown in
Figure 6.5. This suggests that, somewhat counterintuitively, by only
considering motifs G-J, a more accurate representation of the disordered
hydrous wadsleyite system can be obtained. In addition, if it is assumed that
the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H is a result of only these four motifs,
the relative intensities of the resonances in this quantitative spectrum can
then be used to calculate the proportion of each motif, as well as ultimately,
the occupancy of each Mg site. Based on the simulated fit of the 1H MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 protons in Mg–OH and Si–OH environments
account for 83 and 17% of the integrated intensity, respectively, with the
resonances at 8.6 and 6.7 ppm, assigned to O4 and O3 site hydroxyls,
respectively, corresponding to 7 and 10% of the total intensity. With only
motif J containing a protonated O4 site, it follows that this motif is solely
responsible for the resonance at 8.6 ppm, and that this one hydroxyl
environment accounts for 7% of the total spectral intensity. As motif J
contains three more protons, i.e., one H–O3 and two H–O1 hydroxyls, this
structure must account for a total of 28% of the spectral intensity, with 70%
of the intensity for the peak at 6.7 ppm (which makes up 10% of the total
spectral intensity) a result of the H–O3 hydroxyl from this structure. As motif
G only contains protonated O1 sites, the remaining 30% of intensity for the
peak at 6.7 ppm, which corresponds to 3% of the total spectral intensity,
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Table 6.6: Estimated percentages of structural motifs for a fully-hydrous wadsleyite system,
based on the integral intensities from the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H.46
Motif

Mg site vacancy

Protonation site

Contribution to
1

combination

Contribution to

H MAS

the overall

spectrum (%)

system (%)

G

Mg3/Mg3

4 × O1

66

66

H

Mg3/Mg3

2 × O1

1.5

3

2 × O3

1.5

2 × O1

1.5

2 × O3

1.5

2 × O1

14

1 × O3

7

1 × O4

7

I

J

Mg3/Mg3

Mg1/Mg3

3

28

Figure 6.38: Schematic representation of fully-hydrous wadsleyite, showing an array of
isolated Mg3 vacancies based on motif G, with low levels of clustered Mg3/Mg3 vacancies
based on motifs H and I, and clustered Mg1/Mg3 vacancies based on motif J. Motifs G, H, I
and J, denoted by blue, red, orange and green polyhedral, respectively, account for 66, 3, 3
and 28% of hydration defects. Note, in this orientation motif I appears to resemble an
isolated Mg3 vacancy, however, the orange polyhedral denotes two edge sharing Mg3
vacancies aligned with the x lattice vector.
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must come from motifs H and/or I. By assuming that each motif contributes
equally to the intensity of this peak, i.e. 15% each, it follows that H and I each
account for 3% of the overall spectral intensity, split evenly over the peaks
assigned to H–O1 and H–O3 hydroxyl environments. It follows that
combined, motifs H-J account for 34% of the overall intensity in the 1H MAS
NMR spectrum of wads-H, meaning the remaining 66% must stem from
motif G. As the ground state only contains H–O1 hydroxyls, this means that
motif G accounts for ~80% i.e., 66/83, of the intensity assigned to 1H in Mg–
OH environments. A summary of the estimated integral intensity
proportions and a breakdown of the individual motifs contribution to the
overall system is given in Table 6.6.
As motifs G-I contain two Mg3 vacancies and motif J contains one Mg1 and
one Mg3 vacancy, a structural model of fully-hydrous wadsleyite with a
G:H:I:J ratio of 66:3:3:28 results in a Mg1:Mg3 vacancy ratio of 14:86 and
Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 site occupancies of 0.930, 1, and 0.785, respectively,
These calculated fractional occupancies imply that the majority (66%) of
vacancy defects in fully-hydrous wadsleyite arise from isolated Mg3
vacancies of the sort found in motif G, with clustered vacancies from a
combination of motifs H-J comprising the remaining 3, 3 and 28% of the
system, respectively. Figure 6.38 shows a schematic representation of the
structure that would result from this ratio of different vacancy defects.

6.7.3 Summary
In Section 6.7.2, the AIRSS approach56,57 was used to generate 3150
wadsleyite containing 3.3 wt% H2O, i.e., fully-hydrous wadsleyite
candidates, each containing four protons charge balanced by the removal of
two Mg2+ cations. As shown in Table 6.4, 11 separate AIRSS runs, each based
on an input structure with a unique combination of Mg vacancies and
intervacancy distance combination, were performed, with structural
rearrangement

causing

several

candidates

to

exhibit

Mg

vacancy

combinations (including Mg1/Mg2) that were not initially considered.
Following the generation of 3150 structures, a k-means clustering approach
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was used to identify a subset of 199 (theoretically) non-equivalent structures
for more detailed analysis, involving performing a second, more accurate
geometry optimisation prior to the prediction of solid-state NMR
parameters.
The multinuclear NMR parameters predicted for the 199 fully-hydrous
wadsleyite structures agree reasonably well with those exhibited by the 88
semi-hydrous structures discussed in Section 6.6.3, with strong correlations
between hydroxyl bond length and both 1H δiso and 2H CQ observed. These
NMR parameters also allow distinction between Mg–OH and Si–OH
hydroxyl environments to be made, although, as seen in Section 6.6.3 similar
and overlapping 1H δiso and 2H CQ ranges for H–O3 and H–O4 protons
hinders any meaningful distinction between these two silanol environments.
This is a limitation that the calculated 17O NMR parameters for the 199 fullyhydrous wadsleyite structures clearly mirrors, with protonated O3 and O4
species exhibiting very similar 17O δiso and CQ values, although protonation
does change both of these parameters, with the most substantial variations
seen between protonated and non-protonated O1 species.
When only the four protonation arrangements with the lowest enthalpy, i.e.,
motifs G-J, were considered, very good agreement between the calculated 1H
δiso for the 16 protons in these structures and the signals in the 1H MAS NMR
spectrum of wads-H (see Figure 6.5a) was observed. A plot of hydroxyl bond
length against 1H δiso for the 16 protons in motifs G-J resulted in four distinct
clusters of data points with δiso of 1-2, 3-4, 6-7 and 8-9 ppm, in very good
agreement with the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 which indicates
that these structures contain protons in local environments similar to those
observed experimentally. In addition, the various H–O1, H–O3 and H–O4
hydroxyl environments in motifs G-J result in correlations that agree well
with those seen in the 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H (see Figure
6.5b), which the semi-hydrous structural models discussed in Sections 6.6.2
and 6.6.3, failed to do. Using the integrated intensities for the simulated fit of
the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H,46 shown in Figure 6.5a, and by
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assuming that the NMR spectrum is a result of only these four low ΔH
protonation arrangements, the contribution of motifs G, H, I and J to the
overall fully-hydrous wadsleyite system were determined to be 66, 3, 3 and
28%, respectively. Based on these percentages, it was subsequently calculated
that Mg1 and Mg3 vacancies account for 86 and 14% of all hydration defects,
respectively, suggesting that the disordered fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structure predominantly consists of defects represented by motif G, i.e.,
isolated Mg3 vacancies, with clustered vacancies from a combination of
motifs H-J accounting for the remaining defects.

6.8

Outlook
This chapter presents the use of the AIRSS approach, combined with

both experimental multinuclear solid-state NMR spectroscopy and DFTpredicted NMR parameters, to investigate the structure of hydrous
wadsleyite, a high-pressure silicate mineral found in the transition zone of
the Earth’s mantle that exhibits structural disorder in the form of hydration
defects. AIRSS involved using an initial structural model of anhydrous
wadsleyite, before removing one or two Mg2+ cations per unit cell and
incorporating two or four H+ to maintain charge neutrality, a process that led
to the creation of 1287 semi-hydrous and 3150 fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structures, containing 1.65 and 3.3 wt% H2O, respectively, with all AIRSSgenerated structures geometry optimised using first-principles calculations.
Initially, only the 819 Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures were
considered, with ΔH used to select a subset of 103, predominantly low ΔH
candidates for more detailed investigation, involving performing a second,
more accurate geometry optimisation, prior to the calculation of NMR
parameters. In the subsequent investigations, where semi-hydrous models
with Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 vacancies, and later, the fully-hydrous wadsleyite
structures were considered, rather than relying solely on ΔH to select
structures, a k-means clustering approach was used, leading to 88 semihydrous and 199 fully-hydrous structures being identified for more detailed
analysis. In this investigation, using a k-means clustering approach to
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identify structures for further analysis, rather than relying on one parameter,
i.e., ΔH, proved more efficient. k-means clustering led to the selection of
structural models with unique protonation arrangements, Mg vacancy
combinations and intervacancy distances, whereas basing selection purely on
ΔH led to the selection of multiples models with the same, or very similar
structures being identified, as a result of oversampling low ΔH structures.
The effectiveness of this investigation, into the structure of hydrous
wadsleyite, a system that exhibits positional disorder, lies in the use of the
AIRSS approach, which was designed to be an unbiased structure searching
method. It is precisely this lack of bias in the structure generation process (in
contrast to the bias imposed when computational structural models are
manually generated46,52) that has allowed AIRSS to identify not only the
ground state, but also possible metastable structures in the semi- and fullyhydrous wadsleyite systems. While this chapter outlines a reasonably
comprehensive study of the hydration mechanism of wadsleyite, AIRSS
could undoubtedly be used to explore this system further. One possible
extension would be to consider the effect of performing an AIRSS run with
an increased POSAMP, to investigate whether increasing the charge
separation, i.e., increasing the distance between protons and Mg vacancies,
leads to new, potentially low enthalpy protonation arrangements. Similarly,
AIRSS could be used to investigate the possible protonation arrangements
resulting from various vacancy combinations not yet considered, such as a
combination of Mg2+ and Si4+ vacancies. In addition, improved access to HPC
resources could allow AIRSS to be applied to larger systems, i.e., wadsleyite
supercells, which would provide an opportunity for hydrous wadsleyite
systems containing much lower hydration levels than the 1.65 and 3.3 wt%
H2O, respectively, studied in this chapter, to be investigated.
This chapter highlights the insights that the AIRSS approach provided into
the structure of hydrous wadsleyite, a system that exhibit extensive
positional disorder, occurring in the form of an unknown combination of Mg
site vacancies, intervacancy distances and protonation arrangements. Based
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on this, it is clear that this random structure searching approach (especially if
combined with predicted and experimental solid-state NMR parameters),
could be successfully applied to other systems that, dare to the presence of
positional disorder, may prove challenging to investigate using more
conventional experimental or computational means. Therefore, it is hoped
that, through more widespread access and exposure to this approach, AIRSSbased studies into disordered materials will become more routine in the
future.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis, the use of first-principles calculations to assist NMR
spectroscopic studies of disordered inorganic solids has been explored.
Despite NMR spectroscopy being a sensitive probe of local structure, with no
need for long-range order or periodicity, the NMR spectra of disordered
materials often exhibit complex lineshapes that are challenging to interpret
or assign to specific chemical environments. As a result, first-principles
calculations are in many cases important and in others simply vital for the
confident assignment of the NMR spectra of disordered inorganic materials,
something that can ultimately lead to structure elucidation. Nevertheless,
attempting to use first-principles calculations to investigate the structure of
disordered materials is itself a complex task, with the main challenge being
attempting to answer the deceptively simple question, “what is the best way
of modelling disorder?”, which does not have an obvious or definite answer
or a prescribed recipe that can be easily followed.
By its very nature, disorder is an abstract concept, meaning the method by
which a material that exhibits structural disorder (i.e., compositional,
configurational, positional, temporal, or some combination of these), can be
modelled computationally is not clear. In Chapter 4, a variety of
computational methods capable of modelling (with varying levels of
accuracy) the structure of disordered materials were presented. This chapter
highlighted the breadth of computational approaches available, ranging from
generating a series of structural models by manually altering a simpler,
related input structure in a systematic way, to far more sophisticated or
automated approaches to generate series of related structural models. The
results discussed in this thesis involved the use of a variety of computational
approaches to generate models that were subsequently used to, in Chapter 5,
investigate configurational disorder in pyrochlore and defect fluorite
materials and, in Chapter 6, probe positional disorder of protons and
vacancies in the important inner Earth mineral hydrous wadsleyite. These
studies

were

all

successful,

with
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predicted

NMR

parameters

for

computationally generated structural models clearly facilitating new
structural insights and allowing more confident assignment of the solid-state
NMR spectra for these materials. However, the success of these
investigations has highlighted the importance of producing structural
models that can provide an accurate description of the local and longer-range
environments in the real materials being studied, as well as reinforcing how
the way in which structural modelling is extremely system dependent.
In Chapter 5, the SOD program proved particularly well suited for the
generation of structural models capable of representing the B-site cation
disorder in Y2SnxTi2–xO7 and La2SnxZr2–xO7 pyrochlore solid solutions. While
the predicted NMR parameters for the two sets of Y- or Sn-centred cluster
models, or the models with randomised B-site cations, enabled trends
between predicted NMR parameters and variations in local structure to be
observed, the complete set (for a fixed composition) of SOD-generated
structural models allowed a far deeper understanding of the relationship
between predicted NMR and geometrical parameters to be obtained. In
addition, as SOD is able to determine the configurational degeneracy of a
particular B-site cation arrangement, simulation of 89Y and 119Sn (for Y2SnxTi2–
x

O7) and

119

Sn (for La2SnxZr2–xO7) NMR spectra could be performed,

facilitating, for the first time, a way to directly compare the predicted and
experimental NMR spectra for these materials. Therefore, it is concluded that
for Y2SnxTi2–xO7 and La2SnxZr2–xO7 pyrochlores, SOD clearly represents the
method of choice for generating structural models and ultimately probing
the structures of these disordered materials, with the predicted NMR
parameters for these models proving to be a vital tool for the interpretation
of the experimental NMR spectra.
The immense number of possible atom arrangements resulting from the
combination of cation disorder and randomised oxygen vacancies in Y2Zr2O7
and Y2Hf2O7 defect fluorites prevents the use of SOD to generate all possible
structural models. Therefore a far less sophisticated, and less representative,
method for modelling disorder had to be used to study these systems, with a
limited number of structural models produced. As a result of the small
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number of defect fluorite structural models considered, their predicted NMR
parameters provided less insight into the assignment of the complicated
experimental 89Y or 17O NMR spectra of Y2Zr2O7 or Y2Hf2O7, although it is
clear that the complex spectral lineshape result from the overlap of signals
from different local environments. For the future, it may be possible to use
restraints from experiment (e.g., the coordination numbers of different
species, or information on likely NNN) to restrict the number of models that
need to be considered, or at least to reduce the complexity such that more
automated schemes, such as SOD, can be employed. While Chapter 5 clearly
demonstrates that the combination of first-principles calculations and
experimental solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a powerful approach to
elucidate the structure of disordered inorganic materials, as the level of
disorder increases the efficient generation of at least a subset of accurate and
relevant structural models is crucial if the complex NMR spectra and, by
association, the structure of these materials is to be understood.
In

Chapter

6,

structure

searching,

first-principles

calculations

and

multinuclear solid-state NMR spectroscopy were combined to investigate the
structure of Fe-free hydrous wadsleyite. Materials containing 1.65 and 3.3
wt% H2O, (termed semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite, respectively), were
considered. The protons in these hydrous systems are disordered and, owing
to their small size, are not located on specific, well-defined crystallographic
sites. As a result, SOD, which was used successfully in Chapter 5 to produce
structural models for mixed-metal ceramics that exhibit configurational
disorder, is not able to generate structures that are representative of the
positional disorder in hydrous wadsleyite. Instead, the AIRSS approach,
developed to be an unbiased structure searching algorithm, was used to
generate 1287 and 3150 semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures,
respectively. By comparing the predicted NMR parameters for a subset of
AIRSS-generated semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures (subsets that
were selected from the complete set of models based on either ΔH, or by
using a k-means clustering approach), with the experimental NMR spectra of
hydrous wadsleyite, new insights into the mechanism by which hydration
occurs, were achieved, and a new structural picture of fully-hydrous
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wadsleyite proposed. It is concluded that the unbiased nature of the AIRSS
approach was vital for the success of this investigation, with the generation
and subsequent analysis of metastable atomic arrangements allowing a
structural picture of hydrous wadsleyite that was in good agreement with
the experimental NMR spectra, to be suggested.
Through the investigations presented in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis, it can
be concluded that first-principles calculations are extremely helpful in
assigning the complex experimental NMR spectra of solids, and therefore in
determining the structure of disordered inorganic materials. By comparing
predicted solid-state NMR parameters to experimental NMR spectra, not
only can the former be used to assist spectral assignment, but this
comparison also provides a way for the accuracy and relevance of one or
more computationally generated structural models to be evaluated. This
thesis has shown that the type (and level) of disorder exhibited by a system
influences the optimum methods by which structural models can and should
be generated, i.e., the SOD and AIRSS approaches being better suited to
investigating systems that display configurational and positional disorder,
respectively, therefore, it is vital that the most appropriate structure
modelling approach is employed.
In this thesis, the very idea of what it means to determine the structure of a
disordered material has been questioned. While diffraction seeks to represent
the position of every atom within a material using a structural picture that is
averaged over time and distance, i.e., some type of periodic unit cell, in
contrast, NMR spectroscopists consider that the assignment of spectral
resonances to specific, local chemical environments, and the understanding
of the local rather than average structure, is vital. However, when
considering a disordered system, in many instances, neither of these two
approaches can provide the complete picture, or the level of detail required,
as configurational or positional disorder can lead to diffraction-based
structural descriptions being far from accurate, at a local level, while the
complex NMR lineshapes exhibited by disordered materials often contain
overlapping resonances that cannot be confidently assigned (or indeed
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assigned at all) to specific chemical environments. In either case, significant
ambiguity and/or inaccuracy can arise when the structure of a disordered
inorganic material is proposed. For the systems discussed specifically in this
thesis, the idea of a diffraction- or NMR-based description of a disordered
inorganic material being a sufficiently detailed and accurate representation
of the true system, has been questioned, with both the ceramic and hydrous
minerals highlighting that an ensemble of structures, each containing a
specific atomic arrangement, might be required to explain experimental
observations. However, more philosophically, the challenge is to understand
how many models are enough, what size of system is sufficient to model
particular types of disorder and, whether it is even feasible to talk about “the
structure” for complex materials. Is there a need for some sort of “picture”
that involves imposing some level of periodicity, a restriction that hinders
insight into the chemical reactivity (and ultimately applications and uses) of
a material, which might be considered to depend on the more local
structure? Similarly, the desire for an NMR spectrum to be decomposed into
contributions that reflect only the local structure might not be feasible (as
shown in Chapter 5) or even required for structural insight. Indeed,
regardless of what set of structural models are used, can a good match
between prediction and experiment for something such as an NMR spectrum
ever constitute a sufficient understanding of the structure?
In this thesis first-principles calculations have been used to perform
comprehensive studies of the structure of both ceramics and minerals, with
the emphasis firmly placed on evaluating how effective such calculations can
be in assisting the assignment of NMR spectra. It is hoped that the
investigations presented in Chapters 5 and 6 will lay the groundwork for
similar studies to probe the structure of ever more complex disordered
materials. In the near future, based on the successful investigations of
Y2SnxTi2–xO7 and La2SnxZr2–xO7, SOD could be used to generate structural
models for a range of oxide-based materials that exhibit configurational
disorder, such as pyrochlores, fluorites, garnets and perovskites. The ability
to identify every symmetry inequivalent atomic arrangement for a specific
composition means that SOD could alternatively be employed to investigate
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the effects of configurational disorder in many microporous materials such
as AlPOs, MOFs and zeolites, enabling a more detailed understanding of the
structure-property relationships that underpin their applications in gas
storage, catalysis and drug discovery. AIRSS (and similar structure
prediction approaches) could be applied to study the effect of positional
disorder in a wide range of systems, including the incorporation of hydrogen
into other high-pressure silicate minerals such as forsterite (α-Mg2SiO4) or
ringwoodite (γ-Mg2SiO4), in hydrogen storage and potential battery or fuel
cell materials, or alternatively, to probe the effect of introducing small
molecules into framework materials in order to explore potential
coordination environments. It is also possible, and exciting, to consider the
prospect of combining SOD and AIRSS to investigate a system, with this
union of approaches potentially well suited to the study of materials that
exhibit both configurational and positional disorder.
Obviously, in many cases it is unreasonable, as well as unwise, to advocate
the use of first-principles calculations in isolation, i.e., in the absence of any
experimental measurements by which the success or accuracy of such
calculations can be quantified. However, it is hoped that this thesis shows
how valuable and versatile first-principles calculations can be when they are
combined with solid-state NMR spectroscopy for the study of disordered
inorganic materials. Indeed, as the accuracy of first-principles calculations
improves with future developments, and as experimentalists become more
aware of the structural insights they can provide, it is anticipated that their
use will continue to grow in popularity. In addition, improved accessibility
to HPC resources will allow larger and more disordered systems to be
investigated more routinely, with hardware developments possibly
facilitating or even necessitating new methods of computationally modelling
disordered materials to be identified. It is clear that while computation has
much to offer experimentalists, no one approach can “solve everything” and
that development of both experiment and computation will be required to
improve structural characterisation, and ultimately, the design and control of
the materials that will fuel and support our future.
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Appendices
A

Y2SnxTi2–xO7: computational details

A1

Convergence testing
Convergence testing was based on the Y2Sn2O7 structure,1 in which a

series of NMR parameter calculations were performed, in which the Ecut and
k-point spacing were varied independently. While k-point spacing was
varied, an Ecut of 60 Ry was used, whereas a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1
was used when Ecut was varied. All NMR parameter calculations were
performed using CASTEP 8.0, with ZORA correction applied. Plots of 89Y,
119

Sn and 17O NMR parameters against Ecut and k-point spacing are shown in

Figures A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3, respectively. Based on the results of the
convergence testing, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 were
used in the geometry optimisation and NMR parameter calculations for the
cluster models of Y2SnxTi2–xO7, discussed in Section 5.5.3.

A2

Cluster

models:

referencing

calculated

NMR

parameters
For 89Y, the reference shielding was based on the calculated isotropic
chemical shielding and experimental isotropic chemical shift, averaged over
exp
the two Y sites in Y2O3,2 as shown in Table A2.1. As σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso , it follows

that the 89Y σref = 2412.14 + 293.5 = 2705.64 ppm.
In order to achieve better agreement with experimental

89

Y δiso values, the

calculated 89Y δiso and Ω parameters for the cluster models were scaled. The
calculated and experimental NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, the
two end members of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 structural models, shown in Table A2.2,
were compared. By plotting experimental 89Y δiso (or Ω) against calculated 89Y
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δiso (or Ω), as shown in Figure A2.1, the equations of the lines of best fit can
be applied to scale calculated 89Y δiso and Ω values. Therefore, the equation

Figure A1.1: Convergence of Y2Sn2O7, showing plots of calculated 89Y (a and d) σiso, (b and e)
Ω and (c and f) κ, against (a-c) Ecut and (d-f) k-point spacing, with all calculations performed
using CASTEP 8.0, with ZORA correction applied.
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Figure A1.2: Convergence of Y2Sn2O7, showing plots of calculated

Sn (a and d) σiso, (b and

119

e) Ω and (c and f) κ, against (a-c) Ecut and (d-f) k-point spacing, with all calculations
performed using CASTEP 8.0, with ZORA correction applied.

shown in Figure A2.1a was used to scale the calculated 89Y δiso, values for the
Y-centred cluster models. Similarly, the equation shown in Figure A2.1b was
used to scale the calculated 89Y Ω values for the Y-centred cluster models.
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Figure A1.3: Convergence of Y2Sn2O7, showing plots of calculated 17O (a and c) σiso, and (b
and d) CQ, against (a and b) Ecut and (c and d) k-point spacing, with all calculations
performed using CASTEP 8.0, with ZORA correction applied.

Table A2.1: Experimental

89

Y isotropic chemical shift (δiso) and calculated

89

Y isotropic

2

chemical shielding (σiso) for the two Y sites in Y2O3, with the average values also included.
Y1 (ppm)

Y2 (ppm)

Average (ppm)

Experimental 89Y δiso3

273

314

293.5

Calculated 89Y σiso

2434.04

2390.24

2412.14

Table A2.2: Experimental and calculated

89

Y isotropic chemical shift (δiso) and span (Ω)

values for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
Calculated

Experimental

Structure

δiso (ppm)

Ω (ppm)

δiso4 (ppm)

Ω5 (ppm)

Y2Sn2O71

170.45

160.47

150

208

Y2Ti2O76

34.21

640.41

65

595
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Figure A2.1: (a) Experimental 89Y δiso plotted against calculated 89Y δiso and (b) experimental
Y Ω plotted against calculated 89Y Ω, for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the lines

89

of best fit shown.

The

119

Sn reference shielding was based on the experimental δiso, –582 ppm,7

and the calculated σiso, 3183.93 ppm, for the Sn site in Y2Sn2O7.1 As
exp
σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso , it follows that the

119

Sn σref = 3183.93 + –582 = 2601.93 ppm.

This σref was used to reference the calculated

119

Sn σiso for the Sn-centred

cluster models.

A3

Models with randomised B-site cations: referencing

calculated 17O σ iso
In order to convert calculated 17O σiso to δiso for the structural models
with randomised B-site cations, the experimental and calculated

17

O NMR

parameters for the two O sites in both Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were compared,
with a summary of these parameters given in Table A3.1. The equation
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Table A3.1: Experimental

17

O isotropic chemical shift (δiso) and calculated

17

O isotropic

chemical shielding (σiso) values for the two O sites in both Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
O δiso8 (ppm)

17

O σiso (ppm)

17

Structure

Site

Y2Sn2O71

O1

385

–185.88

O2

165

28.53

O1

385

–172.17

O2

455

–257.28

Y2Ti2O76

Figure A3.1: Plot of experimental

O δiso against calculated

17

O δiso for the two O sites in

17

Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the lines of best fit shown.

shown in Figure A3.1, that results from plotting experimental 17O δiso against
calculated

17

O σiso, and was used to reference calculated

17

O σiso for the

structural models with randomised B-site cations.

A4

SOD series 1: referencing calculated NMR parameters
The calculated 89Y σiso were converted to δiso using the calculated and

experimental NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, the two end
members of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore series. The calculated and
experimental

89

Y Ω for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were also used to scale the

calculated 89Y Ω, in order to achieve a closer agreement with experimental
measurements. The calculated and experimental

89

Y NMR parameters are

shown in Table A4.1, with plots of these NMR parameters shown in Figure
A4.1. The equations in Figure A4.1 were used to reference the calculated 89Y
σiso and Ω values for the series 1 structural models.
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Table A4.1: Experimental and calculated 89Y NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
Calculated

a

Experimental

Structure

σiso (ppm)

Ω (ppm)

δis4 (ppm)

Ω5 (ppm)

Y2Sn2O7a

2537.71

161.49

150

208

Y2Ti2O7a

2681.53

624.97

65

595

Both compositional end members from series 1 are based on a Fd 3 m pyrochlore structure.

Figure A4.1: Plot of (a) Experimental
experimental

Y δiso plotted against calculated

89

Y Ω plotted against calculated

89

Y δiso and (b)

89

Y Ω, for the compositional end members

89

from series 1, Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the lines of best fit shown.

The

119

Sn reference shielding was based on the experimental

119

Sn δiso –582

ppm,7 and the calculated 119Sn σiso, 3115.28 ppm, for the Sn site in Y2Sn2O7, the
Sn-rich pyrochlore end member of the series 1 structural models. As
exp
119
Sn σref = 3115.28 + –582 = 2533.28 ppm. This
σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso , it follows that

σref was used to reference the calculated
models.
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119

Sn σiso for the series 1 structural

A5

SOD series 2: referencing calculated NMR parameters
The calculated 89Y σiso were converted to δiso using the calculated and

experimental NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, the two end
members of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore series. The calculated and
experimental

89

Y Ω for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were also used to scale the

calculated 89Y Ω, in order to achieve a closer agreement with experimental
measurements. The calculated and experimental

89

Y NMR parameters are

shown in Table A5.1, with plots of these NMR parameters shown in Figure
A5.1. The equations in Figure A5.1 were used to reference the calculated 89Y
σiso and Ω values for the series 2 structural models.
The

119

Sn reference shielding was based on the experimental δiso, –582 ppm,7

and the calculated σiso, 3115.63 ppm, for the Sn site in Y2Sn2O7, the Sn-rich
exp
pyrochlore end member of the series 2 structural models. As σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso ,

it follows that 119Sn σref = 3115.63 + –582 = 2533.63 ppm. This σref was used to
reference the calculated 119Sn σiso for the series 2 structural models.
Table A5.1: Experimental and calculated 89Y NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
Calculated

a

Experimental

Structure

σiso (ppm)

Ω (ppm)

δiso4 (ppm)

Ω5 (ppm)

Y2Sn2O7a

2537.70

161.17

150

208

Y2Ti2O7a

2677.54

631.33

65

595

Both compositional end members from series 2 are based on a Fd 3 m pyrochlore structure.
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Figure A5.1: Plot of (a) Experimental
experimental

Y δiso plotted against calculated

89

Y Ω plotted against calculated

89

Y δiso and (b)

89

Y Ω, for the compositional end members

89

from series 2, Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the lines of best fit shown.

A6

SOD series 3: referencing calculated NMR parameters
The calculated 89Y σiso were converted to δiso using the calculated and

experimental NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, the two end
members of the Y2SnxTi2–xO7 pyrochlore series. The calculated and
experimental

89

Y Ω for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were also used to scale the

calculated 89Y Ω, in order to achieve a closer agreement with experimental
measurements. The calculated and experimental

89

Y NMR parameters are

shown in Table A6.1, with plots of these NMR parameters shown in Figure
A6.1. The equations in Figure A6.1 were used to reference the calculated 89Y
σiso and Ω values for the series 3 structural models.
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Table A6.1: Experimental and calculated 89Y NMR parameters for Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
Calculated

a

Experimental

Structure

σiso (ppm)

Ω (ppm)

δiso4 (ppm)

Ω5 (ppm)

Y2Sn2O7a

2535.57

160.47

150

208

Y2Ti2O7a

2671.40

640.05

65

595

Both compositional end members from series 3 are based on a Fd 3 m pyrochlore structure.

Figure A6.1: Plot of (a) Experimental
experimental

Y δiso plotted against calculated

89

Y Ω plotted against calculated

89

Y δiso and (b)

89

Y Ω, for the compositional end members

89

from series 3, Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the lines of best fit shown.

The

119

Sn reference shielding was based on the experimental δiso, –582 ppm,7

and the calculated σiso, 3184.49 ppm, for the Sn site in Y2Sn2O7, the Sn-rich
exp
pyrochlore end member of the series 3 structural models. As σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso ,

it follows that 119Sn σref = 3184.49 + –582 = 2602.49 ppm. This σref was used to
reference the calculated 119Sn σiso for the series 3 structural models.
In order to convert calculated

17

O σiso to δiso for the Series 3 Y2SnxTi2–xO7

structural models, the experimental and calculated 17O NMR parameters for
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Table A6.2: Experimental

17

O isotropic chemical shift (δiso) and calculated

17

O isotropic

chemical shielding (σiso) values for the two O sites in both Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7.
O σiso (ppm)

17

Site

Y2Sn2O7a

O1

385

–185.90

O2

165

27.98

O1

385

–172.52

O2

455

–257.45

Y2Ti2O7a
a

O δiso8 (ppm)

17

Structure

Both compositional end members from series 3 are based on a Fd 3 m pyrochlore structure.

Figure A6.2: Plot of experimental

O δiso against calculated

17

O σiso for the two O sites in

17

Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7, with the equation of the line of best fit shown.

the two O sites in both Y2Sn2O7 and Y2Ti2O7 were used, with a summary of
these parameters given in Table A6.2 and a plot of experiment 17O δiso against
the calculated σiso shown in Figure A6.2. The equation of the line shown in
Figure A6.2 was used to reference calculated 17O σiso values for the series 3
structural models.
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B

La2SnxZr2–xO7: computational details

B1

Convergence testing
Convergence testing was based on the La2Sn2O7 structure,9 in which a

series of NMR parameter calculations were performed, in which the Ecut and
k-point spacing were varied independently. While k-point spacing was
varied, an Ecut of 60 Ry was used, whereas a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1
was used when Ecut was varied. All NMR parameter calculations were
performed using CASTEP 16.11, with ZORA correction applied. Plots of 119Sn
and

17

O NMR parameters against Ecut and k-point spacing are shown in

Figures B1.1 and B1.2, respectively. Based on the results of the convergence
testing, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 were used in the
geometry optimisation and NMR parameter calculations for the cluster
models of La2SnxZr2–xO7, discussed in Section 5.6.3.

B2

Cluster

models:

referencing

calculated

NMR

parameters
The

119

Sn reference shielding was based on the experimental δiso, –642

ppm,7 and the calculated σiso, 3238.52 ppm, for the Sn site in La2Sn2O7.9 As
exp
119
Sn σref = 3238.52 + –642 = 2596.52 ppm. This
σ ref = σ calc
iso + δ iso , it follows that

σref was used to reference the calculated 119Sn σiso for the La2SnxZr2–xO7 cluster
models.
In order to convert calculated 17O σiso to δiso, the experimental and calculated
17

O NMR parameters for the two O sites in both La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7 were

compared, with a summary of these parameters given in Table B2.1. The
equation resulting from plotting experiment

17

O δiso against calculated

17

O

σiso, (see Figure B2.1) was used to reference 17O σiso values for the La2SnxZr2–
x

O7 cluster models.
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Figure B1.1: Convergence of La2Sn2O7, showing plots of calculated 119Sn (a and d) σiso, (b and
e) Ω and (c and f) κ, against (a-c) Ecut and (d-f) k-point spacing. All calculations were carried
out using CASTEP 16.11, with ZORA correction applied.
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Figure B1.2: Convergence of La2Sn2O7, showing plots of calculated 17O (a and c) σiso, and (b
and d) CQ, against (a and b) Ecut and (c and d) k-point spacing. All calculations were carried
out using CASTEP 16.11, with ZORA correction applied.

Table B2.1: Experimental

17

O isotropic chemical shift (δiso) and calculated

17

O isotropic

chemical shielding (σiso) values for the two O sites in both La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7.
O σiso (ppm)

17

Site

La2Sn2O79

O1

641.50

–321.52

O2

222.00

–11.04

O1

626.26

–315.56

La2Zr2O710
a

O δisoa (ppm)

17

Structure

Experimental

O δiso

17

O2
taken from the

394.02
–167.55
O MAS NMR spectra of La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7

17

recorded by Miss Arantxa Fernandes at the University of St Andrews.
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Figure B2.1: Plot of experimental 17O δiso against calculated 17O σiso for the two O sites in both
La2Sn2O7 and La2Zr2O7, with the equation of the line of best fit shown.
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C

Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7: computational details

C1

Referencing 89Y and 17O σ iso
The calculated

89

Y σiso for the 30 Y2Zr2O7 and 30 Y2Hf2O7 structural
89

models were referenced by comparing the experimental

Y δiso and

calculated 89Y σiso for a series of Y-containing compounds, with a summary of
the relevant NMR parameters given in Table C1.1, with a plot of
experimental

89

Y δiso against calculated σiso, shown in Figure C1.1. The

equation in Figure C1.1 was used to reference calculated

89

Y σiso for the

Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 structural models.
Table C1.1: Calculated 89Y isotropic chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental 89Y isotropic
chemical shift (δiso) for a series of Y-containing compounds. All structures were geometry
optimised prior to NMR parameters being calculated, with all calculations performed using
CASTEP 8.0, with ZORA correction applied for the calculation of NMR parameters.
Compound
Y2O32

Y σiso (ppm)

89

Y δiso (ppm)

89

2431.58

2733

2387.83

3143

Y2Sn2O71

2535.20

1504

Y2Ti2O76

2671.45

654

YAlO311

2440.90

2153

YF312

2779.02

–11213

Y3Al5O1214

2442.96

2223

YScO315

2418.51

263.115

α-Y2Si2O716

2515.32

170.817

2552.22

132.917

2596.45

95.117

2637.91

37.717

β-Y2Si2O718

2483.58

207.317

γ-Y2Si2O716

2491.91

198.917
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Figure C1.1: Plot of experimental 89Y δiso against calculated 89Y σiso for the compounds listed
in Table C1.1, with the equation of the line of best fit shown.

The calculated 17O σiso for the 30 Y2Zr2O7 and 30 Y2Hf2O7 structural models
were referenced by comparing the experimental 17O δiso and calculated 17O σiso
for a series of O-containing compounds, with a summary of the relevant
NMR parameters given in Table C1.2, with a plot of experimental

17

O δiso

against calculated σiso, shown in Figure C1.2. The equation in Figure C1.2 was
used to reference calculated 17Y σiso for the Y2Zr2O7 and Y2Hf2O7 structural
models.
Table C1.2: Calculated 17O isotropic chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental 17O isotropic
chemical shift (δiso) for a series of O-containing compounds. All structures were geometry
optimised prior to NMR parameters being calculated, with all calculations performed using
CASTEP 8.0 with ZORA correction applied for the calculation of NMR parameters.
Compound

O σiso (ppm)

17

O δiso (ppm)

17

α-Cristobalite19

220.72

37.220

α-Quartz21

217.92

40.820

MgSiO3 (perovskite)22

129.17

10823

MgSiO3 (akimotoite)24

135.37

10623

α-Mg2SiO425

203.19

4826–28

184.78

6426–28

187.57

6126–28

214.38

3828,30

169.41

7628,30

180.29

6628,30

β-Mg2SiO429

409

182.35

6528,30

γ-Mg2SiO431

181.46

6328

SrTiO3 (perovskite)32

–281.27

46533

BaZrO3 (perovskite)34

170.54

37633

LiNbO335

–222.50

449.9a

LaAlO336

69.11

170.233

Y2Sn2O71

–185.90

3858

28.37

1658

–172.17

3858

–257.48

4558

Y2O32

–155.84

35637

TiO2 (rutile)38

–398.38

59137,39

CaTiO340

–267.89

44833

–259.18

443.433

–136.54

33633

–128.51

32933

BeO41

231.67

2642

MgO43

197.80

4742

SrO44

–206.25

39042

BaO45

–456.42

62942

La2O346

–304.92

582.433

–194.38

466.533

–51.46

26748

–115.02

33648

211.02

4150

203.64

4550

200.69

5150

196.17

5450

188.88

6450

Y2Ti2O76

CaZrO340

HfO247

MgSiO3 (clinoenstatite)49

176.40
O δiso for LiNbO3 determined from analysis of an MQ MAS spectrum.

a 17

410

7550

Figure C1.2: Plot of experimental 17O δiso against calculated 17O σiso for the compounds listed
in Table C1.2, with the equation of the line of best fit shown.
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D

Semi-hydrous wadsleyite: computational details

D1

CASTEP 7.01 convergence testing
Convergence testing was based on brucite (Mg(OH)2)51 for 1H, and

anhydrous wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4)29 for

17

O and

29

Si. A series of NMR

parameter calculations were performed, in which the Ecut and k-point spacing
were varied independently. While k-point spacing was varied, an Ecut of 60
Ry was used, whereas a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 was used when Ecut
was varied. All NMR parameter calculations were performed using CASTEP
7.01. Plots of 1H σiso and 2H CQ against Ecut and k-point spacing are shown in
Figure D1.1, while plots of 17O σiso, 17O CQ and 29Si σiso against Ecut and k-point
spacing are shown in Figure D1.2, Based on the results of the convergence
testing, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 were used in the
geometry optimisation and NMR parameter calculations for the subset of
Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures discussed in Section 6.6.2.

D2

k-means clustering
The Soprano Python library,52 was used to implement the k-means

clustering approach, used to select subsets of AIRSS-generated Mg1, Mg2
and Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous structures for more detailed study. The
clustering of Mg1, Mg2 and Mg3 vacant structures was performed
separately, leading to three separate sets of structures being selected. The
specific genes used to cluster the AIRSS-generated semi-hydrous structures
were, ΔH (relative to the lowest enthalpy semi-hydrous Mg3 vacant
structure); hydroxyl O type; vacancy type; H–H interatomic distance; H–
vacancy distance; hydroxyl (H–O) bond length; hydrogen-bond (H-bond)
!!!!"
length and magnitude of the combined hydroxyl orientation vector, OH .
This parameter is defined as the sum of unit vectors placed along the two
!!!!"
hydroxyls bonds, leading to values between 0 and 2 ( 0 ≤ OH ≤ 2 ), with the
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two extremes representing anti-parallel and parallel hydroxyl bonds,
respectively. The position of the Mg site vacancy was formally defined as the
fractional coordinates of the Mg cation removed from the anhydrous
wadsleyite structure, determined to be a reasonable approximation as the
unit cell was fixed during the AIRSS process, with the positions of atoms
heavier than H exhibiting little change during the initial geometry
!!!!"
optimisation. Genes based on ΔH, protonated O type and OH were found
to cluster structures well, where, a change in O type having a large effect on
!!!!"
ΔH, and with a range of OH values found for even a small enthalpy range.
All other genes, i.e., H–H interatomic distance, H–vacancy distance, H–O

Figure D1.1: Convergence of brucite, showing plots of calculated (a and c) 1H σiso and (b and
d) 2H CQ against (a and b) Ecut and (c and d) k-point spacing, with all calculations performed
using CASTEP 7.01.
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Figure D1.2: Convergence of anhydrous wadlseyite, showing plots of calculated (a and d)
O σiso, (b and e) 17O CQ and (c and f) 29Si σiso, against (a-c) Ecut and (d-f) k-point spacing, with

17

all calculations performed using CASTEP 7.01.

bond length and H-bond length showed consistent values over large
enthalpy range and thus were not useful in clustering.

414

Figure D2.1: Convergence plots of k-means clustering quantities, where the sum of squared
errors is plotted against k for the set of 819 AIRSS-generated Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous

!!"

wadsleyite structures. Plots show the convergence of (a) ΔH, (b) OH , and (c) O type, with
the dashed line indicating the maximum value of k chosen for this dataset.

The required number of clusters, k, was determined by plotting the sum of
squared errors within each cluster against k, a plot which will reach unity
when k equals the number of structures in the series, i.e., when k = N. A
maximum value of k was chosen such that the sum of squared errors within
each cluster is well converged. Figure D2.1 illustrates this convergence
process for the series of Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures.
The quality of clustering was evaluated by plotting each cluster as a
Gaussian function according to a specific gene,

415

f(x µ,σ) = e

f(x µ,σ) = e

⎛ x−µ ⎞
−⎜
⎝ σ ⎟⎠

2

⎛ x−µ ⎞
−⎜
⎝ 0.1+σ ⎟⎠

,

(1)

,

(2)

2

!!"

Figure D2.2: Gaussian representation of (a) ΔH, (b) OH , and (c) O type genes within each
of 19 k-means clusters found for the set of 819 AIRSS-generated Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures, with the Gaussian curves coloured by cluster number.

!!!!"
where x represents the ΔH, OH or O type for a specific structure, µ is the
mean of that gene for all structures in the cluster to which the structure in
questions belongs, and σ is the standard deviation of that gene in the cluster.
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!!!!"
Equation D.1 was used for ΔH and OH genes and D.2 was used for the O
type, since a value of σ = 0 was possible and would not be visible. In the case
of the ΔH gene, the aim was to have narrow Gaussians at low ΔH and broad
Gaussians at high ΔH (see Figure D2.2a), as the low ΔH structures would be
better candidates for further study. Due to the discrete nature of the O type,
this gene was weighted highly in an attempt to ensure that each cluster
contained structures with a common hydroxyl O type, as shown in Figure
D2.2b, in which the majority of Gaussians are narrow.
The k-means clustering is used to inform the selection of structures for
further study, with the lowest ΔH structure selected. Clusters were then prefiltered based on a ΔH cut-off, set at the ΔH value where the enthalpy profile
changed from a series of plateaus to a steep increase in enthalpy. A ΔH cutoff of 1.4 eV was selected for the Mg1 and Mg2 vacant series, with a cut-off of
2.0 eV used for the Mg3 vacant series, with the enthalpy profile and cut-off
for the latter series shown in Figure D2.3.
All clusters with a mean ΔH above 2.0 eV were discarded, with the median
ΔH structure taken from each of the remaining clusters. The width of the
!!!!"
Gaussians for the ΔH and OH genes was then used to inform whether

Figure D2.3: Plot of ΔH against structure rank for the 819 Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous
wadsleyite structures (blue circles), showing k-means cluster-selected structures (white
crosses), with the dashed lines at 2.0 and 2.2 eV representing the cluster mean ΔH cut-off and
the percentile ΔH cut-off, respectively.

417

!!"

Figure D2.4: Plot of ΔH against OH , for the 819 Mg3 vacant semi-hydrous wadsleyite
structures, with the data points coloured by cluster number and the selected structures
represented by white crosses.

additional structures should be selected. A cluster was defined as being
broad if its width covered > 5% of the whole series, in which case, structures
at the 5th and 95th percentile were also selected, providing these structures fall
within the enthalpy cut-off. As shown in Figure D2.4, this resulted in the
selection of a maximum of five structures per cluster (if the cluster is broad in
!!!!"
terms of both ΔH and OH ). This k-means clustering approach was used to
select a total of 88 structures, 32, 7 and 49 of which contained an Mg1, Mg2
and Mg3 vacancy, respectively.

D3

CASTEP 8.0 convergence testing
Convergence testing was based on brucite (Mg(OH)2)51 for 1H, and

anhydrous wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4)29 for

17

O and

29

Si. A series of NMR

parameter calculations were performed, in which the Ecut and k-point spacing
were varied independently. While k-point spacing was varied, an Ecut of 60
Ry was used, whereas a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 was used when Ecut
was varied. All NMR parameter calculations were performed using CASTEP
8.0. Plots of 1H σiso and 2H CQ against Ecut and k-point spacing are shown in
Figure D3.1, while plots of 17O σiso, 17O CQ and 29Si σiso against Ecut and k-point
spacing are shown in Figure D3.2, Based on the results of the convergence
testing, an Ecut of 60 Ry and a k-point spacing of 0.04 2π Å–1 were used in the
geometry optimisation and NMR parameter calculations for the subset of
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Figure D3.1: Convergence of brucite, showing plots of calculated (a and c) 1H σiso and (b and
d) 2H CQ against (a and b) Ecut and (c and d) k-point spacing, with all calculations performed
using CASTEP 8.0.

semi- and fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures discussed in Sections 6.6.3 and
6.7, respectively.

D4

Referencing 1H, 17O and 29Si σ iso
Table D4.1 and D4.2 show the

17

O and

29

Si calculated isotropic

chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental isotropic chemical shift (δiso) for
three polymorphs of Mg2SiO4, forsterite (α-Mg2SiO4), wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4)
and ringwoodite (γ-Mg2SiO4). The initial geometries of the structural models
were geometry optimised prior to the calculation of NMR parameters using

419

Figure D3.2: Convergence of anhydrous wadlseyite, showing plots of calculated (a and d)
O σiso, (b and e) 17O CQ and (c and f) 29Si σiso, against (a-c) Ecut and (d-f) k-point spacing, with

17

all calculations performed using CASTEP 8.0.

CASTEP 8.0. Figure D4.1a and D4.1b plot δiso against σiso for the three
Mg2SiO4 polymorphs, with both showing good linear correlations. Therefore,
the equations shown in Figure D4.1a and D4.1b were used to reference the
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Table D4.1:

17

O calculated isotropic chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental isotropic

chemical shift (δiso) for forsterite (α-Mg2SiO4), wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4) and ringwoodite (γMg2SiO4).
Compound

O σiso (ppm)

17

α-Mg2SiO425

β-Mg2SiO429

γ-Mg2SiO431
Table D4.2:

O δiso (ppm)

17

203.69

4826–28

184.66

6426–28

188.00

6126–28

214.01

3828,53

181.94

7628,53

181.37

6628,53

183.48

6528,53

183.12

6328

29

Si calculated isotropic chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental isotropic

chemical shift (δiso) for forsterite (α-Mg2SiO4), wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4) and ringwoodite (γMg2SiO4).
Compound

17

Si σiso (ppm)

29

Si δiso (ppm)

29

α-Mg2SiO425

387.40

–61.954

β-Mg2SiO429

406.11

–79.028,55,56

γ-Mg2SiO431

408.23

–82.028

O and 29Si calculated isotropic chemical shielding values, respectively, for

the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures selected for further study.
As there are limited examples in the literature of hydrous high-pressure
silicate minerals with accurate experimental isotropic chemical shift
information as well as well-defined structures, finding an approach for
referencing calculated 1H σiso for the 88 semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures is
challenging. It was therefore decided that calculated 1H σiso values would be
referenced using experimental and calculated NMR parameters for hydrous
wadsleyite itself. Based on the AIRSS-based study presented in Section 6.6.2,
several resonances in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of wads-H, a sample of
wadsleyite containing ~3 wt% H2O,56 have been tentatively assigned. It was
concluded that the resonances that appear at 3.4, 6.7 and 8.6 ppm correspond
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Figure D4.1: Plot of (a) 17O and (b) 29Si experimental δiso against calculated σiso for forsterite
(α-Mg2SiO4), wadsleyite (β-Mg2SiO4) and ringwoodite (γ-Mg2SiO4).

to the protonation of O1, O3 and O4 sites, respectively. 1H σiso referencing is
based on the semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures assigned to the

1

H

resonances at 3.4 and 8.6 ppm (corresponding to O1 and O4 site hydroxyls,
respectively), were used. Where more than one of a particular protonation
arrangement is observed, i.e., when both protons are located on O1 sites, the
average 1H σiso value is used. Table D4.3 shows the calculated 1H σiso values
for the selected AIRSS-generated semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures. The
equation shown in Figure D4.2 was used to reference the 1H σiso for the 88
semi-hydrous wadsleytie structures discussed in Section 6.6.3.
Table D4.3: 1H calculated isotropic chemical shielding (siso) and experimental isotropic
chemical shift (diso) for the two semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures chosen to reference 1H
σiso for structures with this hydration level.
H σiso (ppm)

1

H δiso56

1

ΔH / eV

Mg site

Protonation

Protonation

vacancy

motif

site

Mg3

2 × H–O1

O1

25.38

3.4

0.00

Mg1

2 × H–O4

O4

18.67

8.6

0.33

(ppm)

422

Figure D4.2: Plot of experimental 1H δiso against calculated σiso for the selected AIRSSgenerated semi-hydrous wadsleyite structures used to reference the σiso values for the 88
structures with the same hydration level, discussed in Section 6.6.3.
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E

Fully-hydrous wadsleyite: computational details

E1

Fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures with a Si vacancy
Fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, each containing a single

Si4+ vacancy, were generated by using the AIRSS approach to add four H
atoms to a unit cell of anhydrous wadsleyite,29 producing 251 structures,
with the enthalpy profile of these structures shown in Figure E1.1a. The
enthalpy rank shows that the AIRSS-generated structures fall into two welldefined regions, where 142 have ΔH < 0.04 eV, with the remaining 109
structures exhibiting ΔH > 0.27 eV. The lowest enthalpy structures contain all
four H on the tetrahedron of O atoms that directly surround the Si vacancy,
with the protonation motif for the lowest enthalpy structure (ΔH = 0.0 eV),
which contains O2–H⋯O4, O3–H⋯O4, O4–H⋯O3 and O4–H⋯O4 hydroxyl
environments, is shown in Figure E1.1b. In all the structures with ΔH > 0.27
eV, at least one H atom is located on an O atom outside of the four that
directly surround the Si vacancy.

Figure E1.1: (a) Plot of relative enthalpy (ΔH) of the 251 fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural
models with a Si vacancy. (b) Representative structure of the lowest enthalpy fully-hydrous
wadsleyite protonation motif with a Si vacancy.
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In order to compare hydration mechanisms featuring a Si vacancyagainst
those with two Mg vacancies, a balanced reaction, interchanging these
materials was constructed. The formula for a unit cell of fully-hydrous
wadsleyite containing a Si vacancy is Mg16Si7O32H4, with the formula for the
structure containing two Mg vacancies being Mg14Si8O32H4. As shown in
Equation 3, using stishovite57 and akimotoite,24 polymorphs of SiO2 and
MgSiO3, respectively, these two materials can be stoichiometrically balanced.

Mg14 Si 8 O 32 H 4 + 2MgSiO 3 → Mg16 Si 7 O 32 H 4 + 3SiO 2 , ΔH = +1.16 eV .

(3)

Equation 3 shows that formation of Mg16Si7O32H4 (and stishovite) from
akimotoite and Mg14Si8O32H4 has an enthalpic cost of +1.16 eV, suggesting
that experimentally, fully-hydrous wadsleyite containing Si vacancies is
unlikely to occur.

E2

Referencing 1H σ iso
The calculated 1H σiso values for the 199 AIRSS-generated fully-

hydrous wadsleyite structures selected for further study were referenced
using the calculated isotropic chemical shielding (σiso) and experimental
isotropic chemical shift (δiso) values for hydrous wadsleyite itself. 1H σiso
referencing is based on the fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures assigned to
the 1H resonances at 3.4 and 8.6 ppm, corresponding to O1 and O4 site
hydroxyls, respectively. Where more than one of a particular protonation
arrangement is observed, i.e., when all four protons are located on O1 sites,
the average 1H σiso value is used. Table E2.1 shows the calculated 1H σiso
values for the two selected fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures. The equation
shown in Figure E2.1 was used to reference 1H σiso values for the 199 fullyhydrous wadsleytie structures discussed in Section 6.7.
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Table E2.1: 1H calculated isotropic chemical shielding (siso) and experimental isotropic
chemical shift (diso) for the two fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures chosen to reference 1H
σiso for structures with this hydration level.
H σiso (ppm)

1

H δiso56

1

ΔH / eV

Mg site

Protonation

Protonation

vacancy

motif

site

Mg3/Mg3

4 × H–O1

O1

26.05

3.4

0.00

Mg1/Mg3

2 × H–O1

O4

20.63

8.6

0.37

(ppm)

1 × H–O3
1 × H–O4

Figure E2.1: Plot of experimental 1H δiso against calculated σiso for the selected AIRSSgenerated fully-hydrous wadsleyite structures used to reference the σiso values for the 199
structures with the same hydration level, discussed in Section 6.7.

E3

The Smyth fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural model
The enthalpic stability of the fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural

model proposed by Smyth,58 relative to the AIRSS-generated structures
presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis, was investigated. Smyth generated this
structural model was generated using simple ionic constraints, and as shown
in Figure E3.1, it consists of protonated O1 sites, with the H–O1 hydroxyls
aligning parallel to the c axis (rather than with the O⋯O edge of the vacancy
centred octahedron), with hydration charge balanced by the removal of two
Mg2 site cations. From Figure E3.2, which shows the ΔH of the Smyth
structure (following geometry optimisation), alongside the 199 AIRSSgenerated structures identified using a k-means clustering approach, it is
clear that the Smyth structure (ΔH ≈ 2.45 eV) is enthalpically unstable, with a
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Figure E3.1: The structural model of fully-hydrous wadsleyite proposed by Smyth.58

Figure E3.2: Plot showing the relative enthalpy (ΔH) of the Smyth structural model,58
alongside the 199 k-means cluster-selected fully-hydrous wadsleyite structural models, with
the data points coloured by Mg vacancy combination.

ΔH far higher than any of the k-means cluster-selected structures with two
Mg2 vacancies. The highly unstable nature of this model, relative to the
AIRSS-generated equivalents, could be due to the hydroxyl orientation
proposed by Smyth, which prevents the formation of protonation
environments with strong hydrogen bonding.
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